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Preface
Welcome to the 15th SIGMORPHON Workshop on Computational Research in Phonetics, Phonology,
and Morphology, to be held on October 31, 2018 in Brussels, Belgium. The workshop aims to
bring together researchers interested in applying computational techniques to problems in morphology,
phonology, and phonetics. Our program this year highlights the ongoing and important interaction
between work in computational linguistics and work in theoretical linguistics. This year, however, a new
focus on low resource approaches to morphology is emerging as a consequence of the SIGMORPHON
2016 and CoNLL shared tasks on morphological reinflection across a wide range of languages.
We received 36 submissions, and after a competitive reviewing process, we accepted 19. Due to time
limitations, 6 papers were chosen for oral presentations, the remaining papers are presented as posters.
The workshop also includes a joint poster session with CoNLL, on the CoNLL–SIGMORPHON 2018
Shared Task: Universal Morphological Reinflection.
We are grateful to the program committee for their careful and thoughtful reviews of the papers submitted
this year. We are looking forward to a workshop covering a wide range of topics, and we hope for lively
discussions.
Sandra Kübler
Garrett Nicolai
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Efficient Computation of Implicational Universals in Constraint-Based
Phonology Through the Hyperplane Separation Theorem
Giorgio Magri
CNRS, SFL, UPL
magrigrg@gmail.com

Abstract

A typology T is a collection of grammars
G1 , G2 , . . . For instance, T could be the set of
syntactic grammars corresponding to all possible combinations of values of a set of parameters (Chomsky, 1981). Or the set of phonological
grammars corresponding to all possible orderings
of an underlying set of phonological rules (Chomsky and Halle 1968). Or the set of grammars corresponding to all rankings of an underlying constraint set (Prince and Smolensky, 2004).
The structure induced by a typology T can be
investigated though its implicational universals of
the form (1). This implication holds provided every grammar in the typology T that satisfies the
antecedent property P also satisfies the consequent property Pb (Greenberg 1963).
(1)

resentational framework which distinguishes between two representational levels: underlying representations (URs), denoted as x, b
x, . . . ; and surface representations (SRs), denoted as y, b
y, . . . or
z, bz, . . . . A phonological grammar G is a function which takes a UR x and returns a SR y. For
instance, the phonology of German maps the UR
x = /bE:d/ to the SR y = [bE:t] (‘bath’). A phonological typology T is a collection of phonological
grammars G1 , G2 , . . . that we assume are all defined over the same set of URs (Richness of the
Base assumption; Prince and Smolensky 2004).
Since phonological grammars are functions
from URs to SRs, the most basic or atomic antecedent property P of an implicational universal
(1) is the property of mapping a certain UR x to
a certain SR y. Analogously, the most basic consequent property Pb is the property of mapping a
certain UR b
x to a certain SR b
y. We thus focus
on implicational universals of the form (2). This
implication holds provided every grammar in the
typology T that succeeds on the antecedent mapping (i.e., it maps the antecedent UR x to the antecedent SR y), also succeeds on the consequent
mapping (i.e., it also maps the consequent UR b
x to
the consequent SR b
y). This definition makes sense
because every grammar in the typology T is defined on every UR, so that every grammar can be
applied to the two URs x and b
x.

To illustrate, suppose that T is the typology of syntactic grammars. Consider the antecedent property
P of having VSO as the basic word order. And
the consequent property Pb of having prepositions
(as opposed to postpositions). In this case, (1) is
Greenberg’s implicational universal #3.
In this paper, we are interested in typologies
of phonological grammars. We assume a rep-

The relation → thus defined over mappings turns
out to be a partial order (under mild additional assumptions). It is called the T-order induced by the
typology T (Anttila and Andrus, 2006).
A familiar example concerns coda cluster simplification in English. Suppose that a coda t/d
deletes before vowels in a certain dialect, so that
the UR /cost us/ is realized as the SR [cos’ us].

This paper focuses on the most basic implicational universals in phonological theory, called T-orders after Anttila and Andrus
(2006). It develops necessary and sufficient
constraint characterizations of T-orders within
Harmonic Grammar and Optimality Theory.
These conditions rest on the rich convex geometry underlying these frameworks. They
are phonologically intuitive and have significant algorithmic implications.

1

Introduction

T
P −→ Pb

T

T

(x, y) −→ (b
x, b
y)

(2)

1
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P
plied by −1, namely − nk=1 wk Ck (x, y). Because of the minus sign, mappings with a large
harmony have few constraint violations. The HG
grammar corresponding to a weight vector w
maps a UR x to the candidate SR y in Gen(x)
such that the mapping (x, y) has a larger wharmony than the mapping (x, z) corresponding to
any other candidate z in Gen(x) (Legendre et al.,
1990; Smolensky and Legendre, 2006; Potts et al.,
2010). The HG typology (relative to a candidate
relation and a constraint set) consists of the HG
grammars corresponding to all weight vectors.
HG
We denote by (x, y) −→ (b
x, b
y) the implication
between an antecedent mapping (x, y) and a consequent mapping (b
x, b
y) relative to the HG typology. We assume that the antecedent UR x comes
with only a finite number m of antecedent loser
candidates z1 , . . . , zm besides the antecedent winner candidate y. Analogously, we assume that the
consequent UR b
x comes with only a finite number m
b of consequent loser candidates bz1 , . . . , bzm
b
besides the consequent winner candidate b
y. This
assumption is nonrestrictive. In fact, a UR admits only a finite number of HG optimal candidates (Magri, 2018). Candidate sets can thus be
assumed to be finite without loss of generality.
For each antecedent loser zi , we define the antecedent difference vector C(x, y, zi ) as in (3). It
has a component for each constraint Ck defined
as the violation difference Ck (x, y, zi ) between the
number Ck (x, zi ) of violations assigned by Ck
to the loser mapping (x, zi ) minus the number
Ck (x, y) of violations assigned to the antecedent
winner mapping (x, y).

Then the coda also deletes before consonants in
that same dialect, so that the UR /cost me/ is realized as the SR [cos’ me] (Guy, 1991; Kiparsky,
1993; Coetzee, 2004). In other words, the impliT
cation (/tV/, [V]) → (/tC/, [C]) holds relative to the
typology T of English dialects.
Two important phonological frameworks explored in the literature are Harmonic Grammar
(HG; Legendre et al., 1990; Smolensky and Legendre, 2006; Potts et al., 2010) and Optimality
Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky, 2004). The
crucial idea shared by HG and OT is that the relevant properties of phonological mappings are extracted by a set of n phonological constraints that
effectively represent discrete phonological mappings as points of Rn . The goal of this paper is to
express an implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) in HG and
OT in terms of the constraint violations of the two
mappings (x, y) and (b
x, b
y) and their competitors.
Section 2 presents the constraint condition for
HG T-orders. It rests on the rich geometry underlying HG, as it follows from a classical result of convex geometry (the Hyperplane Separation Theorem), as detailed in section 3. Section 4
presents the constraint condition for OT T-orders.
It rests on an equivalence between OT and HG Torders established in section 5.
These constraint conditions admit a straightforward interpretation and thus help us better understand the phonological import of T-orders. Furthermore, they allow us to compute T-orders efficiently, circumventing the laborious computation
of the entire HG or OT typology (as it is currently
done in the literature; see for instance the OT Torder Generator by Anttila and Andrus, 2006).
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C(x, y, zi ) = 



Constraint Conditions for HG T-orders

HG assumes a relation Gen which pairs each
UR x with a set Gen(x) of candidate SRs. It
also assumes a set of n phonological constraints
C1 , . . . , Cn . Each constraint Ck takes a phonological mapping (x, y) of a UR x and a candidate
SR y in Gen(x) and returns the corresponding
number of violations Ck (x, y) ∈ N, a nonnegative integer which quantifies the “badness” of that
mapping (x, y) from the phonological perspective
encoded by that constraint Ck . A weight vector
w = (w1 , . . . , wn ) ∈ Rn+ assigns a nonnegative
weight wk ≥ 0 to each constraint Ck .
The w-harmony of a mapping (x, y) is the
weighted sum of the constraint violations multi-

C1 (x, zi ) − C1 (x, y)
..
.
Ck (x, zi ) − Ck (x, y)
..
.
Cn (x, zi ) − Cn (x, y)








(3)

The consequent difference vector C(b
x, b
y, bzj ) is defined analogously, as pitting the consequent winner mapping (b
x, b
y) against one of its losers (b
x, bzj ).
HG
The definition of the HG implication (x, y) →
(b
x, b
y) requires every HG grammar which succeeds
on the antecedent mapping to also succeed on the
consequent mapping. This condition is trivially
satisfied if no HG grammar succeeds on the antecedent mapping, namely the mapping (x, y) is
HG unfeasible. Thus, let’s suppose that is not the
case. The following proposition then provides a
2
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and /CCC/ to their non-harmonically bounded candidates.

Proposition 1 admits the following geometric
interpretation. Suppose there are only n = 2 constraints and m = 4 antecedent difference vectors
C(x, y, zi ), represented
Pmas the black dots in figure 1a. The region { i=1 λi C(x, y, zi ) | λi ≥ 0}
is the convex cone generated by these antecedent
difference vectors, depicted in dark gray in figure
1a. The region in light gray singles out the points
which are at least as large (component by component) as some point in this cone. Condition (4)
thus says that each consequent difference vector
C(b
x, b
y, bzj ) must belong to this light gray region.
Indeed, suppose that some consequent difference vector does not belong to this light gray region, as represented by the white dot in figure 1b.
The dashed line leaves the antecedent difference
vectors (black dots) and the consequent difference
vector (white dot) on two different sides. This
means that the HG grammar corresponding to a
nonnegative weight vector orthogonal to this line
succeeds on the antecedent mapping (x, y) but it
fails on the consequent mapping (b
x, b
y), defying the
HG
implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y).
The existence of (a weight vector corresponding
to) a dashed line such as the one depicted in figure
1b is geometrically obvious in the case with only
n = 2 constraints. For an arbitrary number n of
constraints, a fundamental result of convex geometry, the Hyperplane Separation Theorem (HST;
Rockafellar, 1970, §11; Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004, §2.5), indeed guarantees the existence of a
weight vector which separates the cone generated
by the antecedent difference vectors from the outlier consequent difference vector. This is the core
of the proof of proposition 1 provided in section 3.
Let’s finally look at a couple of examples (based
on Bane and Riggle 2009). We assume n = 5 con-

Proposition 1 If the antecedent mapping (x, y) is
HG
HG feasible, the HG implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y)
holds if and only if for every consequent loser candidate bzj with j = 1, . . . , m,
b there exist m nonnegative coefficients λ1 , . . . , λm ≥ 0 (one for each
antecedent loser candidate z1 , . . . , zm ) such that
λi C(x, y, zi )

C
NO

Table 1: Violation profiles for the mappings of the URs /CC/

complete (both necessary and sufficient) characHG
terization of the HG implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) in
terms of condition (4) stated entirely in terms of
antecedent and consequent difference vectors.

m
X

[null]
[CV.CV.CV]

Figure 1: Geometric representation of condition (4).

C(b
x, b
y, bzj ) ≥

[null]
[CV.CV]

•

•
a.

ET

S
ON

(4)

i=1

and furthermore at least one of these coefficients
λ1 , . . . , λm is different from zero.
2
Proposition 1 admits the following phonological interpretation. Condition (4) says that each
consequent loser bzj violates the constraints at least
as much as (some conic combination of) the antecedent losers z1 , . . . , zm . In other words, the
consequent losers are “worse” than the antecedent
losers. The consequent winner b
y thus has an “easier” time beating its losers than the antecedent
winner y, as required by the definition of T-order.
Proposition 1 has important algorithmic implications. In fact, checking the definition of Torder (in general, of any implicational universal)
directly is costly, because it requires computing
the entire typology, which can be large. But proposition 1 says that, in the case of HG, T-orders can
be determined locally, by only looking at the antecedent and consequent mappings together with
their losers. Indeed, this proposition effectively
reduces the problem of computing HG T-orders to
the problem of finding coefficients λi which satisfy the inequality (4). The latter is a polyhedral
feasibility problem that can be solved efficiently
with standard linear programming technology. A
Python package to compute HG T-orders using
condition (4) will be released shortly.
3
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Table 2: Verifying that condition (4) holds for the HG implication (CC, CV.CV) → (CCC, CV.CV.CV).

Condition (4) fails: the consequent difference vector is not larger than any conic combination of
the two antecedent difference vectors, no matter the choice of the coefficients λ1 , λ2 ≥ 0.
In fact, the inequality (5) for D EP V requires
λ1 ≥ 2, whereby the inequality fails for M AX.
Proposition 1 thus establishes that the implication
HG
(CC, CVC) →
6 (CCC, CV.CVC) fails in HG.

straints: O NSET, which penalizes surface syllables
starting with a vowel (V); N O C ODA, which penalizes surface syllables ending with a consonant
(C); M AX, which penalizes deletion of underlying
segments; and D EP V and D EP C, which penalize
epenthetic vowels and consonants, respectively.
We focus on the two URs /CC/ and /CCC/. We only
consider their non-harmonically bounded candidates, listed in table 1 with their constraint violations (the candidate [CVC.CV] is omitted because
indistinguishable by the constraints from [CV.CVC]).
We focus on the implication (CC, CV.CV) →
(CCC, CV.CV.CV). The antecedent UR x = /CC/
comes with the winner candidate y = [CV.CV]
and the m = 2 loser candidates z1 = [null] and
z2 = [CVC]. There are therefore two antecedent
difference vectors C(x, y, zi ), repeated on the right
hand side of each of the three inequalities in table
2. The consequent UR b
x = /CCC/ comes with the
winner candidate b
y = [CV.CV.CV] and the m
b = 3
b
b
loser candidates z1 = [null], z2 = [CV.CVC], and
bz3 = [CVC]. There are therefore three consequent
difference vectors C(b
x, b
y, bzj ), which appear on the
left hand side of the three inequalities in table 2.
Condition (4) holds: each consequent difference
vector is at least as large as a conic combination
of the antecedent difference vectors, as shown in
table 2. Proposition 1 thus establishes the HG imHG
plication (CC, CV.CV) → (CCC, CV.CV.CV).
Proposition 1 can also be used to show that an
implication fails in HG. To illustrate, we focus
on the implication (CC, CVC) → (CCC, CV.CVC).
We consider the consequent difference vector
C(/CCC/, [CV.CVC], [null]), which appears on the
left hand side of (5).
There are two antecedent difference vectors C(/CC/, [CVC], [null])
and C(/CC/, [CVC], [CV.CV]), which appear on the
right hand side of (5).
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Proof of Proposition 1

The HST has a number of algebraic consequences
known as theorems of the alternatives.1 One of
these theorems is the Motzkin Transposition Theorem (MTT; Bertsekas, 2009, proposition 5.6.2),
which is particularly suited to our needs. It states
that conditions (C1) and (C2) below are mutually
exclusive (one and only one of them holds) for any
two matrices A ∈ Rp×n and B ∈ Rq×n .
(C1) There exists a vector w ∈ Rn such that
Aw < 0 and Bw ≤ 0.
(C2) There exist two nonnegative vectors ξ ∈
Rq+ and µ ∈ Rp+ with µ 6= 0 such that
AT µ + BT ξ = 0.
It is useful to specialize the MTT as follows.
Consider some vectors a1 , . . . , am , b ∈ Rn .
Let A be the matrix whose p = m rows are
T
−aT
1 , . . . , −am . Let B be the matrix whose q =
T
T
n
n+1 rows are −eT
1 , . . . , −en , b (where ei ∈ R
has all components equal to 0 but for the ith component which is equal to 1). The two conditions
(C1) and (C2) thus become (C10 ) and (C20 ).
(C10 ) There exists a nonnegative vector w ∈ Rn+
T
such that aT
1 w > 0, . . . , am w > 0 but
bT w ≤ 0.
(C20 ) There exist some nonnegative coefficients
µ1 , . . . , µm , ξ ≥ 0 with at least one of
the coefficients µ
P1 , . . . , µm different from 0
such that ξb ≥ m
i=1 µi ai .

(5)

1

Throughout this section, all vectors are column vectors;
T stands for matrix transposition. Vector inequalities must
hold component-wise.

4

the antecedent winner y, which exists by hypothesis. This weight vector w thus satisfies condition (6). Since w is non-negative, the scalar product of both sides of (9) with w preserves the inequality, yielding (10). But the latter inequality
requires µ1 = · · · = µm = 0, contradicting the
assumption that at least one of the nonnegative coefficients µ1 , . . . , µm ≥ 0 is strictly positive.

With these preliminaries in place, we now conHG
sider the HG implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y). Suppose
that the HG grammar corresponding to some nonnegative weight vector w ∈ Rn+ succeeds on the
antecedent mapping (x, y). This means that the wharmony of this mapping (x, y) is larger than that
of every antecedent loser mapping (x, zi ). This
condition can be stated in terms of the antecedent
difference vectors as in (6), taking advantage of
the linearity of the HG harmony.
C(x, y, zi )T w > 0,

i = 1, . . . , m

0≥

(6)

j = 1, . . . , m
b

4

ξ C(b
x, b
y, bzj ) ≥

µi C(x, y, zi )

(7)
HG

(8)

i=1

The coefficient ξ in (8) must be strictly positive. In
fact, suppose by contradiction that ξ = 0, whereby
inequality (8) becomes (9).
0≥

m
X

µi C(x, y, zi )

(10)

>0

Constraint Conditions for OT T-orders

This section extends the convex geometric analysis of T-orders developed in the preceding sections
from HG to OT. We start by recalling that in OT a
constraint Ck is said to prefer a mapping (x, y) to
another mapping (x, z) provided Ck assigns less
violations to the former than to the latter, namely
Ck (x, y) < Ck (x, z). A constraint ranking is an
arbitrary linear order  over the constraint set.
A constraint ranking  prefers a mapping (x, y)
to another mapping (x, z) provided the highest ranked constraint which distinguishes between the
two mappings (x, y) and (x, z) prefers (x, y). The
fact that the highest -ranked relevant constraint
defines the preference of the entire ranking, irrespectively of the preferences of lower -ranked
constraints, is captured by saying that the former
constraint strictly dominates the latter constraints.
The OT grammar corresponding to a ranking 
maps a UR x to that SR y such that  prefers the
mapping (x, y) to the mapping (x, z) corresponding to any other candidate z in Gen(x) (Prince and
Smolensky, 2004). The OT typology (for a given
candidate relation and constraint set) consists of
the OT grammars corresponding to all rankings.
OT
We denote by (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) the implication
between an antecedent mapping (x, y) and a consequent mapping (b
x, b
y) relative to the OT typology. By definition, this implication holds provided every constraint ranking that succeeds on the
antecedent mapping also succeeds on the consequent mapping. Thus, a natural strategy to check
OT
the OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) would be to
use Recursive Constraint Demotion (RCD; Tesar
and Smolensky, 1998) to check that for every j =

In other words, the HG implication (x, y) →
(b
x, b
y) holds if and only if every nonnegative
weight vector w which satisfies (6) also satisfies
(7). Equivalently, the HG T-order holds if and only
if for every j = 1, . . . , m,
b it is false that there exists a nonnegative weight vector w ∈ Rn+ such
that C(x, y, zi )T w > 0 for every i = 1, . . . , m
but C(b
x, b
y, bzj )T w ≤ 0. In other words, for
every j = 1, . . . , m,
b condition (C10 ) is false,
with the positions ai = C(x, y, zi ) and b =
C(b
x, b
y, bzj ). By the MTT, condition (C20 ) must
therefore be true for every j = 1, . . . , m.
b This
means that there exist some non-negative coefficients µ1 , . . . , µm , ξ ≥ 0 such that at least one of
the coefficients µ1 , . . . , µm is strictly positive and
furthermore the inequality (8) holds.
m
X

i=1

µi C(x, y, zi )T w
|
{z
}

Since the coefficient ξ is strictly positive, both
sides of (8) can be divided by ξ, yielding the inequality (4) with the position λi = µi /ξ.

HG

The implication(x, y) → (b
x, b
y) then requires the
HG grammar corresponding to that weight vector w to also succeed on the consequent mapping
(b
x, b
y). This means that the w-harmony of this
mapping (b
x, b
y) is larger than that of every consequent loser mapping (b
x, bzj ). This condition can be
stated in terms of the consequent difference vectors as in (7).
C(b
x, b
y, bzj )T w > 0,

m
X

(9)

i=1

Consider a weight vector w whose corresponding HG grammar maps the antecedent UR x to
5

that condition (12) holds for k = 1, . . . , n and
j = 1, . . . , m.
b

1, . . . , m,
b no ranking is consistent simultaneously
with the two mappings (x, y) and (b
x, bzj ). In this
section, we develop instead an alternative strategy
which uses the HG-to-OT-portability result of Magri (2013) to extend to OT the convex geometric
characterization of HG T-orders developed in sections 2-3.
To start, we recall that an OT grammar can be
construed as an HG grammar (as long as the constraint violations are bounded, which is the case
when the set of URs and the candidate sets are
finite). In fact, OT’s strict domination can be
mimicked through HG weights which decrease exponentially. Indeed, if a weight is much larger
than every smaller weight, the preferences of the
constraint with the larger weight cannot be overcome by the preferences of the constraints with
smaller weights (Prince and Smolensky, 2004;
Keller, 2006). Since the OT typology is a subset of the HG typology, whenever an implicaHG
tion (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) holds in HG, the implication
OT
(x, y) → (b
x, b
y) holds in OT.
Lemma 1 slightly strengthens this conclusion.
In fact, OT only cares about constraints’ preferences. Equivalently, about the sign of the violation
HG
differences. Thus, the HG implication (x, y) →
(b
x, b
y) entails not only the corresponding OT imOT
plication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) but also any other OT
OT
∗
∗
implication (x , y ) → (b
x∗ , b
y∗ ) whose antecedent
and consequent mappings (x∗ , y∗ ) and (b
x∗ , b
y∗ )
yield violation differences with the same sign as
the original antecedent and consequent mappings
(x, y) and (b
x, b
y). The proof of this lemma simply
uses the observation that exponentially decaying
HG weights mimic OT strict domination and it is
therefore omitted.

Ck (b
x, b
y, bzj ) T 0 ⇐⇒ Ck (b
x∗ , b
y∗ , bz∗j ) T 0 (12)
HG

The HG implication (x, y) −→ (b
x, b
y) then entails
OT
the OT implication (x∗ , y∗ ) −→ (b
x∗ , b
y∗ ).

The preceding lemma establishes an entailment
from HG to OT implications. We now want to investigate the reverse entailment from OT to HG
implications. Thus, we suppose that an implicaOT
tion (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) holds in OT. Of course, that
HG
does not entail that the implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y)
between the same two mappings also holds in
HG. That is because the HG typology is usually a
proper superset of the OT typology. And a larger
typology yields sparser T-orders. Thus, it makes
no sense to try to establish that the OT implicaOT
tion (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) entails the HG implication
HG
(x, y) → (b
x, b
y) between the same two mappings.
We will try to establish something weaker inOT
stead: the OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) entails
HG
dif
dif
easy
an HG implication (x , y ) → (b
x ,b
yeasy ) bedif
dif
tween an antecedent mapping (x , y ) different
from (x, y) and a consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy )
different from (b
x, b
y). And we will choose this new
antecedent mapping (xdif , ydif ) and this new consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) in such a way that the
HG
new HG implication (xdif , ydif ) → (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) is
“more likely to hold” than the original implication
HG
(x, y) → (b
x, b
y) and thus validates the entailment
from OT to HG implications.
What does it mean that an implication is “more
likely to hold”? Intuitively, an implication from
an antecedent to a consequent mapping is “likely
to hold” when the antecedent mapping is “difficult” to obtain, namely it is consistent with very
few grammars. In the limit, the implication holds
trivially when the antecedent mapping is consistent with no grammars at all. Thus, we want to
define the new antecedent mapping (xdif , ydif ) in
such a way that it is “more difficult” to obtain in
HG than the original antecedent mapping (x, y),
whereby the superscript “diff”. Analogously, an
implication from an antecedent to a consequent
mapping is intuitively “likely to hold” when the
consequent mapping is “easy” to obtain, namely
it is consistent with very many grammars. In the
limit, the implication holds trivially when the consequent mapping is consistent with every grammar. Thus, we want to define the new consequent

Lemma 1 Given an antecedent mapping (x, y)
with its m antecedent loser candidates z1 , . . . , zm ,
consider another mapping (x∗ , y∗ ) with the same
number m of loser candidates z∗1 , . . . , z∗m such that
the m corresponding violation differences have
the same sign, in the sense that condition (11)
holds for k = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , m.
Ck (x, y, zi ) T 0 ⇐⇒ Ck (x∗ , y∗ , z∗i ) T 0 (11)
Analogously, given the consequent mapping
(b
x, b
y) with its m
b consequent loser candidates
bz1 , . . . , bzm
,
consider
another mapping (b
x∗ , b
y∗ )
b
with the same number m
b of loser candidates
∗
∗
bz1 , . . . , bzm
b corresponding violab such that the m
tion differences have the same sign, in the sense
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consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) comes with the
easy
easy
same number m
b of loser candidates bz1 , . . . , bzm
b
whose violation differences are defined as in (14).
b j is the total number of constraints Ck
Here Λ
such that Ck prefers the original consequent loser
mapping (b
x, bzj ) to the original consequent winner
mapping (b
x, b
y), in the sense that Ck (b
x, b
y, bzj ) < 0.

mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) in such a way that it is “easier” to obtain in HG than the original consequent
mapping (b
x, b
y), whereby the superscript “easy”.
Let us now turn to the details. As discussed
above around (6), it suffices to define the difference vectors corresponding to the new difficult
mapping antecedent (xdif , ydif ). Given the original
antecedent mapping (x, y) with its m loser candidates z1 , . . . , zm , we assume that the new antecedent mapping (xdif , ydif ) comes with the same
dif
number m of loser candidates zdif
1 , . . . , zm whose
violation differences are defined as in (13). Here,
Ωi is the total number of constraints Ck such that
Ck prefers the original antecedent winner mapping (x, y) to the original antecedent loser mapping (x, zi ), in the sense that Ck (x, y, zi ) > 0.
Ck (xdif , ydif , zdif
i )=

if Ck (x, y, zi ) > 0

 1
0
if Ck (x, y, zi ) = 0
=


−Ωi − 1 if Ck (x, y, zi ) < 0

easy

Ck (b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzj ) =

b
x, b
y, zbj ) > 0

 Λj + 1 if Ck (b
=
0
if Ck (b
x, b
y, zbj ) = 0


−1
if Ck (b
x, b
y, zbj ) < 0

The intuition behind this definition (14) is as
follows. Whenever the original violation difference Ck (b
x, b
y, bzj ) is positive or negative, the new
easy
violation difference Ck (b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzj ) is positive or negative as well, so that the original and
the new violation differences have the same sign.
The size of the new violation differences has been
chosen as follows. In order for the mapping
(b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) to be “easy” in HG, we want its negative violation differences to be as small as possible
(in absolute value). For this reason, the negative
violation differences in (14) have been set equal to
−1, which is the negative integer smallest in absolute value. Analogously, in order for the mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) to be “easy” in HG, we want its
positive violation differences to be large relative to
the strength of the negative violation differences
they have to “fight off”. Since the negative entries
are all equal to −1 in (14), the “strength” of the
bj.
negative entries only depends on their number Λ
For this reason, the positive violation differences
b j + 1. In concluin (14) have been set equal to Λ
sion, this definition (14) ensures that the mapping
(b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) is “easy” in HG, because the positive
violation differences are large and the negative violation differences are small (in absolute value).
We are now ready to put the pieces together. As
OT
anticipated, the OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y)
HG
might not entail the HG implication (x, y) →
(b
x, b
y) with the same antecedent and consequent
mappings. Nonetheless, the following lemma 2
OT
ensures that the OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y)
HG
dif
dif
does entail the HG implication (x , y ) →
(b
xeasy , b
yeasy ).
The intuition is that the latter is less demanding than the HG implication
HG
(x, y) → (b
x, b
y), because its antecedent is “difficult” (namely, consistent with few HG grammars)
and its consequent is “easy” (namely, consistent

(13)

The intuition behind this definition (13) is as
follows. OT only cares about the sign of the violation differences. Thus, the new violation difference Ck (xdif , ydif , zdif
i ) is defined in such a way
that it has the same sign as the original violation
difference Ck (x, y, zi ): one is positive or negative if and only if the other is as well. HG also
cares about the size of the violation differences,
not only about their sign. In order for the mapping (xdif , ydif ) to be “difficult” in HG, we want
its positive violation differences to be as small as
possible. For this reason, the positive violation differences in (13) have been set equal to 1, which is
the smallest positive integer. Analogously, in order for the mapping (xdif , ydif ) to be “difficult” in
HG, we want its negative violation differences to
be large (in absolute value) relative to the strength
of the positive violation differences they have to
“fight off”. Since the positive entries are all equal
to 1 in (13), the “strength” of the positive entries
only depends on their number Ωi . For this reason, the absolute value of the negative violation
differences in (13) has been set equal to Ωi + 1.
In conclusion, this definition (13) ensures that the
mapping (xdif , ydif ) is “difficult” in HG, because
the positive violation differences are small and the
negative ones are large (in absolute value).
We now turn to the consequents. Given the original consequent mapping (b
x, b
y) with its m
b loser
candidates bz1 , . . . , bzm
,
we
assume
that
the
new
b

(14)
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5

with many HG grammars). The proof of this
lemma is provided in section 5, mimicking a reasoning in Magri (2013).

OT

We assume that the OT implication (x, y) →
(b
x, b
y) holds. We consider an arbitrary nonnegative
weight vector w = (w1 , . . . , wn ) which succeeds
on the “difficult” antecedent mapping (xdif , ydif )
and we prove that it is also succeeds on the “easy”
consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ), thus securing
HG
the HG implication (xdif , ydif ) −→ (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ).
The assumption that the weight vector w succeeds on the “difficult” antecedent
mapping (xdif , ydif ) means that
Pn
dif dif dif
> 0 for every
k=1 wk Ck (x , y , zi )
i = 1, . . . , m. The latter inequality can be
unpacked as in (16). In step (16a), we have
used the definition (13). Here W (x, y, zi ) and
L(x, y, zi ) are the sets of winner-preferring and
loser-preferring constraints relative to the winner
(x, y) and the loser (x, zi ).
PIn step (16b), we have
upper bounded the sum h∈W (x,y,zi ) wh with its
largest term maxh∈W (x,y,zi ) wh times the number
Ωi of its addenda.PIn step (16c), we have lower
bounded the sum k∈L(x,y,zi ) wk with one of its
terms, as the addenda are all non-negative.
n
X
wk Ck (xdif , ydif , zdif
i )>0

OT

Lemma 2 The OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) enHG
dif
dif
easy
tails the HG implication (x , y ) → (b
x ,b
yeasy )
dif
dif
between the antecedent mapping (x , y ) and the
consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ) whose violation
differences are defined in (13) and (14).
2

As remarked explicitly above, (13) ensures
that the original antecedent violation differences
Ck (x, y, zi ) and the new antecedent violation differences Ck (xdif , ydif , zdif
i ) have the same sign. In
other words, condition (11) holds with the positions x∗ = xdif , y∗ = ydif , and z∗i = zdif
i . Analogously, (14) ensures that the original consequent
violation differences Ck (b
x, b
y, bzj ) and the new coneasy
sequent violation differences Ck (b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzi )
have the same sign. In other words, condition (12)
holds with the positions b
x∗ = b
xeasy , b
y∗ = b
yeasy , and
easy
∗
bzi = bzi . The two lemmas 1 and 2 can therefore
be combined into the following conclusion: the
OT
OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y) holds if and only
HG
dif
dif
the HG implication (x , y ) → (b
xeasy , b
yeasy )
holds. We can thus extend to OT the characterization of HG T-orders provided by the HG proposition 1 above, obtaining the following:

k=1
(a)

⇐⇒

Proposition 2 If the antecedent mapping (x, y) is
OT
OT feasible, the OT implication (x, y) → (b
x, b
y)
holds iff for every j = 1, . . . , m,
b there exist m nonnegative coefficients λ1 , . . . , λm ≥ 0 such that
easy

C(b
x

easy

,b
y

, bzeasy
j )

≥

m
X

dif

λi C(x , y

dif

Proof of Lemma 2

X

h∈W (x,y,zi )

(b)

=⇒ Ωi
(c)

=⇒ Ωi

, zdif
i )

=⇒

i=1

wh > (Ωi + 1)

h∈W (x,y,zi )

max

h∈W (x,y,zi )

max

wk

k∈L(x,y,zi )

max

h∈W (x,y,zi )

X

X

wh > (Ωi + 1)

wk

k∈L(x,y,zi )

wh > (Ωi + 1)wk
for every k ∈ L(x, y, zi )

wh > wk

(16)
We now show that the conclusion reached in the
last line of (16) entails that the strict inequality
(17) holds for every j = 1, . . . , m.
b

(15)
and furthermore at least one of these coefficients
λ1 , . . . , λm is different from zero.
2
To illustrate, we have seen at the end of secHG
tion 2 that the HG implication (CC, CVC) →
(CCC, CV.CVC) fails in HG because condition (4)
fails, as shown in (5). But this entailment
OT
(CC, CVC) → (CCC, CV.CVC) does hold in OT. In
fact, the three “easy” consequent difference veceasy
tors C(b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzj ) in this case are listed on
the left hand side of the three inequalities in table 3. The two “difficult” antecedent difference
vectors C(xdif , ydif , zdif
i ) are repeated on the right
hand side of the three inequalities. The table thus
shows that condition (15) holds.

max

h∈W (b
x,b
y,b
zj )

wh >

max

k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj )

wk

(17)

In fact, suppose by contradiction that (17) fails
for some j = 1, . . . , m.
b Consider a ranking 
which respects the relative size of the weights, in
the sense that conditions [A] and [B] hold for any
two constraints Cs , Ct with weights ws , wt .
[A] If ws > wt , then Cs is -ranked above Ck .
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[B] If ws = wt and Cs ∈ L(b
x, b
y, bzj ) and Ct ∈
W (b
x, b
y, bzj ), then Cs is -ranked above Ck .


   
0
0
0
−2 −2
N O C ODA−1
 
   
M AX 3  ≥ 0.5 1  +0 0 
 
   
−2  1 
D EP V−1
D EP C
0
0
0
O NSET




 
 
0
0
0
−1
−2
−2
 
 
 
 0  ≥ 0  1  +0.5 0 
 
 
 
 2 
−2
 1 
0
0
0


   
0
0
0
 0 
−2 −2
 
   
 2  ≥ 0.5 1  +0 0 
 
   
−1
−2  1 
0
0
0





Table 3: Verifying that condition (15) holds for the OT implication (CC, CVC) → (CCC, CV.CVC).

easy

straint differences Ck (b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzj

The ranking  succeeds on the antecedent
mapping (x, y). In fact, the condition obtained
in the last line of (16) says that there exists a
constraint which prefers the winner (x, y) to the
loser (x, zi ) whose weight is strictly larger than the
weight of every constraint which instead prefers
the loser (x, zi ) to the winner (x, y). By [A],
this means that a constraint which prefers the
winner (x, y) is -ranked above every constraint
that instead prefers the loser (x, zi ). The ranking  therefore prefers the winner (x, y) to the
loser (x, zi ). Since this conclusion holds for every i = 1, . . . , m, the ranking  succeeds on the
antecedent mapping (x, y).

max

h∈W (b
x,b
y,b
zj )

wh >

max

k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj )

b j + 1)
=⇒ (Λ

max

max

h∈W (b
x,b
y,b
zj )

(b)

b j + 1)
=⇒ (Λ
(c)

=⇒

n
X
k=1

wk =⇒

h∈W (b
x,b
y,b
zj )

(a)

b j + 1)
=⇒ (Λ

X

).

bj
wh > Λ
wh >

max

k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj )

X

wk

wk

k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj )

wh >

X

wk

k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj )

h∈W (b
x,b
y,b
zj )
easy

wk Ck (b
xeasy , b
yeasy , bzj

)>0

(18)
The inequality in the last line of (18) holds for every j = 1, . . . , m,
b ensuring that the weights w
succeed on the consequent mapping (b
xeasy , b
yeasy ).

6

On the other hand, the ranking  fails on
the consequent mapping (b
x, b
y). In fact, the contradictory assumption that (17) fails means that
maxh∈W (bx,by,bzj ) wh ≤ maxk∈L(bx,by,bzj ) wk . In other
words, there exists a constraint which prefers the
loser (b
x, bzj ) to the winner (b
x, b
y) whose weight is
strictly larger than or equal to the weights of the
constraints which instead prefer the winner (b
x, b
y)
to the loser (b
x, bzj ). By [A] and [B], the ranking 
cannot prefer (b
x, b
y) to (b
x, bzj ).

Conclusions

A central task of linguistic theory is to characterize the typological structure predicted by a grammatical formalism in order to match it to linguistic
data. A classical strategy to characterize typological structure is to chart the implicational universals
predicted by the formalism. In this paper, we have
focused on the two constraint-based phonological
formalisms of HG and OT. And we have considered the simplest type of implicational universals,
namely T-orders. The main result of this paper
has been a complete constraint characterization of
T-orders in HG and OT. These constraint conditions rely on an elegant underlying convex geometry. These conditions are phonologically intuitive
and have important algorithmic implications.

The conclusion that  succeeds on the antecedent (x, y) but fails on the consequent (b
x, b
y)
contradicts the assumption that the implication
OT
(x, y) → (b
x, b
y) holds in OT, thus establishing
the inequality (17). This inequality can in turn
be unpacked as in (18). In step (18a), we have
b j maxk∈L(bx,by,bz ) wk with the sum
lower bounded Λ
j
P
b
w
,
because
Λ
is
the number of adj
k∈L(b
x,b
y,b
zj ) k
denda in the sum. In step (18b), we have upper
boundedPthe maximum maxh∈W (bx,by,bzj ) wh with
the sum h∈W (bx,by,bzj ) wh , because the weights being summed over are all non-negative. In step
(18c), we have used the definition (14) of the con-
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Abstract

smaller inventories.
In a LN, as shown in Figure 1, nodes represent
words and edges between nodes represent minimal pairs (Vitevitch, 2008). Vitevitch (2008) argues that the high connectivity and tendency toward clustering found in the English language lexicon are important aids to word learning and retrieval; later work finds similar properties in other
lexicons (Arbesman et al., 2010; Shoemark et al.,
2016). Some claims about the linguistic relevance
of LNPs have been qualified by experiments showing that certain property values are inherent to
the construction process of the network and can
be replicated even when words are sampled from
simple generative processes (Stella and Brede,
2015; Gruenenfelder and Pisoni, 2009; Turnbull
and Peperkamp, 2016; Brown et al., 2018), though
all these studies except Brown et al. point out that
the LNs of natural languages maintain some distinctive properties.
Because !Xung has a very large phoneme inventory, it might in principle have very different
network properties from previously studied languages. Any given word might have far more minimally different neighbors; alternately, the words
might be spread out more thinly across a wider
phonemic space. Our main questions in this study
are (1) whether the network properties of !Xung
differ from those of previously-studied languages,
and, (2) if not, what phonological properties of the
language lead to this network structure despite the
large phoneme inventory?
Our initial analysis shows that most of the LNPs
of !Xung lie within the range of values found
for other languages in previous work. We next
look at how these properties might vary over a
range of lexicon sizes. Because large lexicons for
!Xung are not available, we conduct these analyses on simulated data (“pseudolexicons”) sampled from trigram models, following Gruenen-

We investigate the lexical network properties of the large phoneme inventory Southern African language Mangetti Dune !Xung as
it compares to English and other commonlystudied languages.
Lexical networks are
graphs in which nodes (words) are linked to
their minimal pairs; global properties of these
networks are believed to mediate lexical access in the minds of speakers. We show that
the network properties of !Xung are within the
range found in previously-studied languages.
By simulating data (”pseudolexicons”) with
varying levels of phonotactic structure, we
find that the lexical network properties of
!Xung diverge from previously-studied languages when fewer phonotactic constraints are
retained. We conclude that lexical network
properties are representative of an underlying
cognitive structure which is necessary for efficient word retrieval and that the phonotactics of !Xung may be shaped by a selective
pressure which preserves network properties
within this cognitively useful range.

1

Amanda Miller
[24]7.ai
San Jose, California
amanda.miller@247.ai

Introduction

We investigate the lexical network properties (LNPs) of the Southern African language
Mangetti Dune !Xung (hereafter !Xung) as they
compare to previously-studied languages. !Xung
has 87 consonant phonemes, substantially larger
than most of the world’s languages (Miller, 2016;
Miller-Ockhuizen, 2003; Dickens, 1994; Maddieson, 2013). Many of these sounds are clicks,
typologically rare sounds found mostly in Southern Africa. In !Xung, close to 90% of content words begin with an initial click. While
these properties place !Xung distinctly apart from
most commonly-studied languages at the phonemic level, we analyze its lexical network (LN)
to determine whether its mental lexicon is structurally different from those of languages with
11
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on networks (Shoemark et al., 2016; Turnbull and
Peperkamp, 2016) describe network structure in
terms of four properties: Fraction in Largest Island is defined as the percent of the lexicon that
is connected to the largest component, or island,
in the network and characterizes the global connectivity of the network. The remaining three
properties are calculated within this largest island:
Degree Assortativity Coefficient shows the tendency of nodes to be connected to other nodes with
similar degrees, where with higher values the central “hubs” of the network are connected to one
another (Newman and Girvan, 2003); Average
Shortest Path Length (ASPL) averages the minimum number of hops it takes to get between any
two nodes in the largest island, similar to the game
“Six Degrees to Kevin Bacon”; average Clustering Coefficient (CC) is defined as the number of
edges that exist between neighbors divided by the
number of possible edges between neighbors and
can be thought of as “are my neighbors also neighbors with each other” or “do all my friends know
each other?”.

Figure 1: Example lexical network centered around the
word “plan”: (Turnbull and Peperkamp, 2016, Fig. 1).

felder and Pisoni (2009). Though this analysis
must be considered preliminary due to the weakness of the trigram model, a comparison against
the reported values from Shoemark et al. (2016)
again finds no substantial difference. Having answered our first question, we turn to the second:
we construct pseudolexicons with varying degrees
of phonological structure, following Turnbull and
Peperkamp (2016), and compare them to one another. We show that !Xung is more susceptible to
the loss of phonotactic structure than English; simplistic sampling procedures create extremely unnatural lexicons due to the inventory size. To determine what phonotactic properties give the actual lexicon its shape, we create additional pseudolexicons that focus on specific phonological
properties of !Xung. We find that pseudolexicons
based on syllabic structure, including the syllable
type inventory and co-occurrence restrictions on
onset and rhyme within the syllable, move closer
to the properties of the actual language, although
a disparity still remains present. Overall, we find
that !Xung has similar LNPs to previously studied
languages. However, experiments with sampled
lexicons show that when its syllable structure is
disrupted, disparities between !Xung and English
arise, hinting at a greater reliance on phonotactics
to maintain the shape of the network.

2

Later work on this model points out that
network statistics are affected by lexicon size,
phoneme inventory size, word length distribution,
and the inclusion of morphological variants (Shoemark et al., 2016). Since these cannot all be controlled in cross-linguistic comparisons, indirect
comparisons are often made. The phonological
properties of the language can be used to generate
pseudolexicons sampled from character language
models, which are examined over several lexicon
sizes. The trends for each language are then compared qualitatively against each other language.
Further work expands the use of pseudolexicons
to determine the source of the network property
statistics (Turnbull and Peperkamp, 2016). Instead
of attempting to replicate the real phonotactic regularities of the language, pseudolexicons can vary
in how many, and which, phonotactic properties
of the original language they retain. By comparing several such pseudolexicons, Turnbull and
Peperkamp (2016) conclude that the typical range
of values of average CC are intrinsic to all LNs,
typical values of largest island size and ASPL are
determined by phonological rules, and degree assortativity may reflect some higher-level organization principle within the lexicon.

Background

We conduct our analysis on LNs to derive cognitive and phonotactic conclusions. Vitevitch (2008)
first presents this network model which assigns
words as nodes and minimal pairs between these
words as edges. He finds that lexical retrieval and
language acquisition is aided by higher network
density – largely defined by the network properties of assortative mixing and average clustering
coefficient. Vitevitch (2008) and subsequent work

While this kind of previous research has established that some lexical network properties depend
12

sists of an onset consonant followed by a 1 or 2vowel nucleus with 2-vowel nuclei only occurring
within the first syllable. The only coda consonants
are nasals which end some monosyllabic roots.
Within a word, 89 consonant types can occur in the
initial position while only 4 types occur in medial
position. Initial consonants are 91% pulmonic and
velaric plosives, which includes all click types,
with fricatives and nasal or liquid sonorants constituting the rest of the occurrences. Medial consonants are effectively limited to the sonorants B
and R (98% of medial consonants) and the nasals
m and n. Guttural consonants and vowels only
occur within the initial syllable and both never
co-occur within the same syllable. The extensive
co-occurrence restrictions in !Xung continue between tone and guttural vowels and consonants
where, for instance, roots with partially epiglotallized vowels are always bitonal while roots with
fully epiglottalized vowels are level toned. There
are also several co-occurrence restrictions based
on place of articulation with cross-height crossplace dipthongs only occurring in roots with back
clicks and dipthongs with epiglottalized vowels
and pharyngeal consonants causing the dipthongization of following front vowels. See Miller
(2016) and Heikkinen (1986) for differences between Ju’hoansi and !Xung.

on phonology, their experiments tell us relatively
little about what specific phonological constraints
have the greatest effect. In order to do so, we must
move beyond comparing real languages to samples from generic statistical processes like ngram
models and create distributions which enforce individual phonotactic constraints.
We employ a series of pseudolexicons which
preserve various aspects of !Xung phonology to
determine which phonological rules within these
languages are responsible for preserving the typical values of largest island size and ASPL. We
find that constraints on click placement and syllable structure can explain most, but not all the difference between randomly generated pseudolexicons and the real data.

3

Phonological Properties of !Xung

Mangetti Dune !Xung belongs to the Kxa language family (formerly known as the Northern Khoisan branch of the Khoisan family), and
is a member of the Northern branch of the
Juu subgroup, according to the classification of
Sands (2003). The complete sound inventory
of Mangetti Dune !Xung is provided in Miller
(2016). Mangetti Dune !Xung contains 87 consonants, 45 of which are click consonants; its
vowel inventory is also extremely large. There are
only five contrastive vowel qualities, but there are
many contrastive vocalic phonation types (modal,
breathy, epiglottalized and glottalized), and the
language also contrasts oral vs. nasal vowels.
Nasality can combine with all the different phonation types, though there are some restrictions on
which vowel qualities can combine with epiglottalization and nasalization. In addition, !Xung is a
tone language; each mora may bear one of 4 distinct tone levels with some restrictions on their cooccurrence (Miller-Ockhuizen, 2003), leading to
7 possible contrastive tone patterns that occur on
content words. (In our analysis, for purposes of
determining minimal pairs, the tones are considered as contrastive features of the vowels.) Over
90% of content words in !Xung commence with a
click consonant, while function words largely begin with a pulmonic (non-click) consonant.
Miller-Ockhuizen (2003) describes the phonology of a related Juu lect, Ju’hoansi. All native roots within Ju’hoansi (and !Xung) are either monosyllabic or bisyllabic with loan words
constituting any trisyllabic roots. A syllable con-

4

Basic properties

We begin by establishing the actual LNPs of the
!Xung lexicon and comparing them to previous
work.
4.1

Methodology

Our !Xung corpus contains 974 words, collected
and transcribed into IPA as part of field work
(Miller et al., 2008). For comparison, we use
an English lexicon containing the 974 highest
frequency words from the Fisher corpus (Cieri
et al., 2004), converted to IPA using the CMU
dictionary— though we do not believe that the
!Xung lexicon contains strictly the most frequent
words of the language, we do believe that the field
workers chose to record words which they encountered frequently in storytelling and conversation.
We build each LN by assigning words as nodes
and minimal pairs as edges. We build and analyze
our networks using the python NetworkX package. From these networks, we derive the Fraction
in Largest Island, Degree Assortativity, ASPL, and
13

Property
% Lgst. Island
ASPL
Deg. Assrt.
CC

!Xung
36.5
8.74
52.8
52.4

Closest value
32 (Dutch)
8 (German)
52 (German)
35 (Polish)

Table 1: Lexical network properties of !Xung, along
with closest comparison values from Shoemark et al.
(2016).

Median degree
Mean degree
Min degree
Max degree
Degree std. dev.

Figure 2: Two panels of Figure 4 from Shoemark et al.,
with superimposed dots for !Xung; colored lines show
real language, dotted lines show pseudolexicons.

Table 2: Degree (minimal pair) statistics of !Xung.

Average Clustering Coefficient. We then qualitatively compare these results to the values for the 8
reported languages1 in Shoemark et al. (2016).
4.2

4
4.357
1
14
2.749

we cannot obtain more than 974 actual words; instead, we follow previous work in using sampled
data as a proxy. Though sampled data cannot
be considered fully reliable, it can help us to understand whether !Xung phonology would probably create extreme LNP values if more data were
available, or whether the outcomes would likely
remain in the typical range.

Results

The LN degree statistics are summarized in Table
2. Despite the potential for very large or small
numbers of minimal pairs per word, we find that
the actual maximum degree (number of pairs) is
14, the minimum is 1, and most words have about
4 neighbors. Lexical network properties are shown
in Table 1. (Comparison values for the LNPs are
derived from Shoemark’s Figure 4 by reading the
graph at the smallest lexicon size available; two
panels of this graph are reproduced as Figure 2.)
!Xung’s value for Fraction in Largest Island falls
within the observed range of variation; for Average Shortest Path and Degree Assortativity, !Xung
represents an extreme of the observed values, but
falls quite close to the measurements for German.
Only for Clustering Coefficient is the !Xung value
an outlier; !Xung is more tightly clustered than the
other languages in the sample.

To create pseudolexicons that most accurately capture the phonotactics of each language, we use
a trigram model with Ney’s absolute discounting(Ney et al., 1994)2 . Using these probabilities, we can extend the lexicon size by simulating
“words” similar to those in the actual language.
We train the trigram models using the SRI Language Modeling (SRILM) Toolkit (Stolcke, 2002;
Stolcke et al., 2011). We generate pseudolexicons
of size 210 , 211 , 212 , and 213 for each language
(we did not generate a 213 length pseudolexicon
for English) and average relevant network statistics over 50 trials.

5

5.2

5.1

Analysis 1

Methodology

Results

The trendlines appear in Figure 3. In an initial
overview, we see that !Xung trend lines are similar to those for trigram-sampled English for most
of the properties; Fraction in Largest Island trends
upward (the network grows more connected), as
does Degree Assortativity (“hubs” in the network

The analysis above did not show definitive differences between !Xung and previously studied languages, but, as argued by Shoemark et al. (2016),
LN measurements are best viewed as trends over
several lexicon sizes rather than point measurements. With the limited data available for !Xung,

2
Previous work used Kneser-Ney smoothing (Chen and
Goodman, 1999); this is not as suitable for character-level
modeling, since it uses a type-based backoff strategy designed for the sparsity of word rather than character statistics.

1

Seven Indo-European languages of Europe: English,
Dutch, German, Polish, French, Spanish and Portuguese—
and one language isolate: Basque.
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6

Analysis 2

Analysis 1, like the preliminary examination,
showed that the LNPs of !Xung broadly resemble those of previously studied languages. This
raises the question: what phonological properties
allow !Xung to have similar LNPs to these languages despite having a much larger phoneme inventory? In this analysis, we employ the methods
used by Gruenenfelder and Pisoni (2009); Stella
and Brede (2015); Turnbull and Peperkamp (2016)
to create pseudolexicons with varying levels of
phonological structure. A comparison of these
pseudolexicons highlights the phonotactic disparities between !Xung and English.

Figure 3: Trigram pseudolexicon network property values for trigram pseudolexicons of English and !Xung,
and natural English data.

6.1

grow closer together), while clustering coefficient
remains flat. The trend for ASPL differs (!Xung
remains flat while English, like most languages
in Shoemark’s sample, increases). However, there
are long flat intervals in Shoemark’s trendlines for
ASPL in German, Dutch and Portuguese.

Methodology

For each of our corpora, we generate the following pseudolexicons also used in Turnbull and
Peperkamp (2016): Uniform – randomly selects from the phoneme inventory; Zipfian – randomly selects from the phoneme inventory given
a Zipfian distribution; Scrambled – scrambles the
phonemes of a word in place; Bigram – like the
previously mentioned trigram LM; Trigram. We
also create a Unigram pseudolexicon which randomly selects from the actual phoneme distribution. Pseudolexicons which sample single letters
are given the same word length distribution as the
original lexicon. Examples of words from these
pseudolexicons are shown in Table 4 within the
appendix. We compare the network properties
of these pseudolexicons (averaged over 50 trials)
within each language.
Since the pseudolexicons represent artificial
distributions, which are known a priori to differ
from the true distribution of words in the language,
null hypothesis significance testing is inappropriate to assess the degree of difference— an arbitrarily small p-value could always be obtained by
sampling more data. Instead, we use Cohen’s d as
a measure of the effect size; d measures the difference between means scaled by the standard deviation.

For most of the LNPs, the slope of the natural English trendline is similar to that for trigram English, indicating that the language model
is a reasonable proxy for additional data. However, for Fraction in Largest Island, the slope is
reversed; real English grows less rather than more
connected. This is probably due to the different
lexical strata within English (less common words
are often borrowings with different phonological
patterns) (Shoemark et al., 2016). Without additional !Xung data, we cannot know how well the
trigram LM corresponds to the real trendlines for
!Xung, nor whether the real slope for Fraction in
Largest Island would increase or decrease. However, increasing slopes are linguistically plausible;
Spanish and Portuguese have increasing Largest
Island sizes.
Overall, then, the trendlines for !Xung are plausibly within the range of variation shown by previously studied languages. The analysis below
shows that trigrams are a poorer proxy for the
!Xung lexicon than for English, generating a realistic size for the largest island but erroneous values for shortest path and assortativity, so these results must be taken with a substantial grain of salt.
However, like the LNP statistics above, they represent converging evidence that !Xung’s lexical network is not a linguistic outlier in the same way as
its phonemic inventory.

6.2

Results

Table 3 shows the results, also plotted in Figure 4. The lower right panel shows that only
the bigram and trigram lexicons generate realistic sizes for the largest island. Other pseudolexicons are highly disconnected. This is especially
the case for !Xung relative to English; for instance,
15

% Lgst. (mean)
% Lgst. (d)
% Lgst. (mean)
% Lgst. (d)
ASPL (mean)
ASPL (d)
ASPL (mean)
ASPL (d)
DA (mean)
DA (d)
DA (mean)
DA (d)
CC (mean)
CC (d)
CC (mean)
CC (d)

Unif
0.7
-246.9
8.6
-30.3
2.0
-17.9
5.1
-1.4
-27.0
-3.7
39.1
-0.5
35.6
-0.7
37.3
0.2

Zipf
24.9
-6.0
32.1
-4.6
4.4
-13.6
4.2
-12.1
35.1
-2.6
32.6
-3.6
58.7
2.1
44.1
4.1

Scram
6.1
-15.1
12.5
-13.4
5.8
-1.9
6.0
-0.1
26.9
-2.1
46.8
0.5
50.1
-0.4
39.0
0.7

Unig
9.0
-15.3
18.3
-9.8
5.9
-3.1
5.9
-0.4
31.5
-2.0
45.8
0.5
48.9
-0.7
36.3
-0.1

Bigr
41.7
2.6
33.3
-3.5
3.9
-24.0
4.6
-7.5
80.1
11.2
71.1
7.8
58.6
3.5
42.9
3.5

Trigr
37.7
0.6
36.6
-1.1
3.7
-23.7
5.2
-3.1
80.5
14.4
72.3
8.0
60.8
4.2
42.5
2.9

Natural
36.6
38.4
8.7
6.1
52.8
43.6
52.4
36.5

Table 3: Pseudolexicon LNPs (!Xung in white, English in gray); mean and Cohen’s d versus the natural language.

phonemic inventory are reduced by phonological
structure and that phonotactic constraints on word
forms in !Xung lead the lexicon to include more
minimal pairs.
For the lexicons with reasonable island sizes,
the values of clustering coefficient are relatively
stable across all pseudolexicons, as in Turnbull
and Peperkamp (2016), though again highly variable for the Uniform lexicon. The shortest path
and associativity measures show that Bigram and
Trigram lexicons are more compact and centralized than the actual lexicon for both !Xung and
English (paths are shorter and associativity is
higher). However, these differences are larger for
!Xung than for English as measured by Cohen’s d.
The Unigram and Scrambled lexicons, meanwhile,
are more realistically dispersed, but also disconnected (< 10% of nodes in the largest island).

Figure 4: Network property values for pseudolexicon
models of English and !Xung, ordered by phonotactic
similarity to the natural language, with right-most being the natural language itself.

the English uniform pseudolexicon (far left) has
nearly 10% of the nodes in the largest island, while
!Xung has essentially none on average, with extremely high variance. This disparity between languages is caused by the large phonemic inventory, which creates fewer minimal pair matches
when randomly sorted, as in the uniform, Zipfian,
scrambled, and unigram pseudolexicons. !Xung
thus serves as a counterexample to recent claims
that simplistic random lexicons created with unigram sampling can mimic the properties of real
LNs (Brown et al., 2018). The disparity begins
to shrink as the pseudolexicons become more natural, suggesting that disparities due to the large

Overall, the results show that the network structure of !Xung reflects properties which go beyond
the frequencies of individual segments, including
some characteristics which are poorly captured
even by trigram models. The differences between
simple pseudolexicons and the real properties of
the language are generally greater (in terms of d)
for !Xung than for English. Thus, we conclude
that the !Xung network is less resilient to phonotactic disruption than the English network.
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English
NsT, iEhh, iZgmU
oUp@, O@EN@, NOæOs
ETlih, @wrdn@IN,
krlj@Ea@n
(N/A)

!Xung
u‚}h ‚e
óm̀n|n̊|h , g{Ǹ`!, g|ho
`@{N, eN̊!h e, ‚aàh !

KCV

Enf@zamEs, vIlOkitdr, nna@ln
(N/A)

Free O+R
Pos. O+R
Syllable

(N/A)
(N/A)
(N/A)

Unigram

wjork, sEgit, njNe

Bigram
Trigram
Natural
Lexicon

rnOsm, Oj@, tekjks
plæN, lIN, hæv
hElTi, w@nd@rIN,
kEr@lajn@

n˝@!’ùN|,
g{áXúB,
SínòZ
N!dóm,
}’zùs’,
g{lÚs
!‚on‚a, dZ‚a, g{‚oĳn
g}´@, N!òĳvà, wì
N̊|h úín ,
{àòn ,
g!‚@mHè
úŃ{úlùb, téùXàĳà,
íl{!ìò
!Pḿ, máĳìì, |’ùB‚an
N̊|h ùì, N̊|h u‚là, t‚ah
{`@N, N̊!h ee, !‚aàh

Uniform
Zipfian
Scrambled
SemiScrambled
CV

{N`@, N̊!h ee, !àh ‚a

Figure 5: LNPs in Analysis 3.

Table 4: Three random words from pseudolexicons.

7

initial syllable will begin with a click and subsequent ones will only contain vowels and pulmonic
consonants). Examples of words from these pseudolexicons can be found in Table 4.
We next syllabify the !Xung corpus (treating
each sequence of vowels as a syllable nucleus and
maximizing onsets). We use this database of syllables to create a sequence of pseudolexicons which
sample larger prosodic units rather than single segments. These pseudolexicons are length-matched
to the original corpus in number of syllables (not
segments). Free Onset+Rhyme forms syllables by
sampling attested onsets and rhymes, but draws
them from anywhere in the corpus, ignoring positional constraints. Positional Onset+Rhyme enforces placement constraints on consonants by
sampling word-initial, medial and final onsets and
rhymes from separate distributions. Finally, Syllable samples whole syllables from the correct positional distributions, enforcing the co-occurrence
constraints between onsets and rhymes as well as
the placement constraints.

Analysis 3

We continue our investigation by attempting to
determine which phonotactic properties of !Xung
might be most important in maintaining its structure. Several properties of !Xung phonology might
be important in constraining its network structure.
These include its relatively simple syllabic structure, the positional constraints on initial medial
consonants, and the co-occurrence restrictions on
consonants and vowels within the syllable. To
highlight these properties, we compare our Scrambled pseudolexicon to pseudolexicons designed to
respect some of these properties.
7.1

Methodology

In the CV lexicon, we extract a distribution over
word templates by transforming each consonant
into C and each vowel into V, then generate each
word by sampling a template from this distribution
and filling it with random consonants and vowels sampled from the unigram distribution. The
CV pseudolexicon forces the generated words to
contain reasonable proportions of vowels and consonants, but it does not enforce any positional
constraints; words may contain unnatural features
like illegal codas, sequences of vowels which do
not form diphthongs, and medial clicks. We next
test the effect of the constraint that !Xung content
words tend to begin with a click, by generating
a Semi-scrambled lexicon (scrambling each real
word in place, but any present click stays at the
initial position) and KCV (like CV, except that the

7.2

Results

The results (averaged over 50 trials) are shown in
Table 5. The CV lexicon, which forces words to
contain realistic proportions of vowels and consonants, roughly triples the largest island size versus
the Scrambled lexicon, but does not create a realistic LN. Forcing clicks to occur only at word beginnings does relatively little; neither the Semiscrambled nor KCV lexicons look very different
from the CV lexicon. Lexicons formed using ac17

% Lgst. (mean)
% Lgst. (d)
ASPL (mean)
ASPL (d)
DA (mean)
DA (d)
CC (mean)
CC (d)

Scram

Semi

CV

KCV

6.1
-15.1
5.8
-1.9
26.9
-2.1
50.1
0.0

13.6
-17.2
5.7
-5.0
38.8
-3.7
55.2
0.0

18.6
-9.2
5.2
-5.5
43.8
-1.1
47.4
-0.1

20.3
-8.4
5.4
-7.6
43.0
-1.3
46.1
-0.1

Free
Ons+Rhy
57.4
3.5
3.3
-5.1
47.0
-1.1
63.1
0.1

Posit.
Ons+Rhy
55.7
2.6
3.8
-3.6
43.6
-1.1
62.9
0.1

Syll

Trigr

Natural

40.6
1.2
5.9
-4.1
59.6
2.5
51.2
-0.1

37.7
0.6
3.7
-23.7
80.5
14.4
60.8
0.1

36.6
8.7
52.8
52.4

Table 5: Statistics of phonotactically targeted pseudolexicons (mean and Cohen’s d versus natural language).

tual onsets and rhymes attested from the corpus
have much larger island sizes— in fact, larger
than the real graph (56% vs 36%). The Positional
Onset+Rhyme model is quite similar to the Onset+Rhyme model across all the LNPs. Finally, the
Syllable lexicon has a realistic island size (41%),
and is wider than the Onset+Rhyme or Trigram
networks, with an average path length of 5.9 (vs
3.3-3.8, compared with the actual 8.7)3 .
Comparing the Onset+Rhyme models to the
CV lexicon, we find that the syllabic structure of
!Xung helps to ensure that the network is connected. Surprisingly, positional constraints on
consonant placement (clicks at the beginning, restricted set of medials) have a limited impact
on the shape of the network; KCV is similar
to CV, and Positional Onset+Rhyme to Free Onset+Rhyme. However, the co-occurrence restrictions on onset and rhyme within the syllable, for
instance, constraints on gutturals, are important
in limiting connectedness and creating the long
shortest-path distances of the real lexicon, since
both these properties appear only in the pseudolexicon which samples whole syllables as units. Cooccurrence restrictions within the syllable widen
the LN by preventing the formation of a minimal pair which would be phonologically unnatural, since its onset and rhyme would not match.

8

Vitevitch (2008) that the LNPs indicate an underlying cognitive structure. Vitevich proposed that
the global shape of the network enables efficient
word learning and retrieval from memory; it is also
plausible that the network structure is necessary to
avoid confusing large numbers of minimal pairs in
auditory perception. In any case, the preservation
of this global structure suggests a selective pressure shaping the phonotactics of these languages
(and others with large inventories) — phonotactic rules may arise and change over time in ways
that preserve the network properties within a cognitively useful range. For instance, the differences
between randomly scrambled and syllabic pseudowords indicate that the restricted syllable inventories of !Xung and Ju may force words to cluster
more tightly in the LN, compensating for the large
number of contrastive phonemes. In other words,
the underlying universal structure may be, not linguistic, but cognitive. This universal architecture
may require certain patterns of connectivity within
the lexicon, and these, in turn, may entail particular phonotactic patterns.
Looking forward, we plan to expand our current LN analysis to include data from relatives of
!Xung such as Ju|’hoansi,4 as well as languages
with small phoneme inventories, such as certain
Polynesian languages5 . Through this, we hope
to uncover how our hypothesis operates across a
range of inventory sizes and types.
Additionally, we plan to investigate the func-

Conclusion

Overall, we find that the network properties of
!Xung do not substantially differ from previously
studied languages despite fundamental phonological disparities. This supports the argument of

4

We conducted a preliminary analysis of a 3733-word lexicon of Ju|’hoansi collected by Biesele et al. (2006) and found
similar results to those we obtained from !Xung. However,
the IPA transcription of this data is not consistent, so we have
chosen not to present it here.
5
Hawai’ian was previously studied by Arbesman et al.
(2010) who found a comparatively larger giant component
and shorter average path lengths than several other languages;
however, they did not control for lexicon size.

3
Cohen’s d estimates a slightly larger effect separating
the ASPL for Syllable from the natural language than Onset+Rhyme; this is because Syllable has a substantially lower
variance.
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tional load and potential confusability of !Xung
phonemic contrasts. A LN assumes real world
speakers can distinguish perfectly between minimal pairs. However, with the large phoneme inventory of !Xung, these clicks may be confusable in real speech, cf. (Fulop et al., 2004). We
hope to determine how the network properties
change when potential confusions between sounds
are taken into account.
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The lexical restructuring hypothesis and graph theoretic analyses of networks based on random lexicons. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing
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Abstract

phonological features like e.g. tones are interesting for two main reasons:

Phonological features can indicate word class
and we can use word class information to
disambiguate both homophones and homographs in automatic speech recognition (ASR).
We show Danish stød can be predicted from
speech and used to improve ASR. We discover
which acoustic features contain the signal of
stød, how to use these features to predict stød
and how we can make use of stød and stødpredictive acoustic features to improve overall ASR accuracy and decoding speed. In the
process, we discover acoustic features that are
novel to the phonetic characterisation of stød.

1

1. Relatively small languages like Nordic languages do not have large speech corpora
available like English, Chinese etc. We
should exploit all signals in the data to improve ASR performance for these languages.
2. The semantic disambiguation at both sentence and lexical level is appealing because
ASR errors that disturb the meaning of an
utterance are less acceptable for human consumers of ASR output (Mishra et al., 2011).
Our contributions are to:

Introduction

• Show that stød annotation is reliable when
annotated by trained phoneticians and can be
the basis of statistical analyses.

Stød ([? ] in IPA notation) is usually described
as (a kind of) creaky voice or as laryngealisation (Hansen, 2015; Grønnum et al., 2013). Stød
can distinguish homophones and homographs and
can identify word class by its presence. Danish
vi? ser is a noun that translates to clock dial, but
pronounced without stød - viser - it can also be a
verb that means to show. The presence of stød can
change the meaning of an utterance, e.g. de kendte
folk can mean the famous people if kendte is pronounced as [kEn? d@] and can also mean they knew
people if kendte is pronounced as [kEnd@]. Stød
is robust against some types of reduction and is an
acoustic cue that can help distinguish one vs. none
in colloquial Danish: [e? n] and [eN].
Phonological features can often be determined
from grammar and morphology (Grønnum, 2005)
but stød may not occur in read-aloud or spontaneous speech when predicted by morphology
and grammar, and stød can be difficult to perceive in both visualisations of spectrograms and
in speech (Hansen, 2015).
Stød is not highly frequent in either readaloud or spontaneous speech, but stød and similar

• Discover novel audio features that are predictive of stød in speech.
• Demonstrate we can predict stød in speech as
phone variant discrimination.
• Integrate stød in ASR and improve WER on
read-aloud and spontaneous speech.

2

Related work

Henrichsen and Christiansen (2012) found a correlation between fundamental frequency (F0) and
spectral tilt, and discrimination between content
words and function words. We also investigate
these features for their ability to predict stød.
Stød, stress and schwa-assimilation were studied in Kirkedal (2013) in an ASR context. The
study found that WER improved when stød, stress,
schwa and duration annotation were removed from
the lexicon. However, the ASR system was trained
on a single speaker corpus with read-aloud speech
21
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Dataset
Språkbanken-train
Språkbanken-test
JHP
PAROLE48
DanPASS

Speech genre
Read
Read
Spontaneous
Read
Spontaneous

Location
Office
Office
High-school
Speech lab
Speech lab

Table 1: Summary table for the corpora used.
instead of words.

†

Speakers
560
56
2
1
18

Duration
316h
77h
1 min
48 min
2h 51 min

Types
65667
72978
178†
181
1075

Tokens
2366183
185049
995†
4705
21170

indicate that type/token counts are based on counts of phones

and evaluated on a test set from the same corpus
and we demonstrate that the findings do not generalise to a multi-speaker setting.
No single feature extracted from audio of spoken Danish can predict the presence of stød like F0
estimation can predict pitch (Fischer-Jørgensen,
1989). Because stød is related to irregular vibration of the vocal folds, previous research has focused on harmonics-to-noise (HNR) ratio, the difference between the first two harmonics in a spectrum (H1:H2) and diplophony (H1:H1 12 1 ) as well
as F0 and intensity (Hansen, 2015), but this is the
first large scale quantitative study of stød.
Stød can be audibly heard yet not be visible in a spectrogram to an experienced researcher (Hansen, 2015). Consequently, the annotation of stød is subject to annotator perception.
Annotators need a considerable amount of training
to be able to annotate stød and the high cost of annotation in terms of training and annotation time
coupled with potential bias from annotator training or the specific annotator has been a barrier to
quantitative studies of stød. We show that expert
stød is reliable in Section 4.
Like stød in Danish, Tone 1 and Tone 2
in Norwegian and Swedish are the only difference between some homographs and homophones.
Swedish and Norwegian are pitch accent languages that use tones to distinguish lexical items
that would otherwise be homophones and homographs, e.g. tanken1 vs. tanken2 (the tank vs.
the thought - subscript indicates Tone 1 and Tone
2) (Lahiri et al., 2005). Some theories suggest
that stød originated from tones and the distribution of stød and Tone 1 & 2 also show similarities (Grønnum et al., 2013). Riad (2000) describe
stød as a tonal pattern but this is refuted in a reply
in Grønnum et al. (2013).
In tonal languages like Mandarin Chinese,

tones or tonal contours disambiguate monosyllabic words as in the famous example of ma
which has five different meanings depending on
the tonal contour. ASR for tonal languages add
suprasegmental information to ASR models either by extending the acoustic feature input (embedded) or rescoring word lattices (explicit) (wen
Li et al., 2011). Embedded modelling requires
that tones are modelled in the lexicon either as
tonal variations of the same phoneme (Metze
et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2006) or as separate
phonemes (Adams et al., 2018). Stød is related
to irregular vibration of the vocal folds which occurs frequently in Danish with no connection to
stød and we do not explore explicit modelling.
The duration of the stød-bearing (semi-)vowel
or syllable has been considered important in previous literature. We do not consider duration in
this paper for 2 reasons: 1) HMM-based ASR is
the target application and implicitly model duration with self-loops in the HMM and 2) the investigations of duration where conducted in lab conditions with elicited speech in the Standard Copenhagen dialect. We use several corpora that cover
most Danish dialects, also dialects that typically
do not use stød.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 3 presents the data used and Section 4
presents the study of stød annotation. In Section
5 we discover novel acoustic features that are predictive of stød. We test and evaluate how well
acoustic features predict stød in Section 6 and
perform phone variant discrimination where we
jointly predict phone and stød. In Section 7, we
adapt an ASR recipe for Danish and train several
ASR systems to determine the best way to use stød
to improve ASR.

3

Data

Table 1 shows the corpus statistics for all corpora
used in the rest of this paper.

1
The ratio between the first harmonic H1 and the harmonic signal at F0 ∗ 1.5. F0 is the frequency of H1.
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We use an interview with a high school student
in real-world conditions, denoted as JHP2 to study
the reliability of stød annotation. We use this short
sample of speech because it is the only sample that
is annotated by four Danish-speaking expert phoneticians trained in stød annotation. Another expert phonetician aligned and time-coded the four
transcriptions.
We also use the monologues from DanPASS (Grønnum, 2006) and speech from
PAROLE-DK3 (Henrichsen, 2007). To compensate for the unequal corpus sizes, we sample only
48 minutes and refer to this subset as PAROLE48.
We separate a random subset that contains speech
from both DanPASS and PAROLE48 as a test set.
Nasjonalbiblioteket4 hosts a language repository called Språkbanken.
In the repository
is a multilingual speech corpus also known as
Språkbanken.
The Danish 16 kHz part of
Språkbanken contains recordings of phoneticallybalanced utterances and covers 7 regions of Denmark and ages ranging from 18-70. The Swedish
part was used in Vanhainen and Salvi (2014) to
create an ASR recipe.
Språkbanken-test is 15 times larger than standard test sets from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) such as HUB5 which is 5 hours long.5
We decided to split Språkbanken-test into a development set SPDEV (ca. 9 hours) and test set
SPTEST (ca. 17 hours). The remaining 51 hours
are included in the training data (ca. 367 hours)
while making sure that neither speakers nor utterances in SPDEV and SPTEST appear in the training set.
We create pronunciation lexicons with eSpeak (Duddington, 2010) from the training transcripts because the pronunciation lexicon distributed with Språkbanken has low coverage and
eSpeak was found to produce transcriptions that
are good enough for ASR (Kirkedal, 2014).

4

Phone avg.
Stød avg.

IPA1
0.82
0.72

IPA2
0.80
0.74

IPA3
0.81
0.76

IPA4
0.85
0.76

Table 2: Average κ inter-annotator agreement on stødbearing items.

by Cohen’s κ and an annotator competence score
(ACS) with MACE (Hovy et al., 2013). ACS is
based on an item-response model that assumes an
annotator will produce the correct phone sequence
if he tries to which is valid in this scenario. An
item is a unit in the phone sequence and in this
study each unit is labelled by 4 annotators. We use
both κ and ACS because κ is a measure of the annotation whereas ACS is an estimate of annotator
proficiency. For both κ and ACS, higher scores are
better. 7.8% of the items in JHP are annotated with
phones with stød (stød-bearing) and the phones
without stød (stød-less) will dominate κ because
the distribution of phones in JHP is Zipfian and all
stød-bearing phones are in the long tail. To focus
specifically on stød, we report κ computed over
stød-bearing items in two conditions:
1. Items that are labelled with stød by at least
one annotator e.g. [D? ], [A? ], [n? ] etc.
2. The same items as in 1. but binarised such
that e.g. [D? ], [A? ], [n? ] → 1 and [D], [A], [n]
→ 0.
We compute ACS over all phones and over the
binarised stød annotation in 2.
We discovered 10 errors in the data, e.g. one
label was [? n], but should have been [n] and stød
should have been annotated on the previous phone
as [D? ]. There were 7 alignment errors that was
caused by the interpretation of a syllable nucleus
as either two short vowels or a long vowel. This
has an impact on the alignment because stød is annotated on a syllable rather than a phone and the
data is aligned at the phone level.
We corrected the errors before calculating the
κ scores based on phones and binary stød in Table 2. Average κ is a an average over all pairwise
κ scores where the specific annotator is involved.
The annotators are referred to as IPA1, IPA2, IPA3
and IPA4.
The κ scores in Table 2 and the ACS scores in
Table 3 both indicate that stød annotation is reliable and we can base statistical models on stød

Stød annotation study

The data we use for training and testing needs to be
reliable, i.e. if stød is annotated, we need to be sure
that stød occurs. To test how reliable our data is,
we calculate inter-annotator agreement measured
2

The JHP sample was made available by Jan Heegård Petersen, Copenhagen University.
3
This corpus was used in Kirkedal (2013).
4
The Norwegian National Library service.
5
See
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2002S13.
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Annotator
IPA1
IPA2
IPA3
IPA4

# labels
107
99
94
107

Phone
0.760
0.813
0.823
0.833

# stød
53
58
62
59

Toolkit
Kaldi

Stød
0.770
0.840
0.894
0.856

Covarep
Table 3: Annotator competence scores for all items and
stød-bearing items.

annotation. The high κ scores show that the annotation in JHP is high quality and the ACS scores
show that the annotators are able to annotate stød
consistently and accurately.

5

Acoustic correlates of stød

Praat

Because we can rely on expert stød annotation,
we can discover acoustic features that signal stød
with statistical models. We use DanPASS and PAROLE48 as training and test data because they
are also manually annotated and there is annotator
overlap with JHP. We use the toolkits Kaldi (Povey
et al., 2011), Covarep (Degottex et al., 2014) and
Praat (Boersma, 2002) to extract features that may
contain information that signals the occurrence of
stød. The number of features extracted by the different toolkits can be seen in Table 4.
We sample the audio every 10 milliseconds and
extract features over a context window the size
which depends on the feature. Mel-feature cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and perceptual linear
prediction (PLP) features use a 25 ms window
while pitch estimation uses a 1.5 second window
to extract robust features. Each 10 ms, we extract MFCC features, PLP features, Phase Distortion Mean (PDM) features, Phase Distortion Deviation (PDD) features, the Maxima Dispersion
Quotient (MDQ), Peak slope (PS), Quasi-Open
Quotient (QOQ), Normalised Amplitude Quotient
(NAQ), Parabolic Spectral Parameter (PSP), the
difference between first and second harmonic (H1H2), Fant’s basic shape parameter (Rd 6 ), HNR
and Intensity7 . The first coefficient (C0) is replaced by an energy feature in both MFCC and
PLP extraction and we choose to discard the energy feature from MFCC extraction and keep the
log-energy feature with derivatives from PLP extraction. When referring to 1st and 2nd derivatives, we will suffix the feature name with -d and

Dimension
39
3
3
3
24
25
13
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Feature
PLP*
PoV*
log-pitch*
∆-pitch*
MFCC/MCEP
PDM
PDD
MDQ
PS
QOQ
NAQ
PSP
H1-H2
Rd
HNR
Intensity
Pitch

Table 4: Acoustic features. Features marked with *
also include 1st order and 2nd order derivatives.

-dd, respectively. ∆-pitch is a derivative on the
raw unnormalised pitch estimate in log space computed over 5 frames and log-pitch is mean subtracted by an average pitch value over a 151 frame
context window that is weighted by a probability
of voicing feature (PoV). We also estimate pitch
with Praat because Praat and Kaldi behave differently in unvoiced speech: Kaldi interpolates the
pitch estimate across unvoiced regions and Praat
sets it to 0.
We align each 120-dimensional feature vector
to a single phone by first segmenting syllable and
word level annotation to phone level and relying
on the existing time-coding.
5.1

Ranking acoustic features

We want to rank the 120 features by how well
they predict stød with Extremely-Randomised
Trees (Geurts et al., 2006) which trains an ensemble of decision trees. Decision trees can use features without standardisation and the input is not
assumed to be normally distributed, which is not
the case for e.g. HNR which becomes undefined
if the harmonic component of the speech signal
becomes too noisy. The estimation of relative feature importance will also be less affected by differences between the toolkits.
The algorithm creates fully grown trees topdown by splitting nodes. To split a node, a random

6

See (Fant, 1995) for a description.
We use amplitude and intensity interchangeably, but we
are aware that amplitude is the acoustic correlate of intensity.
7
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A common set of features that are salient for
phone discrimination and stød prediction emerges
from studying Figures 1 and 2. The top 17 features
are PLP 1-4, MFCC 1-4, PDD 10-13, PDM 13-14,
PS, POV and log-pitch. In the following sections,
SELECT will refer to this feature set and ALL will
denote a set with all 120 features.
PDM and PDD are novel features in stød characterisation. That phase information is salient for
stød prediction is to our knowledge a novel insight and interesting because PDM and PDD rank
higher than many ASR-related features such as
PLP-d, PLP-dd and some MFCC features. If this
finding can be corroborated in the analysis of other
corpora, phase features might be useful information to add to acoustic models in ASR.

Figure 1: Feature salience for stød prediction (task 1).
PLP are called plp pitch and energy refers to C0 extracted with PLP features.

6
Figure 2: Feature salience for stød-bearing and stødless phone variant discrimination (task 2).

With acoustic features that are predictive of stød
and reliable annotation, we can train classifiers
that predict stød directly from acoustics with supervised training. The features in SELECT were
also chosen for their ability to discriminate between stød-bearing and stød-less phone variants
and in an ASR context, discriminating these phone
variants will be sufficient to identify word class.
Yoon et al. (2006) conducted a similar experiment
for American English with creak to improve WER
and they achieve an overall phone classification
accuracy of 69.23% on 25 minimal phone pairs.
Following the same methodology, we train an
SVM classifier with an RBF kernel and do not perform any optimisation of parameter values. We
compare classifiers trained on ALL and SELECT to
a baseline trained on PLP features in a balanced8
1v1 evaluation where the phone variants are only
distinguished by the presence or absence of stød.
We evaluate on JHP and do 5-fold cross validation
on the training set because we cannot meaningfully separate a test set when we reduce the training data to 1/10th the original size.
We can see from Table 5 that the classification
accuracy is much better than chance. The variance
increases for all feature sets on JHP because it is
much harder data, but all feature sets contain information that can help discriminate between stødbearing and stød-less variants of the same phone,
including standard PLP features.

√
subset K = N of all features N in the current
node is selected as candidates for splitting criterion. For each kj in K, a random cut-point aj is
chosen. The feature kj with cut-point aj which
most improves entropy after a split is used to split
the data in the node. Each decision tree is estimated on a random subset of the training data and
we use sub-sampling with replacement to mitigate
the under-representation of samples labelled with
stød-bearing phones.
Relative feature importance can be ranked by
the depth at which a feature is used to split a
node because features used as splitting criterion
closer to the root node contribute to the prediction of a larger fraction of samples. Final prediction is achieved by majority voting across all trees
(1024). The samples are not weighted and classes
are represented by an equal number of samples.
This balancing is necessary to prevent the tree
growing algorithm to favour features that predict
a majority class.
5.1.1

Predicting stød from acoustic input

Rankings

We rank features according to salience measured
as mean reduction in entropy across the ensemble in two tasks: 1) binary stød prediction and 2)
multi-class discrimination between stød-less and
stød-bearing phone variants (e.g. [a? ] vs. [a], [m? ]
vs. [m]) at sample level. Figures 1 and 2 show the
40 most salient features for each task.

8
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Balanced in terms of training data.

PLP
ALL
SELECT

Train
0.769
0.781
0.803

±
0.144
0.168
0.176

JHP
0.713
0.685
0.600

We will no longer train on manually annotated
data because we need more data than is available
in DanPASS, PAROLE48 and JHP. We will train
AMs and an LM on data from Språkbanken which
is much larger and designed for ASR tasks.

±
0.266
0.220
0.104

Table 5: 5-fold cross validation on the training data
across 40 phone variant pairs and mean classification
accuracy on JHP across 5 pairs.

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Standard features
PLP
PLP
PLP
MFCC
MFCC
MFCC

+stød
×
X
X
×
X
X

7.1

To train AMs, we use a pronunciation lexicon
to convert text sequences to phone sequences.
Phones are further subdivided to triphones and to
state-tied HMM states or senones. The lexicon is
central to state-of-the-art ASR and to test if stød
can actually improve WER, we will use both a lexicon with stød annotation and without stød annotation. eSpeak generates phonetic transcriptions
with stød by default and we simply remove the annotation in the first case.
We want to see if adding pitch features improve
WER in ASR systems where stød is in the lexicon,
so we test the six conditions in Table 6.
We base our recipe on the Wall Street Journal
and Librispeech recipes in the Kaldi repository
which trains a series of GMM models and a DNN
model from scratch. We use IRSTLM (Federico
et al., 2008) to train a language model (LM) on
the training transcripts. We also tried to train a
LM on ngram frequency lists calculated over 290
million words from Danish newspapers, but the
performance degraded when we used the newspaper LM both on it’s own and interpolated with the
transcript LM and we conclude that the text genre
is too different from our data sets. We use Matched
Pairs Sentence-Segment Word Error (MAPSSWE)
from the SCTK toolkit (Fiscus, 2007) to calculate
statistical significance.
We train a GMM-based ASR system where we
stack features in an ±5 frame context and use LDA
to project to 40 dimensions followed by a GMM
with speaker-adaptive training using feature space
MLLR (fMLLR) on top of LDA. The DNN is
a 4-layer feed-forward network with 1024 nodes
per layer and tanh-nonlinearities that we train on
the same LDA+fMLLR transformed features. The
learning rate starts at 0.01 and is decayed linearly
to 0.001 over 15 epochs and trains for an additional 5 epochs at 0.001.
In Table 7, we see the impact on WER when we
add stød annotation in the lexicon and add pitch
features to the feature input (denoted +pitch) and
evaluate on SPTEST. Adding stød consistently improves WER, but is not always statistically sig-

+pitch
×
×
X
×
×
X

Table 6: The 6 conditions we test in this set of experiments.

7

Modelling stød in the lexicon

Stød in ASR

We have discovered that acoustic features normally used in ASR contain information that signal the occurrence of stød and can then annotate
stød in the pronunciation lexicon used in lexiconbased ASR systems to create a baseline with standard ASR feature input. We can then add stødrelated features to ASR features to improve stød
modelling and performance further. We split this
set of experiments because adding more features
to the training data could also have an adverse effect: we could be improving stød prediction at the
expense of other speech sounds and because stød
is relatively infrequent this could increase WER.
We trained several ASR systems with features
where we augment MFCCs with features from SE LECT and also tried to train AMs with SELECT
and ALL as input. Training on ALL worsened
performance and was a very expensive experiment, SELECT did not consistently perform better
or worse and we have chosen to report on experiments where we observed performance improvements over more than one training run. The features log-pitch and POV from SELECT are good
predictors of stød and are standard features to include in ASR for tonal languages together with ∆pitch. These pitch features and modelling stød in
the lexicon will be investigated in Section 7.1. Results with other features from SELECT that are not
standard ASR features will be reported in Section
7.2.
26

AM
GMM+LDA
GMM+LDA+SAT
DNN

Baseline
17.61
16.85
13.50

PLP
+stød
17.55
16.64*
13.33

+pitch
17.07‡
16.49
13.17

MFCC
Baseline +stød
17.72
17.54
17.14
16.81†
13.28
13.08†

+pitch
16.88‡
16.17‡
13.38

Table 7: %WER performance on SPTEST. The best performance for each AM is in bold. Statistical significance
over the condition in the column to the left is denoted by * if p < 0.05, † if p < 0.01 and ‡ if p < 0.001.

Figure 3: Beam parameters sweep on SPTEST. The optimal beam size is 12.

nificant. We found that adding stød annotation
resolves many homophonic entries in the lexicon
e.g. hver, værd, vejr and vær are transcribed as
[vE5] but stød resolves the ambiguity such that
værd, hver and vejr transcribes as [vE? 5] and vær
as [vE5? ]. Table 8 shows the impact of stød annotation on homophony in the pronunciation lexicon.
The proportion of affected tokens in SPTEST, PAROLE48 and DanPASS are 27%, 26.7% and 7%,
respectively and suggest that modelling stød can
have a significant impact even though it appears
infrequently.
Polygraphy
4x
3x
2x

-stød
5
54
930

+stød
0
27
662

based models and that adding stød and pitch features gives a larger performance improvement in
MFCC-based GMM AMs. The best performance
is achieved with the DNN trained in condition 5.
We observe an interesting interaction between
stød and pitch features in decoding speed. When
we add stød and use the same decoder parameters,
the real-time factor (RTF) becomes larger which
means the ASR system takes more time to recognise a sentence. If we add pitch features to the
acoustic input, decoding speed increases.
We encode stød-bearing phones as variants of
stød-less phones when we estimate phonetic decision trees (PDT) and stød-bearing phones could
become just an alias of the stød-less phone during
state-tying because we do not increase the number of estimated probability density functions or
leaves of the PDTs. We observe that state-tying
tends to cluster together word position-dependent
phones more often than stød variants such that
clusters contain [e?E , e?B ], but not [eB ]9 . There are
43-45 clusters of stød-bearing phones and 15-19
clusters of mixed stød-bearing and stød-less variants which indicate that stød often is a more important feature than word position.

difference
-5
-27
-268

Table 8: 2x denote the number of phonetic transcriptions that can be mapped to two words, 3x denotes the
number of phonetic transcriptions that can be mapped
to three words, etc.

Only when we evaluate the DNN AM trained
in condition 6 do we not observe improved WER
when we add pitch features. We also see that
in general MFCC-based models outperform PLP-

9

27

Subscripts denote word position

We can conclude that modelling stød explicitly
in the pronunciation lexicon improves WER for
both GMM and DNN AMs. There is a statistically
significant overall WER improvement and we can
conclude that there was no adverse effect on performance despite of the infrequent occurrence of
stød. In all cases but one we also observe improvement from adding pitch features.
We find expert annotation is not necessary to
take advantage of stød in ASR. We used a g2psystem to generate the pronunciation lexicon and
can observe consistent performance improvements
when we add stød annotation to the lexicon.
7.2

to completely isolate the impact the new acoustic features have on WER, but this is our best effort to reduce the impact from other factors. We
randomly choose to optimise decoder parameters
with the MP model. We will do a second evaluation where we sweep the decoder beam size and
visualise the impact on RTF.
Table 1010 shows that we can get better performance by adding HRF and phase features to
the feature input. The improvement is significant
on the multispeaker test sets, but not PAROLE48,
where the MFCC baseline shows the best performance. The RTF constraint does not affect WER
on SPTEST and Figure 3 shows that increasing the
beam will have no effect, but we could increase the
beam to 17 when we decode with MPH and MPP,
but only to 14 with M or MP.
On PAROLE48, we see that M takes a small
performance hit to maintain real-time decoding
capabilities, but on DanPASS we can further improve MPP and MPH performance because the
faster decoding speed allows us to use a larger decoding beam. For MPP, the improvement is significant at p < 0.01. The speed up in Figures 3 and
4 is constant for MPP and MPH compared to M.
The MP RTF varies considerably and we cannot
draw conclusions on the relationship to MPP and
MPH based on these experiments.
We can conclude that HRF, PDD10-13 and
PDM 13-14 are beneficial acoustic features to
use in Danish ASR. WER decreases and decoding speed increases when we add these features.
While phase features seem to provide the best improvements, the phase feature extraction method is
slower than real-time and our current recommendation is to use HRF. Notes in the Covarep source
code suggest that real-time phase feature extraction is possible at the cost of precision, but implementing real-time phase feature extraction is beyond the scope of this research.

Stød-related acoustic features in ASR

We further investigate several features from SE LECT: PDD 10-13, PDM 13-14 and Peak slope.
Early experiments with GMM AMs showed significantly worse empirical results with Peak Slope
and we chose to discard that feature from the rest
of the experiments. We bin together PDD 10-13
and PDM 13-14 and denote them as phase features.
Abbr.
M
MP
MPH
MPP

MFCC
X
X
X

Pitch
×
X
X

X

X

Extra
×
×
HRF
PDD10-13
PDM13-14

Table 9: Feature combinations and their abbreviations.

Harmonic Richness Factor (HRF) is a measure
of harmonicity in the speech signal that Fernandez et al. (2014) use to improve ASR for Zulu and
Lao and we expect a relevant measure to include in
our study. We discard PLP features because AMs
trained on MFCC features generally perform better than the PLP counterparts both in WER and
RTF. We also include pitch features because they
tend to improve performance and decoding speed
and we need to estimate F0 to estimate both phase
features and HRF.
The feature combinations we use are in Table 9
and we use early feature integration before LDA
because it gave better performance in Metze et al.
(2013) and worked well in previous experiments.
We will depart from standard test methodology and optimise one set of decoder parameters
on SPTEST, DanPASS, and PAROLE48 which we
also use as test sets. We could not find a method

8

Conclusion

We discovered that stød annotation is reliable
when it is annotated by expert phoneticians and
used this insight to discover predictive acoustic
features that are novel in the phonetic characterisation of stød.
We also discovered that we do not need expert annotation to use stød in ASR to improve
10

sets.
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See Table 1 for summaries of the corpora used as test

Features
M
MP
MPH
MPP

SPTEST
12.94
13.10
12.58‡
12.16‡

PAROLE48
29.78 (29.89)
30.38
30.38
30.05

DanPASS
53.83
54.73
51.06
(50.46)
49.02* (48.79*)

Table 10: WER performance using the same decoder parameters for each test set. WER under the RT F < 1
constraint are in parentheses if different. Statistical significance is compared to M. These numbers are not directly
comparable to Table 7.

Figure 4: Beam parameter sweep on DanPASS.

and Norwegian.
Språkbanken also includes
Swedish and Norwegian and eSpeak can generate
pronunciations with tones for both languages.

performance. The harmonic richness factor and
the phase features PDD10-13, PDM13-14 also
improve ASR performance and this indicates we
have successfully modelled stød explicitly in the
lexicon and implicitly with predictive acoustic features without degrading overall performance. We
believe that these features can improve performance in absence of stød annotation.

There are no previously published results
on Språkbanken or any of the test sets and
this was state-of-the-art performance in early
2016.
New state-of-the-art performance on
Språkbanken-test11 also model stød in the lexicon.12

We tried to predict stød as a binary classification task, i.e. predict the presence or absence
of stød regardless of the co-occurring phone, but
this was not possible because creaky voice, laryngealisation and other acoustic signals that correlate with stød also occur when there is no stødbearing phone. In future work, we want to experiment with pronunciation variants based on stød to
accurately model the optional nature of stød and
do an ablation study where we use more features
from SELECT, and do not include pitch features in
the feature input. We also need to investigate what
impact these features have in the absence of stød
annotation.
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Abstract

tools to be used on the field (Bird et al., 2014; Blachon et al., 2016), enabling to collect corpora for
several endangered languages (Adda et al., 2016).
In parallel, the language technology community is
investing more efforts to design methodologies tailored for the new challenges posed by the analysis
of such linguistic material: the extreme variability
of the orthographic representation, the scarcity of
annotated data (both written and oral), as well as
the modeling of complex tonal systems.
This effort could greatly benefit from a tighter
collaboration between the two main research communities involved in this endeavor, which often
struggle to cooperate efficiently. Knowledge background differs between linguists and computer scientists; the definition of why a problem is interesting or not may not be the same for the two
communities, theoretical and experimental platforms do not intersect much, etc. Consequently,
for lack of investing enough energy working on
the same problems with the same tools and towards the same goals, we might not achieve the
efficiency that is needed, as time is running out for
many languages. This view constitutes the underlying motivation of the work reported here.
We pursue two main goals in this spirit. The
first one is to improve upon a strong baseline
(Goldwater et al., 2009) for the unsupervised word
discovery task1 on two low-resource languages, by
teaming up with linguist experts. A natural idea to
achieve this goal is to engage them in formalizing
their linguistic knowledge regarding the languages
or language families under study, in the hope that
it will compensate for the small amount of available data. In our case, this expertise corresponds
to morphological and phonotactic constraints for

Computational Language Documentation attempts to make the most recent research in
speech and language technologies available
to linguists working on language preservation
and documentation. In this paper, we pursue
two main goals along these lines. The first is
to improve upon a strong baseline for the unsupervised word discovery task on two very lowresource Bantu languages, taking advantage of
the expertise of linguists on these particular
languages. The second consists in exploring
the Adaptor Grammar framework as a decision
and prediction tool for linguists studying a new
language. We experiment 162 grammar configurations for each language and show that
using Adaptor Grammars for word segmentation enables us to test hypotheses about a language. Specializing a generic grammar with
language specific knowledge leads to great improvements for the word discovery task, ultimately achieving a leap of about 30% token
F-score from the results of a strong baseline.

1

Introduction

A large number of the world’s languages are expected to go extinct during this century – as
much as half of them according to Crystal (2002)
and Janson (2003). Such predictions have subsequently fostered a growing interest for a new field,
Computational Language Documentation (CLD),
as it is now clear that traditional field linguistics
alone will not meet the challenge of preserving
and documenting all of these languages.
CLD attempts to make the most recent research
in speech and language technologies available to
linguists working on language preservation and
documentation (e.g. (Anastasopoulos and Chiang,
2017; Adams et al., 2017)). A remarkable effort
in this direction has improved the data collection

1

We indifferently use the terms word discovery and word
segmentation to denote the task defined in Section 2.2.
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capture simple aspects of the syntax and some less
trivial aspects of the morphological and phonological structures. As discussed below, both levels of
descriptions are useful for word discovery.
A CFG is a 4-tuple G = (N, W, R, S) where N
and W are respectively the non-terminal and terminal symbols, R a finite set of rules of the form
A → β, with A ∈ N and β ∈ (N ∪ W )∗ , and
S ∈ N the start symbol. Our grammars will be
used to analyze the structure of complete utterances and the start symbol S will always correspond to the sentence top-level. Assuming that S,
Words, and Word belong to N , the top level rules
will typically look like: S → Words; Words →
Word Words; Words → Word, the last two rules
abbreviated as Words → Word +.
Probabilistic CFGs (PCFGs) (Johnson, 1998)
extend this model by associating each rule with
a scalar value θA→β , such that for each A ∈ N ,
P
β θA→β = 1. Under some technical conditions (Chi, 1999), PCFGs define probability distributions over the set of parse trees, where the
probability of a tree is a product of the probability of the rules it contains. PCFGs can be learned
in a supervised way from treebanks or in a unsupervised manner using, for instance, the EM algorithm (Lari and Young, 1990).
PCFGs make unrealistic independence assumptions between the different subparts of a tree,
an observation that has yielded many subsequent
variations and extensions. Adaptor grammars
(AGs) (Johnson et al., 2007) define a powerful
mechanism to manipulate PCFG distributions to
better match the occurrences of trees and subtrees observed in actual corpora. Informally, an
AG is a CFG where non-terminals have the possibility to be adapted: when non-terminal A is
adapted, all subtrees rooted in A are “reified”,
meaning that they are no-longer viewed only as
decomposable objects, but can also be manipulated and stored as a whole. In our grammars
below, adapted non-terminals are underlined, and
optional non-terminals appear between brackets.
Following (Johnson et al., 2007), we only adapt
non-recursive non-terminals.2
AGs define a framework to implement Bayesian
nonparametric learning of grammars, and are usually trained in an unsupervised manner using
sampling techniques (Monte-Carlo Markov Chain,

two Bantu languages displaying very similar structures (see Section 3). For one language, we were
also able to elicit a list of prefixes and some additional knowledge regarding the consonantal system. Such expert knowledge can readily be integrated in grammar rules using the framework of
Adaptor Grammars (see Section 6). Another interesting property of this framework is its compatibility with two strategies that are usually thought
as being mutually exclusive: rule-based learning,
still in wide use inside the linguistics community,
and statistical learning, prevalent in natural language processing circles.
Our second goal is to study ways to help linguists explore language data when little expert
knowledge is available. Our proposal is to complement the grammatical description activity with
task-oriented search procedures, that will speed
up the exploration of competing hypotheses. The
intuition is that better grammars should not only
truthfully match the empirical data, but also improve the quality of automatic analysis processes.
The word discovery task considered below should
thus be viewed as an extrinsic validation procedure, rather than a goal in and of itself. This process might also yield new linguistic insights regarding the language(s) under focus.
To sum up, the main contribution of this paper
is a methodology for systematically exploring (a
subpart of) the space of possible grammars, refining grammar rules (from the most generic to the
most language specific) at four levels of description (see Section 4). This results in a comparison of 162 alternative accounts of the grammar
for two languages. Our results (analyzed in Section 5) show that enriching grammar rules with
language specific knowledge has a consistent positive impact in performance for the segmentation
task. They validate our hypotheses that (a) improved grammatical descriptions actually correlate
with better automatic analysis; (b) Adaptor Grammars provide a framework around which linguists
and computer scientists can effectively collaborate, with tangible results for both communities.

2 Adaptor Grammars for Word Discovery
2.1 Adaptor Grammars
Formal grammars, and notably Context-Free
Grammars (CFGs), are a cornerstone of linguistic
description and provide a model for the structural
description of linguistic objects. Our grammars

2

A non-terminal A is recursive if R contains a rule where
A appears both in the left and right-hand sides.
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MCMC). A typical run will produce, for each sentence, a distribution of possible parses under the
grammar, from which we can then retain the most
frequent one as the “best” possible analysis.3
2.2

nd, ndz, ng, mbv, f, s, G, pf, bv, ts, dz, w, j. It
has a set of prenasalized consonants (mb, nd, ndz,
ng, mbv) which is common in Bantu languages
(Embanga Aborobongui, 2013; Kouarata, 2014).
Myene includes the following phonemes: p, t, k, b,
d, B, l, r, m, n, f, s, g, y, v, ŋ, w, z – many of them
with variants of realization. Prenasalized consonants exist also in Myene (Ambouroue, 2007).
While both languages can be considered as
rarely written, linguists have nonetheless defined
a non-standard graphemic form for them, considered to be close to the language phonology. Affricates and prenasalized plosives are coded using
multiple symbols (e.g. two symbols for dz, three
for mbv). For Mboshi, long and short vowels are
coded respectively as V and as VV. In Myene, the
transcription of the corpus involves not only the
phoneme set, but also the main variants (ñ, tS, dz)
and some marginal sounds found in loanwords.
Both languages display a complex set of phonological rules. The deletion of a vowel before
another vowel in particular, common in Bantu
languages, occurs at 40% of word junctions in
Mboshi (Rialland et al., 2015). This tends to obscure word segmentation and introduces an additional challenge for automatic processing.
Morphology. Words are composed of roots and
affixes, and almost always include at least one prefix, while the presence of several prefixes and one
suffix is also very common. The suffix structure
mostly consists of a single vowel V (e.g. -a or -i)
whereas the prefix structure may be both CV or V
(or CVV in Mboshi). The most common syllable
structures are V and CV in both languages. CVC
also occurs in Myene, and CVV in Mboshi.5
The noun class prefix system is another feature typical of Bantu languages. For both languages, the structure of the verbs, also common
in Bantu languages, is as follows: Subject Marker
— Tense/Mood Marker — Root-derivative Extensions — Final Vowel. A verb can be very short or
quite long, depending on the markers involved.
Tonology. Prosodic systems for both Mboshi
and Myene involve tones, but the transcribed data
used for this work do not encode tone markers.
Experiments to assess the usability of tonal information for word segmentation were conducted in
(Godard et al., 2018b).

Word Segmentation using AGs

In this work, we are interested in the word segmentation task: from an unsegmented stream of symbols, the system must output delimited sequences
corresponding to actual words in the language. For
this, we assume a linguistic grammar G, which
parses sequences of letters (or phones) as being organized into Words, which themselves recursively
decompose into smaller units such as Morphs,
Syllables, etc. To induce word segmentation from
parse trees, we will consider that each span covered by the non-terminal symbol Word defines a
linguistic word, even though in a fully unsupervised setting, this non-terminal might actually correspond to larger or smaller linguistic units. Figure 2 illustrates this on two example parses.
Likewise, when examining the output of the
training process, we are in a position to collect sets
of word types (or morph types, syllable types, etc.)
and will do so based only on the identity of the
root symbol, i.e. without any certainty regarding
the linguistic status of the collected sequences.

3
3.1

Linguistic material
Mboshi and Myene

We experiment with two Northwestern Bantu Languages: Mboshi (Bantu C25), a language spoken
in Congo-Brazzaville, and Myene (B10, Gabon),
a cluster of six mutually intelligible varieties
(Adyumba, Enenga, Galwa, Mpongwe, Nkomi
and Orungu) spoken at the coastal areas and
around the town of Lambarene in Gabon.4 Unlike
southern Bantu relatives such as Swahili, Sotho
or Zulu, Mboshi and Myene are scarcely studied, protected, and resourced. We briefly describe
the main aspects related to phonetics, phonology,
morphology, and tonology of these languages.
Phonetics and phonology. Mboshi and Myene
both have a seven vowel system (i, e, E, a, O,
o, u). Mboshi has an opposition between long
and short vowels, which does not exist in Myene.
Mboshi consonantal system includes the following phonemes: p, t, k, b, d, B, l, r, m, n, ñ, mb,
3
In practice, we will retain the most frequent segmentation rather than the most frequent parse (see Section 2.2).
4
Our Myene data correspond to the Orungu variant.

5

CCV may also arise due to the presence of affricates and
prenasalized plosives mentioned in this section.
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language

#sent

#tokens

#types

avg. token length

Mboshi

5130

30,556

5,312

4.19

Myene

4,579

18,047

4,190

4.72

• sentence level: we model 3 different hierarchies of words. We introduce first the
flat variety with two rules generating rightbranching parse trees. colloc adds a single level of word collocation, aimed to capture recurrent local word associations (such
as frequent bigrams); colloc3 displays a
deeper hierarchical structure with three levels of collocations. Exploring more realistic
syntactic structures is left for future work.

Table 1: Corpora Statistics

3.2

Corpora for Mboshi and Myene

Corpora for Mboshi and Myene were collected
following a real language documentation scenario, using a mobile app dedicated to fieldwork
language documentation (Blachon et al., 2016).
These corpora contain manual transcriptions in the
form of a non-standard graphemic form close to
the languages’ phonology. The correct word segmentations for these transcripts were also annotated by linguists. Basic statistics are in Table 1.
The Mboshi corpus is more comprehensively described in (Godard et al., 2018a).6

4

• word level: here we propose 6 competing
hypotheses. flat is similar to previous
sentence variety but at the word level instead of the sentence level. generic corresponds to a more structured version of
flat, as the specification of a sequence of
5 adapted morphemes allows, in principle,
the Adaptor Grammar to learn some morphotactics. bantu defines a generic morphology for Bantu languages. basaa implements the morphology of a well-studied
Bantu language, Basaa (A43 (Hamlaoui
and Makasso, 2015)). mboshi/myene
corresponds to a somewhat crude morphology of Mboshi, also applicable to
Myene. Last mboshi/myene_NV refines
mboshi/myene with a specification of the
morphology of nouns and verbs. Additionally, for basaa, mboshi/myene and
mboshi/myene_NV which introduce a notion of prefix, we also test a variant (called respectively basaa+, mboshi/myene+ and
mboshi/myene_NV+) containing an explicit list of prefixes in Mboshi.

Grammars

4.1

Structuring Grammar Sets

Our starting point is the set of grammars used
in (Johnson and Goldwater, 2009) and (Eskander et al., 2016) which we progressively specialize
through an iterative refinement process involving
both field linguists and computer scientists. As we
wish to evaluate specific linguistic hypotheses, the
initial space of interesting grammars has been generalized in a modular, systematic, and hierarchical
way as follows. We distinguish four sections in
each grammar: sentence, word, syllable, character. For each section, we test multiple hypotheses, gradually incorporating more linguistic structure. Every hypothesis inside a given section can
be combined with every hypothesis of any other
section,7 thereby allowing us to explore a large
quantity of grammars and to analyze the contribution of each particular hypothesis.
4.2

• syllable level: we contrast 3 hypotheses :
flat is similar to previous sentence and
word varieties but at the syllable level, defining the syllable as a mere sequence of characters. generic/basaa is a generic set
of rules modeling phonotactics applicable
to a wide scope of languages (including
Basaa mentioned in the preceding level).
bantu/mboshi/myene displays a set of
rules more specific to Mboshi and Myene.8

The Full Grammar Landscape

All the grammar sections (sentence, word, syllable, character) experimented in this paper are detailed in Figure 1. We describe below the way each
section was designed.

• character level: rules in the chars set simply rewrite the characters (terminals) ob-

6

This dataset has already been used in several
studies targeting endangered languages and is available
at
http://www.islrn.org/resources/
747-055-093-447-8/.
7
Note that if a non-terminal is absent from a hypothesis
(e.g. Syllable in a word level hypothesis), the corresponding
non-terminal in the subsequent hypotheses (e.g. at the syllable level) will be ignored.

8
In theory, we should not include a coda in this last hypothesis, but loanwords and proper names in our data made
the Adaptor Grammar fail to parse without a coda. To decrease the impact of this rule, we chose not to adapt the corresponding non-terminal, in contrast to generic/basaa.
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Sentence level (A)
Colloc3s → Colloc3+
Colloc3 → Colloc2s
Colloc2s → Colloc2+
Colloc2 → Collocs
Collocs → Colloc+
Colloc → Words
Words → Word+

Collocs → Colloc+
Colloc → Words
Words → Word+

Words → Word+

colloc(A2)

flat(A1)

colloc3(A3)

Word level (B)

Word → Morphs
Morphs → Morph+
Morph → Chars

Word → M1 (M2 (M3 (M4 (M5))))
M1 → Chars
M2 → Chars
M3 → Chars
M4 → Chars
M5 → Chars

Word → (Prefixes) Stem (Suffixes)
Prefixes → Chars
Stem → Chars
Suffixes → Chars

flat(B1)

generic(B2)

bantu(B3)

Word → (Prefix) Stem (Suffix)
Prefix → Syllable
Suffix → Syllable
Stem → Syllable
Stem → Syllable Syllable

Word → (Prefix1 (Prefix2)) Stem (Suffix)
Prefix1 → Syllable
Prefix2 → Syllable
Suffix → Syllable
Stem → Syllable (Syllable)

Word → Noun
Word → Verb
Word → Chars
Noun → (PrefixNoun) Stem (Suffix)
Verb → (Prefix1 (Prefix2)) Stem
PrefixNoun → Syllable
Prefix1 → Syllable
Prefix2 → Syllable
Suffix → Syllable
Stem → Syllable (Syllable (Syllable)

basaa(B4)

mboshi/myene(B5)

mboshi/myene NV(B6)

Syllable level (C)
Syllable → (Onset) Rhyme
Rhyme → Nucleus (Coda)
Onset → Consonants
Nucleus → Vowels
Coda → Consonants
Consonants → Consonant+
Vowels → Vowel+
Chars → Char+

Syllable → Chars
Chars → Char+
flat(C1)

Syllable → (Onset) Rhyme
Rhyme → Nucleus (Coda)
Onset → Consonants
Nucleus → Vowel (Vowel)
Coda → Consonants
Consonants → Consonant+
Chars → Char+

generic/basaa(C2)

bantu/mboshi/myene(C3)

Character level (D)
Char → Vowel
Char → Consonant
Vowel → u
Vowel → o
Vowel → i
Vowel → a
Vowel → e
...

...
Consonant → m b
Consonant → n d
Consonant → n d z
...

chars(D1)

chars+(D1+)

...
Prefix → o
Prefix → i
Prefix → e
Prefix → a
Prefix → l e
Prefix → l a
Prefix → l i i
...
{basaa, mboshi/myene, mboshi/myene NV}+
(B{4,5,6}+)

Figure 1: Grammar rules for all the hypotheses presented in Section 4.
Words
Words

Word

Word

Morph

Morph

Chars
m

o

r

Word
Morph

Chars
o

a

m

i

Chars
o

b

Word

Stem

Morph

Chars
i

Word

Word

e

Prefix1

Syllable

Syllable

m

r

o

o

a
m

Word
Stem

Prefix1

Stem

Syllable

o

Syllable

i

i

b

e

A3B5C2D1+, “moro amii obe” (correct word segmentation)

A3B1C1D1, “moro ami i obe”

Figure 2: Examples of parses – some non-terminals have been omitted for readability – obtained with two

grammars, and the corresponding word segmentation for Mboshi sentence “Moro a-mii o-be”. (CL1.man
3SG-swallow.PST CL14-bad; since Moro is an irregular noun, the prefix and the stem are difficult to
separate, which is signaled by a dot, following the Leipzig glossing rules.)
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served in our data. chars+ adds rules to
capture the digraphs or trigraphs occurring in
Mboshi (see details in Section 3).

5

Mboshi, the benefit of A3 vs. A2 appears especially on token metrics (WP, WR, WF), but this
contrast is less clear on Myene. For both languages, however, our results confirm that modeling collocation-like word groups at the sentence
level is important. These word dependencies seem
indeed related to a universal linguistic property.

Experiments and Discussion

We now experiment along the methodology presented in Section 4. We report word segmentation performance using precision, recall, and Fmeasure on tokens (WP, WR, WF), and types (LP,
LR, LF). We also report the exact-match (X) metric which calculates the proportion of correctly
segmented utterances.9
In all the figures, and in this section, we use
the following compact names for grammatical hypotheses at each level:

Impact of word level variants If we now focus
solely on the A3 hypothesis for Myene in Figure 3,
we observe a general trend upwards for all metrics.
The benefit of gradually using more languagespecific grammars, from B1 to B6+, is clear.
While this trend is also observed for Mboshi, the
less specific B3 hypothesis yields the strongest results on token metrics (WP, WR, WF). Precision
on types (LP) with B3 is also the strongest, but
B6+ achieves better performance on type recall
and F-measure (LR and LF). The contrast between
B1 and B2 for all metrics on both languages (keeping a focus on A3, but this can also be seen for A1
and A2) highlights the benefit of modeling some
morphotactics inside the word-level hypotheses,
which seems to correspond to another universal
linguistic property (the dependency between morphemes inside a word).

• A1 (flat), A2 (colloc), A3 (colloc3),

• B1 (flat), B2 (generic), B3 (bantu),
B4 (basaa), B5 (mboshi/myene), B6
(mboshi/myene_NV), with additional “+”
variants for B4, B5, and B6 when a list
of prefixes is provided, for instance B6+
(mboshi/myene_NV+),
• C1 (flat), C2 (generic/basaa), C3
(bantu/mboshi/myene),
• D1 (chars), D1+ (chars+).

Impact of syllable level variants It is difficult
to see a clear trend for the impact of syllable-level
variants in Figure 3. Importantly, the syllable level
will only be effective when combined with word
level variants B4, B5 and B6 (and their “+” versions) which model the concept of syllable: when
combined with B1, B2 or B3, each C level hypothesis will default to its “Chars → Char +”
rule. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of C1, C2,
and C3 by averaging type and token F-measures
(LF and WF) over all grammar sections with a
syllable non-terminal (B4, B4+, B5, B5+, B6,
and B6+). The benefit of C2/C3 vs. C1 appears
more clearly, especially on type F-measures and
on Myene.12 Nevertheless, the impact of the syllable level, and the capacity to incorporate phonotactics in our models, seems of less significance
for word segmentation than choices made at the
word and sentence levels.

For each language, we evaluate our 162 grammar configurations using Mark Johnson’s code,10
collecting parses after 2,000 sampling steps.11 We
adapt all non-recursive non-terminals and use a
Dirichlet prior to estimate the rule probabilities.
We place a uniform Beta prior on the discount parameter of the Pitman-Yor process, and a vague
Gamma prior on the concentration parameter.
Figure 3 presents token metrics (WP, WR, WF)
and type metrics (LP, LR, LF), as well as sentence
exact-match (X) for both corpora on all grammars.
5.1

Word Segmentation Results

Impact of sentence level variants We can see
in Figure 3 that A2 and A3 hypotheses globally
yield better results than A1 in both languages. For
9

The exact-match metric includes single-word utterances.
http://web.science.mq.edu.au/
~mjohnson/Software.htm
11
The large number of experiments we are dealing with did
not allow us to average over several runs. Stable results were
obtained on a subset of grammars. Two particular configurations in Mboshi (A3-B6-C3-D1+ and A1-B6-C1-D1) did not
reach 2,000 iterations within the maximum wall clock time
allowed by the cluster used for these experiments (2 weeks),
and are left out of the discussion.
10

Impact of character level variants In Figure 3,
it is also hard to see if there is any benefit in using D1+ over D1, i.e. adding digraphs or trigraphs
12

The differences between C3 and C2, two very similar
hypotheses, are hardly significant.
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(a) Mboshi corpus

(b) Myene corpus

Figure 3: Word segmentation performance evaluated with token metrics (WP, WR, WF), type metrics

(LP, LR, LF), and sentence exact-match (X) for Mboshi (top) and Myene (bottom). All grammars are
broken down by A, B, C, and D levels (D1 shown before D1+).
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Figure 4: Impact of C variants on Mboshi and

Figure 5: Impact of D variants on Mboshi and

Myene. Token F-measure (WF) and type Fmeasure (LF) are averaged over hypotheses B4,
B4+, B5, B5+, B6, and B6+.

Myene. Token F-measure (WF) and type Fmeasure (LF) are averaged over hypotheses with
A level set to A3 and B level set to B1, B2, or B3.

to the consonant inventory. Averaging over all hypotheses at the A, B, and C levels do not exhibit
any clearer impact. It is likely that refined models
at the syllable level (C) compensate for a less accurate consonant inventory through the adaptation of
their non-terminals, and do learn some phonotactics. This would explain the weak contribution of
D1+. To test this hypothesis, we set the sentence
level to A3 (the best compromise for Mboshi and
Myene) and the word level to B1, B2, or B3 (levels without a Syllable non-terminal, which cancels the effect of the syllable level C). The token
and type F-measures averaged over the considered
hypotheses are shown Figure 5. We do observe
a benefit in using the D1+ character variant in
Mboshi, but not in Myene. This is not surprising,
as the digraph and trigraph rules added by the D1+
variant are specific to Mboshi and do not cover the
inventory for Myene.

pacity of AGs to generalize well on low-frequency
events, a property of particular interest in the lowresource scenario.
Comparison to an existing baseline Overall,
our best performing grammars are A3-B3-C3D1+ for Mboshi (64.78% token F-measure) and
A3-B6+-C2-D1 for Myene (72.62% token Fmeasure). This result is about 30 points higher
than a strong Bayesian baseline, the Dirichlet
process-based bigram word segmentation system
of Goldwater et al. (2006, 2009), 13 which yields
34.34% token F-score on Mboshi and 44.48% on
Myene.
5.2

How Can This Help a Linguist?

Our second goal is to understand more precisely
how such experiments can be useful for linguists,
beyond the benefit of having access to better automatic word segmentation tools for their data.

Stronger results in Myene Segmentation performance is globally superior in Myene. This can
probably be explained by corpus statistics (see Table 1), as the average number of words per sentence is 3.94 in Myene, and 5.96 in Mboshi. Since
sentence boundaries are also word boundaries, the
proportion of already known word boundaries is
higher in Myene, which makes word segmentation
a harder task in Mboshi. Figure 3 also reveals an
interesting contrast: token results are higher than
type results in Myene, while the converse is true
in Mboshi. The token/type ratio (5.75 tokens for
one type in Mboshi, and 4.30 in Myene) indicates
a higher lexical diversity in Myene, which might
explain weaker results on types. Strong results on
types for Mboshi, on the other hand, show the ca-

Phonological status of complex consonants In
the analysis of the results (Section 5.1 above) we
showed the benefit of integrating digraphs or trigraphs in the consonants inventory for Mboshi.
This result is of special interest for linguists, since
it is in line with the most recent phonological analyses of Mboshi (Embanga Aborobongui, 2013;
Kouarata, 2014; Amboulou, 1998) which agree
in recognizing complex consonants (represented
by digraphs or trigraphs) in the phonological inventory of this language. The analysis of complex consonants, in particular prenasalized consonants, generated many debates in Bantu linguistics
13

https://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
sgwater/resources.html.
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(Odden, 2015; Herbert, 1986; Downing, 2005).
The present experiments provide more substance
to support the integration of complex consonants
in the phonological inventory of Mboshi.

language acquisition setting: explicitly representing the occurrence of these short (typically monosyllabic) tokens in front of content-bearing words
was shown to improve the resulting word segmentations. The work of Eskander et al. (2016) considers the use of additional dictionaries, storing partial lists of prefixes or suffixes collected either on
the Internet, or discovered during a first round of
training. We study similar complementary information, which are collected in close collaboration
with linguistic experts.
Various other extensions or applications of AGs
are worth mentioning, such as O’Donnell et al.
(2009), which generalizes AGs so as to adapt fragments of subtrees (rather than entire subtrees).
Botha and Blunsom (2013) consider the adaptation of grammars from a more general class than
context-free grammars (mildly context-sensitive
grammars), in order to model discontinuous fragments in non-concatenative morphology. Finally,
Börschinger and Johnson (2014) propose to model
the role of stress cues in language learning.

Learning prefixes without supervision Since
parses are produced to segment sentences into
words, it is possible to extract the most frequent
prefixes or suffixes (for B variants introducing
such a concept). The precision on the 20 most
frequently found prefixes for grammars without
prefix-supervision (B3, B4, B5 and B6)14 reaches
58.21% in Mboshi, and 61.21% in Myene. The
capacity of AGs to learn true prefixes without supervision could thus help linguists in the process
of documenting a new language. On the supervised variants (B4+, B5+, and B6+), the precision achieved in Mboshi is 61.11%, and 63.07%
in Myene: the benefit of the supervision is limited; token measures for Mboshi with these variants (Figure 3) nevertheless indicate a benefit for
word segmentation.

6

Related Work

7

AGs have been used to infer the structure of unsegmented sequences of symbols, offering a plausible modeling of language acquisition (Johnson,
2008b; Johnson and Goldwater, 2009); they have
also been used for the unsupervised discovery of
word structure, applied to the Sesotho language by
Johnson (2008a). One notable outcome of this latter study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
having an explicit hierarchical model of word internal structure ; an observation that was one of
our primary motivations for using AGs in our language documentation work. In this series of studies, AGs are shown to generalize models of unsupervised word segmentations such as the Bayesian
nonparametric model of Goldwater (2006), delivering hierarchical (rather than flat) decompositions
for words or sentences.
While AGs are essentially viewed as an unsupervised grammatical inference tool, several authors have also tried to better inform grammar inference with external knowledge sources. This is
the case of Sirts and Goldwater (2013), who study
a semi-supervised learning scheme combining annotated data (parse trees) with raw sentences. The
linguistic knowledge considered in (Johnson et al.,
2014) aims to better model function words in a

Conclusion

This paper had two main goals: (1) improve upon
a strong baseline for the unsupervised discovery of
words in two very low-resource Bantu languages;
(2) explore the Adaptor Grammar framework as an
analysis and prediction tool for linguists studying
a new language.
Systematic experiments with 162 grammar configurations for each language have shown that using AGs for word segmentation is a way to test linguistic hypotheses during a language documentation process. Conversely, we have also shown that
specializing a generic grammar with language specific knowledge greatly improves word segmentation performance. In addition, our paper reports
word segmentation results that are way higher than
a Bayesian baseline. These results invite us to further this collaboration, and to analyze more thoroughly the usability of output parses in speeding
up the documentation process.
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We include B3 variant, interpreting its non-terminal
Prefixes as a prefix.
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Abstract

Sequence-to-sequence Transduction

Many character-level tasks can be framed as
sequence-to-sequence transduction, where the
target is a word from a natural language. We
show that leveraging target language models derived from unannotated target corpora,
combined with a precise alignment of the
training data, yields state-of-the art results on
cognate projection, inflection generation, and
phoneme-to-grapheme conversion.
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Many natural language tasks, particularly those involving character-level operations, can be viewed
as sequence-to-sequence transduction (Figure 1).
Although these tasks are often addressed in isolation, they share a common objective — in each
case, the output is a word in the target language.
The hypothesis that we investigate in this paper is that a single task- and language-independent
system can achieve state-of-the-art results by
leveraging unannotated target language corpora
that contain thousands of valid target word types.
We focus on low-data scenarios, which present
a challenge to neural sequence-to-sequence models because sufficiently large parallel datasets are
often difficult to obtain. To reinforce transduction models trained on modest-sized collections of
source-target pairs, we leverage monolingual text
corpora that are freely available for hundreds of
languages.
Our approach is based on discriminative string
transduction, where a learning algorithm assigns
weights to features defined on aligned source and
target pairs. At test time, an input sequence is converted into the highest-scoring output sequence.
Advantages of discriminative transduction include
an aptitude to derive effective models from small
training sets, as wells as the capability to incorporate diverse sets of features. Specifically, we build

Figure 1: Illustration of four character-level sequenceto-sequence prediction tasks. In each case, the output
is a word in the target language.

upon D IREC TL+ (Jiampojamarn et al., 2010), a
string transduction tool which was originally designed for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
We present a new system, DTLM, that combines discriminative transduction with character
and word language models (LMs) derived from
large unannotated corpora. Target language modeling is particularly important in low-data scenarios, where the limited transduction models often
produce many ill-formed output candidates. We
avoid the error propagation problem which is inherent in pipeline approaches by incorporating the
LM feature sets directly into the transducer.
In addition, we bolster the quality of transduction by employing a novel alignment method,
which we refer to as precision alignment. The idea
is to allow null substrings (nulls) on the source
side during the alignment of the training data,
and then apply a separate aggregation algorithm
to merge them nulls with adjacent non-empty substrings. This method yields precise many-to-many
alignment links that lead to improved transduction
accuracy.
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The contributions of this paper include the
following. (1) A novel method of incorporating strong target language models directly into
discriminative transduction. (2) A novel approach to unsupervised alignment that is particularly beneficial in low-resource settings. (3)
An extensive experimental comparison to previous models on multiple tasks and languages,
which includes state-of-the-art results on inflection generation, cognate projection, and phonemeto-grapheme generation. (4) Publicly available
implementation of the proposed methods. (5)
Three new datasets for cognate projection.
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Figure 2: Examples of different alignments in
phoneme-to-letter conversion. The underscore denotes
a null substring.

2.2

Features

DTL is a feature-rich, discriminative character
transducer, which searches for a model-optimal
sequence of character transformation operations
for its input. The core of the engine is a dynamic programming algorithm capable of transducing many consecutive characters in a single
operation, also known as a semi-Markov model.
Using a structured version of the MIRA algorithm (McDonald et al., 2005), the training process assigns weights to each feature, in order to
achieve maximum separation of the gold-standard
output from all others in the search space.
DTL uses a number of feature templates to assess the quality of an operation: source context,
target 𝑛-gram, and joint 𝑛-gram features. Context features conjoin the rule with indicators for all
source character 𝑛-grams within a fixed window
of where the rule is being applied. Target n-grams
provide indicators on target character sequences,
describing the shape of the target as it is being produced, and may also be conjoined with the source
context features. Joint 𝑛-grams build indicators
on rule sequences, combining source and target
context, and memorizing frequently-used rule patterns. An additional copy feature generalizes the
identity function from source to target, which is
useful if there is an overlap between the input and
output symbol sets.

Baseline methods

In this section, we describe the baseline methods,
including the alignment of the training data, the
feature sets of DirecTL+ (henceforth DTL), and
reranking as a way of incorporating corpus statistics.
2.1

wɔkəz

Alignment

Before a transduction model can be derived from
the training data, the pairs of source and target
strings need to be aligned, in order to identify
atomic substring transformations. The unsupervised M2M aligner (Jiampojamarn et al., 2007)
employs the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm with the objective of maximizing the joint
likelihood of its aligned source and target pairs.
The alignment involves every source and target
character. The pairs of aligned substrings may
contain multiple characters on both the source and
target sides, yielding many-to-many (M-M) alignment links.
DTL excludes insertions from its set of edit operations because they greatly increase the complexity of the generation process, to the point
of making it computationally intractable (Barton,
1986). Therefore, the M2M aligner is forced to
avoid nulls on the source side by incorporating
them into many-to-many links during the alignment of the training data. Although many-tomany alignment models are more flexible than 1-1
models, they also generally require larger parallel datasets to produce correct alignments. In lowdata scenarios, especially when the target strings
tend to be longer than the source strings, this approach often yields sub-optimal alignments (e.g.,
the leftmost alignment in Figure 2).

2.3

Reranking

The target language modeling of DTL is limited to
a set of binary 𝑛-gram features, which are based
exclusively on the target sequences from the parallel training data. This shortcoming can be remedied by taking advantage of large unannotated corpora that contain thousands of examples of valid
target words.
Nicolai et al. (2015) propose to leverage corpus
statistics by reranking the 𝑛-best list of candidates
generated by the transducer. They report consistent modest gains by applying an SVM-based
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reranker, with features including a word unigram
corpus presence indicator, a normalized character
language model score, and the rank and normalized confidence score generated by DTL. However, such a pipeline approach suffers from error propagation, and is unable to produce output
forms that are not already present in the 𝑛-best list.
In addition, training a reranker requires a held-out
set that substantially reduces the amount of training data in low-data scenarios.

3

Methods

In this section, we describe our novel extensions:
precision alignment, character-level target language modeling, and corpus frequency. We make
the new implementation publicly available.1
3.1

Algorithm:ForwardInsertionMerging
Input: (𝑥𝑇 ,𝑦 𝑉 )
Output:(𝛼𝑇 +1,𝑉 +1 )
𝐶𝐼 = 0, 𝑃 𝐼 = 0
for 𝑡 =0; 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 do
if 𝑡 > 0 and 𝑥𝑡 == _ then
𝐶𝐼+=1
else
𝑃 𝐼 = 𝐶𝐼
𝐶𝐼 = 0
for 𝑣=0; 𝑣 ≤ 𝑉 do
if 𝑡 − 𝐶𝐼 == 0 then
𝛼𝑡,𝑣 = 1
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑒 {insertions at the start of the word}
if 𝑡 > 0 or 𝑣 > 0 then
𝛼𝑡,𝑣 = 0
if 𝑡 > 0 and 𝑣 > 0 then
for 𝑘 = 0; 𝑘 ≤ 𝑃 𝐼 do
𝑣
𝛼𝑡,𝑣 += 𝛿(𝑥𝑡𝑡−𝐶𝐼−𝑘 , 𝑦𝑣−𝐶𝐼−𝑘
)*
𝛼𝑡−𝐶𝐼−𝑘−1,𝑣−𝐶𝐼−𝑘−1

Figure 3: The forward step of M2M, modified to merge
insertions to adjacent characters.

Precision Alignment
letter ‘a’ with the phoneme /w/ (the leftmost alignment in the diagram). Our first-pass 1-1 alignment
(in the middle), correctly matches /O/ to ‘a’, while
‘l’ is treated as an insertion. On the second pass,
our algorithm merges the null with the preceding
1-1 link. By contrast, the second insertion, which
involves /@/, is merged with the substitution that
follows it (the rightmost alignment).
Figure 3 demonstrates how we modify the forward step to merge insertions with adjacent substituions; similar modifications are made for the
backward step, expectation, and decoder. The input consists of a source string x of length 𝑇 , and
a target string y of length 𝑉 . Both x and y may
contain underscores, which represent nulls from
the first alignment pass. The 𝛼 score represents
the sum of the likelihoods of all paths that have
been traversed through source character 𝑡 and target character 𝑣. In a 1-1 alignment, all 𝛼 scores accumulate along the diagonal, while in a many-tomany alignment, other cells of the 𝛼 matrix may
be filled. Our precision alignment is a compromise
between these two methods: we consider adjacent
characters, but force the 𝛼 score to accumulate on
the diagonal. By allowing insertions and deletions
in the first pass, we force x and y to be of equal
length. We then perform a 1-1 alignment, expanding the alignment size only when the source character is a null.
We supplement the forward algorithm of M2M
with two counters: PI is the number of adjacent
insertions immediately to the left of the current
character, while CI is the number of insertions that

We propose a novel alignment method that produces accurate many-to-many alignments in two
stages. The first step consists of a standard 1-1
alignment, with nulls allowed on either side of the
parallel training data. The second step removes
the undesirable nulls on the source side by merging the corresponding 0-1 links with adjacent 1-1
links. This alignment approach is superior to the
one described in Section 2.1, especially in lowdata scenarios when there is not enough evidence
for many-to-many links.2
Our precision alignment is essentially a 1-1
alignment with 1-M links added when necessary.
In a low-resource setting, an aligner is often unable to distinguish valid M-M links from spurious
ones, as both types will have minimal support in
the training data. On the other hand, good 1-1
links are much more likely to have been observed.
By limiting our first pass to 1-1 links, we ensure
that only good 1-1 links are posited; otherwise, an
insertion is predicted instead. On the second pass,
the aligner only needs to choose between a small
number of alternatives for merging the insertions,
increasing the likelihood of a good alignment, and,
subsequently, correct transduction.
Consider the example in Figure 2 where 5
source phonemes need to be aligned to 7 target
letters. The baseline approach incorrectly links the
1

http://github.com/GarrettNicolai/DTLM and /M2MP
The improvement in the alignment quality is relative to
the performance of our transduction system, as we demonstrate in Section 4.6 — the alignments are not necessarily
optimal from the linguistic point of view.
2
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have been encountered since the last substitution.
The loop at line 18 executes the 𝛼 score accumulation, where 𝛿 is the likelihood of a specific sequence alignment, effectively merging insertions
with adjacent substitutions. An extended example
that illustrates the operation of the algorithm is included in the Appendix.
3.2

pɪəs

DirecTL+

Language
Model

Character-level language model

Candidate LM Score

In order to incorporate a stronger character language model into DTL, we propose an additional
set of features that directly reflect the probability of the generated subsequences. We train a
character-level language model on a list of types
extracted from a raw corpus in the target language, applying Witten-Bell smoothing and backoff for unseen 𝑛-grams. During the generation
process, the transducer incrementally constructs
target sequences character-by-character. The normalized log-likelihood score of the current output
sequence is computed according to the character
language model.
For consistency with other sets of features, we
convert these real-valued scores into binary indicators by means of binning. Development experiments led to the creation of bins that represent a
normal distribution around the mean likelihood of
words. Features fire in a cumulative manner, and
a final feature fires only if no bin threshold is met.
For example, if a sequence has a log-likelihood of
-0.85, the feature for -0.9 fires, as does the one for
-0.975, and -1.05, etc.
3.3
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Figure 4: An example of transduction with target language models. Black cells represent firing features.

count of the generated sequence surpasses the bin
threshold, in a cumulative manner.
We found that the quality of the target unigram set can be greatly improved by languagebased corpus pruning. Although unannotated corpora are more readily available than parallel ones,
they are often noisier. Specifically, crowd-sourced
corpora such as Wikipedia contain many English
words that can unduly influence our unigram features. In order to mitigate this problem, we preprocess our corpora by removing all word unigrams
that have a higher probability in an English corpus
than in a target-language corpus.
Consider an example of how our new features
benefit a transduction model, shown in Figure 4.
Note that although we portray the extensions as
part of a pipeline, their scores are incorporated
jointly with DTL’s other features. The top-𝑛
list produced by the baseline DTL for the input
phoneme sequence /pI@s/ fails to include the correct output pierce. However, after the new language model features are added, the correct form
makes its way to the top predictions. The new features combine with the original features of DTL,
so that the high unigram count of piece is not sufficient to make it the top prediction on the right

Corpus frequency counts

We also extend DTL with a feature set that can
be described as a unigram word-level language
model. The objective is to bias the model towards
generating output sequences that correspond to
words observed in a large corpus. Since an output sequence can only be matched against a word
list after the generation process is complete, we
propose to estimate the final frequency count for
each prefix considered during the generation process. Following Cherry and Suzuki (2009) we use
a prefix trie to store partial words for reference in
the generation phase. We modify their solution by
also storing the count of each prefix, calculated as
the sum of all of the words in which the prefix occurs.
As with our language model features, unigram
features are binned. A unigram feature fires if the
46

side of the diagram. Only when both sets of new
features are incorporated does the system manage
to produce the correct form, as seen at the bottom
of the diagram.

4

source and target 𝑛-grams (Bisani and Ney, 2008),
and a character-level neural model (RNN). The
neural model uses the encoder-decoder architecture typically used for NMT (Sutskever et al.,
2014). The encoder is a bi-directional RNN applied to randomly initialized character embeddings; we employ a soft-attention mechanism to
learn an aligner within the model. The RNN is
trained for a fixed random seed using the Adam
optimizer, embeddings of 128 dimensions, and
hidden units of size 256. We use a beam of size 10
to generate the final predictions. We experimented
with the alternative neural approach of Makarov
et al. (2017), but found that it only outperforms our
RNN when the source and target sides are largely
composed of the same set of symbols; therefore,
we only use it for inflection generation.

Experiments

In this section, we present the results of our experiments on four different character-level sequenceto-sequence tasks: transliteration, inflection generation, cognate projection, and phoneme-tographeme conversion (P2G). In order to demonstrate the generality of our approach, the experiments involve multiple systems and datasets, in
both low-data and high-data scenarios.
Where low-data resources do not already exist,
we simulate a low-data environment by sampling
an existing larger training set. Low-data training
sets consist of 100 training examples, 1000 development examples, and 1000 held-out examples,
except for cognate projection, where we limit the
development set to 100 training examples, and the
held-out set to the remaining examples. An output
is considered correct if it exactly matches any of
the targets in the reference data.
4.1

4.2

Transliteration is the task of converting a word
from a source to a target script on the basis of the
word’s pronunciation.
Our low-resource data consists of three backtransliteration pairs from the 2018 NEWS Shared
Task: Hebrew to English (HeEn), Thai to English
(ThEn), and Persian to English (PeEn). These
languages were chosen because they represent
back-transliteration into English. Since the original forms were originally English, they are much
more likely to appear in an English corpus than if
the words originated in the source language. We
report the results on the task’s 1000-instance development sets.
Since transliteration is mostly used for named
entities, our language model and unigram counts
are obtained from a corpus of named entities. We
query DBPedia5 for a list of proper names, discarding names that contain non-English characters. The resulting list of 1M names is used to train
the character language model and inform the word
unigram features.
The results in Table 1 show that our proposed extensions have a dramatic impact on lowresource transliteration. In particular, the seamless incorporation of the target language model
not only simplifies the model but also greatly improves the results with respect to the reranking approach. On the other hand, the RNN struggles to
learn an adequate model with only 100 training examples.

Systems

We evaluate DTLM, our new system, against two
strong baselines and two competitive tools. Parameter tuning was performed on the same development sets for all systems.
We compare against two baselines. The first
is the standard DTL, as described in Section 2.2.
The second follows the methodology of Nicolai
et al. (2015), augmenting DTL with a reranker
(DTL+RR), as described in Section 2.3. Both
baselines use the default 2-2 alignment with deletions produced by the M2M aligner. We train
the reranker using 10-fold cross validation on
the training set, using the reranking method of
Joachims (2002). Due to the complexity of its
setup on large datasets, we omit DTL+RR in such
scenarios. Except where noted otherwise, we train
4-gram character language models using the CMU
toolkit3 with Witten-Bell smoothing on the UniMorph corpora of inflected word forms.4 Word
counts are determined from the first one million
lines of the corresponding Wikipedia dumps.
We also compare against Sequitur (SEQ), a
generative string transduction tool based on joint
3
4

Transliteration

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/SLM
unimorph.org

5
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System
DTL
DTL+RR
DTLM
RNN
SEQ

HeEn
13.2
19.0
36.7
5.4
7.8

ThEn
1.1
2.7
9.6
1.3
4.4

PeEn
8.7
13.6
26.1
2.6
8.5

System
DTL
DTLM
CLUZH

Table 3: Word-level accuracy (in %) on inflection generation with 100 training instances.

Table 1: Word-level accuracy on transliteration (in %)
with 100 training instances.

System
DTL
DTLM
RNN
SEQ

HeEn
21.9
38.7
25.8
25.5

ThEn
37.0
48.0
43.8
44.9

a canonical segmentation system. Our model differs in that we learn the influence of the language
model during training, in conjunction with DTL’s
other features. Deutsch et al. (2018) place a hard
constraint on the decoder, so that it only produces
observed derivational forms. We instead implement a soft constraint, encouraging candidates that
look like real words, but allowing the model to
generalize to unseen forms.
Our inflection data comes from the 2017
CoNLL–SIGMORPHON Shared Task on Reinflection (Cotterell et al., 2017). We use the
datasets from the low-resource setting of the inflection generation sub-task, in which the training sets are composed of 100 source lemmas with
inflection tags and the corresponding inflected
forms. We supplement the training data with
100 synthetic “copy” instances that simply transform the target string into itself. This modification, which is known to help in transduction tasks
where the source and target are nearly identical,
is used for the inflection generation experiments
only. Along with the training sets from the shared
task, we also use the task’s development and test
sets, each consisting of 1000 instances.
Since Sequitur is ill-suited for this type of transduction, we instead train a model using the method
of the CLUZH team (Makarov et al., 2017), a
state-of-the-art neural system that was the winner
of the 2017 shared task. Their primary submission in the shared task was an ensemble of 20 individual systems. For our experiments, we selected
their best individual system, as reported in their
system paper. For each language, we train models
with 3 separate seeds, and select the model that
achieves the highest accuracy on the development
set.
Table 3 shows that DTLM improves upon
CLUZH by a significant margin. The Appendix
contains the detailed results for individual languages. DTLM outperforms CLUZH on 46 of the
52 languages. Even for languages with large morphological inventories, such as Basque and Polish,

PeEn
23.6
36.8
26.7
31.2

Table 2: Word-level accuracy on transliteration (in %)
with complete training sets.

We also evaluate a larger-data scenario. Using
the same three languages, we replace the 100 instance training sets with the official training sets
from the 2018 shared task, which contain 9,447,
27,273, and 15,677 examples for HeEn, TnEn, and
PeEn, respectively. The language model and frequency lists are the same as for the low-resource
experiments. Table 2 shows that DTLM outperforms the other systems by a large margin thanks
to its ability to leverage a target word list. Additional results are reported by Najafi et al. (2018b).
4.3

Average
40.7
49.0
40.9

Inflection generation

Inflection generation is the task of producing an
inflected word-form, given a citation form and
a set of morphological features. For example,
given the Spanish infinitive liberar, with the
tag V;IND;FUT;2;SG, the word-form liberarás
should be produced.
In recent years, inflection generation has attracted much interest (Dreyer and Eisner, 2011;
Durrett and DeNero, 2013; Nicolai et al., 2015;
Ahlberg et al., 2015). Aharoni and Goldberg
(2017) propose an RNN augmented with hard attention and explicit alignments for inflection, but
have difficulty consistently improving upon the
results of DTL, even on larger datasets. Furthermore, their system cannot be applied to tasks
where the source and target are different languages, due to shared embeddings between the encoder and decoder. Ruzsics and Samardzic (2017)
incorporate a language model into the decoder of
48

System EN-DE RU-PL
DTL
4.3
23.5
DTL+RR 7.1
32.8
DTLM
17.7
43.9
RNN
2.2
1.7
SEQ
9.2
22.3

with the sparse corpora that such inventories supply, we see notable gains over DTL. We also see
large gains for languages such as Northern Sami
and Navajo that have relatively small Wikipedias
(fewer than 10,000 articles).
DTLM was also evaluated as a non-standard
submission in the low-data track of the 2018
Shared Task on Universal Morphological Inflection (Cotterell et al., 2018). The results reported
by Najafi et al. (2018a) confirm that DTLM substantially outperforms DTL on average. Furthermore, a linear combination of DTLM and a neural
system achieved the highest accuracy among all
submissions on 34 out of 103 tested languages.
4.4

Table 4: Word-level accuracy (in %) on cognate projection with 100 training instances.

System EN-ES EN-DE EN-RU
BZG-13 45.7
17.2
8.3
DTL
30.3
24.3
13.3
DTLM
56.8
33.5
45.9
RNN
34.3
20.5
15.0

Cognate projection

Cognate projection, also referred to as cognate
production, is the task of predicting the spelling
of a hypothetical cognate in another language.
For example, given the English word difficulty,
the Spanish word dificultad should be produced.
Previously proposed cognate projection systems
have been based on SVM taggers (Mulloni, 2007),
character-level SMT models (Beinborn et al.,
2013), and sequence labeling combined with a
maximum-entropy reranker (Ciobanu, 2016).
In this section, we evaluate DTLM in both lowand high-resource settings. Our low-resource data
consists of three diverse language pairs. The first
set corresponds to a mother-daughter historical relationship between reconstructed Vulgar Latin and
Italian (VL-IT) and contains 601 word pairs manually compiled from the textbook of Boyd-Bowman
(1980). English and German (EN-DE), close siblings from the Germanic family, are represented
by 1013 pairs extracted from Wiktionary. From
the same source, we also obtain 438 Slavic word
pairs from Russian and Polish (RU-PL), which are
written in different scripts (Cyrillic vs. Latin). We
make the new datasets publicly available.6
The results are shown in Table 4. Of the systems that have no recourse to corpus statistics,
the RNN appears crippled by the small training
size, while SEQ is competitive with DTL, especially on the difficult EN-DE dataset. On the other
hand, the other two systems obtain substantial improvements over DTL, but the gains obtained by
DTLM are 2-3 times greater than those obtained
by DTL+RR. This demonstrates the advantage of
incorporating the language model features directly
6

VL-IT
39.2
43.6
52.5
15.7
36.9

Table 5: Word-level accuracy (in %) on large-scale
cognate projection.

into the training phase over simple reranking.
Our high-resource data comes from a previous
study of Beinborn et al. (2013). The datasets
were created by applying romanization scripts
and string similarity filters to translation pairs extracted from Bing. We find that the datasets
are noisy, consisting mostly of lexical loans from
Latin, Greek, and English, and include many compound words that share only a single morpheme
(i.e., informatics and informationswissenschaft).
In order to alleviate the noise, we found it beneficial to disregard all training pairs that could not
be aligned by M2M under the default 2-2 link setting.
Another problem in the data is the overlap between the training and test sets, which ranges from
40% in EN-ES to 94% in EN-EL. Since we believe
it would be inappropriate to report results on contaminated sets, we decided to ignore all test instances that occur in the training data. (Unfortunately, this makes some of the test sets too small
for a meaningful evaluation.) The resulting dataset
sizes are included in the Appendix. Along with the
datasets, Beinborn et al. (2013) provide the predictions made by their system. We re-calculate the
accuracy of their predictions (BZG-13), discarding any forms that were present in the training set,
and compare against DTL and DTLM, as well as
the RNN.
Table 5 shows striking gains. While DTL and
the RNN generally improve upon BZG-13, DTLM
vastly outstrips either alternative. On EN-RU,

http://github.com/GarrettNicolai/CognateData
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System
DTL
DTL+RR
DTLM
RNN
SEQ

DTLM correctly produces nearly half of potential cognates, 3 times more than any of the other
systems. We conclude that our results constitute a
new state of the art for cognate projection.
4.5

Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion

Phoneme-to-grapheme (P2G) conversion is the
task of predicting the spelling of a word from a sequence of phonemes that represent its pronunciation (Rentzepopoulos and Kokkinakis, 1996). For
example, a P2G system should convert [t r ae n z
d ah k sh ah n] into transduction. Unlike the opposite task of grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion, large target corpora are widely available.
To the best of our knowledge, the state of the art
on P2G is the joint 𝑛-gram approach of Bisani and
Ney (2008), who report improvements on the results of Galescu and Allen (2002) on the NetTalk
and CMUDict datasets.
Our low-resource dataset consists of three languages: English (EN), Dutch (NL), and German (DE), extracted from the CELEX lexical
database (Baayen et al., 1995).
Table 6 shows that our modifications yield substantial gains for all three languages, with consistent error reductions of 15-20% over the reranking
approach. Despite only training on 100 words, the
system is able to convert phonetic transcriptions
into completely correct spellings for a large fraction of words, even in English, which is notorious
for its idiosyncratic orthography. Once again, the
RNN is hampered by the small training size.
We also evaluate DTLM in a large-data scenario. We attempt to replicate the P2G experiments reported by (Bisani and Ney, 2008).
The data comes from three lexicons on which
we conduct 10-fold cross validation: English
NetTalk (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1993), French
Brulex (Mousty and Radeau, 1990), and English
CMUDict (Weide, 2005). These corpora contain
20,008, 24,726, and 113,438 words, respectively,
in both orthographic and phonetic notations. We
note that CMUDict differs from the other two lexicons in that it is much larger, and contains predominantly names, as well as alternative pronunciations. When the training data is that abundant,
there is less to be gained from improving the alignment or the target language models, as they are already adequate in the baseline approach.
Table 7 shows the comparison of the results.
The P2G results obtained by Sequitur in our exper-

EN
13.9
25.3
39.6
2.7
15.9

NL
30.6
32.6
43.7
6.6
30.5

DE
33.5
51.5
60.5
14.1
28.6

Table 6: Word-level accuracy (in %) on phoneme-tographeme conversion with 100 training instances.

DTL
DTLM
RNN
SEQ

NetTalk
61.0
75.2
55.8
62.7

Brulex
68.0
76.8
67.1
71.5

CMU
48.3
49.0
48.0
48.6

Table 7: Word-level accuracy (in %) on phoneme-tographeme conversion with large training sets.

iments are slightly lower than those reported in the
original paper, which is attributable to differences
in data splits, tuned hyper-parameters, and/or the
presence of stress markers in the data. Sequitur
still outperforms the baseline DTL, but DTLM
substantially outperforms both Sequitur and the
RNN on both the NetTalk and Brulex datasets,
with smaller gains on the much larger CMUDict.
We conclude that our results advance the state of
the art on phoneme-to-grapheme conversion.
4.6

Ablation

Table 8 shows the results of disabling individual components in the low-resource setting of the
P2G task. The top row reproduces the full DTLM
system results reported in Table 6. The remaining three show the results without the characterlevel LM, word unigram, and precision alignment,
respectively. We observe that the accuracy substantially decreases in almost every case, which
demonstrates the contribution of all three components.
In a separate experiment on the English G2P
dataset, we investigate the impact of the alignment quality by applying several different alignment approaches to the training sets. When M2M
aligner uses unconstrained alignment, it favors
long alignments that are too sparse to learn a
transduction model, achieving less than 1% accuracy. Kubo et al. (2011)’s MPALIGNER, which employs a length penalty to discourage such overlong
substring matches, improves moderately, achiev50

System
DTLM
-Language model
-Freq
-Precision

EN
39.6
37.8
22.0
34.9

NL
43.7
38.2
37.1
43.7

DE
60.5
48.5
56.7
46.7

frequency versetzt, rather than the unseen versetzet. More important, the transducer is incapable
of generalizing beyond source-target pairs seen in
training. For example, consider the doubling of
consonants in English orthography (e.g. betting).
Unlike the RNN, DTLM incorrectly predicts the
present participle of rug as *ruging, because there
is no instance of the doubling of ‘g’ in the training
data.

Table 8: Ablation test on P2G data with 100 training
instances.

ing 27.5% accuracy, while constraining M2M
to 2-2 improves further, to 34.9%. The accuracy increases to 39.6% when the precision alignment is employed. We conclude that in the lowresource setting, our proposed precision alignment
is preferable to both MPALIGNER and the standard
M2M alignment.
4.7

5

Conclusion

We have presented DTLM: a powerful languageand task-independent transduction system that can
leverage raw target corpora. DTLM is particularly
effective in low-resource settings, but is also successful when larger training sets are available. The
results of our experiments on four varied transduction tasks show large gains over alternative approaches.

Error Analysis

The following error examples from three different
tasks demonstrate the advantages of incorporating
the character-level LM, word frequency, and precision alignment, respectively. For the purpose
of insightful analysis, we selected test instances
for which DTLM produces markedly better output
than DTL.
In inflection generation, the second person plural form of knechten is correctly predicted as
knechtetet, instead of knechttet. In this case, our
character language model derived from a large text
corpus rightly assigns very low probability to the
unlikely 4-gram sequence chtt, which violates
German phonotactic constraints.
In the phoneme-to-grapheme conversion task,
[tIlEm@tri] is transduced to telemetry, instead of
tilemetry. In English, a reduced vowel phoneme
such as [I] may correspond to any vowel letter. In
this example, DTLM is able to successfully leverage the occurrence of the correct word-form in a
raw corpus.
In cognate projection, the actual cognate of
Kenyan is kenianisch, rather than kenyisch. This
prediction can be traced to the alignment of the
adjectival suffix -an to -anisch in the training data.
The match, which involves a target substring of
considerable length, is achieved through a merger
of multiple insertion operations.
The errors made by DTLM fall into a few different categories. Occasionally, DTLM produces an
incorrect form that is more frequent in the corpus.
For example, DTLM incorrectly guesses a subjunctive form of the verb versetzen to be the high-
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Abstract

tion. We find these two responses to be complementary in a paradigm modeling task for Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA).
MSA is characterized by morphological richness and extreme orthographic ambiguity, compounding the issue of data sparsity with noise
(Habash, 2010). Despite its challenges, MSA
is relatively well resourced, with many solutions
for morphological analysis and disambiguation
leveraging large amounts of annotated data, hand
crafted rules, and/or sophisticated neural architectures (Khoja and Garside, 1999; Habash and
Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007; Graff et al., 2009;
Pasha et al., 2014; Abdelali et al., 2016; Inoue
et al., 2017; Zalmout and Habash, 2017). Such
resources and techniques, however, are not available or not viable for the many under resourced
and often mutually unintelligible dialects of Arabic (DA), which are similarly morphologically
rich and highly ambiguous (Chiang et al., 2006;
Erdmann et al., 2017). Many recent efforts seek
to develop morphological resources for DA, but
most are under developed or specific to one dialect (Habash et al., 2012; Eskander et al., 2013;
Jarrar et al., 2014; Al-Shargi et al., 2016; Eskander et al., 2016a; Khalifa et al., 2016, 2017; Zribi
et al., 2017; Zalmout et al., 2018; Khalifa et al.,
2018).
This work does not aim to develop a full morphological analysis and disambiguation resource,
but to inform how one might be most efficiently
developed for any DA variety or similarly low resourced language, given scarcity of time and funding. For such a resource to be practical and easily extendable to new DA varieties, it must take
as input the natural, highly ambiguous orthography. Thus, we do not rely on constructed phonological representations to clarify ambiguities, as is
common practice when modeling morphology for
its own sake (Cotterell et al., 2016, 2017). To in-

Morphologically rich languages are challenging for natural language processing tasks due
to data sparsity. This can be addressed either
by introducing out-of-context morphological
knowledge, or by developing machine learning
architectures that specifically target data sparsity and/or morphological information. We
find these approaches to complement each
other in a morphological paradigm modeling
task in Modern Standard Arabic, which, in addition to being morphologically complex, features ubiquitous ambiguity, exacerbating sparsity with noise. Given a small number of outof-context rules describing closed class morphology, we combine them with word embeddings leveraging subword strings and noise reduction techniques. The combination outperforms both approaches individually by about
20% absolute. While morphological resources
already exist for Modern Standard Arabic,
our results inform how comparable resources
might be constructed for non-standard dialects
or any morphologically rich, low resourced
language, given scarcity of time and funding.

1

Introduction

Morphologically rich languages pose many challenges for natural language processing tasks. This
often takes the shape of data sparsity, as the increase in the number of possible inflections for
any given core concept leads to a lower average word frequency of individual (i.e., unique)
word types. Hence, models have fewer chances
to learn about types based on their in-context
behavior. One common, albeit time consuming
response to this challenge is to introduce outof-context morphological knowledge, hand crafting rules to relate forms inflected from the same
lemma. The other common response is to adopt
machine learning architectures specifically targeting data sparsity and/or morphological informa54
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form how such a resource should be developed,
we evaluate minimally rule based and unsupervised techniques for clustering words that belong
to the same paradigm in MSA. We primarily use
pre-existing MSA resources only for evaluation,
constraining resource availability to emulate DA
settings during training, as we lack the resources
to evaluate our techniques in DA. Our best system combines a minimal set of rules describing
closed class morphology with word embeddings
that leverage subword strings and noise reduction strategies. The former, despite being cheaper
and easier to produce than other rule-based systems, provides valuable out-of-context morphological knowledge, which the latter complements
by modeling the in-context behavior of words and
morphemes. Combining the techniques outperforms either individually by about 20% absolute.

2

Most templatic processes are derivational, deriving new core meanings with separate paradigms
from a shared root. Inflectional processes generally concatenate affixes to a shared stem to realize
different cells in the same paradigm. Broken plurals however, like XðXP rdwd, are a notable exception, resulting from a templatic inflectional process. Approximately 55% of all plurals are broken
(Alkuhlani and Habash, 2011).
Arabic is further characterized by frequent cliticization of prepositions, conjunctions, and object pronouns. Thus, a single syntactic word can
take many cliticized forms, potentially becoming
homonymous with inflections of unrelated lemmas
or distinct cells in the same paradigm. The XQK. brd,
‘response’–‘coldness’ ambiguity exemplifies this.
The ‘response’ meaning interprets H
. b as a cliticized preposition meaning ‘with’, while the ‘coldness’ meaning interprets H
. b as the first root radical. To investigate how these morphological traits
affect our ability to model paradigms, we define
the following morphological structures.

Morphology and Ambiguity

Arabic morphology is structurally and functionally complex. Structurally, paradigms are relatively large. Component cells convey morphosyntactic properties at a much finer granularity
than English. Functionally, many morphological processes are non-concatenative, or templatic.
Arabic roots are lists of de-lexicalized radicals,
which must be mapped onto a template to derive
a word. The derived word will then exhibit some
predictable semantic and morpho-syntactic relationship to the root, based on its template. For example, the root X X P r d d,1 having to do with responding, could take a singular nominal template
where geminates are collapsed, becoming XP rd,
‘response’, or a so-called broken plural template,
separating the geminate with a long vowel to become XðXP rdwd, ‘responses’. Arabic orthography
complicates the issue further, as diacritics marking short vowels, gemination, and case endings
are typically not written. In addition to causing
frequent lexical ambiguity among forms that are
pronounced differently, this also causes templatic
processes to appear to be concatenative or completely disappear. For example, deriving ‘to cool’
XQK. brd (fully diacritized, XQK. bar∼ad) from ‘cold-

Paradigm All words that share a certain lemma
comprise a paradigm, e.g., in Figure 1, the

paradigm of verbal lemma XP rad∼, ‘to respond’,
contains the four words connected to it by a solid
line. Ambiguity within the paradigm is referred
to as syncretism, and is very common in Arabic. For example, the present tense second person masculine singular form is syncretic with the
third person feminine singular in verbs, as shown
by XQK trd, ‘you[masc.sing]/she respond(s)’. Additionally, orthography normalizes short vowel distinctions between past tense second person masculine, second person feminine, and first person
forms (and sometimes third person feminine), thus
 XP radadta, H X XP radadti, and HX
 XP
causing HX
radadtu, respectively, to be orthographically syncretic. Cliticized forms can also cause unique syncretisms, e.g., AKXQK. brdnA has two possible interpretations from the same lemma XQK. bar∼ad, ‘to
cool’. If the final suffix AK nA is interpreted as a
past tense verbal exponent, it means ‘we cooled’,
whereas if it is interpreted as a cliticized personal
pronoun, it becomes ‘he/it cooled us’.

ness’ XQK. brd (fully diacritized, XQK. bar.d) involves
doubling the second root letter and adding a short
vowel before the third, yet these templatic changes
usually disappear in the orthography.

Subparadigm At or below the paradigm level,
subparadigms are comprised of all words that
share the same lemma ambiguity. Lemma ambiguity refers to the set of all lemmas a word could
have been derived from out of context. Hence, XQK.

1
Arabic transliteration is presented in the Habash-SoudiBuckwalter scheme (Habash et al., 2007).
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Figure 1: A clan of two families with two paradigms each, connected by both derivational and coincidental

ambiguities. Line dotting style is only used to visually distinguish paradigm membership.
3.1

brd and AKXQK. brdnA form a subparadigm, being the
only words in Figure 1 which can all be derived

exclusively from lemmas, XP rad∼, ‘response’, XQK.
bard, ‘coldness’, and

To train word embedding models, we use a corpus of 500,000 Arabic sentences (13 million
words) randomly selected from the corpus used
in Almahairi et al. (2016). This makes our findings more generalizable to DA, as many dialects
have similar amounts of available data (Erdmann
et al., 2018). We clean our corpus via standard
preprocessing3 and analyze each word out of context with SAMA (Graff et al., 2009) to get the set
of possible fully diacritized lemmas from which it
could be derived.4
To build an evaluation set, we sum the frequencies of all types within each paradigm and bucket
paradigms based on frequency. We randomly select evaluation paradigms such that all 10 buckets contribute at least 10 paradigms each. For
all selected paradigms, any paradigms from the
same clan are also selected, allowing us to assume that the paradigms included in the evaluation set are independent of those that are not included. Paradigms with only a single type are
discarded, as these are not interesting for analysis. Our resulting EVAL set contains 1,036 words
from 91 paradigms and a great deal of ambiguity
at all levels of abstraction (see Table 1). Because
we prohibit paradigms from entering EVAL without the rest of their clan, EVAL also exhibits the
desirable property of reflecting a generally realistic distribution of ambiguity: 36% of its vocabulary are lemma ambiguous as compared to 39%
for the entire corpus.

XQK. bar∼ad, ‘to cool’.

Family At or above the paradigm level, a family is comprised of all paradigms which can be
linked via derivational ambiguity, such that all
paradigms are derived from the same root. Thus,
all forms mapping to the two paradigms which in
turn map to the root X P H
. b r d, relating to cold,
constitute a single family. The subparadigm of
XQK. brd and AKXQK. brdnA link the two component
paradigms via derivational ambiguity.2
Clan At or above the family level, a clan is comprised of all families which can be linked by coincidental ambiguity. Thus, the subparadigm of XQK.
brd and AKXQK. brdnA, whose derivational ambiguity
joins the paradigms of the X P H
. b r d family, also
connects that family to the unrelated X X P r d d
family via coincidental ambiguity. This is caused
by the multiple possible analyses of H
. b as either
a cliticized preposition or a root letter.

3

Data

Experiments

In this section, we describe the data, design, and
models used in our experiments.
2

The linguistic concept of derivational family differs from
ours in that it does not require any ambiguous forms to be
shared by derivationally related paradigms. However, identifying such derivational families automatically is non-trivial.
Even if the shared root can be identified, it can be difficult
to determine whether the root is mono or polysemous, e.g.,
P ¨  š ς r could refer to hair, poetry, or feeling. Regardless, our definition of family better serves our investigation
into the effects of ambiguity.

3

We remove the rarely used diacritics and Alif/Ya normalize (El Kholy and Habash, 2012).
4
We exclude words from the embedding model and evaluation set if they either cannot be analyzed by SAMA, only
receive proper noun analyses, or if they do not also occur in
the larger Arabic Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011). This
controls for many idiosyncrasies.
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Clan
Family
Paradigm
Subparadigm
Word

Count

Ambiguous

49
55
91
116
1,036

18
24
60
48
372

Non-derivationally
Ambiguous
5
11
14
6
85

the overlap between the words that have been
clustered to the leaf’s branch so far and the leaf
word’s known paradigm mates, i.e., the set of
words sharing at least one lemma with the leaf.
Thus, paradigms are soft clusters in our representation, in that, for each word in a paradigm, its set
of proposed paradigm mates need not be consistent with any of its proposed paradigm mates’ sets
of proposed paradigm mates. We then take the
best F-score for each leaf word in EVAL, regardless of the depth level at which it was achieved,
and average these maximum F-scores. This reflects how cohesively paradigms are represented
in the tree.5 Additionally, we report the average
depth at which templatic and concatenatively related paradigm mates are added.
Because we evaluate via average maximum Fscore, this metric represents the potential performance of any given model. Future work will
address predicting the depth level where average maximum F-score is achieved for a given
leaf word via rule-based and/or empirical techniques that have proven successful for related
tasks (Narasimhan et al., 2015; Soricut and Och,
2015; Cao and Rei, 2016; Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2017; Sakakini et al., 2017).

Table 1: Statistics from the EVAL set. Morpholog-

ical structures by level of abstraction. Ambiguous
structures contain at least one lemma ambiguous
form. Non-derivationally ambiguous structures
contain at least one coincidentally lemma ambiguous form.

Figure 2:

Best clustering strategies for two
paradigms–dotted versus dashed ovals–given single or multi prototype vocabulary representations.

3.3
3.2

Approach and Evaluation Metric

Word Similarity Models

We use the following word similarity models for
clustering words in single and multi prototype tree
representations.

We build single and multi prototype representations of the entire vocabulary, then examine how
well they reflect the paradigms in EVAL. Each
representation can be thought of as a tree where
each word is a leaf at depth 0, i.e., W1 , W2 , and
W3 in Figure 2. Descending down the tree, words
are clustered with other words’ branches at subsequent depths until the clustering algorithm finishes
or the root is reached where all words in the vocabulary are clustered together. All trees use some
model of word similarity to guide clustering. In
multi prototype representations, a word’s leaf prototype at depth 0 can be copied and grafted onto
other words’ branches at non-zero depths before
those branches are clustered to its own. Such is the
case of W2 , which is copied as W20 at depth 1 of
W3 ’s branch before W3 ’s branch connects to W2 ’s.
This enables partially overlapping paradigms to be
modeled, like those in Figure 2.
We evaluate the trees via average maximum Fscore. For each word in EVAL, we descend from
its leaf, at each depth calculating an F-score for

The LEVENSHTEIN baseline
uses only orthographic edit distances to form a
multi prototype tree. At each depth level i, the
branch will include every word which has an
edit distance of i when compared to the leaf.
Transitivity does not hold in this model, as words
x and y could be in each other’s depth 1 branch,
but the fact that z is in y’s depth 1 branch does not
imply its inclusion in x’s depth 1 branch. If the
edit distance between x and z is greater than 1,
copies, or additional prototypes must be made of x
and y. Because morphology involves complicated
processes that cannot be explained merely via
orthographic similarity, we predict this model will
perform poorly. Still, this baseline is useful to
ensure that other models are learning something
LEVENSHTEIN

5
To control for idiosyncratic paradigms, we calculated a
macro F-score averaged over the average maximum F-scores
of individual paradigms, though we do not report this as results were not significantly different.
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from words’ in-context behavior or out-of-context
morphological knowledge beyond what can be
superficially induced from edit distances.

to valuable morphological knowledge, we predict
it will be a competitive baseline. Furthermore, it
should produce nearly perfect recall, only missing rare exceptional forms, e.g., broken plurals
that introduce new consonants such as l×. @QK. brAmj,

DE L EX We use a de-lexicalized ( DE L EX ) morphological analyzer to predict morphological relatedness. The analyzer covers all MSA closedclass affixes and clitics and their allowed combinations in open class parts-of-speech (POS); however there is no information about stems and lemmas in the model.6 The affixes and clitics and their
compatibility rules were extracted from SAMA
(Graff et al., 2009). They are relatively cheap to
create for any DA or other languages. The independent, expensive component of SAMA is the information regarding stems and lemmas, which we
used to form our evaluation set. We are inspired by
Darwish (2002), who demonstrated the creation of
an Arabic shallow analyzer in one day. Our approach can be easily extended to DA at least in a
similar manner to Salloum and Habash (2014).
To determine if two MSA words are possibly
in the same paradigm, we do the following: (1) we
use the analyzer to identify all potential stems with
corresponding POS for each word (these stems
are simply the leftover string after removing any
prefixal and suffixal strings which match a prefixsuffix combination deemed compatible by SAMA);
(2) each stem is deterministically converted into an
orthographic root as per Eskander et al. (2013) by
removing Hamzas (the set of letters representing

the glottal stop phoneme, i.e., Z ’, @ Â, @ Ǎ, @ Ā, ð' ŵ,
Zø' ŷ), long vowels ( @ A, ø y, ð w, ø ý), and reduc-

‘programs’, the plural of l×. AKQK. brnAmj, ‘program’.
We expect its precision to be weak because it
lacks lexical or stem-pattern information, leading
to rampant clustering of derivationally related and

unrelated forms. For example, a word like èQKAg.
jAŷz~, ‘prize’ (true root P ð h. j w z) receives the

orthographic root P h. j z (long vowel, hamza letter, and suffix are dropped), which clusters it with
unrelated forms such as ZQk. jz’, ‘part’ (true root
Z P h. j z ’), and Qk. jz, ‘shearing’ (true root P P h.
j z z).
Word Embedding Models (W 2 V, FT, and FT +)
We use different word embedding models to build
single prototype representations of the vocabulary
via binary hierarchical clustering (Müllner et al.,
2013). In order to analyze the effects of data sparsity, we do not impose a minimum word frequency
count, but learn vectors for the entire vocabulary.
At depth 0, we consider each leaf word to be its
own branch. Descending down the tree, we iteratively join the closest two branches based on
Ward distance (Ward Jr, 1963). Joined branches
are represented by the centroid of their component
words’ vectors (though, as in other models, we do
not include the leaf word as a match when calculating average maximum F-score). We continue iterating until only a single root remains containing
the entire vocabulary.
These trees are single prototype because the input embeddings only provide one vector for each
word, regardless of whether or not it is ambiguous
in any way. While this is a limitation for these
models,7 existing multi prototype word embeddings generally model sense ambiguity, which is
easier to capture (though harder to evaluate) given
the unsupervised settings in which embeddings are
typically trained (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010;
Huang et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Bartunov
et al., 2016). Adapting multi prototype embed-

ing geminate consonants (e.g., XXP rdd → XP rd);
(3) two words are determined to be possibly from
the same paradigm if there exists a possible orthographic root–POS analysis shared by both words.
DE L EX builds a multi prototype tree with a
maximum depth of 1. For each leaf word, it uses
the above algorithm to identify all words in the
vocabulary which can possibly share a paradigm
with the leaf word, and grafts them into the branch.
Hence, a word can belong to more than one hypothesized paradigm. Because DE L EX has access
6

The system includes 15 basic prefixes/proclitics ( @ A, È@
Al, H
. b, ¬ f, ú¯ fy, ¼ k, È l, B lA, AÓ mA, à n,  s, H t, ð w, ø

y, and φ) in 84 unique combinations; and 30 suffixes/enclitics
 At, è h, Aë hA, Ñë hm, AÒë hmA, áë hn, ¼ k, Õ»
( @ A, à@ An, H@

7
A single prototype oracle that always correctly maps
non-lemma ambiguous words to their paradigm and maps
lemma ambiguous words only to their largest possible
paradigm scores 97% (92% specifically on lemma ambiguous types). This represents the best possible performance for
single prototype models.

AÒ» kmA, á» kn, à n, AK nA, úG ny, è ~, H t, AK tA, àAK tAn,
Õç' tm, AÖß tmA, áK tn, úG ty, áK tyn, ð w, @ð wA, àð wn, ø y, áK

km,

yn and φ) in 193 unique combinations.
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whereas there is little room for noise in crowded
urban regions where many similar but morphologically unrelated words could interfere.

dings to model lemma ambiguities is non-trivial,
especially without lots of supervision. We leave
this for future work.
Because trees built from word embeddings are
all constructed via the same binary clustering algorithm, the depths at which templatic and concatenatively inflected paradigm mates are joined
in Table 2 are comparable vertically across W 2 V,
FT , and FT + as well as horizontally. However, the
multi prototype trees are shorter and fatter, such
that the templatic and concatenative average join
depths are only comparable horizontally with each
other, i.e., within the same model.

FT + We build another FT model by concatenating the vectors learned from two variant FT models, one with the normal window size of 5 and one
with a narrow window size of 1. Both are trained
on a preprocessed corpus where phrases have been
probabilistically identified in potentially unique
distributions over multiple copies of each sentence, as described in Erdmann et al. (2018).8 This
technique attempts to better model syntactic cues–
which are better encoded with narrow context windows (Pennington et al., 2014; Trask et al., 2015;
Goldberg, 2016; Tu et al., 2017)–while avoiding
treating non-compositional phrases as compositional, and also learning from multiple, potentially complementary phrase-chunkings of every
sentence. By combining these sources of information, FT + is designed to learn more meaningful
vectors without requiring additional data. We predict it will uniformly outperform FT by reducing
noise in the handling of sparse forms like infrequent inflections–a hallmark of morphologically
rich languages.

W2V

The
Gensim
implementation
of
WORD 2 VEC (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Řehůřek
and Sojka, 2010) uses the SkipGram algorithm
with 200 dimensions and a context window of 5
tokens on either side of the target word. As this
does not have access to any subword information
and is specifically designed for semantics, not
morphology, we predict that it will not perform
well in our evaluation.
We train a FASTTEXT (Bojanowski et al.,
2016) implementation with the same parameters
as W 2 V, except a word’s vector is the sum of its
SkipGram vector and that of all its component
character n-grams between length 2 and 6. Since
short vowels are not written, many Arabic affixes
are only one character. With FASTTEXT bookending words with start/end symbols in its internal
representation, outermost single-letter affixes are
functionally two characters. By inducing knowledge of such affixes, these character n-gram parameters outperform the language agnostic range
of 3 to 6 proposed by Bojanowski et al. (2016).
With the ability to model how subword strings
behave in context, FT should outperform both
L EVENSHTEIN and W 2 V, though without access
to scholar seeded knowledge of morphological
structures, it is difficult to predict how FT will
compare with DE L EX. Errors may arise from clustering words based on affixes indicative of syntactic behavior instead of the stem, which indicates paradigm membership. Also, if the word
is infrequent and contains no semantically distinct subword string with higher frequency, the
embeddings will be noisy. Frequency and noise
also interact with the hubbiness, or crowdedness
of the embedding region, as rural regions will require less precision in the vectors to cluster well,
FT

FT +& DE L EX We make unique copies for each
leaf word’s branch extending all the way to the
root in the single prototype FT + tree. Then, for
each leaf word, at every depth of its branch copy,
we use DE L EX to prune any words which could
not share an orthographic root with the leaf word.
Pruning is local to that branch copy, and does not
affect the branch copies of paradigm mates which
had originally been proposed by FT + before making branch copies. This makes FT +& DE L EX a
multi-prototype model. After pruning, the F-score
is recalculated for each depth of each leaf word’s
branch and a new average maximum F-score is reported. Because FT + encodes information regarding the in-context behavior of words, it is quite
complementary to the out-of-context morphological knowledge supplied by DE L EX. We predict
this model will outperform all others.
8
For control, we compared every possible combination of
narrow and wide window sizes (1 or 5), dimension sizes (200
or 400), and techniques for phrase identification (none, deterministic (Mikolov et al., 2013b), and probabilistic (Erdmann
et al., 2018)), but none approached the performance achieved
with the parameters used in FT +.
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Word Similarity
Model
LEVENSHTEIN
DE L EX
W2V

Multi
Prototype
X
X

FT
FT +
FT +& DE L EX

X

Averaged Scores
Max F-Score Precision Recall
22.0
35.5
23.4
52.9
41.6
99.3
2.1
6.7
28.1
39.2
66.0
44.2
50.2
71.8
52.9
71.5
74.0
81.3

Join Depth
Concat Temp
3.5
4.1
1.0
1.0
17.1
17.4
13.7
16.8
13.3
16.4
13.3
16.4

Table 2: Scores for clustering words with their paradigm mates in tree representations built from different

models of word similarity. Scores are calculated as described in Section 3.2, with precision and recall
extracted from the depth that maximizes F and then averaged over all words in EVAL. Join depths refer to
the average depth at which templatic or concatenatively related paradigm mates are added to the branch.

4

Results and Discussion

example, we specify the strength of the maximum F-score for the three models as such:9
strengthDE L EX +strengthFT + →strengthFT +& DE L EX ,
e.g., LOW+MID→HI denotes poor DE L EX and
mediocre FT + performance on a word, yielding
high performance in the combined model.

The results in Table 2 provide strong evidence in
support of our hypotheses. The only model performing worse than the L EVENSHTEIN edit distance baseline is W 2 V, which only understands the
in-context, semantic behavior of words. By being able to learn morphological knowledge from
in-context behavior of subword strings, FT greatly
improves over both W 2 V and LEVENSHTEIN,
demonstrating that it learns far more than can be
inferred from out-of-context subword strings, i.e.,
edit distance, or in-context distributional semantic knowledge without any morphology, i.e., W 2 V.
As predicted, FT + improves uniformly over FT in
all categories, presumably by reducing noise in
the vectors of infrequent inflections. Interestingly,
with no access to subword information, W 2 V performs equally poorly on both templatic and concatenatively related paradigm mates, whereas FT
and FT + greatly improve on concatenative mates,
but not templatic ones. This is likely because FT
and FT + can identify patterns in subword strings,
but not in non-adjacent characters.
DE L EX ’s strong baseline performance demonstrates that simple, out-of-context, de-lexicalized
knowledge of morphology is sufficient to outperform the best word embedding model that
only learns from words’ in-context behaviors.
However, given the complementarity between
DE L EX ’s knowledge and the information FT + can
learn, it is not surprising that the combination of
these techniques, FT +& DE L EX, far outperforms
either system individually.

•

•

èQKAg jAŷz~, ‘prize’ (LOW+HI→HI)
.

This word has high orthographic root ambiguity since its second morphological root radical
is a Hamza. This results in matching words
with unrelated true roots like ZQk. jz’, ‘part’ and
Qk. jz, ‘shearing’ under DE L EX. It also has
high root fertility, in that different paradigms
can come from the same true root, like QK Ag.
jAŷz, ‘permissible’, further challenging DE L EX.
FT + does relatively better, capturing the word’s
other inflections, even the broken plural QK@ñk.
jwAŷz, as their in-context behavior is similar to
èQKAg jAŷz~. Interesting recall errors by FT + in.
clude semantically and orthographically similar
èQKA¯ fAŷz~, ‘winner[fem.sing]’. The combination yields a perfect F-score.

àñ«QîE yhrςwn, ‘they rush’ (HI+LOW→HI)
This word has an unambiguous orthographic
root with no root fertility, resulting in a perfect
F-score for DE L EX. However, FT + misses several inflections such as ¨QîE nhrς, ‘we rush’,


and I«Qëð
whrςt, ‘and I/you/she rushed’. FT +
also makes many semantically and/or syntactically similar precision errors: àñ«Qå ysrςwn,
‘they hurry’, àñ«PA ySArςwn, ‘they wrestle’,

and àñ«Q®K yqrςwn, ‘they ring (a bell)’. The
combination leads to a perfect F-score.

Specific Examples We discuss a number
of examples that illustrate the variety in
the behavior and complementarity of rulebased DE L EX, embedding-based FT +, and the
combined FT +& DE L EX models.
For each

•

ú¾JÓAJK X dynAmyky, ‘dynamic’ (HI+HI→HI)

This word has an unambiguous orthographic

9
The strength designation HI is used for F-scores above
75%, LOW for scores below 25%, and MID for the rest.
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Word embeddings are generally single prototype models, in that they learn one vector for each
word, which can be problematic for ambiguous
forms (Reisinger and Mooney, 2010; Huang et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2014). Bartunov et al. (2016)
propose a multi prototype model that learns distinct vectors for distinct meanings of types based
on variation in the contexts within which they appear. Gyllensten and Sahlgren (2015), argue that
single prototype embeddings actually can model
ambiguity because the defining characteristics of
a word’s different meanings typically manifest in
different dimensions of the highly dimensional
vector space. They find ambiguous words’ relative nearest neighbors in a relative neighborhood
graph often correlate with distinct meanings. Such
works however, deal with sense ambiguity, or abstract semantic distinctions between different usages of a word with potentially the same morphosyntactic properties and core meaning. Evaluation usually requires linking to large semantic
databases which, for Arabic, are still underdeveloped (Black et al., 2006; Badaro et al., 2014; Elrazzaz et al., 2017).

root based on a foreign borrowing and relatively
unique semantics and subword strings. Thus, it
achieves a perfect F-score in all three models.

@ð QåJK@

•

AntšrwA,
‘they
spread
out’
(MID+MID→HI)
This word has high orthographic root ambiguity
(and, incidentally, fertility) due to the presence
 t, which could belong to a root,
of à n and H
template, or prefix. This leads to a 63% F-score
under DE L EX with many precision errors:
èPA K@ AntšArh, ‘his spreading out’, PðA Kð

wntšAwr, ‘we discuss’, and ¼PA K ntšArk, ‘we
collaborate’. FT + scores only 47%, proposing
semantically related but morphologically unrelated or only derivationally related forms: e.g.,
QåJJÓ mntšr, ‘spread out’ (adjective), and @ð Q»QÖß
tmrkzwA, ‘they centralized’ (antonym). This
semantic knowledge however, complements
DE L EX’s knowledge, such that the combination
is almost perfect (98%).

•

Z » kf’, ‘efficient’ (LOW+LOW→LOW)
While 17% of words are LOW in DE L EX and
28% in FT +, only 4% are LOW in FT +& DE L EX.
This word exemplifies that 4%, occupying the
gap between DE L EX’s knowledge and FT +’s. It
has an extremely ambiguous orthographic root
due to the true root containing a Hamza and the
first letter being interpretable as a proclitic or
root radical. Thus, DE L EX achieves 2% F. FT +
is only slightly better (5%). It is likely that this
word’s low frequency is the main contributor to
its noisy embedding, as it only appears once in
our corpus. The combination F-score is thus,
only 11%.

5

Computational Morphology This field of
study includes rule-based, machine learning, and
hybrid approaches to modeling morphology. The
traditional approach is to hand write rules to
identify the morphological properties of words
(Beesley, 1998; Khoja and Garside, 1999; Habash
and Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007; Graff et al.,
2009; Habash, 2010). These can be used for
out-of-context analysis–which SAMA (Graff
et al., 2009) performs for MSA–or they can be
combined with machine learning approaches that
leverage information from the context in which a
word appears. MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014),
for example, is trained on an annotated corpus
to disambiguate SAMA’s analyses based on the
surrounding sentence.
Other systems use machine learning without
rules. They can train on annotated data, like
Faruqui et al. (2016) who learn morpho-syntactic
lexica from a small seed, or they can learn without supervision, like Luo et al. (2017) who induce
"morphological forests" of derivationally related
words by predicting suffixes and prefixes based on
the vocabulary alone. Some approaches seek to
be language independent. M ORFESSOR (Creutz
and Lagus, 2005), for instance, segments words
based on unannotated text. However, it deter-

Related Work

This work builds on several others addressing
word embeddings and computational morphology.
Word Embeddings Word embeddings are
trained by predicting either a target word given its
context (Continuous Bag of Words) or elements
of the context given a target (SkipGram) in
unannotated corpora (Mikolov et al., 2013a), with
the learned vectors modeling how words relate
to each other. Embeddings have been adapted
to incorporate word order (Trask et al., 2015) or
subword information (Bojanowski et al., 2016) to
motivate the learned vectors to specifically capture
syntactic, morphological, or other similarities.
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is the independence of the orthographic root extraction rules and the distributional statistics leveraged by word embeddings. Sakakini et al. (2017)’s
root extractor however, depends on embeddings to
identify roots. Furthermore, their root extractor
cannot be used to generate multi prototype models as it only produces one root per word. Finally,
despite orthographic roots’ dependance on hand
written rules, we show that these rules are very
few, such that adapting Sakakini et al. (2017)’s
root extractor to a new language or dialect would
not necessarily require any less effort than writing
new rules.

ministically produces context-irrelevant segmentations, causing error propagation in languages
like Arabic, characterized by high lexical ambiguity (Saleh and Habash, 2009; Pasha et al., 2014).
A few systems have incorporated word embeddings to perform segmentation (Narasimhan et al.,
2015; Soricut and Och, 2015; Cao and Rei, 2016),
with some attempting to model and analyze relations between underlying morphemes as well
(Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2017; Sakakini et al.,
2017), though none of these distinguish between
inflectional and derivational morphology. Eskander et al. (2016b) propose another segmentation
system using Adaptor Grammars for six typologically distinct languages. Snyder and Barzilay
(2010) actually use multiple languages simultaneously, finding the parallels between them useful
for disambiguation in morphological and syntactic tasks.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we demonstrated that out-of-context,
rule-based knowledge of morphological structure,
even in minimal supply, greatly complements
what word embeddings can learn about morphology from words’ in-context behaviors. We discussed how Arabic’s morphological richness and
many forms of ambiguity interact with different
word similarity models’ ability to represent morphological structure in a paradigm clustering task.
Our work quantifies the value of leveraging subword information when learning embeddings and
the further value of noise reduction techniques targeting the sparsity caused by complex morphology. Our best performing model uses out-ofcontext rules to prune unlikely paradigm mates
suggested by our best embedding model, achieving an F-score of 71.5% averaged over our evaluation vocabulary. Our results inform how one
would most cost effectively construct morphological resources for DA or similarly under resourced,
morphologically complex languages.
Our future work will target templatic morphological processes which still challenge our best
model, requiring knowledge of patterns realized
over non-adjacent characters. We will also address errors due to ambiguity, either by adapting multi prototype embedding models to capture morphological ambiguity, including knowledge of paradigm structure in our de-lexicalized
rules, or by using disambiguated lemma frequencies to model ambiguity probabilistically. In applying this work to DA, we will additionally
need to address the issue of noisy, unstandardized
spelling. We will also investigate different knowledge transfer techniques to leverage the many resources available for MSA.

Our work is closely related to Avraham and
Goldberg (2017), who train embeddings on
a Hebrew corpus with disambiguated morphosyntactic information appended to each token.
Similarly, Cotterell and Schütze (2015) "guide"
German word embeddings with morphological annotation, and Gieske (2017) use morphological information encoded in word embeddings to inflect
German verbs. For Arabic, Rasooli et al. (2014)
induce paradigmatic knowledge from raw text to
produce unseen inflections, and Eskander et al.
(2013) identify orthographic roots and use them
to extract features for paradigm completion given
annotated data. While we adopt the concept of
approximating the linguistic root with an orthographic root, we do not use annotated data where
the stem has already been determined as in Eskander et al. (2013). Thus, we generate all possible
orthographic roots for a given word instead of just
one, as discussed in Section 3.3.
Sakakini et al. (2017) provide an alternative
unsupervised technique for extracting roots in
Semitic languages, however, we chose to adopt
the orthographic root concept instead for several
reasons. Firstly, despite performing comparably
with other empirical techniques, Sakakini et al.
(2017)’s root extractor is not extremely accurate.
While our implementation generates potentially
multiple orthographic roots with imperfect precision, the near perfect recall is useful for pruning
without propogating error. A major reason why we
find DE L EX and FT + to complement one another
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Abstract

3) roar→ roar∼roar∼roar
‘give a shudder’ →‘continue to shudder’
Mokilese (Moravcsik, 1978, 301)

This article describes a novel approach to
the computational modeling of reduplication.
Reduplication is a well-studied linguistic phenomenon. However, it is often treated as
a stumbling block within finite-state treatments of morphology. Most finite-state implementations of computational morphology
cannot adequately capture the productivity of
unbounded copying in reduplication, nor can
they adequately capture bounded copying. We
show that an understudied type of finite-state
machines, two-way finite-state transducers (2way FSTs), captures virtually all reduplicative processes, including total reduplication.
2-way FSTs can model reduplicative typology in a way which is convenient, easy to design and debug in practice, and linguisticallymotivated. By virtue of being finite-state, 2way FSTs are likewise incorporable into existing finite-state systems and programs. A small
but representative typology of reduplicative
processes is described in this article, alongside
their corresponding 2-way FST models.

1

Most of the world’s languages include at least
one reduplicative process, with the most common reduplicative process being total reduplication. The WALS database documents that 278 out
of 368 (75%) languages use both partial reduplication and total reduplication as productive morphological operations (Rubino, 2013). An extra 35
(10%) use only total reduplication as a productive
morphological operation. The 55 (15%) remaining languages with no reduplicative processes include most Indo-European languages.1
Although reduplication has a rich history in
morpho-phonology, it continues to present challenges for computational and mathematical linguistics (Sproat, 1992; Roark and Sproat, 2007).
Within computational linguistics, most of morphology and phonology have been analyzed with
finite-state calculus as rational languages and
transductions (Kaplan and Kay, 1994; Beesley
and Karttunen, 2003). However, reduplication
cannot be easily modeled with the same finitestate systems used to model the rest of morphophonology. In the case of total reduplication, this
is because those finite-state systems cannot express unbounded copying in the first place (Culy,
1985). As for partial reduplication, those finitestate systems are often discussed as being burdensome models because of the state explosion that
partial reduplication causes (Roark and Sproat,
2007). This has lead some researchers to develop finite-state approximations of total reduplication (Walther, 2000; Beesley and Karttunen,
2000; Cohen-Sygal and Wintner, 2006; Hulden,

Introduction

Reduplication is a cross-linguistically common
word-formation process. Reduplication is roughly
divided into two categories, total reduplication
where an unbounded number of segments are
copied (1) vs. partial reduplication where a
bounded number of segments are copied (2). In
spoken language, reduplication usually involves
making at most two copies, though making three
copies is attested in spoken language (3) and is
common in sign language (Wilbur, 2005).
1) wanita→wanita∼wanita
‘woman’→‘women’
Indonesian (Cohn, 1989, 308)

1

This 15% is debatable because some argue that total
reduplication is still used in those languages in one way or
another (Stolz et al., 2011).

2) takki→tak∼takki
‘leg’→‘legs’ Agta (Moravcsik, 1978, 311)
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2009a; Hulden and Bischoff, 2009). These are approximations because they cannot model the productivity of total reduplication, the most common
reduplicative process. Another alternative is to
use formalisms that are beyond finite-state, e.g.
queue-based CFGs (Savitch, 1989), MCFGs (Albro, 2000, 2005), and HPSG (Crysmann, 2017).
This article shows how a specific understudied type of finite-state technology actually can account for virtually all forms of bounded and unbounded reduplication as they are found in typological studies (Moravcsik, 1978; Rubino, 2005).
This finite-state technology not only describes
reduplication as a process which applies to infinitely many words of unbounded size, but it does
so without the state-space explosion. The type
of transducer which accomplishes this is known
as a 2-way Finite-State Transducer or 2-way FST
(Savitch, 1982; Engelfriet and Hoogeboom, 2001;
Filiot and Reynier, 2016). While these computer
scientists are well aware that 2-way FSTS can
model unbounded copying, this is the first use of
2-way FSTs within computational linguisticst to
our knowledge.2
2-way FSTs are distinguished from the more
well-known (1-way) finite-state transducers or 1way FSTs by allowing the machine to move back
and forth on the input tape, but not on the output
tape. It is this increased power of 2-way FSTs
that allows them to adequately model reduplication without the difficulties of using 1-way FSTs.
In this paper, we focus on deterministic 2-way
FSTs. Like 1-way FSTs, 2-way FSTs can be either deterministic or non-deterministic on the input. Deterministic 1-way FSTs are less expressive than non-deterministic 1-way FSTs (Elgot
and Mezei, 1965; Schützenberger, 1975; Choffrut,
1977; Mohri, 1997; Heinz and Lai, 2013). Similarly, deterministic 2-way FSTs are less expressive than non-deterministic 2-way FSTs (Culik
and Karhumäki, 1986). For the typology of reduplication studied in this article, deterministic 2way FSTs are sufficient. This result is in line with
work showing that various phonological and morphological processes can be described with deterministic finite-state technology (Chandlee et al.,
2012; Gainor et al., 2012; Chandlee and Heinz,
2012; Heinz and Lai, 2013; Chandlee, 2014; Luo,
2017; Payne, 2014, 2017).

This article is organized as follows. 2-way
finite-state transducers (2-way FSTs) are introduced in section §2, where we provide a formal definition (§2.1), discuss their computational
properties (§2.2), and discuss their computational
complexity (§2.3). In §3, we illustrate how 2-way
FSTs can model reduplication, notably total reduplication (§3.1) and partial reduplication (§3.2).
In section §4, we contrast 2-way FSTs with 1way FSTs and show how the former are empirically adequate, practically convenient or useful,
and linguistically-motivated for modeling reduplication. To illustrate this, we briefly discuss how
we have used 2-way FSTs to develop the RedTyp
database, a database of reduplicative processes
with corresponding 2-way FSTs. Conclusions and
directions for future research are in §5.

2

Two-way finite-state transducers:
definition and properties

2.1

Definition

It is useful to imagine a 2-way FST as a machine
operating on an input tape and writing to an output tape. The symbols on the input tape are drawn
from an alphabet Σ and the symbols written to the
output tape are drawn from an alphabet Γ. For an
input string w = σ1 . . . σn , the initial configuration is that the FST is in some internal state q0 ,
the read head. The FST begins at the first position of the tape reading σ1 , and the writing head of
the FST is positioned at the beginning of an empty
output tape. After the FST reads the symbol under
the read head, three things occur:
• The internal state of the FST changes.
• The FST writes some string, possibly empty,
to the output tape.
• The read head may move in one of three
ways: it can either move to the left (-1), move
to the right (+1), or stay (0).
This process repeats until the read head “falls off”
one of the edges of the input tape. If for some input
string w, the FST falls off the right edge of the
input tape when the FST is in an accepting state
after writing u on the output tape, we say the FST
transduces, transforms, or maps, w to u. If for
some input string w, the FST falls off the left edge,
falls off the right edge while in a non-accepting
state, or never falls off an edge, then the FST is
undefined at w. Note the writing head of the FST

2

2-way finite-state automata (2-way FSAs) have been
used to model non-concatenative Semitic morphology
(Narayanan and Hashem, 1993).
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and the transduction fT (ax) is undefined. Likewise, if the configuration is (wq, u) and q 6∈ F
then the transducer crashes and the transduction
fT is undefined on input w.
There is one more way in which fT may be
undefined for some input. The input may cause
the transducer to go into an infinite loop.3 This
occurs for input wx ∈ Σ∗n whenever there exist
q ∈ Q and u, v ∈ Γ∗ such that (q0 wx, λ) →+
(wqx, u) →+ (wqx, uv).

can never move back along the output tape. It only
ever advances as strings are written.
Below is a formalization of 2-way FSTs based
on Filiot and Reynier (2016) and Shallit (2008).
We adopt the convention that inputs to a 2-way
FST are flanked with the start (o) and end boundaries (n). This larger alphabet is denoted by Σn .
4) Definition: A 2-way, deterministic FST is a
six-tuple (Q, Σn , Γ, q0 , F, δ) such that:
Q is a finite set of states,
Σn = Σ ∪ {o, n} is the input alphabet,
Γ is the output alphabet,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
F ⊆ Q is the set of final states,
δ : Q × Σ → Q × Γ∗ × D is the
transition function where the direction
D = {−1, 0, +1}.

2.2

Computational properties

With respect to acceptors, 1-way and 2-way finitestate acceptors are equivalent in expressive power.
Both define the regular languages (Hopcroft and
Ullman, 1969; Shallit, 2008). However, with respect to transducers, 1-way FSTs are strictly less
expressive than 2-way FSTs (Savitch, 1982; Aho
et al., 1969). For a 1-way FST, both the input
language and the output language must be regular languages. A 1-way FST thus cannot have its
output language be the non-regular copy language
Lww = {ww|w ∈ Σ∗ }. In contrast, as we will see,
the output language of a 2-way FST can be a nonregular language such as Lww . The next section
will show that this additional power allows 2-way
FSTs to productively model reduplication.
2-way FSTs are equivalent in expressivity to
MSO-definable string transductions (Engelfriet
and Hoogeboom, 2001) and to streaming string
transducers (1-way FSTs with registers) (Alur,
2010).
They are closed under composition
(Chytil and Jákl, 1977) and their non-deterministic
variants are invertible (Courcelle and Engelfriet,
2012). 2-way FSTs are less powerful than Turing machines because they cannot move back and
forth over the output tape.
Note that given the difference in expressive
power between 1-way and 2-way FSTs, it makes
sense to give the classes of functions that they
compute different names. We follow Filiot and
Reynier (2016) who identify the class of functions
describable with a 1-way deterministic FST as ‘rational functions’, and they reserve the term ‘regular functions’ for functions describable with 2-way
deterministic FSTs.

A configuration of a 2-way FST T is an element
of Σ∗n QΣ∗n × Γ∗ . The meaning of the configuration (wqx, u) is that the input to T is wx and the
machine is currently in state q with the read head
on the first symbol of x (or has fallen off the right
edge of the input tape if x = λ) and that u is currently written on the output tape.
If the current configuration is (wqax, u) and
δ(q, a) = (r, v, 0) then the next configuration is
(wrax, uv), in which case we write (wqax, u) →
(wrax, uv).
If the current configuration is
(wqax, u) and δ(q, a) = (r, v, +1) then the next
configuration is (warx, uv). In this case, we write
(wqax, u) → (warx, uv). If the current configuration is (waqx, u) and δ(q, a) = (r, v, −1) then
the next configuration is (wrax, uv). We write
(waqx, u) → (wrax, uv).
The transitive closure of → is denoted with →+ .
Thus, if c →+ c0 then there exists a finite sequence
of configurations c1 , c2 . . . cn with n > 1 such that
c = c1 → c2 → . . . → cn = c0 .
Next we define the function that a 2-way FST
T = (Q, Σn , Γ, q0 , F, δ) computes. For each
string w ∈ Σ∗ , fT (w) = u ∈ Γ∗ provided
there exists qf ∈ F such that (q0 o wn, λ) →+
(ow n qf , u). Note that since a 2-way FST is deterministic, it follows that if fT (w) is defined then
u is unique.
There are situations where a 2-way FST T
crashes on some input w and hence fT (w) is
undefined. If the configuration is (qax, u) and
δ(q, a) = (r, −1, v) then the derivation crashes

3
Infinite loops can be prevented through carefully designing the 2-way FST. The 2-way FSTs which we have made do
not suffer from infinite loops. Infinite loops can likewise be
checked and stopped during run-time.
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2.3

Computational complexity

3. reading the input tape once more from left to
right in order to output the second copy.

Deterministic 1-way FSTs run in time linear to the
length of the input string. Since 2-way FSTs can
reread the input string, is this still the case? One
useful metric for measuring the complexity of deterministic 2-way FSTs is in terms of the number
of times the 2-way FST passes through the input
(Baschenis et al., 2016). In the case of the reduplication examples in §3, a deterministic 2-way FST
can be designed with only two passes through the
input per copy. Thus, the run time for a deterministic 2-way FST modeling reduplication which
makes at most n copies of an input string of length
m is 2n · m. Since n is fixed by the reduplicative
morpheme, the run time is still linear in the size of
the input string.
Also, to our knowledge existing applications
of regular functions have been efficient (Alur and
Černý, 2011; Alur et al., 2014).

3

Specifically, this figure is interpreted as follows.
The symbol Σ stands for any segment in the alphabet except for {o, n}. The arrow from q1 to itself
means this 2-way FST reads Σ, writes Σ, and advances the read head one step to the right on the
input tape. The boundary symbol ∼ is a symbol
in the output alphabet Γ, and is not necessary. We
include it only for illustration.
We show an example derivation in Figure 2
of /buku/→[buku∼buku] using the 2-way FST in
Figure 1. The derivation shows the configurations
of the computation for the input /buku/ and is step
by step. Each tuple consists of four parts: input
string, output string, current state, transition. In
the input string, we underline the input symbol
which FST will read next. The output string is
what the 2-way FST has outputted up to that point.
The symbol λ marks the empty string. The current state is what state the FST is currently in. The
transition represents the used transition arc from
input to output. In the first tuple, there is no transition arc used (N/A). But for other tuples, the form
of the arc is:

Illustrative use of two-way transducers
for reduplication

Having established what 2-way FSTs are and how
they behave, this section illustrates how they can
be used model reduplication. We provide two illustrative examples: total reduplication (§3.1) and
partial reduplication (§3.2).
3.1

input symbol:output string

input state −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ output state
direction

3.2

Total reduplication

Partial reduplication processes are also very common. A canonical example is initial-CV reduplication found in many Austronesian languages (Rubino, 2005). This section presents a simplified version of initial-CV reduplication from Bikol that is
used to mark imperfective aspect (Mattes, 2007).4
Examples are in Table 2.

Total reduplication is cross-linguistically the most
common reduplicative process (Rubino, 2005),
and it is used in an estimated 85% of the world’s
languages (Rubino, 2013). A canonical example
is total reduplication in Indonesian which marks
plurality (Cohn, 1989). Examples are in Table 1.
input
buku
wanita
hak
k@ra

gloss
‘book’
‘woman’
‘right’
‘donkey’

output
buku∼buku
wanita∼wanita
hak∼hak
k@ra∼k@ra

Partial reduplication

gloss
‘books’
‘women’
‘right’
‘donkeys’

input
Nirit
diretsjo
trabaho
draIf

Table 1: Total reduplication in Indonesian.

gloss
‘to laugh’
‘to continue’
‘to work’
‘to drive’

output
Ni∼Nirit
di∼diretsjo
ta∼trabaho
da∼draIf

gloss
‘laughing’
‘continuing’
‘working’
’driving’

Table 2: Initial-CV reduplication in Bikol.

Figure 1 shows a 2-way FST that captures this
total reduplication process. Basically, the 2-way
FST in Figure 1 operates by:

Initial-CV reduplication in Bikol has two
phonological modifications processes5 apply to
the reduplicant, i.e. the smaller copy:

1. reading the input tape once from left to right
in order to output the first copy,
2. going back to the start of the input tape by
moving left until the start boundary o is
reached,

4
Initial-CV reduplication in Bikol targets the root and is
triggered by the addition of certain prefixes. For illustrative
purposes, we set aside these prefixes.
5
These modifications effects are often called TETU (or
the emergence of the unmarked) effects in the linguistics literature (McCarthy and Prince, 1994, 1995).
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(Σ,Σ,+1)
start

q0

(o,λ,+1)

q1

(Σ,λ,-1)
(n,λ,-1)

q2

(Σ,Σ,+1)
(o,∼,+1)

q3

(n,λ,+1)

qf

Figure 1: 2-way FST for total reduplication in Indonesian.

Outputting the first copy

n:∼

7. (obukun,

buku∼,

q2 ,

q1 −−→ q2 )

q0 −−→ q1 )

8. (obukun,

buku∼,

q2 ,

q2 −−→ q2 )

q1 ,

q1 −−→ q1 )

9. (obukun,

buku∼,

q2 ,

q2 −−→ q2 )

bu,

q1 ,

q1 −−→ q1 )

10. (obukun,

buku∼,

q2 ,

q2 −−→ q2 )

5. (obukun,

buk,

q1 ,

q1 −−→ q1 )

11. ( obukun,

buku∼,

q2 ,

q2 −−→ q2 )

6. (obukun,

buku,

q1 ,

q1 −−→ q1 )

1. (obukun,

λ,

q0 ,

N/A)

2. (obukun,

λ,

q1 ,

3. (obukun,

b,

4. (obukun,

o:λ

+1
Σ:Σ

+1
Σ:Σ

+1
Σ:Σ

+1
Σ:Σ

-1
Σ:λ
-1
Σ:λ
-1
Σ:λ

-1
Σ:λ
-1

+1

Outputting the second copy
o:λ

Σ:Σ

12. ( obukun,

buku∼,

q3 ,

q2 −−→ q3 )

15. ( obukun,

buku∼buk,

q3 ,

q3 −−→ q3 )

13. ( obukun,

buku∼b,

q3 ,

q3 −−→ q3 )

16. ( obukun,

buku∼buku,

q3 ,

q3 −−→ q3 )

14. ( obukun,

buku∼bu,

q3 ,

q3 −−→ q3 )

17. ( obukun,

buku∼buku,

qf ,

q3 −−→ qf )

+1
Σ:Σ
+1
Σ:Σ
+1

+1
Σ:Σ

+1
n:n
+1

Figure 2: Derivation of /buku/→[buku∼buku].

start

q0

(o,λ,+1)

q1

(C,C,+1)

q2
(VM ,VM ,-1)

(C,λ,+1)
q3

(VM ,VM ,-1)
(VD ,VM ,-1)

(VD ,VM ,-1)
q4
(Σ,Σ,-1)

(o,∼,+1)

q5

(n,λ,+1)

(Σ,Σ,+1)

Figure 3: 2-way FST for initial-CV reduplication in Bikol.
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qf

• complex onsets are reduced to simple onsets,
e.g. /trabaho/→[ta∼trabaho] ’working’
• diphthongs are reduced to monophthongs,
e.g. /draIf/→[da∼draIf] ’driving’

plausible assumptions are made. These two cases
involve reduplication producing suppletive allomorphs of morphemes as in Sye (Inkelas and Zoll,
2005, 52), and reduplication being blocked by homophony or haplology as in Kanuri (Moravcsik,
1978, 313). These two cases of ‘under-generation’
can be solved if we assume the language contains
a finite number of suppletive allomorphs, and if
we assume that there’s either a finite number of
banned identical sequences or a separate linguistic mechanism that filters out ill-formed homophonies.
Of course there are cases where 2-way FSTs
can ‘over-generate’ and model unattested types
of reduplication, e.g. reduplicate a word n times
for some natural number n or reduplicate a word
by reversing it. This over-generation can be addressed by either restricting the class of 2-way
FSTs used (Dolatian and Heinz, 2018) or by not
treating 2-way FSTs as having to be exact models of human cognition (Potts and Pullum, 2002).
For further discussion and solutions on how 2-way
FSTs can over- and under-generate, see Dolatian
and Heinz (In press.).

The 2-way FST in Figure 3 captures the partial reduplication pattern and its modifications.
The symbol VM stands for monophthongs, VD for
diphthongs, and C for consonants. An example
derivation of /draIf/→[da∼draIf] using our 2-way
FST is provided in Figure 4.6

4

Contrasting 2-way FSTs with 1-way
FSTs

Having illustrated how 2-way FSTs can model
reduplication, here we contrast 2-way FSTs with
1-way FSTs on three criteria: empirical coverage,
practical utility, and intensional description.
We do not contrast 2-way FSTs with more powerful formalisms like pushdown transducers (Allauzen and Riley, 2012). We do not assume the
former are superior to other such formalisms. Our
goal is to show 2-way FSTs have practical and
scientific utility in computational linguistics; thus,
they merit further study.
4.1

Empirical coverage

4.2

In terms of empirical coverage, 2-way FSTs can
model virtually the entire typology of reduplication (Moravcsik, 1978; Hurch, 2005; Inkelas
and Zoll, 2005; Rubino, 2005; Samuels, 2010).
This includes both local reduplication (as in the
two examples from §3), but likewise non-local or
‘wrong-side’ reduplication (Riggle, 2004), internal reduplication (Broselow and McCarthy, 1983),
multiple reduplication (Urbanczyk, 1999), subconstituent reduplication (Downing, 1998), and
cases of interactions between reduplication and
opaque phonological processes (overapplication,
underapplication, backcopying) (McCarthy and
Prince, 1995). This is especially the case for total
reduplication which is the most widespread reduplicative process (Rubino, 2013) but which cannot
be modeled with 1-way FSTs. In most cases, this
will be inadequate because total reduplication is
a productive grammatical process (Rubino, 2005,
2013).
We emphasize the term virtually because in our
investigation we have found only two marginal
cases of reduplication in the literature which cannot be modeled by 2-way FSTs unless certain
6

Practical utility

To showcase empirical coverage of 2-way FSTs
and their practical utility, we have constructed
the RedTyp database7 which contains entries for
138 reduplicative processes from 91 languages
gleaned from various surveys (Rubino, 2005;
Inkelas and Downing, 2015). 50 of these processes
were from Moravcsik (1978), an early survey
which is representative of the cross-linguistically
most common reduplicative patterns. RedTyp
contains 57 distinct 2-way FSTs that model the
138 processes.8 Each 2-way FST was designed
manually, implemented in Python, and checked
for correctness. On average, these 2-way FSTs had
8.8 states. This shows that 2-way FSTs are concise and convenient computational descriptions
and models for reduplicative morphology. This is
in contrast to 1-way FSTs which suffer from an
explosion of states when modeling partial redupli7

A copy of RedTyp can be found online at our GitHub
page https://github.com/jhdeov/RedTyp.
8
To our knowledge, the only other database on reduplication is the Graz Database on Reduplication (Hurch, 2005 ff.).
However, RedTyp differs from the Graz Database because the
latter does not include computational representations or implementations of its entries.

The FST treats the diphthong /aI/ as a single segment.
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Outputting reduplicant
1. (odraIfn,

λ,

q0 ,

N/A)

2. (odraIfn,

λ,

q1 ,

q0 −−→ q1 )

3. (odraIfn,

d,

q2 ,

q1 −−→ q2 )

o:λ

+1
C:C

C:C

4. (odraIfn,

d,

q3 ,

q2 −−→ q3 )

5. (odraIfn,

da,

q4 ,

M
q3 −−D−−→
q4 )

da,

q4 ,

q4 −−→ q4 )

+1
V :V
-1

+1

Going back to the start of the tape
6. (odraIfn,

da,

q4 ,

Σ:λ

q4 −−→ q4 )
-1

7. (odraIfn,

Outputting the base

o:∼

Σ:λ
-1

Σ:Σ

8. ( odraIfn,

da∼,

q5 ,

q4 −−→ q5 )

11. ( odraIfn,

da∼draI,

q5 ,

q5 −−→ q5 )

9. ( odraIfn,

da∼d,

q5 ,

q5 −−→ q5 )

12. ( odraIfn,

da∼draIf,

q5 ,

q5 −−→ q5 )

10. ( odraIfn,

da∼dr,

q5 ,

q5 −−→ q5 )

13. ( odraIfn,

da∼draIf,

qf ,

q5 −−→ q5 )

+1
Σ:Σ
+1
Σ:Σ
+1

+1
Σ:Σ
+1
n:λ
+1

Figure 4: Derivation of /draIf/→[da∼draIf].

cation.9 On average, a language’s phoneme inventory would include 22 consonants and 5 vowels
(Maddieson, 2013a,b). In order to handle initialCV, initial-CVC, or initial-CVCV reduplication
with a 1-way FST, the FST would require at least
an estimated 22, 110, and 2420 states respectively.

b.

4.3

Figure 5: Pair of 1-way FSTs for the function fab .

a.

Linguistic motivation and origin
semantics

Finally, using 2-way FSTs for reduplication is linguistically motivated and matches the intensional
descriptions behind the linguistic generalizations
on reduplication. 2-way FSTs do not approximate
reduplication like 1-way FSTs do. They can fully
and productively model reduplicative processes as
they appear in the typology, including both partial and total reduplication. As said, this is because 1-way FSTs simply remember the possible
shapes for a reduplicant when the number of possible shapes is (large yet) finite as in partial reduplication. When the number of possible shapes to
remember is unbounded as in total reduplication,
a 1-way FST cannot productively model reduplication. In contrast, a 2-way FST does not need
to remember strings of segments in order to copy
them, but actively copies them.
This contrast between copying and remembering can be formalized with the notion of the origin
semantics of a transduction (Bojańczyk, 2014).

start

q0

start

q0

a:λ
a:a

q1

q1

b:ab
b:b

q2

q2

Given a string-to-string function, the origin semantics of a function is the origin information of
each symbol on in the output string. This is the position im of the read head on the input tape when
the transducer had outputted on .
To illustrate, consider a string-to-string function fab which maps ab to itself, and every other string to the empty string: f (x) =
{(ab, ab), (a, λ), (b, λ), ...}. This function can be
modeled with at least two different 1-way FSTs as
in Figure 5 which differ in when they output the
output symbols a and b. In Figure 6, we show
the origin information created by the two 1-way
FSTs from Figure 5 for the mapping (ab, ab). The
two FSTs model the same function and are equivalent in their general semantics of what they output;
however, they are not equivalent in their origin semantics because they create differ origin information for their output.
This notion of origin semantics can be used to
contrast how 1-way FSTs and 2-way FSTs model
reduplication. Consider the case of Bikol initialCV reduplication from section §3.2 and assume a
smaller alphabet Σ = {p,a,t}. This function can

9
The largest 2-way FST in RedTyp is for verbal reduplication in Kinande (Downing, 2000) with 29 states. This pattern
depends on the size of the root and the number and type of
suffixes and prefixes around it. In contrast, we estimate a
deterministic 1-way FST would require over 1,000 states for
this pattern of partial reduplication.
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a.

b.
a

b

a

b

a

b

a

b

are in correspondence). The only computational
implementation of BRCT to our knowledge (Albro, 2000, 2005) uses MCFGs to do so. Note however that the empirical validity of BRCT is questionable (Inkelas and Zoll, 2005; McCarthy et al.,
2012).

5
Figure 6: Origin information created by the 1-way
FSTs (5) for the mapping ab→ab.

Conclusion

In summary, finite-state technology has often
been argued to be incapable of adequately and
efficiently capturing productive reduplication as
used in natural language. However, this article shows that an understudied type of finitestate machinery—2-way finite-state transducers—
can exactly model reduplication and its wide typology.
2-way FSTs can model the virtually entire typology of reduplication, without needing to approximate any processes (unlike 1-way FSTs).
They likewise do not suffer from a state explosion for partial reduplication because the size of
the 2-way FST is not dependent on the size of the
alphabet. This allows 2-way FSTs to directly capture the copying aspect of reduplication instead
of remembering all potential reduplicants. This
makes 2-way FSTs be a practical, convenient, and
concise tool to model reduplication. As a sign
of their empirical coverage and utility, we developed the RedTyp database of reduplicative processes that contains 57 distinct 2-way FSTs which
model common and uncommon reduplicative processes covered in the literature (Moravcsik, 1978).
Having showcased their utility, several avenues
of future research remain, of which we highlight
three. First, we have approached reduplication
from the perspective of morphological generation.
Given an input /buku/, a 2-way can generate the
output [buku∼buku] easily. On the other hand, it
is an open question as to how to do morphological analysis with 2-way FSTs to get the inverse
relation of [buku∼buku→buku].10
A second, more practical, area of research is
the integration of 2-way FSTs into natural language processing. This obviously has many aspects. A first step may be the integration of 2way FSTs into existing platforms such as xfst
(Beesley and Karttunen, 2003), foma (Hulden,
2009b), open-fst (Allauzen et al., 2007), and
pynini (Gorman, 2016).

be modeled by the same 2-way FST in Figure 3.
Because of the bound on the size of the reduplicant, this function can also be modeled with the
1-way FST in Figure 7.
The two transducers in Figures 3,7 are equivalent in their general semantics because they can
output the same string. For example, given the input /pat/, both FSTs will output [pa∼pat]. However, the two FSTs differ in their origin semantics.
Given the mapping /pat/→[pa∼pat], the two FSTs
will create different origin information. Setting
aside the word boundaries and reduplicant boundary ∼, the 1-way FST associates the second pa
string of the output with the vowel a of the input
as in Figure 8a. This is because the second pa was
outputted when the 1-way FST was reading the a
in the input. In contrast, the 2-way FST associates
each segment in the output with an identical segment in the input as in Figure 8b.
The origin information created by the 2-way
FST matches theoretical treatments of how the
reduplicant’s segments are individually associated
with identical segments in the input (Marantz,
1982; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005). In contrast, the origin information created by the 1-way FST does not
match any linguistic intuitions of reduplication because non-identical segments are associated. This
difference in the origin semantics of the 1-way
FST and 2-way FST formalizes their difference in
behavior: the 1-way FST simply remembers what
strings of segments to output twice, while the 2way FST actively copies.
In Base-Reduplicant correspondence theory
(BRCT), what matters for reduplication is not the
relationship or correspondence between input and
output segments in the reduplication, but between
the two copies in the output (McCarthy and Prince,
1995). Origin semantics might be able to formalize the intuition behind BRCT with finite-state
technology (output symbols with the same origin

10
One potential route may be the use of non-deterministic
2-way FSTs (Alur and Deshmukh, 2011).
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start

q0

o:o

t:t

q1
p:p

q2

a:a∼ta

n:n

q4

q5

a:a∼pa
Σ:Σ

q3
Figure 7: 1-way FST for partial reduplication.

a. Origin information of the 1-way FST
p

a

t

p

a

p

a

open doors to not only better understanding the
computational properties of reduplication, but to
likewise develop learning algorithms for reduplication. As of now, we hypothesize that a large
majority of reduplicative fall under a sub-class of
2-way FSTs (that we have discovered) based on a
2-way extension of the Output-Strictly Local subclass of 1-way FSTs (Chandlee et al., 2015). For
more discussion of this subclass for reduplication
and its learnability, see Dolatian and Heinz (2018).
In sum, the present study is the initial step
in formalizing the wide typology of reduplicative
processes into mathematically sound, yet expressively adequate, formal-language theoretic terms.
Future work will include incorporating this technology into existing platforms and NLP systems,
and further bridging the gaps between computational and theoretical morpho-phonology.

t

b. Origin information of the 2-way FST
p

a

t

p

a

p

a

t

Figure 8: Origin information of /pat/→[pa∼pat] created by the 1-way FST (Figure 7) vs. the 2-way FST
(Figure 3).
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Abstract

ifies the word structure. Specifically, we extend the research proposed by Eskander et al.
(2016), who investigate a large space of parameters when using Adaptor Grammars related to
(i) the underlying context-free grammar and (ii)
the use of a “Cascaded” system in which one
grammar chooses affixes to be seeded into another in order to simulate the situation where
scholar-knowledge is available. Their results
on a development set of 6 languages (English,
German, Finish, Turkish, Estonian and Zulu)
show that the best performing AG-based configuration (grammar and learning setup) differ
from language to language. For processing unseen languages, Eskander et al. (2016) proposed
the Language-Independent Morphological Segmenter (LIMS) based on the best-on-average
performing configuration when running leaveone-out cross validation on the development
languages.
However, while LIMS works best on average
and has been shown to outperform other stateof-the-art unsupervised morphological segmentation systems (Eskander et al., 2016), it is not
the optimal configuration for any of the development languages except Zulu. Thus, in this
paper we propose an approach to automatically
select the optimal or nearly-optimal languageindependent configuration for the morphological segmentation of unseen languages. We train
two classifiers on the development languages
used by Eskander et al. (2016) to make choices
for unseen languages (Section 3). We show that
we can choose the best parameter settings for
the six development languages in a leave-oneout cross validation, and also on an unseen test
language (Arabic).

Morphological segmentation is beneficial for
several natural language processing tasks
dealing with large vocabularies. Unsupervised methods for morphological segmentation are essential for handling a diverse
set of languages, including low-resource
languages. Eskander et al. (2016) introduced a Language Independent Morphological Segmenter (LIMS) using Adaptor Grammars (AG) based on the best-on-average performing AG configuration. However, while
LIMS worked best on average and outperforms other state-of-the-art unsupervised
morphological segmentation approaches, it
did not provide the optimal AG configuration for five out of the six languages. We
propose two language-independent classifiers that enable the selection of the optimal or nearly-optimal configuration for the
morphological segmentation of unseen languages.

1 Introduction
As natural language processing becomes more
interested in many languages, including lowresource languages, unsupervised morphological segmentation remains an important area of
study. For most of the languages of the world,
we do not have morphologically annotated resources. However, many human language technologies profit from morphological segmentation, for example machine translation (Nguyen
et al., 2010; Ataman et al., 2017) and speech
recognition (Narasimhan et al., 2014).
In this paper, we build on previous work on
unsupervised morphological segmentation using Adaptor Grammars (AGs) (Johnson, 2008;
Sirts and Goldwater, 2013; Eskander et al., 2016),
a type of nonparametric Bayesian models that
generalize probabilistic context-free grammars
(PCFGs) (Johnson et al., 2007), where the PCFG
is typically a morphological grammar that spec-

2 Problem Definition and Dataset
Adaptor Grammars (AGs) have been used successfully for unsupervised morphological seg-
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Grammar
Morph+SM
Simple
Simple+SM
PrStSu
PrStSu+SM
PrStSu+Co+SM
PrStSu2a+SM
PrStSu2b+SM
PrStSu2b++Co+SM

Main Representation
Morph+
Prefix?+Stem+Suffix?
Prefix?+Stem+Suffix?
Prefix+Stem+Suffix
Prefix+Stem+Suffix
Prefix+Stem+Suffix
Prefix?+(Stem+Suffix)
(Prefix-Stem)+Suffix?
(Prefix-Stem)+Suffix?

Compound
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

Morph
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SubMorph
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Segmentation Level
Morph
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix
Prefix-Stem-Suffix

Table 1: Grammar Representations. Compound = Upper level representation of the word as a sequence of compounds;
Morph = Affix/Morph representation as a sequence of morphs. SubMorph (SM) = Lower level representation of characters
as a sequence of sub-morphs. “+" denotes one or more and “?" denotes optional.

mentation (Johnson, 2008; Sirts and Goldwater,
2013; Eskander et al., 2016), which is the task of
breaking down words in a language into a sequence of morphs. An AG model typically has
two main components: a PCFG and an adaptor that adapts the probabilities assigned to individual subtrees in the grammar. For the task
of morphological segmentation, a PCFG is typically a morphological grammar that specifies
word structure. Given a list of input strings, AGs
can learn latent tree structures.
Eskander et al. (2016) developed several AG
models based on different underlying contextfree grammars and learning settings, which we
briefly introduce below.

in the Scholar-Seeded Knowledge setting the
grammars are augmented with scholar knowledge in the form of information about affixes
gathered from grammar books (before learning
happens). The Cascaded setting approximates
the effect of scholar-seeded knowledge by first
using a high-precision AG to derive a set of affixes and then insert those affixes into the grammars used in a second learning step.
Eskander et al. (2016) show that the segmentation performance differs significantly across the
different grammars, learning settings and languages. For instance, the best performance for
German is obtained by running the Standard
PrStSu+SM configuration, while the Cascaded
PrStSu2a+SM configuration produces the best
segmentation for Finnish. That means, there
is no setup that yields the optimal segmentation for all languages. For the processing of an
unseen language (i.e., not part of the development), Eskander et al. (2016) recommend using
the Cascaded PrStSu+SM configuration (referred
to as LIMS: Language-Independent Morphological Segmenter), as it is the best-on-average performing one when running leave-one-out cross
validation on the development languages.

Grammars. Eskander et al. (2016) introduce a
set of 9 grammars (see Table 1) designed based
on three dimensions: 1) how the grammar generates the prefix, stem and suffix (morph vs.
tripartite), 2) the levels which are represented
in nonterminals (e.g., compounds, morphs and
sub-morphs) and 3) the levels at which the segmentation into output morphs is produced. For
example, in the PrStSu+SM grammar a word
is modeled as a prefix, a stem and a suffix,
where the prefix and suffix are sequences of
zero or more morphs, while a morph is a sequence of sub-morphs, and the segmentation is
based on the prefix, suffix and stem level. The
PrStSu2a+SM grammar is similar, but a word is
modeled as a prefix and stem-suffix sequence,
where the prefix is optional, and stem-suffix is
either a stem or a stem and a suffix (see Eskander et al. (2016) for more details). Figure 1 shows
the trees for segmenting the word replayings using the PrStSu+SM and PrStSu2a+SM grammars.

Problem definition. While LIMS works best
on average, it is not the optimal configuration for any of the development languages except Zulu. Thus, in this paper, we address the
problem of automatically selecting the optimal
or nearly-optimal language-independent (Standard or Cascaded) configuration for the morphological segmentation of unseen languages.
We use the 6 development languages used by
Eskander et al. (2016) as well as Arabic as a fully
unseen language. The data for English, German,
Finnish, Turkish and Estonian is from Morpho
Challenge1 , and the data for Zulu is from the Ukwabelana corpus (Spiegler et al., 2010). For the

Learning Settings. Eskander et al. (2016) consider three learning settings: Standard (Std),
Scholar-Seeded Knowledge (Sch) and Cascaded
(Casc). In the Standard setting, no scholar
knowledge is introduced in the grammars, while

1 http://research.ics.aalto.fi/events/morphochallenge/
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Figure 1: Grammar trees for the word replayings: (a) PrStSu+SM, (b) PrStSu2a+SM

Lang.
Source
TRAIN DEV TEST
English Morpho Challenge 50,046 1,212 –
German Morpho Challenge 50,086 540
–
Finnish Morpho Challenge 49,909 1,494 –
Turkish Morpho Challenge 49,765 1,531 –
Estonian Morpho Challenge 49,909 1,500 –
Zulu
Ukwabelana
50,000 1,000 –
Arabic
PATB
50,000 – 1,000

Monson, 2010), and is a metric that has been
shown to be particularly adequate for evaluating
unsupervised methods for morphological segmentation and superior to the metric used in the
Morpho Challenge competition series.
We use a supervised machine learning approach to select the best configuration. Since we
only have six development languages, we split
the classification task into two binary classification ones: Approach Classification (Standard
(Std) vs. Cascaded (Casc)) and Grammar Classification (PrStSu+SM vs. PrStSu2a+SM), and run
leave-one-out cross validation on the development languages for both tasks. Table 3 lists the
best configurations and the gold class labels (for
both Approach and Grammar) for the six development languages.

Table 2: Data source and size information. TRAIN

= training corpus, DEV = development corpus
and TEST = test corpus.

unseen language we choose Arabic as it belongs
to the Semitic family, while none of the development languages does. We obtain the Arabic data
by randomly selecting 50K words from the PATB
corpus (Maamourio et al., 2004). Table 2 lists the
sources and sizes of our corpora.

Language

Best
Configuration

English
Std PrStSu+SM
German
Std PrStSu+SM
Finnish Casc PrStSu2a+SM
Turkish
Std PrStSu+SM
Estonian Casc PrStSu2a+SM
Zulu
Casc PrStSu+SM

3 Method
Since we have nine grammars to choose from
(see Table 1) with two possible learning setting (Standard and Cascaded), for a total of
18 possible configurations, we restrict our pool
of selection to the four configurations that
yield the best-on-average performance across
the development languages, namely Cascaded
PrStSu+SM, Cascaded PrStSu2a+SM, Standard
PrStSu+SM and Standard PrStSu2a+SM, with average EMMA F-scores (Spiegler and Monson,
2010) of 0.720, 0.695, 0.684 and 0.683, respectively (see Section 2 and Table 1 for grammar
descriptions). EMMA stands for the Evaluation
Metric for Morphological Analysis (Spiegler and

Approach
class

Grammar
class

Std
Std
Casc
Std
Casc
Casc

PrStSu+SM
PrStSu+SM
PrStSu2a+SM
PrStSu+SM
PrStSu2a+SM
PrStSu+SM

Table 3: The best configurations and the gold class labels
for both the Approach classification and Grammar classification for the six development languages.

3.1 Feature Generation
In order to generate morphological features for
the classification tasks, we run a phase of AG segmentation using the Standard PrStSu+SM configuration, where we only run 50 optimization
iterations (i.e., one tenth of the number of iterations in a complete segmentation process as
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Feature ID
F01
F02
F03
F04
F05
F06
F07
F08
F09
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14

Description
Average no. of simple affixes per word
Average no. of simple prefixes per word
Average no. of simple suffixes per word
Average no. of characters per affix
No. of distinct simple affixes
No. of distinct simple prefixes
No. of distinct simple suffixes
Average no. of complex affixes per word
Average no. of complex prefixes per word
Average no. of complex suffixes per word
Average no. of characters per affix
No. of distinct complex affixes
No. of distinct complex prefixes
No. of distinct complex suffixes

velopment corpora listed in table 2 for training
the models and evaluating the classifiers, respectively.
Table 5 shows the final system output after combining the outcomes from the Approach
classification and Grammar Classification. KNN
predicts the right configuration consistently,
while NB picks the wrong grammars for Finnish
and Estonian, and RF predicts the wrong approach and grammar for Estonian. Thus, the
overall accuracies of KNN, NB and RF are 100%,
66.7% and 88.3%, respectively, which suggests
using KNN for classification. So for an unseen
language, we first run the Standard PrTuSu+SM
configuration for 50 optimization iterations to
obtain the morphological features. We then run
the KNN classifier on those features in order to
obtain the final AG configuration.
Studying the correlation between the morphological features and the output shows that
features F14, F07, F11 and F03 in table 4, are
the most significant ones for the selection of the
best configuration. This illustrates the high reliance on information about suffixes as three out
of the four features, namely F14, F07 and F03, are
suffix-related.

Table 4: Classification features
Language
KNN
NB
RF
English Std PrStSu+SM
Std PrStSu+SM
Std PrStSu+SM
German Std PrStSu+SM
Std PrStSu+SM
Casc PrStSu+SM
Finnish Casc PrStSu2a+SM Casc PrStSu+SM (x) Casc PrStSu2a+SM
Turkish Std PrStSu+SM
Std PrStSu+SM
Std PrStSu+SM
Estonian Casc PrStSu2a+SM Casc PrStSu+SM (x) Std PrStSu2a+SM (x)
Zulu
Casc PrStSu+SM
Casc PrStSu+SM
Casc PrStSu+SM
Accuracy
100.0%
66.7%
88.3%

Table 5: Overall system output. KNN = K-Nearest Neighbors, NB = Naive Bayes and RF = Random Forest. Wrong
predictions are denoted by (x).

reported by Eskander et al. (2016)), as the purpose is to quickly generate morphological clues
that help the classification rather than to obtain highly optimized segmentation. We choose
this particular configuration due to its high efficiency across all languages in addition to its relatively small execution time. Upon generating the
initial segmentation, we extract 14 morphological features for classification. The features are
listed in Table 4. We only consider affixes that
appear more than 10 times in the segmentation
output, where a simple affix contains only one
morpheme, while a complex affix contains one
or more simple affixes.

4 Evaluation
We report results using the EMMA F-measure
score (Spiegler and Monson, 2010).
Results on an unseen language. We evaluate
our system on Arabic, a language that is not
part of the development of the system. Arabic also belongs to the Semitic family, where
none of the development languages does. For
an unseen language, we first run the Standard
PrStSu+SM configuration for 50 optimization iterations to obtain the morphological features.
We then run the KNN classifier on those features
in order to obtain the final AG configuration. Table 6 lists the EMMA F-scores for Arabic for all
grammars in both the Standard and Cascaded
setups. Our KNN classifier picks the Standard
PrStSu+SM configuration, which yields the best
segmentation among all the configurations with
an EMMA F-score of 0.701.

3.2 Classification
We experiment with three classification methods; K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes
(NB) and Random Forest (RF) for both the Approach (Std vs. Casc) and Grammar (PrStSu+SM
vs. PrStSu2a+SM) classification tasks. We conduct the two classification tasks separately, and
then we combine the outcome to obtain the best
configuration.
In the training phase, we perform leave-oneout cross validation on the six development languages. In each of the six folds of the cross
validation, we choose one language in turn as
the test language. We use the training and de-

Comparison with existing unsupervised approaches. Table 7 compares the performance
of the selected configurations of our system (Table 5) to three other systems; Morfessor (Creutz
and Lagus, 2007), MorphoChain (Narasimhan
et al., 2015) and LIMS (Eskander et al., 2016)
(where the cascaded PrStSu+SM configuration is
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Grammar
Morph+SM
Simple
Simple+SM
PrStSu
PrStSu+SM
PrStSu+Co+SM
PrStSu2a+SM
PrStSu2b+SM
PrStSu2b+Co+SM

Standard
0.647
0.651
0.680
0.642
0.701
0.648
0.676
0.682
0.532

Cascaded
0.642
0.593
0.631
0.646
0.692
0.628
0.682
0.688
0.532

proach to select the best language-independent
model for each language.
In addition to the use of AGs, several models have been successfully used for unsupervised
morphological segmentation such as generative probabilistic models (utilized by Morfessor
(Creutz and Lagus, 2007)), and log-linear models
using contextual and global features (Poon et al.,
2009). Narasimhan et al. (2015) use a discriminative model for unsupervised morphological segmentation that integrates orthographic and semantic properties of words. The model learns
morphological chains, where a chain extends a
base form available in the lexicon.
Another recent notable work is introduced by
Wang et al. (2016), who use neural networks for
unsupervised segmentation, where they build
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) architectures to learn word structures in order
to predict morphological boundaries. Another
variation of the this approach is presented by
Yang et al. (2017), where they use partial-word
information as character bigram embeddings
and evaluate their work on Chinese.

Table 6: Adaptor-grammar results (Emma F-scores) for the
Standard and Cascaded setups for Arabic. Boldface indicates the best configuration and the choice of our system.
Grammar Morfessor MorphoChain LIMS Ours Best
English
0.805
0.746
0.809 0.821 0.826
German
0.740
0.625
0.777 0.790 0.790
Finnish
0.675
0.621
0.727 0.733 0.733
Turkish
0.551
0.551
0.591 0.647 0.647
Zulu
0.414
0.390
0.611 0.611 0.611
Estonian
0.779
0.679
0.805 0.828 0.847
Arabic
0.779
0.751
0.682 0.701 0.701
Avg.
0.678
0.623
0.715 0.733 0.736

Table 7: The performance of our system (Ours) compared
to Morfessor, MorphoChain, LIMS and an upper-bound
system (Best), using EMMA F-scores.

chosen). Our system has EMMA F-score error reductions of 17.1%, 29.2% and 6.3% over Morfessor, MorphoChain2 and LIMS, respectively, on
average across the development languages and
Arabic. It is also only 0.003 of average EMMA Fscore behind an oracle system, where the best
configuration is always selected (indicated as
Best). We are not able to compare versus the system presented by Wang et al. (2016) as neither
their system nor their data is currently available.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that our language-independent
classifiers improve the state-of-the-art unsupervised morphological segmentation proposed by
Eskander et al. (2016) by making choices that optimize for a given language, rather than choosing
parameters for all languages based on averages
on the development languages.
In future work, we plan to conduct an extrinsic
evaluation on tasks that could benefit from morphological segmentation such as machine translation, information retrieval and summarization.
We also plan to optimize the segmentation models for those specific tasks.

5 Related Work
The first work that utilizes AGs for unsupervised
morphological segmentation is introduced by
Johnson (2008), while Sirts and Goldwater (2013)
propose minimally supervised AG models of different tree structures for morphological segmentation. The most recent work on using AGs for
morphological segmentation is proposed by Eskander et al. (2016), where they experiment with
several AG models based on different underlying grammars and learning settings. They also
research the use of scholar knowledge seeded
in the grammar trees. This knowledge could be
gathered from grammar books or automatically
generated via bootstrapping. This paper extends
their work by proposing a machine learning ap-
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on the small corpora we use in our setup, where we experiment with real conditions of low-resource languages.
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Abstract

The Japanese language has three kinds of character types, and they are used for different purposes (Nagata, 1998). One of the character types
is Katakana, which is used to convert English
words, foreign languages, and alphabet letters into
Japanese characters (Martin, 2004). Katakana
is often transliterated by phonemes unique to
Japanese and that is similar but different from English pronunciation. In addition, whether terms
are expressed in English or Katakana is dependent
on sites. For example, on Japanese web pages,
there are many restaurants written in English and
Japanese even if they are the same stores such as
Wendy s and ウェンディーズ . If it is the
same type of character, it is easier to identify the
entity simply by calculating the similarity of the
string, but in the case of different writing systems
like English and Katakana, it is difficult to identify
the entity.
In this research, we clarify the problem by exploring the following two research questions.
(1) What transliteration should be used for conversion?
In order to change the same string form, the following method can be considered.

Japanese Katakana is one component of the
Japanese writing system and is used to express
English terms, loanwords, and onomatopoeia
in Japanese characters based on the phonemes.
The main purpose of this research is to find the
best entity matching methods between English
and Katakana. We built two research questions to clarify which types of entity matching systems works better than others. The
first question is what transliteration should be
used for conversion. We need to transliterate English or Katakana terms into the same
form in order to compute the string similarity. We consider five conversions that transliterate English to Katakana directly, Katakana
to English directly, English to Katakana via
phoneme, Katakana to English via phoneme,
and both English and Katakana to phoneme.
The second question is what should be used
for the similarity measure at entity matching. To investigate the problem, we choose
six methods, which are Overlap Coefficient,
Cosine, Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein,
and the similarity of the phoneme probability
predicted by RNN. Our results show that 1)
matching using phonemes and conversion of
Katakana to English works better than other
methods, and 2) the similarity of phonemes
outperforms other methods while other similarity score is changed depending on data and
models.

1

Introduction

Cleansing and preprocessing data is one of the essential tasks in data analysis such as natural language processing (Witten et al., 2016). In particular, finding the same entity from multiple datasets
is a important task. For example, when the same
entities are expressed by different languages, you
need to convert them to the same writing format
before entity matching.
∗

Figure 1: Method to Convert the Entity Name.

The first and second methods are to convert English to Katakana or Katakana to English and then
match the entities.
The third and fourth methods are to use pronunciation information. Katakana is based on
phonemes and is a syllable system, where each

The author is now at Google Inc.
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syllabogram corresponds to one sound in the
Japanese language. Therefore, the methods match
the entities after converting English or Katakana
into phonemes and converting the transliterated
phonemes to Katakana or English.
The fifth method also uses phonemes. This
method matches the entities based on the transliterated phoneme from both English and Katakana.
(2) What should be used for the similarity measure?
In order to calculate the similarity of a character string for entity matching, it is necessary to select measures from many similarity measures. In
this research, as commonly used similarity measures, we use the similarity of Overlap Coefficient, Cosine, Jaccard, Jaro-Winkler, and Levenshtein (Cohen et al., 2003). Moreover, we propose
a similarity method using the probability of the
phonemes by prediction model. We clarify which
of the six similarity methods should be used to
compare the accuracy.

2

transliteration to solve the task of entity matching.
There are some transliteration and entity matching studies, but there is little research that solves
entity matching using transliteration information.
Our motivation is to extend our database from external data by entity matching because we have
relations of many types of clients such as restaurants, beauty salons, and companies and extension
of data is essential for discovery of new clients.
Therefore, we need to transform the name of the
entities and to find which methods are the best for
entity matching between English and Katakana.

3 Japanese Characters
Japanese characters are normally written in a combination of three character types. One type is
ideographic characters, Kanji, from China, and the
other two types, Hiragana and Katakana, are phonetic characters. Kanji is mainly used for nouns
and stems of adjectives and verbs, and Hiragana is
used for helpful markings of adjectives, verbs and
Japanese words that are not expressed in Kanji. On
the other hand, Katakana is used to write sound effects and transcribe foreign words (Martin, 2004).
When we try entity matching with Japanese data,
we usually face English expressed in Japanese
Katakana in restaurants, companies, books, electrical items, and so on. We usually cannot find
two names where one is written in English and the
other is written in Katakana within enormous data
because Japanese speakers use both English and
Katakana to write foreign words.
Dictionaries already exist for English words
with Japanese meanings, but few dictionaries also
exist for English with Katakana. The report
(Benson et al., 2009) mentions that the Japanese
language is based on morae rather than syllables.
A mora is a unit of sound that contributes to a
syllable s weight. Katakana is more accurately
described as a way to write the set of Japanese
morae rather than the set of Japanese syllables, as
each symbol represents not a syllable but a unit of
sound of Japanese speech. A mora-based writing
system in Japanese represents a dimension of the
language that has no corresponding representation
in English. This challenges the transliteration task
of English and Katakana. Therefore, it is not easy
to convert English into Katakana.
The Japanese language also has a method to
transliterate Katakana into alphabet characters,
and this transliterated alphabet is called Romaji,

Related Work

Entity matching is a crucial task, and there is a
lot of research on entity matching (Shen et al.,
2015; Cai et al., 2013; Carmel et al., 2014;
Mudgal et al., 2018). In these studies, the attribute
information of an entity is used. In the case
where there is no attribute and there is only the
entity name, the character name information must
be used. Different from general entity linking
tasks, some works match entities only on entries
in tables (Muñoz et al., 2014; Sekhavat et al.,
2014). Although these studies match entities by
collecting additional information on the entity,
pronunciation information is not used.
In addition to studies of entity matching,
transliteration is also studied. Transliteration
is a task that converts a word in a language
into a character of a different language and
makes it as closely as possible to the native
pronunciation.
Many studies on transliteration are also conducted such as those on Hindi
and Myanmar (Pandey and Roy, 2017; Thu et al.,
2016). Some studies consider pronunciation information in transliteration (Yao and Zweig, 2015;
Toshniwal and Livescu, 2016; Rao et al., 2015).
Transliteration differs from entity matching itself
in the purpose of the task, but it is applicable to
entity matching because transliteration can extend
the information of the entity. Therefore, we use
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which is a phoneme of Japanese characters (Smith,
1996). Romaji is used in any context for nonJapanese speakers who cannot read Japanese characters, such as for names, passports, and any
Japanese entities. Romaji is the most common
way to input Japanese into computers and to display Japanese on devices that do not support
Japanese characters (DeFrancis, 1984), and almost
all Japanese people learn Romaji and are able to
read and write Japanese using Romaji. Therefore, generally speaking, Japanese people who do
not write in English usually use Romaji to express
Katakana or foreign terms without Japanese characters.

4

but the actual Katakana is ”オレンジ”. In addition,
we also used Soundex2 as a benchmark of entity
matching between phoneme pairs. Soundex is a
phonetic algorithm for indexing names by sound,
as pronounced in English.
4.2 Predictive Model
We used a sequence to sequence model for transliteration. For example, the input is the sequence of
English characters (x1 , ..., xn ), and the output is
the sequence of phoneme characters (y1 , ..., ym ).
In our model, we estimated the conditional probability p of an output sequence (y1 , ..., ym ) given
an input sequence (x1 , ..., xn ) as follows:
p(y1 , ..., ym |x1 , ..., xn )

Methods

Given an input sequence (x1 , ..., xn ), LSTM
computes a sequence of hidden states (h1 , ..., hn ).
During decoding, it defines a distribution over the
output sequence (y1 , ..., ym ) given the input sequence p(y1 , ..., ym |x1 , ..., xn ) is:

To solve the task of entity matching between English and Katakana, the entity name must somehow be transliterated. Figure 2 shows the frame of
the task. For example, the word angel has four
features which are English, phonemes of English,
Japanese Katakana and Romaji. We state how to
convert the entity name, how to calculate the similarity, and what the baseline is below.

p(y1 , ..., ym |x1 , ..., xn ) =

m
∏

t=1

p(yt |hn+t−1 , yt−1 )

(2)
We also used a bi-directional recurrent neural
network (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997). In our architecture, one RNN processes the input from left
to right, while another processes it right to left.
The outputs of the two subnetworks are then combined. This model has been applied to machine
translation and, in this case, the phoneme prediction depends on the whole character sequence.
Figure 3 shows an architecture of our models in
this research. The combinations of input and
output are English-Katakana, Katakana-English,
English-Phoneme, Katakana-Phoneme, PhonemeEnglish, and Phoneme-Katakana. The input and
the output of Figure 3 shows English-Phoneme as
an example, and our other models were created in
the same manner.

Figure 2: Entity Matching Task between English and
Japanese Katakana.

4.1 Baseline
As the baseline, we used Romaji transliteration,
which is characters used to transliterate Katakana
to an alphabet sequence (DeFrancis, 1984). We
converted Katakana to English using Romaji and
then perform entity matching using both alphabets. There are many different popular ways
of romanizing Katakana, and we use the Hepburn romanization because the romanization of a
Katakana word generally faithfully represents the
pronunciation of that Japanese word and many
Japanese speakers use it to express Katakana and
foreign terms without Japanese characteres. We
used the module romkan1 for this method. For example, in terms of Japan , the Romaji transliteration is ジャパン and the actual Katakana is also
”ジャパン”. As another example, in terms of Orange , the Romaji transliteration is オランゲ
1

(1)

Figure 3: Architecture of the Predictive Model.
2

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/romkan
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https://www.archives.gov/research/census/soundex.html

4.3 Model Settings
|X ∩ Y |
(|X||Y |)

We chose each hyper parameter of the model by
grid search. Targets of the hyper parameter were
word embedding, hidden layers, and input reverse.
Input of embedding and hidden layers was set to
256, 512, or 1024, and input of reverse is True or
False. In the experiment, we chose the best model
that has the lowest loss value for validation data
and applied the model for validation data. We used
categorical cross entropy as the loss value and
the optimizer was Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The hyper parameters used are shown in Table
1. Regarding the six models with RNN, we tried
to match the entities of the transliterated word as
shown in Figure 1.
At last, we created all word combinations with
the dataset and then calculated their similarity
score. Each model was trained by 80% of train
dataset and 20% was used as test data. Test data
was also used as an experiment for this research.

Jaccard similarity measures the similarity between finite sample sets, and is defined as the size
of the intersection divided by the size of the union
of the sample sets. For two sets X and Y, Jaccard
similarity score is:
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |

We
implemented
the
module
”py stringmatching”3 that consists of a comprehensive and scalable set of string tokenizers
such as alphabetical tokenizers, whitespace
tokenizers, and string similarity measures. We
used this module to calculate the string similarity.
We chose Overlap Coefficient, Cosine, Jacquard,
Jaro-Winkler, and Levenshtein from the modules.
In addition to these similarities, we also proposed
a new method that uses a probability of predicted
phonemes from a term and compares each string
similarity in the tasks of matching entity names.
Definitions of each method are as follows.
Overlap coefficient measures the overlap between two sets, and is defined as the size of the
intersection divided by the smaller of the size of
the two sets. For two sets X and Y, the overlap
coefficient is:

simw = simj + (l · 0.1(1 − simj ))
simj =

1 m
3 ( |sX |

+

m
|sY |

+

m−t
m )

(6)

Levenshtein distance measures the edit distance
between two sequences. It computes the minimum
cost to transform all edit procedures. Transforming a string is to delete a character, insert a character, and substitute one character for another.
The last similarity metric is the similarity of
the probability of a predicted phoneme for a
term, which we proposed. RNN model predicts
phoneme probability, and we applied this metric for English-Phoneme and Katakana-Phoneme
models. The output layer is the sequence, and the
output of a predicted phoneme at the time t in our
model are calculated as {”ei :0.37, e :0.31,
æ :0.23, …} using the vector of the hidden layer
of the decoder at time t. In this metric, we calculate the distance of dynamic time warping (Müller,
2007) between two temporal sequences. Dynamic
time warping calculates an optimal match between
two-time series sequences with certain restrictions. We regard the probability vector as a time
point and use cosine similarity as a distance between two vectors. We computed all of the probability vectors from English and Katakana, and
measured the distance of dynamic time warping.

(3)

Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two non-zero vectors, and we use
Ochiai coefficient as the angular cosine similarity and the normalized angle. This measure computes:
3

(5)

Jaro-Winkler similarity (Winkler, 1999) measures the edit distance between two sequences. It
uses a prefix scale which gives weights to strings
that match from the beginning for a set prefix
length. For two sets X and Y, when si is the length
of the string si , m is the number of matching characters, t is half the number of transpositions, and
l is the length of the common prefix at the start of
a string up to a maximum of four characters, JaroWinkler similarity simw is:

4.4 Similarity Metric

|X ∩ Y |
min (|X|, |Y |)

(4)

√

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/py stringmatching
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Table 1: Hyper Parameters of the Best Model (Acc is accuracy for validation data of train data.)

5

Input

Output

English
Katakana
English
Katakana
Phoneme
Phoneme

Katakana
English
Phoneme
Phoneme
English
Katakana

Embedding

Hidden Layers

Input Reverse

Acc

512
1024
1024
512
512
1024

512
512
512
512
512
512

False
True
True
True
True
False

0.765
0.785
0.826
0.811
0.815
0.764

Experiments

5.2 Experimental Methodology
For the experiment, we prepared three validation datasets. One was test data that comprised
20% of the dictionary. Another was city names
in the U.S. from Google Maps API7 . Google
Maps provide a city name and we were able to
find the same U.S. city expressed by English and
Japanese. We collected 1110 terms from Google
Maps. The last is the restaurant store names in
Japan from HOT PEPPER GOURMET8 , which
is called HPG. HPG is one of the most famous
search services that provides information and discount coupons for restaurants, cafes, bars, and any
place to eat in Japan. We know some restaurants
that have both names in alphabet characters and
Katakana from HPG, and built a validation dataset.
Table 2 shows all of the data we used.
In terms of measuring accuracy, we used a topfive precision. We calculated the similarity scores
of all combinations of entities in the experiment
data and evaluated the precision of the entities included in the top-five entities, and then compared
the value of top-five’s precision for each model
and similarity measure. The procedure of transliterating and measuring was as follows:
(1) En2Kana
We transliterated the sequence of alphabet characters into Katakana through RNN model and
computed the similarity between the transliterated
Katakana and Katakana terms.
(2) Kana2En
We transliterated the sequence of Katakana into
English through RNN model and computed the
similarity between the transliterated English and
English terms.
(3) Both2Ph
We transliterated the sequence of alphabet
characters into phonemes through RNN model,
transliterated the sequence of Katakana into

5.1 Dictionary Data
We prepared corpora of English, Katakana, and
phonemes for training and creating models. We
found a corpus of English and phonemes, and a
corpus of English and Katakana. We created the
data by merging each dictionary and made the
original data ourselves as Japanese speakers.
At first, we used the dataset consisting of English, Katakana, and phonemes of English from
Benson’s dictionary4 , which is made from JMDict
dictionary (Breen, 1995) and the sum of entries
is 17798. However, in this dataset, there are a
lot of mistakes because the creators are not native Japanese speakers, and they made it automatically. So, we removed the noise by hand as native
Japanese speakers and then succeeded in cleansing
the data of which 20% was occupied by noise.
Second, we used the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary5 that includes a large amount of English
terms and pronunciation signs but not Japanese
Katakana. We combined them with Katakana by
mecab-ipadic-NEologd6 . mecab-ipadic-NEologd
is a customized dictionary-system for MeCab
(Kudo, 2006) that is an open-source text segmentation library for text written in the Japanese language, and some terms have both expression of
English and Katakana. We merged the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary and mecab-ipadic-NEologd
where both of the dictionaries had terms.
At last, we created an original dictionary by randomly extracting 3000 terms from the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary and attached each Katakana
term by hand. We eventually concatenated those
dictionaries and deleted duplicates. The total number of entries is 26815.
4

https://github.com/eob/englishjapanesetransliteration/blob/master/data/dictionary.txt
5
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
6
https://github.com/neologd/mecab-ipadic-neologd

7
8
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https://developers.google.com/maps
https://www.hotpepper-gourmet.com/en

Table 2: Dataset for Experiment
Dataset

Numbers of Entities

Data Source

Example

Train and Test Data

Total: 26815
Train: 21452
Test: 5363

Modified E. Benson s dictionary
CMU Pronouncing Dictionary and mecab-ipadic-NEologd
Our original dictionary

City Names in the U.S.

1110

Google Maps

Restaurant Names

2458

HOT PEPPER GOURMET

English: artist
Katakana: アーティスト
Phoneme: AA R T IX S T AX
English: Phoenix
Katakana: フェニックス
English: ### Cafe
Katakana: ###カフェ

phonemes through RNN model, and computed
the similarity between both of the transliterated
phonemes to regard one phoneme character as one
index. In addition, we also used the probability
vector similarity in terms of this method as we
stated the end of subsection 4.4.
(4) En2Ph2Kana
We transliterated the sequence of alphabet
characters into phonemes through RNN model,
transliterated the transliterated phonemes into
Katakana through RNN model, and computed the
similarity between the transliterated Katakana and
Katakana terms.
(5) Kana2Ph2En
We transliterated the sequence of Katakana
into phonemes through RNN model, transliterated
the transliterated phonemes into English through
RNN model, and computed the similarity between
the transliterated English and English terms.
(6) En2Romaji
We converted the sequence of alphabet characters into Katakana based on Romaji and computed
the similarity between the Katakana of Romaji and
Katakana terms.
(7) Kana2Romaji
We converted the sequence of Katakana into alphabets based on Romaji and computed the similarity between the alphabets of the Romaji and English terms.
(8)Both2Soundex
We transliterated the sequence of alphabet characters into Soundex as pronunciation, transliterated the sequence of Katakana based on Romaji
into Soundex, and computed the score of both
of the transliterated phonemes. We regarded one
Soundex character as one index.
5.3 Results
Figure 4 shows the top-five precision graph of all
methods and similarity metrics for each validation
dataset, and Table 3 shows the top-five precision
of predicted phoneme probability similarity.

Figure 4: Top-Five Precision for Each Method and
Similarity Measure.
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First, we compared each of the eight methods
with the similarity scores of Overlap coefficient,
Cosine, Jacquard, Jaro-Winkler, and Levenshtein.
The tendency of accuracy is similar in almost all
methods in each dataset. In terms of the dictionary test data and the city name data, Kana2En
and Both2Ph have the highest accuracy at 0.83
and 0.81 in Levenshtein distance. En2Kana was
the next highest with an accuracy of 0.74 in Levenshtein. Regarding En2Ph2Kana, Kana2Ph2En,
and Kana2Romaji, the accuracy was not high in
any data. Likewise, even in the restaurant data, the
accuracy of Kana2En and Both2Ph was relatively
high at 0.55 and 0.46 in Levenshtein. However,
regarding En2Romaji, it clarified that the accuracy was quite different depending on the dataset.
In the dictionary test data, the accuracy was the
lowest at 0.36 in Levenshtein distance, and in the
city name data, the accuracy of En2Romaji is relatively low. On the other hand, in the restaurant
data, En2Romaji was the highest accuracy at 0.57
in Levenshtein.
Second, focusing on the similarity measure, the
accuracy trends are similar in almost all methods in each data set although the accuracy differs
depending on the dataset. Levenshtein and JaroWinkler are the highest in almost all methods, and
Overlap is the lowest. In other words, it shows
that it is better to use the editing distance for word
similarity in entity matching than other distance to
compute the same character string.
Lastly, we considered the similarity of probability vectors. In fact, this similarity achieved the
highest score. The test data of the dictionary and
the data of city names’ accuracy was over 0.9 and
that is about 10% higher than the second highest score. The restaurant data accuracy was 0.62,
which is 5% higher than the second highest score.
These results insist that pronunciation is crucial
for entity matching.

Focusing on this phenomena, we analyzed how
words were converted in each dataset. Table 4
shows some examples of each conversion.
While short words such as switch and Benton succeeded in being transformed cleanly, long
words such as coconut milk and South San
Francisco could not be predicted accurately. This
is caused by the lack of long words in the training data. As the solution, it would be beneficial
to adjust the algorithm to long terms and extend
the dataset. However, in the case of Japanese, it
is difficult to divide a long word into two or more
words, because in comparison to English terms,
Japanese terms are not separated by spaces.
Furthermore, in the restaurant data, we mined
the reason why the accuracy was extremely low
and found three considerable reasons in addition
to the reason of word length. One reason is that
there were many alphabetical representations of
foreign languages other than English. For example, Amore is Italian, and MAI-THAI is
Thai. Since our training data consisted only of
pure English words, and the model was created
for English, we can treat pure English terms as
dictionary data or American city name data, but
terms of other foreign languages cannot be converted accurately. To solve the problem, it is essential to create a model besides English for each
language, and to create a model to recognize what
language is written in words. The second is that
there are some shops written in Romaji characters such as AKICHI , which is not English but
the Romaji representation of Katakana. Therefore,
there should also be a model to determine whether
the word is a foreign word or Romaji. Third is
the mistakes of the datasets. In this study, we extracted both alphabetical and Katakana stores automatically from HPG database, but there was a
pattern in which English and Katakana combinations did not correspond completely. One of them
is an abbreviation such as Cafe X and X .
Prefixes are sometimes omitted in the data.

Table 3: Top 5 Precision of similarity of predicted
Phoneme Probability Vector
Test Data of Dict

City Names

Restaurant Names

0.91

0.92

0.62

Considering similarities, the predicted phoneme
probability had the highest score. Katakana is segmental scripts, and each term is based on sounds,
but some exceptions are changed somehow by implicit Japanese rules. Therefore, we can not predict the pronunciation perfectly. However, because we can predict candidates of the pronunciation as phoneme probability vector like {”ei :0.37,
e :0.31, æ :0.23, …}, we could match enti-

5.4 Error Analysis and Discussion
Regarding the dictionary test data and the city
name data, the accuracy was over 80%, whereas
the accuracy of the restaurant data was under 70%.
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Table 4: Example Results of Transliteration.

ties using vector similarity more accurately. This
is why the probability vector metric outperforms
all other metrics. We also computed the other topN precision, and the result was precision (N=10) at
67% and precision (N=30) at 74%. This opens the
way for narrowing down by entity matching with
the name alone.
For future work, in order to improve accuracy
on restaurant data, we could implement a few procedures. The first would be cleaning the datasets
because there are some pairs that do not correspond. This time we checked the non-matching
pairs quickly but because of large volume of
the datasets, there could remain some amount of
noise. It could be solved by crowdsourcing of
many Japanese speakers. The second would be
polishing the transliteration model. We tried to use
an attention mechanism for RNN model, but the
accuracy was not good. We may polish the model
by adjusting the best hyper parameter. Moreover,
we could train pair data of English and Katakana
at the same time instead of independently to create
the model. In the entity matching task of the actual restaurant data, if we detect 60% through the
top-five precision, entity matching would be easy
through using additional data such as postal code
level addresses.

6

English, Katakana, and phonemes. The second
question was what should be used for the similarity metric. We proposed a similarity method
that uses a phoneme probability vector predicted
by sequence to sequence models and compared six
metrics, which are Overlap Coefficient, Cosine,
Jacquard, Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein, and the similarity of phonemes.
Our experiments in the three real datasets
showed that 1) a phoneme matching system works
better than other methods, and 2) the similarity of
phoneme in the phoneme method and Levenshtein
similarity in other methods suit the entity matching problems. We insist that phoneme information
is crucial for heterogeneous entity matching.
Based on these results, we will build an entity
matching system between English and Japanese
Katakana, and publish a part of it as an opensource software. We can apply the system to extension of a dataset from a vast amount of data on
the web and to rare query expansion on a search
engine. Almost of our services have a search engine and in some services, we are using a part of
the entity matching system to reduce outputs of 0
hits result. In the future, the model is expected to
be polished and applied to other languages. In this
paper it is tested on Japanese and English, but potentially could be used on other languages. We believe that our method could apply to any language
that has phonetic characters.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we built two research questions to
clarify how to solve heterogeneous entity matching. The first question was what should be used
for conversion in entity matching between English
and Japanese Katakana. We proposed an entity
matching method that considers phoneme symbols, and compared models to convert a term into
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Abstract

minds: (i) memorization of which reduplicated
forms go with which stems, (ii) learning a function
that copies all segments that undergo
reduplication, (iii) learning a function that copies
all feature values that undergo reduplication, or
(iv) learning a function that uses algebraic
symbols to copy the appropriate material,
regardless of its segmental or featural content. She
concludes that reduplication and similar processes
in language involve the fourth possibility, which
she labels an identity function. An identity
function for reduplication is illustrated in (2), with
α acting as a variable that represents the
reduplicated sequence.

Natural language reduplication can pose a
challenge to neural models of language,
and has been argued to require
variables (Marcus et al., 1999).
Sequence-to-sequence neural networks
have been shown to perform well at a
number of other morphological tasks
(Cotterell et al., 2016), and produce results
that highly correlate with human behavior
(Kirov, 2017; Kirov & Cotterell, 2018) but
do not include any explicit variables in
their architecture. We find that they can
learn a reduplicative pattern that
generalizes to novel segments if they are
trained with dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014). We argue that this matches the scope
of generalization observed in human
reduplication.

1

(2) Reduplication as an algebraic rule
α → αα
Marcus et al. (1999) came to a similar
conclusion regarding reduplication and identity
functions, after showing that infants could learn a
reduplication-like pattern and generalize that
pattern to novel segments. They used this as
evidence against connectionist models of
grammar, which do not typically include
explicit variables1 (see, for example, Elman, 1990;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Both
feed-forward and simple recurrent neural networks
fail at learning generalizable identity functions
(Berent, 2013; Marcus, 2001; Marcus et al., 1999;
Tupper & Shahriari, 2016).
In this paper, we revisit these arguments
against variable-free connectionist models in light
of recent developments in neural network
architecture and training techniques. Specifically,
we test Sequence-to-Sequence models (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with LTSM (Long Short-Term

Introduction

Reduplication is a common morphological
process in which all or part of a word is copied and
added to one side of the word’s stem. An example
of reduplication occurring in the language Karao

is given in (1):
(1) Reduplication in Karao
(from Ŝtekaurer et al. 2012):
manbakal
‘fight each other’
(2 people)

→

manbabakal
‘fight each other’
(>2 people)

In the example above, the stem ba is reduplicated
to create the affixed form baba. Berent (2013)
discusses four different possibilities for how
speakers could represent reduplication in their

(2001), Smolensky and Legendre (2006), and Moreton
(2012). See Pater (2018:§4) for a more detailed discussion
of different hybrids of connectionist and symbolic
approaches.

1

We use the term explicit variable to refer to the algebraic
symbols that are often absent from connectionist theories of
cognition. However, a number of connectionist models do
incorporate explicit variables, such as the models in Marcus
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Memory; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014). We find that the
scope of generalization for the models is increased
from copying segments to copying feature values
when dropout is added. Additionally, we argue that
variable-free feature copying is sufficient to model
human generalization, contrary to Berent’s (2013)
claim that an algebraic identity function is
necessary.

2

Figure 1: Illustration of Seq2Seq architecture
modeling reduplication of the stem [ba].

Background

The debate between connectionist and symbolic
theories of grammar has largely been focused on
the domain of morphology (for a review, see Pater,
2018). Reduplication was no exception, with
standard connectionist models failing to learn the
pattern (Gasser, 1993). Standard models also failed
to generalize a reduplicative pattern in a way that
mimicked human behavior (Marcus et al., 1999).
Marcus (2001) argued that this was evidence of the
need for variables in models of cognition. While
supporters of connectionism pointed out issues
with some of Marcus et al.’s (1999) conclusions
(e.g. Seidenberg & Elman, 1999), they failed to
show that a connectionist network with no
variables could learn reduplication without being
previously trained on a similar identity function
(see Endress, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Mehler, 2007
for an overview of these studies).
Research in phonotactics has also supported the
need for variables in models of language. Berent
(2013) showed that Hebrew speakers generalized a
phonotactic identity-based restriction in a way that
she argued required variables. She presented
various experimental results demonstrating that
speakers would generalize the restriction to novel
words, novel segments, and what she claimed to be
novel feature values (for more on our interpretation
of these findings, see §5.2). This ran contrary to the
predictions of phonotactic learning models that did
not include variables (Berent et al., 2012).
However, the models tested by Marcus et al.
(1999) and Berent et al. (2012) were relatively
simple compared to many modern neural network
architectures. The modern model that we will
examine is the Seq2Seq neural network (Sutskever
et al., 2014), originally designed for machine
translation. These models have been shown to
perform well at learning a variety of morphological
tasks (Cotterell et al., 2016), and produce results
that highly correlate with human behavior (Kirov,
2017; Kirov & Cotterell, 2018).

Since these models include a number of
recently-invented mechanisms, such as an
encoder-decoder structure (Sutskever et al., 2014),
Long Short-Term Memory layers instead of
simple,
recurrent
ones
(Hochreiter
&
Schmidhuber, 1997), and the possibility of dropout
during training (Srivastava et al., 2014), it’s
unclear whether they will be limited in the same
ways as their predecessors.

3

The Model

In this section, we will give a brief introduction to
each of the mechanisms in our model that we
consider to be relevant to the simulations presented
in §4. For the documentation on the Python
packages used to implement the model, see Chollet
et al. (2015) and Rahman (2016). We chose to
focus on Seq2Seq models because of their recent
success in a number of linguistic tasks
(summarized in §3.1). We leave exploring the
differences between this architecture and its
alternatives (such as simple recurrent networks) to
future work.
3.1

The Seq2Seq Architecture

Seq2Seq neural networks have the ability to map
from one string to another, without requiring a
one-on-one mapping between the strings’ elements
(Sutskever et al., 2014). The model achieves this
by using an architecture made up of an encoder and
decoder pair. Each member in the pair is its own
recurrent network, with the encoder processing the
input string and the decoder transforming that
processed data into an output string. The ability of
these models’ inputs and outputs to have
independent lengths is useful for morphology,
which usually involves adding or copying
segments in a stem. An example of this for
reduplication is shown in Figure 1.
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In Figure 1, the encoder passes through the entire
input string (i.e. the stem [ba]) before transferring
information to the decoder. The decoder then
unpacks this information, and gives a reduplicated
form (i.e. [baba]) as output. In all of the simulations
discussed in this paper, the encoder is
bidirectional, meaning that it passes through the
input string starting from both the left and right
edges.
3.2

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

Figure 2: A simple, feed-forward network, with
and without dropout. Each circle is a unit and
each arrow is a connection. Dropped out units
are in grey. Each unit’s output (before dropout)
is denoted by the number inside of it. All
connections have a weight of 1 and all
activation functions are f(x)=x.

LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) is a kind
of recurrent neural network layer which allows the
model to store certain information in memory more
easily than a simple recurrent layer could. While
this architectural innovation was originally
designed to address the problem of vanishing
gradients (Bengio et al., 1994), it has been
demonstrated that LSTM can also provide models
with added representational power (Levy et al.,
2018).
The way the model performs both of these tasks
is by using cell states, bundles of interacting layers
that can learn which features are important for the
model to keep track of in a long-term way. During
training, the network is not only keeping track of
which information will allow it to predict the
output from the input, but also which information
at a given time step (i.e. at a given segment in the
simulations presented here) will help it to predict
the output at future time steps.
Vanishing gradients are not much of a concern
in morphological learning, since input and output
strings are relatively short in this domain of
language. However, the effects of LSTM's added
representational power on learning of
reduplication have not yet been explored.
3.3

out is resampled each forward pass, causing the
network’s solution to be more general than it might
have been otherwise. This is illustrated for a single
forward pass in a simple, feed-forward network on
the right side of Figure 2. In this illustration,
dropout causes the output units to have an
activation of 2, instead of 4, because a unit in the
middle layer is being dropped out and cannot
contribute to the activations in the layer above it.
For the simulations presented here that use
dropout, it was applied with equal probability to all
layers of the network.

4

Experiments

To test whether reduplication can be modeled by a
neural network without explicit variables, we ran a
number of simulations in which the model was
trained on a reduplication pattern in a toy language
and tested on how it generalized that pattern to
novel data. To test what kind of generalization the
model was performing, we set up different
scenarios: one in which the model was tested on a
novel syllable made up of segments it had seen
reduplicating in its training data (§4.1), one in
which the model was tested on a syllable made
with a segment that it hadn’t received in training
(§4.2), and one in which the model was tested on a
syllable with a novel segment containing a feature
value that hadn’t been presented in the training
data (§4.3).
In the experiments presented here, a language’s
segments were each represented by a unique,
randomly-produced vector of 6 features (excluding

Dropout

Dropout is a method used in neural network
training that helps models generalize correctly to
items outside of their training data (Srivastava et
al., 2014). It achieves this by having some units in
the network “drop out” in each forward pass. This
prevents the network from finding solutions that
are too dependent on a small number of units.
Practically speaking, this is implemented by
setting a probability with which each unit will drop
out (a hyper parameter set by the analyst) and then
multiplying every unit’s output by either a 0 or 1,
depending on whether it has been randomly chosen
to be dropped out or not. Which units are dropped
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the simulations in §4.3), with feature values being
either -1 or 1 (corresponding to the [-] and [+] used
in standard phonological models). The inventory
was divided into consonants and vowels by
treating the first feature as [syllabic], i.e. any of the
feature vectors that began with -1 were considered
a consonant and any that began with 1 were
considered a vowel. If an inventory had no vowels,
one of its consonants was randomly chosen and its
value for the feature [syllabic] was changed to 1.
The toy language for any given simulation
consisted of all the possible CV syllables that could
be made with that simulation’s randomly created
segment inventory. Crucially, before the data was
given to the model, some portion of it was withheld
for testing (see the subsections below for more
information on what was withheld in each testing
condition). The mapping that the model was
trained on treated each stem (e.g. [ba]) as input and
each reduplicated form (e.g. [baba]) as output. The
model’s input and output lengths were fixed to 2
and 4 segments, respectively (reflecting the fact
that all the toy languages only had stems that were
2 segments long).
The models were trained for 1000 epochs, with
training batches that included all of the learning
data (i.e. learning was done in batch). The loss
function that was being minimized was
mean-squared error, and the minimization
algorithm was RMSprop (Tieleman & Hinton,
2012). The models had 2 layers each in the encoder
and decoder, with 18 units in each of these layers.
All other parameters were the default values in the
deep-learning Python package, Keras (Chollet et
al. 2015).
To test whether the model generalized to
withheld data, a relatively strict definition of
success was used in testing. The model was given
a withheld stem as input, and the output it predicted
was compared to the correct output (i.e. the
reduplicated form of the stem it was given). If
every feature value in the predicted output had the
same sign (positive/negative) as its counterpart in
the correct output, the model was considered to be
successfully generalizing the reduplication pattern.
However, if any of the feature values did not have
the same sign, that model was considered to be
non-generalizing. While we only report the results
from 25 runs in each condition, we ran many more
while investigating various hyperparameter
settings and possibilities about the construction of

Figure 3: Illustration of generalization to a novel
syllable/word in a language with only eight
segments. Specific IPA labels are hypothetical.
Syllables surrounded by the black box were
presented in training, while the circled syllable was
withheld for testing.

the training data. The results presented here are
representative of the general pattern of results.
4.1

Generalizing to Novel Syllables

Our first set of simulations tested whether the
model could generalize to novel syllables. If the
model failed at this task, then it would mean that it
was memorizing whole words in the training data,
rather than learning an actual pattern. Figure 3
illustrates this.
In Figure 3, [da] is the syllable that was withheld
from training. This means that the model never saw
the mapping from [da]→[dada], but it did see the
segments that make up [da]. For example, the
training data [di] and [ba] would have
demonstrated the behavior of [d] and [a] to the
model, respectively.
For this condition, toy languages always
contained 40 segments in their inventory, and the
probability of a unit being dropped out was 0%.
The model successfully reduplicated syllables
from training in all runs for this condition.
Additionally, it generalized to novel syllables in
22 of the 25 simulations (88%). These results are
summarized in Figure 6. This shows that a standard
Seq2Seq model, with LSTM but no dropout, can
perform generalization to novel syllables, and does
so a majority of the time.
4.2

Generalizing to Novel Segments

The next scope of generalization described by Berent
(2013) is generalization to novel segments. To test
whether our model could achieve this, we created
languages with inventories of 40 segments (as
described above), but randomly chose a single
consonant in each run to be withheld for testing. This
is illustrated for a simplified example in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Illustration of generalization to a novel
feature values in a language with only nine sounds.
Specific IPA labels are hypothetical. Syllables
surrounded by the black box were presented in
training, while the circled syllable was withheld for
testing.

Figure 4: Illustration of generalization to a novel
segments in a language with only eight sounds.
Specific IPA labels are hypothetical. Syllables
surrounded by the black box were presented in
training, while the circled syllable was withheld for
testing.

would demonstrate generalization to the novel
feature value [+nasal]. This is shown in Figure 5.
In the example above, the syllable [na]
represents a novel feature value. If a model only
learned a function that learned to copy individual
feature values from the stem into the reduplicant, it
wouldn’t generalize to this kind of novel feature
value correctly. This generalization can only occur
if the model learns to copy the reduplicant
irrespective of individual features.
For the results reported here, toy languages
always contained 43 segments in their inventory,
and these were not produced randomly (this made
it easier to ensure that a particular feature value
could be withheld). A variety of other segment
inventories were tested, with no changes in the
model’s performance. Results are presented here
for simulations using 0% and 75% dropout
probability, although numerous other values for
this were also tested.
Regardless of whether dropout occurred, the
model never generalized to novel feature values.
These results are summarized in Figure 6. This
shows that a standard Seq2Seq model, regardless
of whether it has dropout, cannot generalize to
novel feature values. We discuss in §5.2 why we
do not see this limitation as a flaw in terms of
modeling human language learning.

In Figure 4, the consonant [d] is never shown to
the model in training. This means that the model
has no experience with reduplicating this vector of
feature values before testing. The model would
have been exposed to each of the feature values
making up this segment, though. For example, [t]
and [b] would have exposed the model to the place
and voicing features of [d], respectively.
For the results reported in this section, toy
languages always had inventories of 40 segments.
Two conditions were tested in regards to dropout:
one in which dropout never happened (0%) and
one which it happened to the majority of units in
any given forward pass (75%).
When no dropout was applied, the model was
unable to reliably generalize—with only 6 of the
25 runs achieving success on novel segments (24
out of 25 for trained segments). However, when
dropout was applied with a probability of 75%, the
model successfully generalized to novel segments
in 15 of the 25 runs (25 out of 25 for trained
segments). These results are summarized in Figure
6. This demonstrates that without dropout, our
model does not reliably generalize to novel
syllables, but that with dropout it does.
4.3

Generalizing to Novel Feature Values

The most powerful form of generalization Berent
(2013) discusses is generalization to novel feature
values, which would signify the acquisition of a
proper identity function. In the context of
reduplication, this would involve correctly
applying the process to a stem that includes feature
values never seen in training. For example, if all of
the consonants in training were oral, but the
process generalized to nasal consonants, this

5
5.1

Discussion
Summary of Results

The results for each simulation can be viewed
side-by-side in Figure 6. The findings from this
series of experiments showed that even without
dropout, a Seq2Seq model is not simply learning to
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Figure 6: Full summary of results. Bars show the proportion of successful runs out of 25.
memorize <stem, reduplicant> pairs, since it was
able to generalize reduplication to novel stems (i.e.
novel syllables). We also showed that the model,
when using dropout in training, can reliably
generalize reduplication to novel segments.
5.2

This demonstrated that speakers had not just
memorized a list of consonants that cannot cooccur
(e.g. *pp, *ss, *mm, etc.) while acquiring their
phonological grammar.
Finally, Berent (2013) showed that speakers can
generalize the pattern to the segment [θ], which she
claimed represented generalization to a novel
feature value (which she referred to as across the
board generalization). While we agree with her
conclusions regarding the first two sets of results,
we find her interpretation of this final result to be
less convincing. The novel feature value that she
claimed was represented by [θ] was the feature
value [Wide]. However, this is a fairly
non-standard phonological feature. Using a more
standard featural representation for [θ], such as
[+anterior, +continuant, -strident] (Chomsky &
Halle, 1968), would mean that [θ] does not
represent a novel feature value for Hebrew, since
the language contains other, native, [+anterior],
[+continuant], and [-strident] sounds.
Returning to reduplication, a relevant
generalization experiment is Marcus et al. (1999).
In that experiment, infants generalized a
reduplication-like pattern to novel words with
novel segments, but not with novel feature values.
All of the words in Marcus et al.’s testing phase
used feature values that would have been familiar
to the infants from their native language of English.
To our knowledge, no experiment has shown
humans generalizing to truly novel feature values.
Because of this, we cannot conclude whether our
model’s results from §4.3 are human-like or not.

Can humans generalize to novel feature
values?

When discussing generalization, Berent (2013)
used evidence from Hebrew speakers’ phonotactic
judgments to support the idea that they learn a true
identity function when acquiring their native
phonology. The judgments centered around a
phonotactic restriction in Hebrew that prohibits the
first two consonants in a stem from being identical.
For example, the word simem ‘he intoxicated’ is
grammatical, while the nonce word *sisem is not.
Berent (2013) showed that speakers generalized
this pattern by having them rate the acceptability
of various kinds of nonce forms.
The first results she discussed demonstrated
Hebrew speakers generalizing to novel words.
These words were made up of segments that were
attested in Hebrew. Speakers in this experiment
rated words with s-s-m stems (like *sisem above)
as significantly less acceptable than words with
s-m-m and p-s-m stems. This demonstrated that
Hebrew speakers were doing more than just
memorizing the lexicon of their language (i.e. that
they could extract phonotactic patterns).
The next results that Berent (2013) presented
involved Hebrew speakers generalizing the pattern
to novel segments. The segments of interest were
/tʃ/, /dʒ/ and /w/, all of which are not present in
native Hebrew stems. Even when these non-native
phonemes were used, Hebrew speakers rated
words whose first two consonants were identical
(e.g. dʒ-dʒ-r) as worse than those that did not
violate the phonotactic restriction (e.g. r-dʒ-dʒ).

5.3

Why did dropout allow the model to
generalize to novel segments?

While we’ve shown that dropout increases the
Seq2Seq model’s scope of generalization, it still
remains unclear why this form of regularization
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succeeds for this task. One hypothesis is that
dropout causes certain training data to be
indistiguishable from crucial testing data. For
example, if training includes the stems [pa] and
[da], but [ta] is withheld, a model without dropout
would not generalize to the novel item because it
was never trained on reduplicating [t]. However,
when dropout is applied, in a subset of epochs, the
unit activations distinguishing [t] from [d] will be
dropped out. This will allow the model to learn
how to reduplicate a syllable that is ambiguous
between [ta] and [da]. These ambiguous training
epochs could provide enough information to the
model for it to learn a function that generalizes
correctly to withheld segments.
This explanation could suggest that other forms
of regularization, such as an L2 prior, that don’t
create a similar kind of ambiguity, may not have
the same effect on reduplication learning.
5.4

5.5

Conclusion

In summary, we found that a Seq2Seq model could
learn a simple reduplication pattern and generalize
that pattern to novel items. Dropout increased the
model’s scope of generalization from novel
syllables to novel segments, demonstrating a
human-like behavior that has been previously used
as an argument against connectionist models with
no explicit variables (for other alternatives to
explicit variables in neural networks, see Garrido
Alhama, 2017; Gu et al., 2016). These results
weaken this line of argument against
connectionism. (Štekauer, Valera, & Körtvélyessy, 2012)
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Future Work

A number of avenues exist for furthering this line
of research. First of all, as mentioned in §5.2, the
full picture of how humans behave in regards to
generalizing reduplication-like patterns is still an
open question. Additionally, more direct modeling
of some of the experimental data that does exist on
this subject (e.g. Marcus et al., 1999) could help to
shed more light on how well a Seq2Seq network
with no explicit variables can model such results.
The simulations outlined here could also be
made to more realistically mimic natural language.
Stems of varying lengths, and with various syllabic
structures could pose an interesting challenge to
any model of reduplication. A reduplication
process that copies only part of the stem could also
test whether the model is capable of learning a
more complex identity function. Additionally,
presenting the data in a way that mimics the
exposure children receive could be useful, since
infants are not directly presented with stemreduplicant pairs in isolation.
Future research could also address the effects of
dropout presented here. First of all, since dropout
is one of many different regularization methods
(Wager et al., 2013), testing its alternatives could
be useful. And if it’s the case that dropout allows a
model to learn in a more human-like way, then
adding dropout to models of other domains of
language (such as phonotactics) should also be
explored.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to the
segmentation of orthographic word forms in
contemporary Hebrew, focusing purely on
splitting without carrying out morphological
analysis or disambiguation. Casting the analysis task as character-wise binary classification and using adjacent character and wordbased lexicon-lookup features, this approach
achieves over 98% accuracy on the benchmark
SPMRL shared task data for Hebrew, and 97%
accuracy on a new out of domain Wikipedia
dataset, an improvement of ≈4% and 5% over
previous state of the art performance.

1

Introduction

Hebrew is a morphologically rich language in
which, as in Arabic and other similar languages,
space-delimited word forms contain multiple units
corresponding to what other languages (and most
POS tagging/parsing schemes) consider multiple
words. This includes nouns fused with prepositions, articles and possessive pronouns, as in (1),
or verbs fused with preceding conjunctions and
object pronouns, as in (2), which uses one ‘word’
to mean “and that they found him”, where the first
two letters correspond to ‘and’ and ‘that’ respectively, while the last two letters after the verb mean
‘him’.1
(1)

|מהבית
hm.h.byti [me.ha.bayit]

from.the.house

(2)

ושמצאוהו
hw.š.mc’w.hwi [ve.še.mtsa’u.hu]

and.that.found-3-PL.him

1
In all Hebrew examples below, angle brackets denote
transliterated graphemes with dots separating morphemes,
and square brackets represent standard Hebrew pronunciation. Dot-separated glosses correspond to the segments in
the transliteration.

This complexity makes tokenization for Hebrew
a challenging process, usually carried out in two
steps: tokenization of large units, delimited by
spaces or punctuation as in English, and a subsequent segmentation of the smaller units within
each large unit. To avoid confusion, the rest of
this paper will use the term ‘super-token’ for large
units such as the entire contents of (1) and ‘subtoken’ for the smaller units.
Beyond this, three issues complicate Hebrew
segmentation further. Firstly, much like Arabic
and similar languages, Hebrew uses a consonantal
script which disregards most vowels. For example in (2) the sub-tokens ve ‘and’ and še ‘that’ are
spelled as single letters hwi and hši. While some
vowels are represented (mainly word-final or etymologically long vowels), these are denoted by
the same letters as consonants, e.g. the final -u in
vešemtsa’uhu, spelled as hwi, the same letter used
for ve ‘and’. This means that syllable structure, a
crucial cue for segmentation, is obscured.
A second problem is that unlike Arabic, Hebrew has morpheme reductions creating segments
which are pronounced, but not distinguished in the
orthography.2 This affects the definite article after
some prepositions, as in (3) and (4), which mean
‘in a house’ and ‘in the house’ respectively.
(3)

בבית
hb.byti [be.bayit]

in.house

(4)

בבית
hb..byti [b.a.bayit]

in.the.house

2

A reviewer has mentioned that Arabic does have some
reductions, e.g. in the fusion of articles with the preposition
li- ‘to’ in li.l- ‘to the’. This is certainly true and problematic
for morphological segmentation of Arabic, however in these
cases there is always some graphical trace of the existence of
the article, whereas in the Hebrew cases discussed here, no
trace of the article is found.
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In (4), the definite article ha merges with the
preposition be to produce the pronounced form ba;
however the lack of vowel orthography means that
both forms are spelled alike.
A final problem is the high degree of ambiguity
in written Hebrew, which has often been exemplified by the following example, reproduced from
Adler and Elhadad (2006), which has a large number of possible analyses.
(5)

3. Providing new resources: a freely available,
out-of-domain dataset from Wikipedia for
evaluating pure segmentation; a converted
version in the same format as the original Hebrew Treebank data used in previous
work; and an expanded morphological lexicon based on Universal POS tags.

Mבצל
hb.cl.mi be.cil.am - in.shadow.their

hb.clmi (be./b.a.)celem - in.(a/the).image
hb.clmi (be./b.a.)calam in.(a/the).photographer
hbcl.mi bcal.am - onion.their
hbclmi becelem - Betzelem (organization)
Because some options are likelier than others, information about possible segmentations, frequencies and surrounding words is crucial. We also
note that although there are 7 distinct analyses in
(5), in terms of segmenting the orthography, only
two positions require a decision: either hbi is followed by a boundary or not, and either hli is or
not.
Unlike previous approaches which attempt a
complete morphological analysis, in this paper the
focus is on pure orthographic segmentation: deciding which characters should be followed by
a boundary. Although it is clear that full morphological disambiguation is important, I will argue that a pure splitting task for Hebrew can be
valuable if it produces substantially more accurate segmentations, which may be sufficient for
some downstream applications (e.g. sequence-tosequence MT)3 , but may also be fed into a morphological disambiguator. As will be shown here,
this simpler task allows us to achieve very high
accuracy on shared task data, substantially outperforming the pure segmentation accuracy of the
previous state of the art while remaining robust
against out-of-vocabulary (OOV) items and domain changes, a crucial weakness of existing tools.
The contributions of this work are threefold:
1. A robust, cross-domain state of the art model
for pure Hebrew word segmentation, independent of morphological disambiguation,
with an open source implementation and pretrained models
3

2. Introducing and evaluating a combination of
shallow string-based features and ambiguous
lexicon lookup features in a windowed approach to binary boundary classification

cf. Habash and Sadat (2006) on consequences of pure
tokenization for Arabic MT.

2

Previous Work

Earlier approaches to Hebrew morphological segmentation include finite-state analyzers (Yona and
Wintner, 2005) and multiple classifiers for morphological properties feedings into a disambiguation step (Shacham and Wintner, 2007). Lattice
based approaches have been used with variants of
HMMs and the Viterbi algorithm (Adler and Elhadad, 2006) in order to generate all possible analyses supported by a broad coverage lexicon, and
then disambiguate in a further step. The main difficulty encountered in all these approaches is the
presence of items missing from the lexicon, either
due to OOV lexical items or spelling variation, resulting in missing options for the disambiguator.
Additionally, there have been issues in comparing
results with different formats, datasets, and segmentation targets, especially before the creation of
a standard shared task dataset (see below).
Differently from work on Arabic segmentation,
where state of the art work operates as either a
sequence tagging task (often using BIO-like encoding and CRF/RNN sequence models, Monroe et al. 2014), or a holistic character-wise segmentation ranking task (Abdelali et al., 2016),
work on Hebrew segmentation has focused on segmentation in the context of complete morphological analysis, including categorical feature output (gender, tense, etc.). This is in part due to
tasks requiring the reconstruction of orthographically unexpressed articles as in (4) and other orthographic changes which require morphological
disambiguation, such as recovering base forms of
inflected nouns and verbs, and inserting segments
which cannot be aligned to any orthographic material, as in (6) below. In this example, an unexpressed possessive preposition šel is inserted,
in contrast to segmentation practices for the same
construction e.g. in Arabic and other languages,
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where the pronoun sub-token is interpreted as inherently possessive.
(6)

ביתה
hbyt.hi [beyt.a] ‘her house’ (house.her)

Target analysis:
hbyt šl hy’i [bayit šel hi] ‘house of she’

Most recently, the shared task on Statistical Parsing of Morphologically Rich Languages (SPMRL
2013-2015, see Seddah et al. 2014) introduced a
standard benchmark dataset for Hebrew morphological segmentation based on the Hebrew Treebank (Sima’an et al. 2001; the data has ≈94K
super-tokens for training and ≈21K for testing
and development), with a corresponding shared
task scored in several scenarios. Systems were
scored on segmentation, morphological analysis
and syntactic parsing, while working from raw
text, from gold segmentation (for morphological
analysis and parsing), or from gold segmentation
and morphology (for parsing).
The current state of the art is the open source
system yap (‘yet another parser’, More and Tsarfaty 2016), based on joint morphological and syntactic disambiguation in a lattice-based parsing approach with a rich morphological lexicon. This
will be the main system for comparison in Section
5. Although yap was designed for a fundamentally
different task than the current system, i.e. canonical rather than surface segmentation (cf. Cotterell
et al. 2016), it is nevertheless currently also the
best performing Hebrew segmenter overall and
widely used, making it a good point for comparison. Conversely, while the approach in this paper
cannot address morphological disambiguation as
yap and similar systems do, it will be shown that
substantially better segmentation accuracy can be
achieved using local features, evaluated characterwise, which are much more robustly attested in the
limited training data available.

3

Character-wise Classification

In this paper we cast the segmentation task as
character-wise binary classification, similarly to
approaches in other languages, such as Chinese
(Lee and Huang, 2013). The goal is to predict for
each character in a super-token (except the last)
whether it should be followed by a boundary. Although the character-wise setup prevents a truly
global analysis of word formation in the way that a
lattice-based model allows, it turns out to be more

robust than previous approaches, in large part because it does not require a coherent full analysis in
the case of OOV items (see Section 5).
3.1

Feature Extraction

Our features target a window of n characters
around the character being considered for a following boundary (the ‘target’ character), as well
as characters in the preceding and following supertokens. In practice we set n to ±2, meaning each
classification mainly includes information about
the preceding and following two characters.
The extracted features for each window can be
divided into three categories: character identity
features (i.e. which letters are observed), numerical position/length features and lexicon lookup
features. The lexicon is based on the fully inflected form lexicon created by the MILA center,
also used by More and Tsarfaty (2016), but POS
tags have been converted into much less sparse
Universal POS tags (cf. Petrov et al. 2012) matching the Hebrew Treebank data set. Entries not
corresponding to tags in the data (e.g. compound
items that would not be a single unit, or additional
POS categories) receive the tag X, while complex
entries (e.g. NOUN + possessive) receive a tag affixed with ‘CPLX’. Multiple entries per word form
are possible (see Section 4.2).
Character features For each target character
and the surrounding 2 characters in either direction, we consider the identity of the letter or punctuation sign from the set {",-,%,',.,?,!,/} as a categorical feature (using native Hebrew characters,
not transliteration). Unavailable characters (less
than 2 characters from beginning/end of word)
and OOV characters are substituted by the underscore. We also encode the first and last letter of the
preceding and following super-tokens in the same
way. The rationale for choosing these letters is that
any super-token always has a first and last character, and in Hebrew these will also encode definite
article congruence and clitic pronouns in adjacent
super-tokens, which are important for segmenting units. Finally, for each of the five character
positions within the target super-token itself, we
also encode a boolean feature indicating whether
the character could be ‘vocalic’, i.e. whether it is
one of the letters sometimes used to represent a
vowel: {’,h,w,y}. Though this is ostensibly redundant with letter identity, it is actually helpful in the
final model (see Section 7).
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location
super token
str so far
str remaining
str -1 remain
str -2 remain
str from -4
str from -3
str from -2
str from -1
str to +1
str to +2
str to +3
str to +4
prev string
next string

substring
[šmhpkny]
[šmh]...
..[pkny]
..[hpkny]
.[mhpkny]
[__šmh]....
[_šmh]....
[šmh]....
.[mh]....
..[hp]...
..[hpk]..
..[hpkn].
..[hpkny]
[xšbnw]
[hw’]

lexicon response
_
ADV|NOUN|VERB

_
_
ADJ|NOUN|CPLXN
_
_
ADV|NOUN|VERB
ADP|ADV

_
NOUN|VERB

_
_
VERB
PRON|COP

Table 1: Lexicon lookup features for character 3 in the
super-token š.mhpkny. Overflow positions (e.g. substring from char -4 for the third character) return ‘_’.

Lexicon lookup Lexicon lookup is performed
for several substring ranges, chosen using the development data: the entire super-token, and characters up to the target inclusive and exclusive; the
entire remaining super-token characters inclusive
and exclusive; the remaining substrings starting at
target positions -1 and -2; 1, 2, 3 and 4-grams
around the window including the target character; and the entire preceding and following supertoken strings. Table 1 illustrates this for character
#3 in the middle super-token from the trigram in
(7). The value of the lexicon lookup is a categorical variable consisting of all POS tags attested for
the substring in the lexicon, concatenated with a
separator into a single string.
(7)

חשבנו שמהפכני הוא
hxšbnw
š.mhpkny

hw’i

[xašavnu
še.mahapxani
hu]
thought-1PL that.revolutionary is
‘we thought that it is revolutionary’

Numerical features To provide information
about super-token shape independent of lexicon
lookup, we also extract the super-token lengths of
the current, previous and next super-token, and encode the numerical position of the character being
classified as integers. We also experimented with
a ‘frequency’ feature, representing the ratio of the
product of frequencies of the substrings left and
right of a split under consideration divided by the

frequency of the whole super-token. Frequencies
were taken from the IsraBlog dataset word counts
provided by Linzen (2009).4 While this fraction
in no way represents the probability of a split, it
does provide some information about the relative
frequency of parts versus whole in a naive twosegment scenario, which can occasionally help the
classifier decide whether to segment ambiguous
cases (although this feature’s contribution is small,
it was retained in the final model, see Section 7).
Word embeddings For one of the learning approaches tested, a deep neural network (DNN)
classifier, word embeddings from a Hebrew dump
of Wikipedia were added for the current, preceding and following super-tokens, which were expected to help in identifying the kinds of supertokens seen in OOV cases. However somewhat
surprisingly, the approach using these features
turned out not to deliver the best results despite
outperforming the previous state of the art, and
these features are not used in the final system (see
Section 5).
Note that although we do not encode word identities for any super-token, and even less so for
models not using word embeddings, length information in conjunction with lexicon lookup and
first and last character can already give a strong
indication of the surrounding context, at least for
those words which turn out to be worth learning.
For example, the frequent purpose conjunction
hkdyi kedey ‘in order to’, which strongly signals
a following infinitive whose leading hli should not
be segmented, is uniquely identifiable as a three
letter conjunction (tag SCONJ) beginning with hki
and ending with hyi. This combination, if relevant for segmentation, can be learned and assigned weights for each of the characters in adjacent words.
3.2

Learning Approach

Several learning approaches were tested for the
boundary classification task, including decision
tree based classifiers, such as a Random Forest
classifier, the Extra Trees variant of the same algorithm (Geurts et al., 2006), and Gradient Boosting, all using the implementation in scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011), as well as a DNN classifier implemented in TensorFlow (Abadi et al.,
2016). An initial attempt using sequence-tosequence learning with an RNN was abandoned
4
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Online at http://tallinzen.net/frequency/

early as it underperformed other approaches, possibly due to the limited size of the training data.
For tree-based classifiers, letters and categorical lexicon lookup values were pseudo-ordinalized
into integers (using a non-meaningful alphabetic
ordering), and numerical features were retained
as-is. For the DNN, the best feature representation based on the validation set was to encode
characters and positions as one-hot vectors, lexicon lookup features as trainable dense embeddings, and to bucketize length features in single
digit buckets up to a maximum of 15, above which
all values are grouped together. Additionally, we
prohibit segmentations between Latin letters and
digits (using regular expressions), and forbid producing any prefix/suffix not attested in training
data, ruling out rare spurious segmentations.

4

Experimental Setup

4.1 Data
Evaluation was done on two datasets. The benchmark SPMRL dataset was transformed by discarding all inserted sub-tokens not present in the input super-tokens (i.e. inserted articles). We revert alterations due to morphological analysis (deinflection to base forms), and identify the segmentation point of all clitic pronouns, prepositions
etc., marking them in the super-tokens.5 Figure
1 illustrates the procedure, which was manually
checked and automatically verified to reconstitute
correctly back into the input data.
A second test set of 5,000 super-tokens (7,100
sub-tokens) was constructed from another domain
to give a realistic idea of performance outside the
training domain. While SPMRL data is taken
from newswire material with highly standard orthography, this dataset was taken from Hebrew
Wikipedia NER data made available by Al-Rfou
et al. (2015). Since that dataset was not segmented into subtokens, manual segmentation of
the first 5,000 tokens was carried out, which represent shuffled sentences from a wide range of topics. This data set is referred to below as ‘Wiki5K’.
Both datasets are provided along with the code for
this paper via GitHub6 as new test sets for future
5

For comparability with previous results, we use the exact
dataset and splits used by More and Tsarfaty (2016), despite a
known mid-document split issue that was corrected in version
2 of the Hebrew Treebank data. We thank the authors for
providing the data and for help reproducing their setup.
6
https://github.com/amir-zeldes/
RFTokenizer

evaluations of Hebrew segmentation.
4.2

Lexicon extension

A major problem in Hebrew word segmentation
is dealing with OOV items, and especially those
due not to regular morphological processes, but to
foreign names. If a foreign name begins with a
letter that can be construed as a prefix, and neither
the full name nor the substring after the prefix is
attested in the lexicon, the system must resort to
purely contextual information for disambiguation.
As a result, having a very complete list of possible
foreign names is crucial.
The lexicon mentioned above has very extensive coverage of native items as well as many foreign items, and after tag-wise conversion to Universal POS tags, contains over 767,000 items, including multiple entries for the same string with
different tags. However its coverage of foreign
names is still partial. In order to give the system access to a broader range of foreign names,
we expanded the lexicon with proper name data
from three sources:
• WikiData persons with a Hebrew label, excluding names whose English labels contain
determiners, prepositions or pronouns
• WikiData cities with a Hebrew label, again
excluding items with determiners, prepositions or pronouns in English labels
• All named entities from the Wikipedia NER
data found later than the initial 5K tokens
used for the Wiki5K data set
These data sources were then white-space tokenized, and all items which could spuriously be
interpreted as a Hebrew article/preposition + noun
were removed. For example, a name ‘Leal’ hl’li
is excluded, since it can interfere with segmenting the sequence hl.’li la’el ‘to God’. This process added over 15,000 items, or ≈2% of lexicon volume, all labeled PROPN. In Section 7 performance with and without this extension is compared.
4.3

Evaluation Setup

Since comparable segmentation systems, including the previous state of the art, do insert reconstructed articles and carry out base form transformations (i.e. they aim to produce the gold format
in Figure 1), we do not report or compare results to
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Input: ‘ שכר לעובדיםpay for (the) workers’
SPMRL gold:
21
שכר
שכר
NN… ‘pay’
22
ל
ל
PREP… ‘for’
23
ה
ה
DEF… ‘(the)’
24
עובד עובדים
NN… ‘workers’

Input: ‘ עליוon him’
SPMRL gold:
29
עלי
על
30
הוא
הוא

Transformed:
שכר
ל|עובדים

Transformed:
עלי|ו

‘pay’
‘for|workers’

IN…
‘on-’
S_PRN… ‘he’

‘on|him’

Figure 1: Transformation of SPMRL style data to pure segmentation information. Left: inserted article is deleted;
right: a clitic pronoun form is restored.

previously published scores. All systems were rerun on both datasets, and no errors were counted
where these resulted from data alterations. Specifically, other systems are never penalized for reconstructing or omitting inserted units such as articles, and when constructing clitics or alternate
base forms of nouns or verbs, only the presence
or absence of a split was checked, not whether
inferred noun or verb lemmas are correct. This
leads to higher scores than previously reported, but
makes results comparable across systems on the
pure segmentation task.

5

SPMRL
baseline
UDPipe
yap
RF
DNN
Wiki5K
baseline
UDPipe
yap
RF
DNN

Results

Table 2 shows the results of several systems on
both datasets.7 The column ‘% perf’ indicates the
proportion of perfectly segmented super-tokens,
while the next three columns indicate precision,
recall and F-score for boundary detection, not including the trivial final position characters.
The first baseline strategy of not segmenting
anything is given in the first row, and unsurprisingly gets many cases right, but performs badly
overall. A more intelligent baseline is provided
by UDPipe (Straka et al. 2016; retrained on the
SPMRL data), which, for super-tokens in morphologically rich languages such as Hebrew, implements a ‘most common segmentation’ baseline
7

An anonymous reviewer suggested that it would also be
interesting to add an unsupervised pure segmentation system
such as Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2002) to evaluate on
this task. This would certainly be an interesting comparison,
but due to the brief response period it was not possible to
add this experiment before publication. It can however be
expected that results would be substantially worse than yap,
given the centrality of the lexicon representation to this task,
which can be seen in detail in the ablation tests in Section 7.

% perf

P

R

F

69.65
89.65
94.25
98.19
97.27

–
93.52
86.33
97.59
95.90

–
68.82
96.33
96.57
95.01

–
79.29
91.05
97.08
95.45

67.61
87.39
92.66
97.63
95.72

–
92.03
85.55
97.41
94.95

–
64.88
92.34
95.31
92.22

–
76.11
88.81
96.35
93.56

Table 2: System performance on the SPMRL and
Wiki5K datasets.

(i.e. each super-token is given its most common
segmentation from training data, forgoing segmentation for OOV items).8 Results for yap represent pure segmentation performance from the previous state of the art (More and Tsarfaty, 2016).
The best two approaches in the present paper
are represented next: the Extra Trees Random Forest variant,9 called RFTokenizer, is labeled RF and
the DNN-based system is labeled DNN. Surprisingly, while the DNN is a close runner up, the best
performance is achieved by the RFTokenizer, de8

UDPipe also implements an RNN tokenizer to segment punctuation spelled together with super-tokens; however since the evaluation dataset already separates such punctuation symbols, this component can be ignored here.
9
Extra Trees outperformed Gradient Boosting and Random Forest in hyperparameter selection tuned on the dev
set. Using a grid search led to the choice of 250 estimators
(tuned in increments of 10), with unlimited features and default scikit-learn values for all other parameters.
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spite not having access to word embeddings. Its
high performance on the SPMRL dataset makes
it difficult to converge to a better solution using
the DNN, though it is conceivable that substantially more data, a better feature representation
and/or more hyperparameter tuning could equal or
surpass the RFTokenizer’s performance. Coupled
with a lower cost in system resources and external
dependencies, and the ability to forgo large model
files to store word embeddings, we consider the
RFTokenizer solution to be better given the current training data size.
Performance on the out of domain dataset is encouragingly nearly as good as on SPMRL, suggesting our features are robust. This is especially
clear compared to UDPipe and yap, which degrade more substantially. A key advantage of the
present approach is its comparatively high precision. While other approaches have good recall, and yap approaches RFTokenizer on recall for
SPMRL, RFTokenizer’s reduction in spurious segmentations boosts its F-score substantially. To see
why, we examine some errors in the next section,
and perform feature ablations in the following one.

6

Error Analysis

Looking at the SPMRL data, RFTokenizer makes
relatively few errors, the large majority of which
belong to two classes: morphologically ambiguous cases with known vocabulary, as in (8), and
OOV items, as in (9). In (8), the sequence hqchi
could be either the noun katse ‘edge’ (single supertoken and sub-token), or a possessed noun kits.a
‘end of FEM-SG’ with a final clitic pronoun possessor (two sub-tokens). The super-token coincidentally begins a sentence “The end of a year ...”,
meaning that the preceding unit is the relatively
uninformative period, leaving little local context
for disambiguating the nouns, both of which could
be followed by šel ‘of’.
(8)

קצה של שנה
Gold:

hqc.h šl šnhi
[kits.a šel šana]
end.SG-F of year
“The end of a year”

Pred:

hqch šel šnhi
[katse šel šana]
edge of year
“An edge of a year”

A typical case of an OOV error can be seen in (9).
In this example, the lexicon is missing the name
hw’r’lhi ‘Varela’, but does contain a name h’r’lhi
‘Arela’. As a result, given the context of a preced-

ing name ‘Maria’, the tokenizer opts to recognize
a shorter proper name and assigns the letter ‘w’ to
be the word ‘and’.
(9)

. |מריה ואראלה
Gold:
hmryh w’r’lh .i
[mariya varela]
‘Maria Varela.’

Pred:
hmryh w.’r’lh .i
[mariya ve.arela]
‘Maria and Arela.’

To understand the reasons for RFTokenizer’s
higher precision compared to other tools, it is useful to consider errors which RFTokenizer succeeds
in avoiding, as in (10)-(11) (only a single boldfaced word is discussed in detail for space reasons; broader translations are given for context,
keeping Hebrew word order). In (10), RF and yap
both split w ‘and’ from the OOV item hbwrmwri
‘Barmore’ correctly. The next possible boundary,
‘b.w’, is locally unlikely, as a spelling ‘bw’ makes
a reading [bo] or [bu] likely, which is incompatible
with the segmentation. However, yap considers
global parsing likelihood, and the verb ‘run into’
takes the preposition b ‘in’. It segments the ‘b’
in the OOV item, a decision which RFTokenizer
avoids based on low local probabilities.
(10)

(11)

“ran into Campbell and Barmore”
RF:
yap:
hw.bwrmwri hw.b.wrmwri

“meanwhile continues the player, who returned to practice last week, to-train”
RF:
yap:
hlht’mni hl.ht’m.ni

In (11), RF leaves the medium frequency verb ‘to
train’ unsegmented. By contrast, yap considers the
complex sentence structure and long distance to
the fronted verb ‘continues’, and prefers a locally
very improbable segmentation into the preposition
l ‘to’, a noun ht’m ‘congruence’ and a 3rd person feminine plural possessive n: ‘to their congruence’. Such an analysis is not likely to be guessed
by a native speaker shown this word in isolation,
but becomes likelier in the context of evaluating
possible parse lattices with limited training data.
We speculate that lower reliance on complete
parses makes RFTokenizer more robust to errors,
since data for character-wise decisions is densely
attested. In some cases, as in (10), it is possible
to segment individual characters based on similarity to previously seen contexts, without requiring
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super-tokens to be segmentable using the lexicon.
This is especially important for partially correct
results, which affect recall, but not necessarily the
percentage of perfectly segmented super-tokens.
In Wiki5K we find more errors, degrading performance ≈0.7%. Domain differences in this data
lead not only to OOV items (esp. foreign names),
but also distributional and spelling differences.
In (12), heuristic segmentation based on a single character position backfires, and the tokenizer
over-zealously segments. This is due to neither the
place ‘Hartberg’, nor a hypothetical ‘Retberg’ being found in the lexicon, and the immediate context being uninformative surrounding commas.
(12)

7

,  הרטברג,
Gold:
hhrt.brgi
[hartberg]
‘Hartberg’

Pred:
hh.rt.brgi
[ha.retberg]
‘the Retberg’

Ablation tests

Table 3 gives an overview of the impact on performance when specific features are removed: the
entire lexicon, lexicon expansion, letter identity,
‘vowel’ features from Section 3.1, and both of the
latter. Performance is high even in ablation scenarios, though we keep in mind that baselines for
the task are high (e.g. ‘most frequent lookup’, the
UDPipe strategy, achieves close to 90%).
The results show the centrality of the lexicon:
removing lexicon lookup features degrades performance by about 3.5% perfect accuracy, or 5.5
F-score points. All other ablations impact performance by less than 1% or 1.5 F-score points. Expanding the lexicon using Wikipedia data offers
a contribution of 0.3–0.4 points, confirming the
original lexicon’s incompleteness.10
Looking more closely at the other features, it is
surprising that identity of the letters is not crucial,
as long as we have access to dictionary lookup using the letters. Nevertheless, removing letter identity impacts especially boundary recall, perhaps
10

An anonymous reviewer has asked whether the same resources from the NER dataset have been or could be made
available to the competing systems. Unfortunately it was
not possible to re-train yap using this data, since the lexicon
used by that system has a much more complex structure compared to the simple PROPN tags used in our approach (i.e. we
would need to codify much richer morphological information
for the added words). However the ablations show that even
without the expanded lexicon, RFTokenizer outperforms yap
by a large margin. For UDPipe no lexicon is used, so that this
issue does not arise.

SPMRL
FINAL
-expansion
-vowels
-letters
-letr-vowl
-lexicon
Wiki5K
FINAL
-expansion
-vowels
-letters
-letr-vowl
-lexicon

% perf

P

R

F

98.19
98.01
97.99
97.77
97.57
94.79

97.59
97.25
97.55
96.98
97.56
92.08

96.57
96.35
95.97
95.73
94.44
91.46

97.08
96.80
96.75
96.35
95.97
91.77

97.63
97.33
97.51
97.27
96.72
94.72

97.41
96.64
97.56
96.89
97.17
92.53

95.31
95.31
94.87
94.71
92.77
91.51

96.35
95.97
96.19
95.79
94.92
92.01

Table 3: Effects of removing features on performance,
ordered by descending F-score impact on SPMRL.

because some letters receive identical lookup values (e.g. single letter prepositions such as b ‘in’, l
‘to’) but have different segmentation likelihoods.
The ‘vowel’ features, though ostensibly redundant with letter identity, help a little, causing 0.33
SPMRL F-score point degradation if removed. A
cursory inspection of differences with and without vowel features indicates that adding them allows for stronger generalizations in segmenting affixes, especially clitic pronouns (e.g. if a noun is
attested with a ‘vocalic’ clitic like h ‘hers’, it generalizes better to unseen cases with w ‘his’). In
some cases, the features help identify phonotactically likely splits in a ‘vowel’ rich environment,
as in (13) with the sequence hhyyi which is segmented correctly in the +vowels setting.
(13)

Nהייתכ
+Vowels:

-Vowels:

hh.yytkni
hhyytkni
[ha.yitaxen]
QUEST.possible
‘is it possible?’
Removing both letter and vowel features essentially reduces the system to using only the surrounding POS labels. However since classification
is character-wise and a variety of common situations can nevertheless be memorized, performance
does not break down drastically. The impact on
Wiki5k is stronger, possibly because the necessary
memorization of familiar contexts is less effective
out of domain.
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8

Discussion

This paper presented a character-wise approach to
Hebrew segmentation, relying on a combination
of shallow surface features and windowed lexicon lookup features, encoded as categorical variables concatenating possible POS tags for each
window. Although the approach does not correspond to a manually created finite state morphology or a parsing-based approach, it can be conjectured that the sequence of possible POS tag combinations at each character position in a sequence
of words gives a similar type of information about
possible transitions at each potential boundary.
The character-wise approach turned out to be
comparatively robust, possibly thanks to the dense
training data available, when compared to the
smaller order of magnitude if data is interpreted
with each super-token, or even each sentence
forming a single observation. Nevertheless, there
are multiple limitations to the current approach.
Firstly, RFTokenizer does not reconstruct unexpressed articles. Although this is an important task
in Hebrew NLP, it can be argued that definiteness
annotation can be performed as part of morphological analysis after basic segmentation has been carried out. An advantage of this approach is that the
segmented data corresponds perfectly to the input
string, reducing processing efforts needed to keep
track of the mapping of raw and tokenized data.
Secondly, there is still room for improvement,
and it seems surprising that the DNN approach
with embeddings could not outperform the RF
approach. More training data is likely to make
DNN/RNN approaches more effective, similarly
to recent advances in tokenization for languages
such as Chinese (cf. Cai and Zhao 2016, though
we recognize Hebrew segmentation is much more
ambiguous, and embeddings are likely more useful for ideographic scripts).11 We are currently experimenting with word representations optimized
to the segmentation task, including using embeddings or Brown clusters grouping super-tokens
with different distributions. Finally, the frequency
11
During the review period of this paper, a paper by Shao
et al. (2018) appeared which nearly matches the performance
of yap on Hebrew segmentation using an RNN approach.
Achieving an F-score of 91.01 compared to yap’s score of
91.05, but on a dataset with slightly different splits, this system gives a good baseline for a tuned RNN-based system.
However comparing to RFTokenizer’s score of 97.08, it is
clear that while RNNs can also do well on the current task,
there is still a substantial gap compared to the windowed,
lexicon-based binary classification approach take here.

data obtained from Linzen (2009) is relatively
small (only 20K forms), and not error-free due to
automatic processing, meaning that extending this
data source may yield improvements as well.
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Abstract

either on its own (demonstrating differences between language varieties) or as a necessary step in
a larger application, for example, for inferring the
cognacy of these words or finding synchronic or
diachronic sound correspondences.
The use of similarities between the sound segments has been common in computational studies
of historical linguistics (Covington, 1996, 1998;
Kondrak, 2000; Kondrak and Hirst, 2002; Kondrak, 2003; List, 2012; Jäger, 2013; Jäger and
Sofroniev, 2016). These studies rely on scoring
functions most of which are based on the linguistic knowledge about the sound changes that typically occur across languages. Another trend shared
by all of the earlier studies is the use of a reduced alphabet for representing the sound segments. Even though the standard way to encode
sound sequences is the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), using a smaller set of symbols, such
as ASJP (Brown et al., 2013; Wichmann et al.,
2016), seem to help creating scoring functions that
are more useful for historical linguistics.
In the present study, we explore a number of
methods that learn vector representations for IPA
tokens from multi-lingual word-lists, either using
the words in a monolingual context or making use
of the fact that words represent the same concept
in different languages. We use a standard similarity metric over vectors (cosine similarity) for determining the similarities between the segments,
and, in turn, use these similarities for aligning IPAtranscribed sequences.
Besides providing a more principled method for
measuring distances, compared to only distance information, vector representations are more useful
for further analysis, and may yield better results in
other computational tasks relying on supervised or
unsupervised machine learning techniques. Vector representations for phonetic, phonological or
orthographic units have been used successfully in

This study explores a number of data-driven
vector representations of the IPA-encoded
sound segments for the purpose of sound
sequence alignment.
We test the alternative representations based on the alignment accuracy in the context of computational historical linguistics. We show that
the data-driven methods consistently do better than linguistically-motivated articulatoryacoustic features. The similarity scores obtained using the data-driven representations
in a monolingual context, however, performs
worse than the state-of-the-art distance (or similarity) scoring methods proposed in earlier
studies of computational historical linguistics.
We also show that adapting representations to
the task at hand improves the results, yielding
alignment accuracy comparable to the state of
the art methods.

1

Introduction

Most studies in computational linguistics or natural language processing treat the phonetic segments as categorical units, which prevents analyzing or exploiting the similarities or differences between these units. Alignment of sound sequences,
a crucial step in a number of different fields of inquiry, is one of the tasks that suffers if the segments
are treated as distinct symbols with no notion of
similarity. As a result, alignment algorithms commonly employed in practice (e.g., Needleman and
Wunsch, 1970) use a scoring function based on
similarity of the individual units.
The tasks that require or benefit from aligning
sequences are prevalent in computational linguistics, as well as relatively unrelated fields such as
bioinformatics. In this study, we focus on aligning phonetically transcribed parallel word lists in
the context of computational historical linguistics,
where alignment of sound sequences is interesting
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phon2vec embeddings are the well-known
word2vec method (Mikolov et al., 2013) applied
to IPA-encoded phonetic segments. The method
learns dense vector representations that maximize
the similarity of segments that appear in similar
contexts. As in original word2vec models, the
context is treated as a bag of words, ignoring the
relative position of each context element.

earlier research, e.g., for word segmentation (Ma
et al., 2016), transfer learning of named entity
recognition (Mortensen et al., 2016) and morphological inflection (Silfverberg et al., 2018).
We compare our methods to a one-hot-encoding
baseline (which is equivalent to symbolic representations), linguistically-motivated vectors, and
alignments produced using state-of-the-art scoring
methods. We compare the alignment performance
of these methods on a manually-annotated goldstandard corpus, using the same alignment algorithm and the same training data where applicable.

2

Position sensitive neural network embeddings
(NN embeddings) are obtained using a simple
feed-forward neural network architecture. Similar
to word2vec skip-gram method, the neural network
tries to predict the context of a word from the word
itself. The hidden layer representations are, then,
used as the representations for the word. Unlike
word2vec, however, the context is not treated as a
bag of phonetic segments. The position of the elements in the context is significant.

Methods

Our aim is to learn and use vector representations for the purposes of sound sequence alignment. Once we have vector representations, we
align the two sequences with Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm using the cosine similarity between the
phonetic vectors as the similarity function.
2.1

RNN embeddings are obtained using a
sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural network
(Cho et al., 2014). Given a pair of sequences, the
network encodes the first sequence into a vector
which is then decoded into an output sequence.
The first layer of the network is an embeddings
layer which converts the input categories to dense
vector representations with a smaller number of
dimensions. The network is trained to ‘translate’
words (as sequences of IPA tokens) between the
languages in the training set, while, in the process,
learning useful representations for IPA tokens.
Once the network is trained, we are interested in
the representations build for each IPA-token by
the embedding layer.
Unlike the other data-driven methods described
above, the RNN embeddings require, and make
use of, multi-lingual nature of the data. However,
crucially, the method does not require any explicit
alignment of the sequences in advance.

Baseline Representations

One-hot encoding is a common method for representing categorical data. Under one-hot encoding, given a vocabulary of N distinct segments,
each segment would be represented as a distinct binary vector of size N , such that exactly one of its
dimensions has value 1 and all other dimensions
have value 0. The method does not yield useful
distance measures as each segment is equidistant
from all the others. We use one-hot encoding as a
proxy for a purely symbolic baseline.
PHOIBLE Online is an ongoing project aiming
to compile a comprehensive database of the world
languages’ phonological inventories (Moran et al.,
2014). The project also maintains a table of phonological features, effectively mapping each segment
encountered in the database to a unique ternary
feature vector. Feature values are assigned based
on Hayes (2009) and Moisik and Esling (2011),
and indicate either the presence, absence, or nonapplicability of an articulatory-acoustic feature for
each IPA symbol. PHOIBLE feature vectors serve
as a linguistically-informed baseline.
2.2

2.3 State-of-the-art Scoring Functions
We compare the alignment performance of our
methods to two state-of-the-art scoring functions.
The first one, the sound-class-based phonetic
alignment (SCA, List, 2012) employs a set of
28 sound classes. It operates on IPA sequences
by converting the segments into their respective
sound classes, aligning the sound class tokens, and
then converting these back into IPA. The scoring
function is hand-crafted to reflect the perceived
probabilities of sound change transforming a segment of one class into a segment of another.

Data-driven Vector Representations

Our proposed methods include three data-driven
methods to learn vector representations for IPAencoded sound segments.
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We also compare our results with the alignments
obtained using the method proposed by Jäger
(2013), which uses the ASJP database (Wichmann
et al., 2016) to calculate the pairwise mutual information (PMI) scores for each pair of ASJP segments. The method starts with an initial alignment,
and re-aligns the corpus iteratively for obtaining
the final PMI-based scores. The method is datadriven, but heavily optimized for the task. Since
it does not work with IPA-encoded sequences, we
first convert the IPA sequences to ASJP alphabet,
and convert them back to IPA after alignment.1

3
3.1

not include cognacy information, the RNN embeddings are trained on the set of tokenised transcriptions of the word pairs constituting probable cognates — pairs in which the words belong to different languages, are linked to the same concept, and
have normalised Levenshtein distance lower than
0.5. We have also experimented with thresholds
of 0.4 and 0.6, but setting the cutoff at 0.5 yields
better-performing embeddings.
For each method, we run the respective model
with the Cartesian product of common values for
each hyperparameter, practically performing a random search of the hyperparameter space. The values we have experimented with, as well as the bestperforming combinations thereof, are summarized
in the Appendix. Note that the models are optimized for the respective prediction task they perform, not for good alignment performance.
The implementation is realized in the Python
programming language, and makes use of a number of libraries, including NumPy (Walt et al.,
2011), SciPy (Jones et al., 2001), scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010), and Keras (Chollet et al., 2015). The source
code used for the experiments reported here is publicly available.3

Experiments and Results
Data

In order to evaluate the performance of the methods put forward in the previous section, we use
the Benchmark Database for Phonetic Alignments
(BDPA, List and Prokić, 2014). The database contains 7198 aligned pairs of IPA sequences collected
from 12 source datasets, covering languages and
dialects from 6 language families (detailed information about the data set is provided in the Appendix). The database also features the small set
of 82 selected pairs used by Covington (1996) to
evaluate his method, encoded in IPA.
Our training data is sourced from
NorthEuraLex, a comprehensive lexicostatistical database that provides IPA-encoded lexical
data for languages of, primarily but not exclusively, Northern Eurasia (Dellert and Jäger, 2017).
At the time of writing the database covers 1016
concepts from 107 languages, resulting in 121 614
IPA transcriptions.
3.2

3.3 Evaluation
In order to quantify the methods’ performance, we
employ an intuitive evaluation scheme similar to
the one used by Kondrak and Hirst (2002): if, for
a given word pair, m is the number of alternative
gold-standard alignments and n is the number of
correctly predicted alignments, the score for that
n
pair would be m
. In the common word pair case of
a single gold-standard alignment and a single predicted alignment, the latter would yield 1 point if
it is correct and 0 points otherwise; partially correct alignment do not yield points. The percentage
scores are obtained by dividing the points by the
total number of pairs.

Experimental Setup

Obtaining vector representations with the
phon2vec and neural network methods involves
settings the models’ hyperparameters and training
on a data set of IPA sequences (or pairs thereof).
We tokenize the input sequences using an open
source Python package developed during this
study.2 The phon2vec and NN embeddings are
trained on the set of all tokenised transcriptions in
the training set. For training the RNN, we need
cognates, pairs of words in different languages that
share a common root. As our training set does

3.4 Results and Discussion
The alignment performance of our baselines, proposed methods, as well as PMI and SCA on the
BDPA data sets is summarized in Table 1.
The first point we would like to draw attention
to is that the one-hot encoding scores are consistently lower than those in the other columns. This
is expected because, unlike the other methods, one-

1
The IPA to ASJP conversion is lossy. However, the
alignments are not affected since the source IPA symbols are
known during ASJP to IPA conversion.
2
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ipatok.

3
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https://github.com/pavelsof/ipavec.

one-hot

phoible

phon2vec

nn

rnn

pmi

sca

Andean
Bai
Bulgarian
Dutch
French
Germanic
Japanese
Norwegian
Ob-Ugrian
Romance
Sinitic
Slavic

85.66
52.55
60.54
14.16
42.94
39.93
53.56
59.39
59.58
40.48
27.34
76.96

87.31
62.77
80.54
25.65
62.92
51.78
65.04
78.87
77.87
71.28
28.57
90.73

97.25
61.25
77.98
26.00
68.94
54.59
73.74
73.69
73.35
63.16
30.75
84.22

99.34
74.72
82.55
32.50
74.30
71.83
62.71
83.53
78.04
76.37
72.46
89.89

99.50
75.52
86.70
32.50
77.04
72.55
71.08
89.06
82.55
77.55
74.04
96.81

95.21
–
81.70
36.67
71.98
75.32
68.26
78.11
82.09
84.51
–
89.36

99.67
83.45
89.34
42.20
80.90
83.48
82.19
91.77
86.04
95.62
98.95
94.15

Global
Covington

51.83
60.61

66.64
82.42

66.99
80.18

75.88
82.52

78.45
82.52

77.36
87.80

84.84
90.24

Table 1: Scores, as percentage of total alignment pairs. Global scores does not include Covington. PMI method
does not handle tonal languages, and its global score is based on the non-tonal language groups.

hot encoding cannot represent the degree of phonetic similarity between IPA segments. Viewing
the one-hot encoding scores as a baseline, we conclude that the other methods’ distance measures do
indeed contribute to sequence alignment.
The PHOIBLE feature vectors are roughly on
par with the phon2vec embeddings, yielding better results than the NN embeddings on two of
the datasets (Japanese and Slavic), and are otherwise outperformed by the NN and the RNN embeddings, as well as PMI and SCA. Part of the
low performance of the PHOIBLE’s vectors can
be due to the fact that PHOIBLE does not provide feature vectors for all IPA segments in the
BDPA datasets. However, the similar performance
between PHOIBLE vectors and phon2vec and,
clearly better performance achieved by the NN embeddings indicates that we can learn (more) useful
linguistic generalizations in a data-driven manner.
Of the data-driven methods, phon2vec yields the
lowest scores, being outperformed by both neural network models in all datasets except Japanese.
Given that both the phon2vec and the NN embeddings are trained on the same data, the consistent
performance difference between phon2vec and NN
embeddings points to usefulness of to the sequential order of IPA segments. The better performance
of the RNN embeddings over other data driven
methods is not surprising, as they capture useful
information from the multi-lingual data set. Furthermore, the performance of RNN embeddings is
similar to the PMI method, yielding better results
in many data sets.
For all but the Slavic dataset, SCA yields higher
scores than other methods compared in this study.
The score differences exhibit considerable vari-

ance — from less than 1 percent point for the Andean dataset up to 26 percent points for the Sinitic
dataset. A possible explanation for this variance
is the fact that not all IPA segments found in
the benchmark datasets are found in the training
data. For example, NorthEuraLex includes a single
tonal language, Mandarin Chinese, and the models
cannot produce meaningful embeddings for most
of the tones encountered in the Sinitic and Bai
datasets. Arguably, a larger training dataset featuring a richer set of IPA segments would produce
better-performing embeddings.

4 Conclusion
In this study we have proposed, implemented, and
evaluated three methods for obtaining vector representations of IPA segments for the purposes of
pairwise IPA sequence alignment. Our method
outperforms a linguistically-informed baseline, as
well as a trivial one-hot representation, performs comparably to a state-of-the-art data driven
method. However, the performances of data driven
methods, including ours, seem to be behind a
linguistically-informed system, SCA. Nevertheless, the results of the data-driven methods are not
too far off the mark, and we believe that they could
be significantly improved by using larger and more
diverse training data, and better tuning of the datadriven methods. This constitutes one direction for
future experiments; another possibility is to train
and use embeddings specific to a particular language family or macro-area. Further investigation
is also needed with respect to comparing and evaluating the methods, especially in the context of a
larger application, such as cognacy identification
or phylogenetic inference.
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Abstract

example, ’centrality’ of certain topics in classical Japanese poetry, see (Maynard, 1994). We
do not make attempts to address high-level semantic structure, however one can add some kind
of pseudo-semantic rules to the model discussed
further, say via some mechanism in line with
(Ghazvininejad et al., 2016) or (Yi et al., 2017).
The importance of phonetics in poetical texts was
broadly discussed among Russian futuristic poets,
see (Kruchenykh, 1923). Several Russian linguistic circles and art groups (particularly OPOJAZ)
in the first quarter of 20th century were actively
discussing the concept of the abstruse language,
see (Shklovsky, 1919), stressing also that the form
of a poem, and especially its acoustic structure,
is a number one priority for the future of literature. In their recent paper (Blasi et al., 2016) have
challenged the broadly accepted idea that sound
and meaning are not interdependent: unrelated languages very often use (or avoid) the same sounds
for specific referents. In (He et al., 2016) and
(Ghannay et al., 2016) it was show that acoustic
word embeddings improve algorithm performance
on a number of NLP tasks. In line with these ideas,
one of the key features of the model that we discuss
below is its concatenated embedding that contains
information on the phonetics of every word preprocessed by a bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network alongside with its vectorized
semantic representation.
In (Tikhonov and Yamshchikov, 2018a) a model
for generation of texts resembling the writing style
of a particular author within the training data set
was proposed. In this paper we quantify the stylistic similarity of the generated texts and show the
importance of extension of the word embeddings
with phonetic information for the overall performance of the model. The proposed model might
also be applicable to prose, but diverse phonetic
structure of the poetry discussed above makes it

This paper addresses author-stylized text generation. Using a version of a language model
with extended phonetic and semantic embeddings for poetry generation we show that phonetics has comparable contribution to the overall model performance as the information on
the target author. Phonetic information is
shown to be important for English and Russian
language. Humans tend to attribute machine
generated texts to the target author.

1

Introduction

Generative models for natural languages and for
poetry specifically are discussed for more than
fifty years (Wheatley, 1965). Lamb et al. (2017)
provides a detailed overview of generative poetry techniques. This particular paper addresses
the issue of author stylized poetry (Tikhonov and
Yamshchikov, 2018a) and shows the importance
of phonetics for the author-stylized poetry generation.
The structure of the poem can vary across different languages starting with highly specific and
distinct structures of Chinese poems (Zhang et al.,
2017) and finishing with poems where formal
structure hardly exists, e.g. American poetry of
the twentieth century (say, the lyrics of Charles
Bukowski) or so-called white poems in Russian.
The structure and standards of poems can depend
on various factors primarily phonetic in thier nature. In the broadest sense, rhymes in a classical western sonnet, a structure of a Persian ruba’i,
a sequence of tones in a Chinese quatrain or a
structure within rap bars could be expressed as
a set of phonetic rules based on a certain understanding of expressiveness and euphony shared
across a given culture or, sometimes, an artistic
community. Some cultures and styles also have
particular semantic limitations or ’standards’, for
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better suited for the purposes of this paper. Also,
since one would like to incorporated human judgement of the generated text and measure how well
a human reader can attribute generated text to the
target author, poetry seems preferable to prose for
its stylistic expressiveness.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
(1) we propose an LSTM with extended phonetic
and semantic embeddings and quantify the quality
of the obtained stylized poems both subjectively
through a survey and objectively with BLEU metrics; (2) we show that phonetic information plays
key role in a author-stylized poetry generation (3)
we demonstrate that the proposed approach works
in a multilingual setting, providing examples in
English and in Russian.

2

a specifically trained classifier. In (Guu et al.,
2017) it is shown that an existent human-written
source used to control the saliency of the output
can significantly improve the quality of the resulting texts. Generative models on the other hand
often do not have such input and have to generate stylized texts from scratch, like in (Ficler and
Goldberg, 2017).

3 Model
We use an LSTM-based language model that predicts the wn+1 word based on w1 , ..., wn previous inputs and some other parameters of the modeled sequence. A schematic picture of the model is
shown in Figure 1, document information projections obtained as a matrix multiplication of document embedding on a projection matrix the dimensionality of which differs according to the target
dimensionality of a projection are highlighted with
blue arrows. An LSTM with 1152-dimensional input and 512-dimensional state.

Related work

In (Lipton et al., 2015), (Kiddon et al., 2016), (Lebret et al., 2016), (Radford et al., 2017), (Tang
et al., 2016), (Hu et al., 2017) a number of RNNbased generative or generative adversarial models for controlled text generation are developed.
These papers took content and semantics of the
output into consideration, yet did not work with the
style of the generated texts. In (Li et al., 2016) the
authors focused on the speaker consistency in a dialogue. In (Sutskever et al., 2011) and in (Graves,
2013) it is demonstrated that a character-based recurrent neural network with gated connections or
LSTM networks respectively can generate texts
that resemble news or Wikipedia articles. Chinese classical poetry due to its diverse and deeply
studied structure is addressed in (He et al., 2012),
(Yi et al., 2017), (Yan, 2016), (Yan et al., 2016),
or (Zhang et al., 2017). In (Ghazvininejad et al.,
2016) an algorithm generates a poem in line with a
user-defined topic in (Potash et al., 2015) stylized
rap lyrics are generated with LSTM trained on a
rap poetry corpus.
There is a diverse understanding of literary style
that lately became obvious due to the growing attention to the problems of automated style transfer.
For a brief overview of the state-of-the-art style
transfer problem see (Tikhonov and Yamshchikov,
2018b). Style is sometimes regarded as a sentiment of a text (see (Shen et al., 2017) or (Li et al.,
2018)), it’s politeness (Sennrich et al., 2016) or
style of the time (see (Hughes et al., 2012)). In (Fu
et al., 2017) authors generalize these ideas measuring the success of a particular style aspect with

Figure 1: The scheme of the language model used.
Document information projections are highlighted with
blue arrows. The projections on a state space of the corresponding dimension is achieved with simple matrix
multiplication of document embeddings.

Figure 2 shows a concatenated word representation of the model. The representation includes
a 512-dimensional projection of a concatenated
author and document embeddings at every step
and two 128-dimensional vectors corresponding
to finals states of two bidirectional LSTMs. The
first LSTM works with a char-representation of
the word and the second one uses phonemes of
the International Phonetic Alphabet1 , employing
an heuristics to transcribe words into phonemes.
A somewhat similar idea, but with convolutional
neural networks rather than with LSTMs, was pro1
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English
Russian

N. of
documents
110000
330000

Size of
vocab.
165000
400000

N. of
authors
19000
1700

Size

Joseph Brodsky, Egor Letov and Zemfira Ramazanova).
The model produces results of comparable quality for both languages, so in order to make this paper shorter, we further address generative poems in
English only and provide the experimental results
for Russian in the Appendix. We want to emphasize that we do not see any excessive difficulties
in implementation of the proposed model for other
languages for which one can form a training corpus
and provide a phonetically transcribed vocabulary.
Table 3 shows some generated stylized poetry
examples. The model captures syntactic characteristics of the author (note the double negation in the
first and the last line of Neuro-marley) alongside
with the vocabulary (’burden’, ’darkness’, ’fears’
could be subjectively associated with gothic lyrics
of Poe, whereas ’sunshine’, ’fun’, ’fighting every
rule’ could be associated with positive yet rebellious reggae music). Author-specific vocabulary
can technically imply specific phonetics that characterizes a given author, however this implication
is not self evident and generally speaking does not
have to hold. As we demonstrate later, phonetics
does, indeed, contribute to the author stylization
significantly.

150 Mb
140 Mb

Table 1: Parameters of the training datasets.

Shakespeare
Carroll
Marley
MUSE

N. of
words
10 218
19 632
22 504
7 031

Pushkin
Esenin
Letov
Zemfira

N. of
words
226 001
73 070
29 766
23 099

Table 2: Number of words in the training datasets for
human-peer tested lyrics.

posed in (Jozefowicz et al., 2016).

5 Experiments
In (Tikhonov and Yamshchikov, 2018a) the detailed description of the experiments is provided
alongside with a new metric for automated stylization quality estimation — sample cross entropy. In
this submission we specifically address the results
that deal with the phonetics of the generated texts.

Figure 2: Concatenated word representation.

4

Datasets

5.1 BLEU

Two proprietary datasets of English and Russian
poetry were used for training. All punctuation
was deleted, every character was transferred to a
lower case. No other preprocessing was made.
The datasets sizes can be found in Table 2. This
allowed to have approximately 330 000 verses in
train dataset and another 10 000 verses forming a
test dataset for Russian poetry. For English poetry
train data consisted of 360 000 verses with approximately 40 000 verses forming the test data.
The model was trained for English (William
Shakespeare, Edgar Allan Poe, Lewis Carroll, Oscar Wilde and Bob Marley as well as lyrics of
the American band Nirvana and UK band Muse)
and Russian (Alexander Pushkin, Sergey Esenin,

BLEU is a metric estimating the correspondence
between a machine’s output and that of a human
and is usually mentioned in the context of machine
translation. We suggest to adopt it for the task of
stylized text generation in the following way: a
random starting line is sampled out of the humanwritten poems and initializes the generation. Generative model ’finishes’ the poem generating thee
ending lines of the quatrain. Then one calculates
BLEU between three actual lines that finished the
human-written quatrain starting with a given first
line and lines generated by the model when initialized with the same human-written line.
Table 4 shows BLEU calculated on the validation dataset for the plain vanilla LSTM, LSTM
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Neuro-Poe
her beautiful eyes were bright
this day is a burden of tears
the darkness of the night
our dreams of hope and fears

Neuro-Marley
don t you know you ain t no fool
you r gonna make some fun
but she s fighting every rule
ain t no sunshine when she s gone

Table 3: Examples of the generated stylized quatrains. The punctuation is omitted since it was omitted in the
training dataset.

with author information support but without bidirectional LSTMs for phonemes and characters included in the embeddings and the full model. The
uniform random and weighted random give baselines to compare the model to.
Model G(Ai )
Uniform Random
Weighted Random
Vanilla LSTM
Author LSTM
Full model

methodology. It is important to note that the generated pieces for tests were human-filtered for mistakes, such as demonstrated in Table 6, whereas
the automated metrics mentioned above were estimated on the whole sample of generated texts without any human-filtering.
Looking at Table 5 one can see the model has
achieved good results in author stylization. Indeed
the participants recognized Shakespeare more than
46% of the times (almost 2.5 times more often than
compared with a random choice) and did slightly
worse in their recognition of Bob Marley (40%
of cases) and MUSE (39% of cases, still 2 times
higher than a random choice). This shows that
the human-written quatrains were, indeed, recognizable and the participants were fluent enough in
the target language to attribute given texts to the
correct author. At the same time, people were
’tricked’ into believing that the text generated by
the model was actually written by a target author
in 37% of cases for Neuro-Shakespeare, 47% for
Neuro-Marley, and 34% for Neuro-MUSE, respectively. Somehow, Lewis Carroll turned out to be
less recognizable and was recognized in the survey
only in 20% of cases (corresponds to a purely random guess). The subjective underperformance of
the model on this author can therefore be explained
with the difficulty experienced by the participants
in determining his authorship.
Combining the results in Table 4 with the results
of the survey shown in Table 5 one could conclude
that phonetic structure of lyrics has impact on the
correct author attribution of the stylized content.
This impact is usually not acknowledged by a human reader but is highlighted with the proposed
experiment.

BLEU
0.35%
24.7%
29.0%
29.3% (+1% to vanilla LSTM)
29.5% (+1.7% to vanilla LSTM)

Table 4: BLEU for uniform and weighted random random sampling, vanilla LSTM, LSTM with author embeddings but without phonetics, and for the full model.
Phonetics is estimated to be almost as important for the
task of stylization as the information on the target author.

Table 4 shows that extended phonetic embeddings play significant role in the overall quality
of the generated stylized output. It is important
to mention that phonetics in an implicit characteristic of an author and the training dataset (in
line with the definition of style in (Tikhonov and
Yamshchikov, 2018b)), humans do not have qualitative insights into phonetic of Wilde or Cobain,
yet the information on it turns out to be important
for the style attribution.
5.2

Survey data

Two quatrains from William Shakespeare, Lewis
Carroll, Bob Marley and MUSE band were sampled. They were accompanied by two quatrains
generated by the model conditioned on those four
authors respectively. One hundred and forty fluent English-speakers were asked to read all 16 quatrains in randomized order and choose one option
out of five offered for each quatrain, i.e. the author of this verse is William Shakespeare, Lewis
Carroll, Bob Marley, MUSE or an Artificial Neural Network. The summary of the obtained results
is shown in Table 5. Analogous results but for Russian language could be seen in Appendix in Table
8 alongside with more detailed description of the

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed a problem of
author-stylized text generation. It has been shown
that the extending word embeddings with phonetic
information has a comparable impact on the BLEU
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Model G(Ai ) or author
Neuro-Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Neuro-Carroll
Carroll
Neuro-Marley
Marley
Neuro-MUSE
MUSE

Shakespeare
0.37∗
0.46∗
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.15
0.09
0.03

Carroll
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.2∗∗
0.01
0.05
0
0.05

Marley
0.05
0.04
0.26∗∗
0.14
0.47∗
0.4∗
0.12
0.28∗∗

MUSE
0.14
0.07
0.18
0.11
0.2
0.1
0.34∗∗
0.39∗

LSTM
0.3∗∗
0.3∗∗
0.41∗
0.32∗
0.29∗∗
0.24∗∗
0.39∗
0.2

Table 5: Results of a survey with 140 respondents. Shares of each out of 5 different answers given by people when
reading an exempt of a poetic text by the author stated in the first column. The two biggest values in each row are
marked with * and ** and a bold typeface.

of the generative model as the information on the
authors of the text. It was also shown that, when
faced with an author with a recognizable style (an
author who is recognized approximately two times
more frequently than at random), humans mistakenly recognize the output of the proposed generative model for the target author as often as they correctly attribute original texts to the author in question. The experiments were carried out in English
and in Russian and there are no obvious obstacles
for the application of the same approach to other
languages.
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Table 7 lists some subjectively cherry-picked especially successful examples of the system outputs
both for English and for Russian language. Since
text is generated line by line and verses are obtained through random rhyme or rhythm filtering
several types of serendipitous events occur. They
can be broadly classified into four different types:

Problem
broken
syntax
’rare’ word
brakes
the line
pronouns
’entangle’
sentences
don’t end
nonsense

English
N euro − M U SE :
every step inside on our faces
that i would stop my self going crazy
N euro − Shakespeare :
o ho de profundis she says i am on her
N euro − Shakespeare :
thou here shalt be and thine
who will have to my grave
N euro − M use :
at night i lay waiting for a
N euro − Shakespeare :
do many a fair honour best of make or lose

Russain
N euro − Zemf ira :
ты слышишь я слышу
шаги мои в душу дрожи
N euro − Letov :
иду гляжу в окно гляжу
мне вслед на небо
N euro − Zemf ira :
тебе ли ты ль за
N euro − Brodsky :
двух четырех десять лет за углом
N euro − Lenov :
ооооио

Table 6: Examples of several recurring types of mistakes that occur within generated lyrics.

text were chosen randomly out of the data for the
given author. The generated verses were obtained
through line-by-line automated rhyme and rhythm
heuristic filtering. Since LSTMs are not perfect
in text generation and tend to have clear problems
illustrated in Table 6 we additionally filtered generative texts leaving the verses that do not contain
obvious mistakes described above. Each of the 16
questions consisted of a text (in lower case with
a stripped-off punctuation) and a multiple choice
options listing five authors, namely, four human
authors and an artificial neural network. Respondents were informed that they are to distinguish
human- and machine-written texts. The correct answers were not shown to the respondents. Table 5
shows the results of the survey for English texts
and Table 8 for Russian ones. Higher values in every row correspond to the options that were more
popular among the respondents, when they were
presented with the text written by the author listed
in the first column of the table.

• Wording of the verse that fits into the style of
the target author;
• Pseudo-plot that is perceived by the reader
due to a coincidental cross-reference between
two lines;
• Pseudo-metaphor that is perceived by the
reader due to a coincidental cross-reference
between two lines;
• Sentiment and emotional ambience that correspond to the subjective perception of the
target author.

B

Survey design

The surveys were designed identically for English
and Russian languages. We have recruited the respondents via social media, the only prerequisite
was fluency in the target language. Respondents
were asked to determine an authorship for 16 different 4-line verses. The verses for human-written
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Serendipity
peculiar
wording
apophenic
plot
apophenic
metaphor
peculiar
sentiment

English
N euro − Shakespeare :
a sense i may not comprehend
of whom i had not to defend
N euro − M arley :
oh lord i know how long i d burn
take it and push it it s your turn
N euro − Carroll :
your laugh is bright with eyes that gleam
that might have seen a sudden dream
N euro − M use :
i am the man of this universe
i remember i still am a curse

Russain
N euro − P ushkin :
во славу вакха или тьмы
мы гордо пировали
N euro − Esenin :
ты под солнцем стоишь и в порфире
как в шелку беззаботно горишь
N euro − Zemf ira :
ветер в голове
с красной тенью шепчется
N euro − Letov :
только в ушах отражается даль
только белая смерть превращается в ад

Table 7: Cherry-picked examples of generated lyrics after either rhyme or rhythm filtering illustrating typical
serendipities.

Model G(Ai ) or author
Neuro-Pushkin
Pushkin
Neuro-Esenin
Esenin
Neuro-Letov
Letov
Neuro-Zemfira
Zemfira

Pushkin
0.31∗∗
0.62∗
0.02
0.06
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Esenin
0.22
0.11
0.61∗
0.56∗
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.02

Letov
0.02
0.03
0.08
0.07
0.40∗∗
0.61∗
0.13
0.08

Zemfira
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.4∗∗
0.58∗

LSTM
0.44∗
0.23∗∗
0.29∗∗
0.29∗∗
0.51∗
0.35∗∗
0.41∗
0.31∗∗

Table 8: Results of a survey with 178 respondents. Shares of each out of 5 different answers given by people when
reading an exempt of a poetic text by the author stated in the first column. The two biggest values in each row are
marked with * and ** and a bold typeface.
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Abstract

would be a good index of productivity. However,
the type count correlates poorly with human intuitions about productivity and with the number
of OOV words found in test sets (Baayen and
Lieber, 1991; Baayen and Renouf, 1996; Anshen
and Aronoff, 1999). Working with corpora that are
small by current standards, corpus linguists in the
1990s observed that the number of hapax legomena (or hapaxes) that contain a given morpheme is
a much better predictor (Baayen and Lieber, 1991;
Baayen and Renouf, 1996). This finding is argued
to follow from assumptions about the cognitive
system that make Good-Turing smoothing applicable, which we explain in the following section.
This paper systematically explores hapax
counts as an indicator of productivity for a set
of 133 morphemes that meet objective inclusion
criteria for a much larger corpus than was used
previously. This is the August 2013 download
of Wikipedia that has 1.24 billion word tokens.
We address several questions: Is the measure successful when exercised at a larger scale? Are the
simplifying assumptions put forward to justify the
measure valid? What does the behaviour of the
measure tell us about the lexical system? We address these questions with numerical experiments.
We define “pseudohapax” sets as sets of words
in the full corpus that would be expected to occur exactly once in five nominal corpora having
sizes used in classic studies. We explore how
well the pseudohapax sets predict the distribution of morphemes amongst extremely rare words.
We also downsample the corpus to create hapax
sets from subcorpora matching the nominal corpus sizes. This approach allows us to separate the
influence of several factors: sparse sampling, variation across morphological families in the shape
of the rank-frequency distribution, and the actual
frequencies of words that appear as hapaxes in corpora of classic size.

Quantifying and predicting morphological
productivity is a long-standing challenge in
corpus linguistics and psycholinguistics. The
same challenge reappears in natural language
processing in the context of handling words
that were not seen in the training set (out-ofvocabulary, or OOV, words). Prior research
showed that a good indicator of the productivity of a morpheme is the number of words
involving it that occur exactly once (the hapax legomena). A technical connection was
adduced between this result and Good-Turing
smoothing, which assigns probability mass to
unseen events on the basis of the simplifying
assumption that word frequencies are stationary. In a large-scale study of 133 affixes in
Wikipedia, we develop evidence that success
in fact depends on tapping the frequency range
in which the assumptions of Good-Turing are
violated.

1

Introduction

The productivity of a morpheme is understood as
the extent to which a language uses it actively in
novel combinations. This vexed concept has multiple interpretations, of which two will concern
us here. One views productivity as the cognitive propensity to create a new word involving a
morpheme. The other infers productivity from the
likelihood that new word types with a morpheme
will be found when a corpus is expanded. The two
can differ because the likelihood of finding a word
depends not only on its creation, but also on the
extent to which the word is learned and reused
by others, and ultimately noted by an observer.
One might suppose that a morpheme found in
many different combinations would be more flexible in entering into novel ones, as in the rationale
for Witten-Bell smoothing, (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000); if so, the type count of the morpheme
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2

Hapax Legomena and smoothing

yield different P ∗ values for the same affix, providing the grist for post-hoc interpretation as in
Plagg et al. (1999). In interpreting our results, we
will also be concerned with the possibility of variability across speakers, which is of similar magnitude (Altmann et al., 2011).

Hapax counts are advanced as an indicator of
productivity in Baayen & Lieber (1991). The
article describes as “large” the 18-million word
Cobuild corpus (Renouf, 1987) on which the study
was based. Hay and Baayen (2002) used the
same corpus. The indicator has been widely
used for more than 25 years (Baayen and Renouf, 1996; Chitashvili and Baayen, 1993; Plag
et al., 1999; Popescu and Altmann, 2008; Kenny,
2014; Aronoff and Lindsay, 2014; Stump, 2017,
in press). Several different measures can be defined from the hapax count. Of particular interest
is the hapax percentage P ∗ (the percentage of all
hapaxes that contain the morpheme). Using P ∗,
the number of unseen word types with any given
morpheme is estimated as proportional to its representation amongst the hapaxes, and this supports
predictions about the distributions of morphemes
in OOV sets much bigger than the hapax sets.
A justification for the hapax-based measures is
proposed in Baayen & Renouf (1996) and Hay
and Baayen (2002). They assume that the text
meets the assumptions for Good-Turing smoothing: each word is produced with a constant probability, or put differently, the word frequencies are
stationary and the text results from a Poisson process (Church and Gale, 1991). They also assume
that the hapaxes are so rare that they are very
likely to have been created on the spot. Integrating these assumptions, the idea is that the probability of creating a rare word form like zeitgeist+y
or post+Sumerian is constant and based on the
mental representation of the parts. The hapax set
is by definition a subset of the word types with
a morpheme, but nonetheless supports better predictions. The authors suggest the hapax measure
works well because it eliminates complex words
that are not decomposed during lexical access, and
therefore do not contribute to productivity. Our
numerical experiments were designed to include
only words that are decomposable.
It is well-known that word frequencies fluctuate
with the topic of discussion. Such deviations from
a Poisson process provide the foundation for modern document retrieval algorithms (Sparck Jones,
1972; Church and Gale, 1995). The effects can be
as large as orders of magnitude in frequency, and
impact all parts of speech, although the impact on
proper nouns is generally greatest (Church, 2000;
Altmann et al., 2009). Different corpora can thus

3

Materials

In selecting our materials, one goal was to compare all morphemes that met objective inclusion
criteria (as opposed to using subjective judgment
to make a selection). The inclusion criteria were
designed to identify morphemes that are reasonably familiar and that are reliably identifiable
within complex words with a minimum of false
positives. We considered words to be potentially
decomposable into Prefix+Stem or Stem+Suffix if
removing the affix yielded a stem that also occurs
independently as a word of higher frequency. This
criterion is needed to eliminate many spurious decompositions, such as season = sea+son, as well
as words that are probably not decomposed into
their parts in lexical processing (Hay, 2001). To
select the target affixes, we began by considering
all 184,499 words in Wikipedia that occur at least
100 times. Initial and final substrings of three or
more letters were considered as potential affixes.
The selected affixes occurred at least 50 times in
the candidate list, and we also required that removing them reliably yield a valid stem. 68 prefixes and 65 suffixes met the criteria. The total
set excludes many productive morphemes that coincidentally occur in many simplex words. It includes many true prefixes and suffixes, including
combinations such as +ingly, +ization, +ers. Justification for treating these as units can be found in
Stump (2017; in press). It also includes words that
are used productively in compounding; the distinction between derivational morphology and compounding is a fuzzy one (Bauer, 2005). Detailed
inclusion criteria and descriptive statistics, and a
complete word list, are in the supplement (posted
on the first author’s web site).
Our outcome measure for productivity is the
type frequencies for each morpheme family in the
“far tail” of the distribution, defined as the set of
words occurring 2 to 11 times. As is common in
work on very large corpora, forms occurring only
once are not considered because of problematic
text normalization artifacts. The upper cutoff of
11 was selected to provide a large test set of words
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MOST
LEAST
MOST
LEAST

Prefix
non+
anti+
sub+
post+
north+
fore+
south+
second+
Suffix
+ers
+man
+based
+like
+ful
+water
+american
+shire

Example
non-threat
anti-badware
subcritical
post-vulgate
northlands
forebrain
southback
second-degree
Example
adopters
beckman
rock-based
garlic-like
needful
floodwater
austral-american
dorsetshire

Types
11360
4933
3520
2854
428
410
400
365
Types
6881
6639
6169
5518
430
399
335
246

Size
0.25%
0.5%
1.0%
2.0%
4.0%

PTypes
5734
8463
12709
19051
29131

DB
8
5
2
1
0

HTypes
8196
11769
16550
22886
30650

Table 2: Banding scheme for five conditions, expressed as a percentage of the total corpus size. Frequency band for the pseudohapaxes (PBand), total
number of pseudohapax types containing any of the
prefixes or suffixes (PTypes), number of down-bands
available before reaching the far tail (DB). Average
number of hapaxes (HTypes).

pseudohapax band but are simply shifted downwards in the frequency range by an integer multiple of the size of that band. Table 2 summarizes
the banding scheme.
For the 4.0% condition, there is no down-band,
because the pseudohapax band falls just above the
far tail. It is also important to look at the set of
words with higher frequencies than the pseudohapaxes. In this ”up-band” we include all words up
to the most frequent; the size of the up-band is always within 15% of the size of the pseudohapax
set. It is never possible to define more than one
up-band from each set of pseudohapaxes.
A real hapax set corresponding to one of our
nominal sizes would have only a sparse sample of
the pseudohapaxes, but would also include words
of higher and lower frequency. For each of the
five pseudohapax bands, we simulate a real hapax
set by taking a random sample of sentences in the
corpus and collating the hapaxes. For each corpus
size, 10 different subcorpora were created. If the
hapax set happened to include words from the far
tail, these were removed from the far tail for testing.

Table 1: Prefixes and suffixes having the most and
least types in the far tail. Total types in the dataset.

with low frequencies (under 0.01 per million) that
would be novel to many or most readers. The test
set provides a much stronger mirror of underlying
productivity than modest extensions of small corpora could. The far tail contains 129,714 complex
word types that are relevant, in that they begin or
end in one of the target affixes, and can be parsed
into the affix plus a stem. Table 1 shows the most
and least productive morphemes, as indicated by
their counts in the far tail.

4

PBand
[200,600]
[100,300]
[50, 150]
[25,75]
[12, 37]

Frequency bands

We frame the calculations by considering nominal
corpus sizes of 0.25%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, 4.0% of
the actual corpus size. Compared to classic corpus
sizes, these range from rather small (3M words) to
rather large (50M words). For each size, we take
the “pseudohapaxes” to be words whose expected
frequency in the nominal corpus would be 1.0, taking rounding into account. For example, for the
1.0% condition, the band is centered on words occurring 100 times. The 4.0% condition provides
the largest possible pseudohapax set that has no
overlap with the far tail (the test set).
The number of pseudohapaxes grows with the
nominal corpus size. To evaluate the importance
of sample size versus the absolute location in
the frequency range, we also define down-bands,
which have the same number of word types as a

5

Evaluating predictions

We use ordinary least squares regression (OLS)
to predict the logarithm of type count for each
morpheme in the tail as a function of the logarithm of type count in a pseudohapax band, treating prefixes and suffixes separately. To ensure that
the observations are robust, we use a hold-one-out
method. Each prefix (or suffix) is held out and the
remaining prefixes (or suffixes) are used to predict its value. We make the same calculation for
all conditions, all down-bands and up-bands, and
all hapax sets. Predicted R2 values are adjusted
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as described in Draper et al. (1998), yielding the
2
measure R̄pred
.
Table 3 summarizes the regression parameters.
The slope is close to 1.0 for all fits (and closes in
on 1.0 as the nominal corpus size increases), while
the intercept varies. This means that the number of
types in the far tail is approximately proportional
to the number of types in the pseudohapax or hapax set, with the proportion decreasing as the nominal corpus size increases.
2
Figure 1 shows the results for R̄pred
. For all
conditions, the prediction from the pseudohapax
band is better than the prediction from the upband. Attempting predictions from words with
frequencies over 600 (leftmost points in the figure)
2
yields poor R̄pred
values of 0.4 and below. The
pseudohapax bands for the 2.0%, and 4.0% condi2
tions provide very good predictions with R̄pred
>
0.85. This outcome is not chiefly due to the large
size of these two pseudohapax sets. Predictions
are nearly as good from the down-bands falling in
the same frequency range. Figure 1 also shows results for the same calculation for the hapax sets;
2
the reported R̄pred
averages over the results for
the 10 subcorpora of each size. For the smallest corpora, the prediction from the hapax set is
better than the prediction from the corresponding
pseudohapax set. The hapax set is dominated by
rare words, because lexical rank-frequency distributions are heavy-tailed. The median word frequency for the 0.25% case is 88 (or 0.07 per million). As we go towards larger corpora, the difference between the hapax value and the pseudohapax value dwindles.

6

2
Figure 1: R̄pred
for using type counts of the affixes
in the indicated band to predict type counts in the far
tail. The pseudohapax set for each condition is indicated with an enlarged plotting character. The hapax
set for each condition is indicated with a filled plotting
character.

If a frequency spectrum obeyed a power law (as
proposed by Zipf) it would appear as a straight
line on a log-log plot. All curves are concave
downwards, as typically observed (Baayen, 2001).
There are marked differences in how the spectra
roll off. Words with frequencies above 600 (0.5
per million) provide little information about productivity, and two of the most productive suffixes
(+like, +related) still have not pulled out of the
bottom group by 600. The slope around 100 is,
however, very indicative of the slope around 10.
With a frequency of 88, the median hapax in
the 0.25% case has a rank of 187,474 in the rankfrequency distribution for the entire Wikipedia vocabulary (not shown). This number can be interpreted in the light of results on adult vocabularies. Based on a large crowdsourcing experiment,
Brysbaert et al. (2016) estimate that a 60-yearold at the 95th percentile of vocabulary knowledge
knows 56,400 lemmas, or 95,880 words including
inflected forms. Thus, it seems that unlikely that
even such a person knows all of the hapaxes. Brysbaert et al. (2016) however omit proper names. So
it is also relevant to consider “alphabetic words”,
which are words spelled with alphabetic characters regardless of their morphological status. Brys-

Interpretation

No matter whether the sample is obtained as a hapax set or a pseudohapax set, success in predicting word types in the far tail depends on having
a sample that is dominated by rare words. Psycholinguists view words with frequencies of 1 to
3 per million as low-frequency words, as in Carreiras et al. (2006), but a median of 0.07 per mil2
lion was needed to achieve R̄pred
> 0.8. Why did
this outcome occur? Figure 2 sheds light on this
question. It shows a frequency-rank distribution
on a log-log scale for the 5 most productive, and
the 5 least productive, suffixes as measured by the
count of word types in the far tail. This is a rotation of a Zipfian rank-frequency distribution, with
a separate sub-lexicon for each morpheme.
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Pseudohapaxes
Hapaxes

Size
0.25%
0.5%
1.0%
2.0%
4.0%
0.25%
0.5%
1.0%
2.0%
4.0%

Mean
0.92
1.03
1.05
1.03
1.01
1.05
1.06
1.04
1.03
1.01

Slope
Min
0.78 +based
0.90, +based
0.93 +based
0.95 +like
0.96 +based
0.95 +like
0.96 +like
0.96 +like
0.96 +based
0.96 +based

Max
1.05 over+
1.15 wiki+
1.15 side+
1.10 second+
1.06 home+
1.16 self+
1.15 side+
1.11 news+
1.11 non+
1.06 head+

Mean
3.32
2.53
2.06
1.73
1.41
2.49
2.06
1.78
1.45
1.20

Intercept
Min
2.96 over+
2.15 wiki+
1.69 side+
1.50 second+
1.22 home+
2.14 home+
1.68 side+
1.49 news+
1.09 non+
0.99 +ful

Max
3.70 +based
2.92 +based
2.47 +based
1.99 +like
1.60 +based
2.78 non+
2.42 +like
2.11 +like
1.76 +based
1.43 +based

Table 3: Summary of regression parameters. For minimum and maximum values, the indicated affix is the one
that was held out.

While this may be true for some words, it appears highly implausible for others. This frequency range includes many words that are not
fully transparent and that recur many times within
individual articles on specialized topics. Technical
terms like interaural (audiology), piquette (oenology), demand-side (economics) are prototypical
examples of words with non-stationary probabilities (Church and Gale, 1995; Curran and Osborne,
2002). For proper names, the suffix +ville is 17
times as productive as the suffix +shire. Given
that Wikipedia asks all articles to be supported by
secondary sources, few if any proper names would
have been created on the spot.

Figure 2: Frequency-rank distributions (on a log-log
scale) for the most and least productive suffixes. Far
tail to the right of the solid line at 11. 0.25% up-band
to the left of the dashed line at 600. A comparable plot
for prefixes is similar.

We have seen that the hapaxes in a random sample of merely 3M words succeeded well in predicting the morphological profile in the tail of a corpus 400 times larger. The success seems to have
occurred because the hapaxes provided a good
slice of rare words that are not known to everyone, and that were not necessarily created on the
spot. Pseudohapax sets that obtained a slice of
similarly rare words worked just as well. Why
are such rare words better indicators of productivity than more frequent words, even when these
have been -filtered to be decomposable, as in this
study? Possibly, rare words have a higher impact
in ongoing learning of morphology because they
are unexpected and salient. An alternative possibility brings in a social component. Different
groups of editors in Wikipedia work on different
topics. They may extend the morphological patterns that typify their field and distinguish it from
other fields. In future research, we will evaluate
such possibilities.

baert et al. (2016) apply the model fits in Gerlach
& Altmann (2013) to estimate the number of distinct alphabetic words that a person has encountered, as a function of the total hours spent reading in their lifetime. For the Wikipedia editors,
who had a median age of 25 in 2010 (Glott et al.,
2010), reading 8 hours a day from age 5 yields a
median estimated exposure to 146,000 alphabetic
word types, which is still fewer than the median
hapax rank. In short, the success of a hapax set
as a predictor for words in the far tail depends on
having words that are too rare to be known by everyone, and are therefore not constant in frequency
across speakers.
We now consider the assumption that each
word in the 0.25% hapax set was independently
(and repeatedly) created with some probability.
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Abstract

and ditransitive constructions still require deeper
understanding, as pointed out by Biondi (2012).
We present the first finite-state morphological
analyzer for SK, capable of performing POS tagging as well as morpheme segmentation and categorization. In order to impulse the development of
downstream applications and corpora annotation,
the tool is freely available1 under the GPL license.

We present a fairly complete morphological
analyzer for Shipibo-Konibo, a low-resourced
native language spoken in the Amazonian region of Peru. We resort to the robustness of
finite-state systems in order to model the complex morphosyntax of the language. Evaluation over raw corpora shows promising coverage of grammatical phenomena, limited only
by the scarce lexicon. We make this tool freely
available so as to aid the production of annotated corpora and impulse further research in
native languages of Peru.

1

2

Related Work

The development of freely available basic language tools has proven to be of utmost importance for the development of downstream applications for native languages with low resources.
Finite-state morphology systems constitute one
type of such basic tools. Besides downstream
applications, they are essential for the construction of annotated corpora, and consequently, for
development of other tools. Such is the case
of Quechua, a native language spoken in South
America, for which the robust system developed
by (Rios, 2010) paved the way to the proposal of a
standard written system for the language (Acosta
et al., 2013) and impulsed work in parsing, machine translation (Rios, 2016), and speech recognition (Zevallos and Camacho, 2018).
Initial research regarding SK has centered
in the development of manual annotation tools
(Mercado-Gonzales et al., 2018), lexical database
creation (Valencia et al., 2018), Spanish-SK parallel corpora creation and initial machine translation experiments (Galarreta et al., 2017). Related to our line of research, work by PereiraNoriega et al. (2017) addresses lemmatization
but not morphological categorization. Alva and
Oncevay-Marcos (2017) presents initial experiments on spell-checking using proximity of morphemes and syllable patterns extracted from anno-

Introduction

Linguistic and language technology research on
Peruvian native languages have experienced a revival in the last few years. The academic effort
was accompanied by an ambitious long term initiative driven by the Peruvian government. This
initiative has the objective of systematically documenting as many native languages as possible
for preservation purposes (Acosta et al., 2013).
So far, writing systems and standardization have
been proposed for 19 language families and 47
languages.
In this paper, we focus on Shipibo-Konibo
(henceforth, SK), also known in the literature as
Shipibo or Shipibo-Conibo. SK is a member of
the Panoan language family. This family is a wellestablished linguistic group of the South American Lowlands, alonside Arawak, Tupian, Cariban,
and others. Currently, circa 28 Panoan languages
are spoken in Western Amazonia in the regions between Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil. Nowadays, Shipibo is spoken by nearly 30,000 people mainly located in Peruvian lands.
The morphosyntax of SK in extensively analyzed by Valenzuela (2003). However, several
phenomena such as discourse coherence marking

1
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3.2

tated corpora.
In this work, we take into account the morphotactics of all word categories and possible morpheme variations attested by Valenzuela (2003).
We explored and included as many exceptions as
found in the limited annotated corpora to which
we got access. Hence, the tool presented is robust
enough to leverage current efforts in the creation
of basic language technologies for SK.

3

Grammatical cases are always marked as suffixes,
except for a couple of exceptions. SK exhibits
a fairly rigid ergative-absolutive case-marking
system. The ergative case is always marked,
whereas the absolutive case is only marked on
non-emphatic pronouns. All other grammatical
cases are marked, except the vocative case. The
vocative case is constructed by shifting the stress
of a noun to the last syllable.

Shipibo-Konibo Morphosyntax

3.3

In terms of a syntactic profile, SK is a (mainly)
post-positional and agglutinating language with
highly synthetic verbal morphology, and a basic
but quite flexible agent-object-verb (AOV) word
order in transitive constructions and subject-verb
(SV) order in intransitive ones, as summarized by
(Fleck, 2013).
SK usually exhibits a biunique relationship between form and function, and in most cases morpheme boundaries are easily identifiable. It is
common to have unmarked nominal and adjectival
roots, and few instances of stem changes and suppletion are documented by (Valenzuela, 2003). In
addition, the verb may carry one or more deicticdirective, adverb type suffixes, in what can be described as a polysynthetic tendency.
In addition, SK presents a rare instance of syntactic ergativity in an otherwise morphologically
ergative but syntactically accusative language.
We proceed to comment about the most salient
morpho-syntactic features relevant to the morphotactics argumentation in section 4.2. The examples
presented in this section were taken from Valenzuela (2003).
3.1

Case Marking

Participant Agreement

Certain adverbs, phrases, and clauses are semantically oriented towards one core participant or
controller and receive a marking in accordance
with the syntactic function this participant plays,
namely subject (S) of a intransitive verb, agent (A)
of a transitive verb, or object (O) of a transitive
construction. This feature can be analyzed as a
type of split-ergativity which might be exclusive
to Panoan languages. The following example illustrates this phenomena for the adjunct bochiki:
high up in S, O, and A orientation (ONOM refers
to onomatopeic words).
(1) S orientation
Bochiki-ra e-a
oxa-i
up:S-Ev 1-Abs sleep-Inc
“I sleep high up (e.g., in a higher area inside
the house).”
(2) O orientation
E-n-ra yami kentı́ bochiki a-ke
1-Erg-Ev metal pot:Abs up:O do.T-Cmpl
“I placed the metal pot high up.” (only the pot
is high up)
(3) A orientation
E-n-ra
yami kentı́
bochiki-xon
1-Erg-Ev metal pot:Abs up-A
tan
tan
a-ke.
ONOM ONOM do.T-Cmpl
“I hit the metal pot (being) high up.” (I am
high up with the pot)

Expression of Argument

Verb arguments are expressed through free lexical case-marked nominals, with no co-referential
pronominal marking on the verb or auxiliary. That
is, verbs and auxiliaries are not marked to agree
with 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person of the subject or agent.
Instead, verbs are marked to indicate that the action was carried out by the same participant of the
previous clause or by another one. We explain this
phenomena in section 3.4.
Omission of required subject and object is normally understood as zero third person singular
form. There are no systematic morpho-syntactic
means of distinguishing direct from indirect objects, or primary versus secondary objects.

3.4

Clause-Chaining and Switch-Reference
System

Chained clauses present only one clause with fully
finite verb inflection while the rest of them carry
same- or switch-reference marking. Referencemarked clauses are strictly verb-final, carry no obvious nominalizing morphology and may precede,
follow, or be embedded in their matrix clause.
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Second position clitics are attached to the main
clause in the sentence, and they encode evidentiality (+Ev:ra; +Hsy:ronki, ki; e.g. it is said that ...),
reported speech (e.g. he says/said that ...), interrogative focus (+Int:ki,rin; +Em:bi), and dubitative voice.
Less-fixed clitics mark the specific element they
are attached to, instead of the whole clause. These
are endo-clitics, i.e. they can take any position
other than the last morpheme slot in a construction. In this category we can find adverbial, adjectival, and dubitative suffixes.

Same-reference markers encode transitivity status of the matrix verb, co-referentiality or non coreferentiality of participant, and relative temporal
or logical order of the two events. This is because most same-subject markers are identical to
the participant agreement morphemes and hence
correlate with the subject (S) or agent (A) function
played by their controller in the matrix clause. The
following example shows three chained clauses.
Notice that the matrix verb is chew, and the subordinated clause’s verbs carry the marker xon to indicate that the action was performed by the same
agent prior to the action described in the main
clause (PSSA: previous event, same subject, A orientation).
[ [ Jawen tapon
bi-xon ] kobin-a-xon ]
Pos3 root:Abs get-PSSA boil-do.T-PSSA
naka-kati-kan-ai.
chew-Pst4-Pl-Inc
“After getting its (i.e., a plant’s) root and boiling
it, they chewed it.”
Same- or switch- reference marking may also
be used to encode different types of discourse
(dis)continuity.
3.5

4

The analyzer was implemented using the Foma
(Hulden, 2009) toolkit, following the extensive
morphological description provided by Valenzuela
(2003). Besides segmenting and tagging all morphemes in a word form, the analyzer also categorizes the root and the final token in order to account for any sequence of derivational processes.
The analysis is of the form
[POS] root[POS.root] morpheme[+Tag] ...
and it is illustrated with an example in Table 1.
The complete list of abbreviations and symbols
used for morphological tagging can be found in
the Appendix A of (Valenzuela, 2003). Language
specific POS tagset was mapped to the Universal
Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016) v2 POS tagset.2
In the remaining of this section we provide a
thorough explanation of the production rules for
the main POS categories and the comment on the
limitations of the analyzer.

Pronouns and Split-Ergativity

The personal pronoun system in SK is composed
of 6 basic forms corresponding to the combinations of three person (1,2,3) and two number (singular and plural) distinctions. SK does not differentiate gender or inclusive vs exclusive first person
plural. There are no honorific pronouns either.
The ergative-absolutive alignment is used in
all types of constructions, except for reflexive
pronoun constructions. Reflexive pronouns are
marked with the suffix -n when referring to both
A and S arguments, but remain unmarked when
referring to an O argument. Hence, reflexive pronouns constructions clearly present a nominativeaccusative alignment.
3.5.1

Morphological Analyzer

4.1

The Lexicon

The lexicon was obtained from manually annotated corpus and a digitalized thesaurus kindly
provided by the Artificial Intelligence Research
Lab of the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru
(GIPIAA-PUCP). The annotated corpus was built
from folk tales documents and it consists of 12,250
tokens and 2,915 types. The thesaurus provides
dictionary entries for 6,750 types.
The extensive work of (Valenzuela, 2003) provides a systematic encoding of morpho-syntactic
information for SK. Similar guidelines were followed to design the encoding for Quechua (Rios,
2016), another agglutinative, ergative-absolutive

Clitics

All clitics in SK are enclitics, i.e. they always
function as suffixes, but most of them encode
clause level features in which case they are attached to the last element of the phrase or clause
they are modifying. SK clitics are categorized into
case markers, less-fixed clitics and second position
clitics, as proposed by Valenzuela (2003).
Case markers are attached to noun phrases preceding mood and evidentiality markers in its last
constituent word.

2
http://universaldependencies.org/u/
pos/
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Token
Isábora
noyai

Translation
the birds
are flying

Analysis
[NOUN] isá[NRoot] bo[+Pl] ra[+Ev]
[VERB] noy[VRoot.I] ai[+Inc]

Table 1: Example of analysis produced.

UPOS
NOUN
VERB
ADJ
ADV
PROPN
PRON
NUM
SCONJ
CCONJ
AUX
DET
ADP
INTJ
PART

Thesaurus
2557
2284
601
223
24
46
-

Annotated corpus
719
578
107
112
112
36
6
2
3
2
28
19
15
9

4.2

Morphotactics

Although SK presents a predominantly suffixed
morphology, there exists a closed list of prefixes,
almost all being body part derivatives shortened
from the original noun (e.g. ’head’ mapo → ma).
These prefixes can be added to nouns, verbs, and
adjectives to provide a locative signal.
4.2.1

Nouns

Nominal roots can occur in a bare form without
any additional morphology or carry the following
morphemes.
• Body part prefix (+Pref), to indicate location
in the body.
• Plural marker (+Pl:bo), meaning more than
one. Dual number distinction is not made in
nouns, but in verbs.

Table 2: Number of roots per POS, for each lexicon
source.

• N-marker and other case markers. The suffix -n can mark the ergative (+Erg), genitive (+Gen), and interessive (+Intrss, to denote interest), and instrumental (+Inst) cases.
Other marked cases in SK include absolutive (+Abs:a), dative (+Dat:ki), locative
(+Loc:me,ke), allative (+All:n,nko), ablative
(+Abl:a), and chezative (+Chez:iba). The
allative case always follows a locative case
marker, both of them presenting several allomorphs.

native language widely spoken in Peru and South
America.
The annotated corpus, however, was not annotated following this encoding, and further manual annotation was required. With the help of
a digitalized dictionary and an affix thesaurus
we manually resolved the mappings and correspondences using the—now widely accepted—
morphosyntactic encoding.
The following example illustrates the annotation. The first row shows the raw segmentation
of the tokens; the second row, the original annotation (Clit stands for clitic, VS stands for verbal
suffix); the third row, the new annotation following the morphosyntactic tagset proposed by Valenzuela (2003).

• Participant agreement marker (+S:x), to indicate the subject of a transitive verb.
• Distributive marker (+Distr:tibi), produces
quantifier phrases, e.g. day+Distr > every
day.

Shoko-res
oxa-[a]i
/ pi-ai.
a.little.bit-Clit
sleep-VS
eat-VS
a.little.bit-just
sleep-Inc
eat-Inc
‘I’m gonna sleep / eat just a little bit.’

• Adjectival markers , such as diminutive
(+Dim:shoko), deprecatory (+Deprec:isi),
legitimate
(+Good:kon,
+Bad:koma),
proprietive (+Prop:ya) and privative
(+Priv:oma,nto).

Table 2 presents the number of roots per UD
POS category for each lexicon source, for a total
of 8,658 roots.

• Adverbial markers.
• Postpositional markers.
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4.2.3 Verbs
Verbal morphology presents by far the most complex morphotactics in SK, allowing up to 3 prefixes and 18 suffixes following a relatively strict
order of precedence, as follows.

• Second position clitics, exclusively the focus
emphasizer (+Foc:kan).
It is worth mentioning that only the first plural
morpheme has precedence over the others suffixes,
and clitics are required to be last. Plural, cases,
and adverbial markers can occur multiple times.
There is no gender marking in SK. Instead, the
words for woman (ainbo) and man (benbo) are
used as noun modifiers. Consider the example
Tı́ta-shoko-bicho-ra oxa-ai
mom:Abs-Dim-Adv-Ev sleep-Inc
‘Mommy sleeps alone.’
The diminutive shoko is denoting affection instead of size. Notice that the adverbial suffix bicho
would have to be constructed as a separate adjunct
in English and it is attached to the noun, not the
verb.

• Prefixes related to body parts, providing locative information about the action.
• Plural marker (+Pl:kan).
• Up to 2 valency-changing suffixes, depending whether we are increasing or decreasing
transitivity, whether the root is transitive or
intransitive, or whether the root is bisyllabic
or not.
• Interrogative intensifier (+Intens:shaman), to
bring focus on the action in a question.

Derived Nominals Verbal roots can be nominalized by adding the suffix -ti or past participle suffixes a, ai. Zero nominalization is only possible
over a closed set of verbs, e.g. shinan- ‘to think, to
remember / mind, thinking’.
On the other hand, adverbial expressions and
adjectives may function as nominals and take the
corresponding morphology directly without requiring any overt derivation.

• Desiderative marker (+Des:kas), to indicate
that the clause is desiderative (e.g. I want to
V).
• Negative marker (+Neg:yama).
• Deictive-directive markers are identical or
similar to motion verbs and encode a
movement-action sequence, e.g. V-ina → ’go
up the river and V’.

4.2.2 Adjectives and Quantifiers
Adjectival roots can optionally bear the following
morphemes.

• Adverbial suffixes, depending whether the
verb is marked as plural or not. Here in this
slot we find the suffix bekon that indicates
dual action.

• Negative (+Neg:ma), to encode the opposite
feature of an adjective.

• Habitual marker (+Hab:pao), to encode that
the action is done as a habit.

• Diminutive (+Dim:shoko),
deprecatory
(+Deprec:isi), intensifier (+Intens:yora).

• Tense markers.

• Adverbial markers.

• Adjectival (+Dim:shoko; +Deprec:isi; +Intens:yora) and adverbial suffixes.

• Interrogative clitics (+Int:ki,rin; +Em:bi).

• Preventive marker (+Prev:na), to express
warning, a situation to be prevented.

Derived Adjectives Nominal roots can be adjectivized when adding proprietive (+Prop:ya) or
privative (+Priv:oma,nto) markers, e.g. bene-ya
[husband+Prop] → married (woman).
In regards to verbs, participial tense-marked
verbs can function as adjectives. Transitive verbs
and a closed set of intransitive verbs can take an
agentive suffix (+Agtz:mis,yosma,kas) to express
one who always does that action.
As with nominalization, adverbs take zero morphology to function as adjectives.

• Final markers, including participial and reference markers depending whether the verb
is finite or non-finite in the clause. Reference
markers encode agreement with the agent or
subject of the clause (S vs A agreement),
whether it is even the same agent and the
point in time the action was carried out.
• All second position clitics.
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(5) O orientation
Jawerano-a-ki
mi-n paranta
be-a
where:Abl-O-Int 2-Erg banana:Abs bringPp2
‘From where did you bring banana?’

Verbal roots must always bear either a tense
marker or at least one final marker. All other suffixes are optional. The following example illustrates how the deictive-directive marker can encode a whole subordinated clause.
Sani betan Tume bewa-kan-inat-pacho-ai
Sani and Tume sing-Pl-go.up.the.river-Adv-Inc
‘Sani and Tume always sing while going up the
river.’

(6) A orientation
Jawerano-xon-ki epa-n
pi-ai
where-A-Int
uncle-Erg eat-Pp1
‘Where is uncle eating?’

Derived Verbs Nominal roots are turned into
transitive verbs by adding the causativizer
+Caus:n. The auxiliary marker +Aux:ak can be
added to nominal, adjectival, and adverbial roots
to form transitive verbs.

Interrogative pronouns how, how much, how
many are marked only for participant agreement
using an ergative-absolutive distribution (+S:x,
+A:xon). In addition, all interrogative pronouns
can take interrogative, focus, and emphasis clitics.
Demonstrative roots can function both as pronouns and determiners. In the first case, they bear
all proper pronoun morphology. In the second
case, they can only bear the Plural nominal marker
+Pl:bo.

4.2.4 Pronouns
Personal pronouns can bear the following suffixes.
• Ergative (+Erg:n) and absolutive (+Abs:a)
case marker. This last one is only used on
singular forms and first person plural.

4.2.5

• Chezative (+Chez:iba), dative (+Dat:ki), and
comitative (+Com:be) case markers.

Adverbs

Adverbs can be suffixed with evidential clitics.
However, whenever an adverb is modifying an adjective, it takes participant agreement morphology
(+S:x,ax,i; +A:xon) in order to agree with the syntactic function of the noun the adjective is modifying.
Adverbial roots can also function as suffixes and
be attached to nouns, verbs, adjectives, and even
other adverbial roots.

• Post-positional suffixes.
• Interrogative and evidential clitics.
The ergative case construction also renders possessive modifiers, with the exception of the first
and third singular form, which have a different
form with no marking. Possessive pronouns are
formed by adding the nominalizer +Nmlz:a to possessive modifiers.
Emphatic pronouns present the marker +S:x
when agreeing with the S argument and no marker
when agreeing with the A argument. Special attention was taken for the third person singular pronoun ja-, which presents a tripartite distribution:
ja-n-bi-x for S, ja-n-bi for A, ja-bi for O.
Interrogative pronouns who, what, where can be
marked for ergative, absolutive, genitive, chezative, and comitative cases. The participant agreement suffix for these pronouns presents a tripartite distribution: +S:x, +O:o, +A:xon for S, O,
A agreement, respectively. The following example illustrates the behavior of pronoun jawerano:
where.

Derived Adverbs Adverbs can be derived from
demonstrative roots by adding locative case markers depending of the proximity of the entity being referred to. Adjectival roots function as adverbs by receiving the +Advz:n morpheme. Nouns
and quantifier roots take the locative case marker
+Loc:ki in order to form adverbs.
4.3

Postpositions

There are only 20 postpositional roots in SK, all of
them can take second position clitics. In the same
fashion as adverbial roots, postpositional roots can
also function as suffixes. Adverbial roots can
function as postpositions by taking the locative
marker sequence +Loc: ain-ko.
4.3.1

(4) S orientation
Jawerano-a-x-ki mi-a jo-a
where:Abl-S-Int 2-Abs come-Pp2
‘From where did you come?’

Conjunctions

All conjunction roots take participant agreement
markers (+S:x, +A:xon), except coordinating conjunctions betan (and) and itan (and, or). These
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4.4

markers encode inter or intra-clausal participant
agreement, often used as discourse discontinuity
flags.
Subordinating conjunctions can take the following morphemes.

Limitations

The analyzer processes token by token without
considering context, restricting it from discarding hypothesis based on fairly rigid constructions,
e.g. future tense with auxiliary verbs, modal verbs,
nominal compounds, among others.
There exist a group of morphemes that present
multiple possible functions in the same position
of the construction template. Hence, they can be
mapped to more than one morphological tag. Consider the case suffix -n in the following example.
The square brackets indicate that even though -n
is attached to nonti, it acts as a phrase suffix that
modifies the whole phrase (you canoe).
E-n [ mi-n nonti]-n yomera-i
ka-ai
1-Erg 2-Gen canoe-Ins get.fish-SSSS go-Inc
“I am going to fish with your canoe.”
In this case, the analyzer outputs all possible tag combinations, such as +Erg:ergativo,
+Inst:intrumental,
+Gen:genitive,
+Intrss:interessive, and +All:allative. Other suffixes
with this kind of behavior are completive aspect
suffixes and past tense suffixes in verbs. Disambiguation of these morphemes requires knowledge
of the syntactic function of the word in the clause.
Such sentence level disambiguation is out of the
scope of the analyzer.

• Locative, ablative, and similitive (+Siml:ska)
case markers.
• Completive aspect markers, also found as
participials in verbs at the final slot.
• Reference agreement mark +P:ke, to encode
discourse continuity.
• Second position clitics.
In the following example, we analyze the behavior of the conjunction root ja.
(7) Ja-tian jawen bene ka-a ik-á
that-Temp Pos3 husband:Abs go-Pp2 be-Pp2
iki jato onan-ma-i ...
AUX 3p:Abs know-Caus-SSSI ...
‘By that moment her husband had gone to
teach them (i.e. the Shipibo men) ...’
(8) Jo-xon jis-á-ronki ik-á iki
come-PSSA notice-Pp2-Hsy be-Pp2 AUX

5

Inka Ainbo wini wini-i.
Inka woman:Abs cry cry-SSSI

Evaluation

We evaluate the robustness of our analyzer by testing the coverage of word forms. A coverage per
type of 94.99% was achieved for the training data
(annotated corpus + thesaurus). A closer look into
the remaining non-recognized types revealed that
in all cases they contain an already covered root
or affix but with different diacritization. This is to
be expected since the only diacritization rules existent for SHK were proposed recently by Valenzuela (2003) and the text the annotated data was
based in was written way before the proposal of
the diacritization rules.
Table 3 shows type and token coverage over raw
text not used during development. These corpora
span several domains such as the bible, educational material, legal domain, and folk tales. This
last domain—same as the domain of the annotated
corpus—has the highest coverage.
As expected, the lowest coverage is obtained
over the legal domain, a specialized domain with
complex grammatical constructions and specialized vocabulary. For example, legal documents

‘When (he) returned, he saw the Inka Woman
crying and crying.’
(9) Ja-tian jawen bene-n raté-xon
3-Temp Pos3 husband-Erg scare:Mid-PSSA
yokat-a iki: “Jawe-kopı́-ki mi-a wini-ai?”
ask-Pp2 AUX why-Int 2-Abs cry-Inc
“Then her husband got scared and asked
(her): ‘Why are you crying?’”
While the first instance of jatian in (9) coincides with the introduction in subject function of
the male Inka and hence with a change of subject,
the second instance in (11) does not. In fact, the
subjects in (10) and (11) have the same referent,
but jatian is used to indicate a switch from narrative to direct quote in the chain. Note that in (11)
the subject ‘her husband’ is overtly stated so that
the hearer does not misinterpret jatian as indicating a change in subject.
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Subset
Bible - New Testament
Elementary School Books
Kindergarten Text Material
Constitution of Peru
Folk tales
Total

Number of Words
Tokens
Types
210,828 20,504
31,127
4,395
15,912
2,581
12,319
2,645
10,934
2,737
281,120 28,133

Coverage (%)
Tokens Types
79.11 49.49
76.59 45.12
76.90 55.29
70.83 40.57
94.38 85.42
78.93 47.12

Table 3: Coverage on corpora from different domains of raw corpora.

Error type
Alternative spelling
Proper nouns
Common nouns
Other OOV
Foreign word

Count
43
20
4
25
8

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a robust and fairly complete (in morphotactics, not in lexicon) finite-state morphological analyzer for Shipibo-Konibo, a low-resourced
native language from Peru. The analyzer is capable of performing morphological segmentation
and categorization, as well as part-of-speech tagging of the root and the whole final token.
Experiments over corpora from different domains show promising coverage given the limited root lexicon available. We performed a thorough analysis of errors over unrecognized words,
finding that our analyzer cannot recognize certain obsolete constructions and spellings found in
Biblical text, which was written centuries ago.
However, for modern day Shipibo-Konibo in nonspecialized domains (e.g. legal domain) the tool
is quite robust and covers production rules for all
word categories.
The work presented in this paper is part of a
greater effort to provide the research community
with basic language tools that would aid in the
construction of treebanks. Future paths considered
include the mapping of morphological tags into
morphological features defined in Universal Dependencies 3 , sentence-level tag disambiguation
and parsing, among others.

Table 4: Error analysis of the 100 most frequent unanalyzed word types in raw corpora.

must be precise about semantic roles of the participants, information partially encoded through morphology in SK.
In contrast, educational material for kindergarten level presents the second highest coverage, quite possibly because only basic grammatical constructions are used at this level of education.
Error Analysis: We further analyze the unrecognized words in the raw corpora. We manually categorize the 100 most frequent unrecognized word types, as shown in Table 4. It can be
noted that the most common error is due to alternative spelling of the final word form, mostly due
to the absence—or presence—of diacritics or due
to the presence of an unknown allomorph. Most of
the errors of this kind can be traced back to tokens
in the Bible domain. The Bible was translated to
SK in the 17th century and it has remained almost
intact since then. Hence, some constructions are
considered nowadays ungrammatical (e.g. a verb
must always carry either a participant agreement
suffix or a tense suffix) or some suffixes are obsolete (e.g. the n-form +Erg:sen; the infinitive form
+Inf:ati).
Furthermore, the high presence of OOV words
other than nouns or proper nouns is an indicative
that the root lexicon upon the analyzer is based is
still limited and far more entries are needed.
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Abstract

Second, the different existing tools do not all
provide the same kind of information, which often led researchers to improvise extensions to accommodate their downstream task needs. One
example is the phonological representation mappings that Biadsy et al. (2009) devised on top of
the MADA disambiguation system (Habash et al.,
2009) instead of using Elixir-FM (Smrž, 2007),
which already included phonology. This is partially because Elixir-FM was not connected to a
disambiguation system. Another example is the
work by Habash et al. (2009) to provide generation capability on top of the BAMA (Buckwalter,
2002) algorithm and databases because BAMA,
which was used to annotate the PATB, was analysis focused, unlike the finite-state solutions to Arabic morphology (Beesley et al., 1989).
Third, many of the existing tools have different use requirements (operating system, programming language, etc.), and some have no easy-touse APIs.
In this paper, we introduce CALIMAStar ,1
a very rich Arabic morphological analyzer and
generator that includes functional features, builtin tokenization, phonological representation, and
numerous other features. CALIMAStar comes
with a fast engine that can be easily integrated
into other systems, and an easy-to-use web interface. CALIMAStar also supports morphological reinflection. While in this paper we focus
on MSA only for the database discussion, the engine itself is independent of the variant choice.
CALIMAStar will be made publicly available as
part of a large suite of tools to support research on
Arabic natural language processing (NLP).2

We introduce CALIMAStar , a very rich Arabic morphological analyzer and generator that
provides functional and form-based morphological features as well as built-in tokenization, phonological representation, lexical rationality and much more. This tool includes
a fast engine that can be easily integrated into
other systems, as well as an easy-to-use API
and a web interface. CALIMAStar also supports morphological reinflection. We evaluate
CALIMAStar against four commonly used analyzers for Arabic in terms of speed and morphological content.

1

Introduction

Work on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) morphological modeling has been ongoing for the
past thirty years resulting in many resources with
high degrees of accuracy for analysis, generation, and tokenization (Beesley et al., 1989; AlSughaiyer and Al-Kharashi, 2004; Habash, 2010;
Pasha et al., 2014; Abdelali et al., 2016). These
previous efforts addressed many of the important
challenges of Arabic morphology such as its high
degree of ambiguity resulting from optional diacritization and templatic morphemes. However,
while there are several commonly used systems for
Arabic morphology, we observe that there are still
some unresolved challenges.
First, some aspects of Arabic’s rich morphology
are not fully or consistently modeled. Examples
include the discrepancy between form and function (in gender, number, case and state) as well as
the rationality feature. The commonly used Penn
Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004)
and Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer
(BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2002) do not model nominal functional features or rationality. Some previous attempts did not cover all these phenomena or
focused on limited data sets (Smrž, 2007; Alkuhlani and Habash, 2011).

1



In Arabic, éÒÊ¿ /kalima/ means ‘word’. We follow and
extend the naming convention from Habash et al. (2012) who
developed CALIMAEGY , and Khalifa et al. (2017) who developed CALIMAGLF . The Star designation in CALIMAStar
is intended to eventually represent all Arabic variants (MSA
and dialects), and all possible features.
2
http://resources.camel-lab.com/.
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2

Related Work

Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) extended part of
the PATB to include functional gender and number, and rationality, but did not cover the entire
database used by BAMA or SAMA. ElixirFM
(Smrž, 2007) includes functional gender and number, as well as full case and state modeling, but
not rationality. ElixirFM, MAGEAD (Altantawy
et al., 2010; Habash and Rambow, 2006) and
AlKhalil Morpho Sys (Boudlal et al., 2010; Boudchiche et al., 2017) include roots, with varying degrees of accuracy. ElixirFM includes phonological
forms; but ALMOR does not. However, Biadsy
et al. (2009) presented orthography-to-phonology
rules that can be used on automatically diacritized
text to generate pronunciation dictionaries.
Our goal is to make all these features be built-in
as part of our CALIMAStar databases, and to fill
in any gaps that were left by other efforts.

In this section, we discuss previous work on
Arabic morphological analysis and generation in
terms of (a) algorithms and representations, (b)
morphological knowledge, and (c) morphological
disambiguation and tokenization. Table 1 compares the features supported by CALIMAStar and
a number of analyzers discussed below.
2.1

Algorithms and Representations

There are a number of dimensions over which solutions to Arabic morphology modeling have varied (Beesley et al., 1989; Beesley, 1996; Habash
and Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007; Altantawy et al.,
2010, 2011). One important aspect is the degree of explicitness of representing morphological
rules and their interactions. Some approaches use
very abstract and linguistically rich representations and rules to derive surface forms of the words
(Beesley et al., 1989; Beesley, 1996; Habash and
Rambow, 2006; Smrž, 2007). Other approaches
pre-compile representations of the different components needed by the system: BAMA (Buckwalter, 2002), SAMA (Graff et al., 2009), and
ALMORGEANA (ALMOR for short) (Habash,
2007) are examples of such systems. They use
a six-table representation consisting of three lexical tables (for prefixes, suffixes, and stems), and
three compatibility tables (prefix-suffix, prefixstem, and stem-suffix). Altantawy et al. (2011)
described a method to bridge between these two
types of solutions. The type of representation
used naturally needs to synchronize with the appropriate algorithms for analysis and generation.
CALIMAStar is of the second category (tabulated
pre-compiled solutions), and it builds on the popularly used BAMA, SAMA, and ALMOR morphological analyzers.
2.2

2.3

Analysis, Disambiguation and
Tokenization

We distinguish between analysis and disambiguation: analysis refers to identifying all of the different readings (analyses) of a word out of context;
while disambiguation is about identifying the specific analysis in context. Tokenization is the process of segmenting a word into different units for
downstream applications. There are many possible tokenization schemes and techniques to apply
them (Habash and Sadat, 2006). The tokenized
form of a word varies depending on the specific
analysis of the word. Systems such as MADA
(Habash et al., 2009), AMIRA (Diab et al., 2004),
and MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) handle disambiguation and tokenization differently. Both
MADA and MADAMIRA disambiguate the analyses that are produced by a morphological analyzer. The chosen analyses are then used to tokenize the words using morphological regeneration. AMIRA, on the other hand, has a different
two step process in which a toeknization component is followed by part-of-speech (POS) tagging.
The FARASA system (Abdelali et al., 2016)
relies on probabilistic models of stems, prefixes,
and suffixes, instead of using context information to produce high tokenization accuracy. YAMAMA (Khalifa et al., 2016) is a MADAMIRAlike (analysis/disambiguation) system that disambiguates using a maximum likelihood model inspired by FARASA.
CALIMAStar is primarily an out-of-context

Morphological Knowledge

Previous efforts show a wide range for the depth
that morphological analyzers can produce. Some
efforts include very shallow analyses such as
in the Temple Translator’s Workstation Project
(Vanni and Zajac, 1996) which only provided English glossing. Others include a range of formbased features, functional features, and morpheme
forms, in addition to lexical features (Buckwalter,
2002; Smrž, 2007; Boudlal et al., 2010; Alkuhlani
and Habash, 2011; Boudchiche et al., 2017).
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BAMA SAMA ALMOR MAGEAD ElixirFM AlKhalil CALIMAStar
Functional Gender and Number
7
7
7
partial
partial
partial
3
Case and State Modeling
partial
partial
partial
3
3
partial
3
Rationality
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
Roots and Patterns
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
Phonological Representation
7
7
7
3
3
7
3
Number of Tokenization Schemes
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
Number of POS Tag Sets
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
Out-of-Context Probabilities
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
Functionalities
Analysis Analysis Analysis Analysis Resolution Analysis
Analysis
Generation Inflection
Generation
Derivation
Reinfletion
Lookup

Table 1: A comparison of the different features in a number of morphological tools. A 3 denotes a feature

that is present in the system, while an 7 denotes a feature that is not. ElixirFM uses different terminology
to denote the analysis, generation, and reinflection functionalities.
face form, the lemma, the Buckwalter POS tag,
and the English gloss (Buckwalter, 2002; Graff
et al., 2009). ALMOR automatically extends
these features with 17 others: MADA POS tag
(Pasha et al., 2014), four possible proclitics, person, aspect, voice, mood, gender, number, state,
case, enclitic, rationality, stem, and stem category. The ALMOR database also includes feature
definitions specifying the values each feature can
take, and default feature values for every POS tag.
CALIMAStar extends on the ALMOR database
feature list as will be discussed in Section 4.

analysis and generation system. Its database includes pre-compiled out-of-context probabilities
for POS and lemmas. In Section 6, we report on
how well these probability features do in terms of
disambiguation. CALIMAStar also produces tokenizations in different schemes from features that
are pre-compiled in its database.

3

Baseline Arabic Morphology:
Algorithm and Database

In this section, we describe the basic database
and algorithm used in a number of morphological
analyzers, all following the work of Buckwalter
(2002), including our system CALIMAStar .
3.1

3.2

Analysis Algorithm

The analyzer follows the algorithm description in
Buckwalter (2002). The input of the algorithm
is a word. The output is all the possible out-ofcontext analyses for this word. We match the input
word using an orthographically normalized form
of it that is consistent with the look up forms in
the database. Orthographic normalization is necessary because, according to Habash (2010), the
most common spelling errors in Arabic involve
Hamzated Alifs and Alif-Maqsura/Ya confusion,
affecting 11% of all words (or 4.5 errors per sentence) in the PATB. We normalize by removing
diacritics, converting Hamzated Alif occurrences

@ Â, @ Ǎ, @ Ā,3 to bare Alif @ A, Alif-Maqsura ø ý to

Ya ø y, and Ta-Marbuta è h̄ to Ha è h.
The word is then segmented into all possible
prefix-stem-suffix triplets. The segment validity is
restricted by the minimum length of stem and the
maximum lengths of the prefix and suffix which
are inferred from the database, in addition to the

Database Structure

The database we use has six tables. Three are lexicon tables for prefixes, suffixes, and stems. Each
lexicon table entry has three columns: a lookup
form, a compatibility category to control behavior
and agreement, and a list of feature-value pairs.
The lookup form is an orthographically normalized surface form, which can appear with multiple categories and feature-value pairs. The other
three tables are compatibility tables: prefix-suffix,
prefix-stem, and stem-suffix. These tables are used
to ensure that any analysis that is produced by the
system contains a prefix, a stem, and a suffix that
are compatible with each other. This means, for
example, that a nominal prefix will not be combined with a verbal stem. The compatibility tables
are based on the compatibility categories appearing in the lexicon tables.
The differences among the many analyzers
based on this model are mostly in features. BAMA
and SAMA have four features: the diacritized sur-

3
Arabic transliteration is presented in the Habash-SoudiBuckwalter scheme (Habash et al., 2007).
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existence of all segments in their respective lexicon tables. Each segmentation triplet is tested
for compatibility using the three-way compatibility tables in the database. For each valid triplet
combination, the features from the prefix, stem
and suffix are merged to produce a single featureset for the word. The merging process involves
four operations depending on the feature: (i) concatenation of the Buckwalter POS tag; (ii) concatenation and rewriting of the final diacritized
form; (iii) value overwrite for the remaining features, where, first, the suffix features overwrite the
stem features, and then the prefix features overwrite all features; and (iv) producing the source
feature by the analyzer depending on whether the
analysis is from the lexicon, a backoff, or a default
analysis of punctuation, digits, or foreign words.
The result of this process is a unique set of out-ofcontext analyses for the input word. The first two
operations above are used in BAMA and SAMA;
and all are used in ALMOR. When no valid analysis is found, a backoff solution suspends the requirement for having a valid stem from the stem
table. However, the prefixes and suffixes must still
be compatible. We discuss the CALIMAStar algorithm extensions beyond ALMOR in Section 5.
3.3

CALIMAStar Database

In this section we detail our specific CALIMAStar
database extensions to the basic ALMOR database
structure presented in Section 3.
4.1

Gender and Number Functional Features

Smrž (2007) and Alkuhlani and Habash (2011)
pointed out the common discrepancy between the
form of some Arabic words and their function. A
prime example is the very common broken plural4 — almost 55% of all plurals look like singular words, but are functionally plural (Alkuhlani
and Habash, 2011). For example, l' @Qå šrAŷH
‘sections, slices, slivers’ is the broken plural of

the feminine singular word ém' Qå šryHh̄ ‘section,
slice, sliver’. ALMOR considers this (functionally
feminine and plural) noun, masculine and singular because it has the form of a masculine singular noun. Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) modeled
functional gender and number on a portion of the
PATB, which is based on BAMA/SAMA. Smrž
(2007) and Boudlal et al. (2010) modeled functional gender and number for part of their data.
Our contribution in CALIMAStar is that we extended all lexical databases, which are based on
SAMA and ALMOR, with functional gender and
number. We built on the work and guidelines by
Alkuhlani and Habash (2011). While Alkuhlani
and Habash (2011) only annotated the inflected
words that appear in the PATB, we wanted to annotate our entire database. To do this properly,
we inflected the 31,610 nominal lemmas5 in the
database for gender and number, making sure that
each database stem is used at least once. Our
dataset contained 77,023 inflected words, which
were manually annotated by two annotators for
functional gender and number. This effort took
130 hours to complete.
In our database, we renamed ALMOR’s gen and
num features as form_gen and form_num, and used
gen and num as the names for the functional gender and number features, respectively. To operationalize the use of the functional gender and number features in the database, we assigned them the
value - when the corresponding functional feature
matches the form feature for all inflected forms of
the stem. This value is then overwritten by the

Generation Algorithm

The generation algorithm follows the description
of the generation component in ALMOR (Habash,
2007). It minimally expects a lemma and POS as
input. The other features are handled in one of
two ways. All inflectional features, such as person, gender and number, are considered obligatory, and as such, all their values are generated
if no value was specified. Clitics, on the other
hand, are considered optional, and are only generated when specified.
For the input lemma and POS, we retrieve
all stems in the database. For each stem, the
stem categories are then used to retrieve all stemcompatible prefixes and suffixes. Only compatible
prefixes and suffixes (as per the prefix-suffix compatibility tables) are used, with the stem, to generate inflected words and corresponding full analyses. The same merging process used in the analysis component is used here also. The input featurelist is used in filtering which prefixes and suffixes
to consider. For clitics, this is done before merging, but for inflectional features, this is done after
merging.

4
The ‘broken’ part of the name refers to the change in the
template associated with forming these plurals.
5
Verbs are regular and have no discrepancy between form
and function gender and number.
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form feature value coming from the suffix when
producing an analysis. If the functional features
does not match the form feature, then the functional feature is assigned an explicit value in the
database, which can be masculine (m), or feminine (f) for gender, and singular (s), plural (p), or
dual (d) for number. These explicit values in the
stem are not overwritten by the suffix corresponding feature values.
4.2

Rationality

Rationality (or +Human) is a lexical feature in
Arabic that affects noun-adjective and subjectverb agreement. Nouns that are exclusive to
humans, such as £ñÓ mwĎf ‘employee’ are

considered rational, while others, such as ém' Qå
šryHh̄ ‘slice’ are considered irrational. Rational
nouns take adjectives and verbs that agree with
them in gender and number. Irrational nouns, on
the other hand, agree with their verbs and adjectives when they are singular, however they take the
singular feminine form of a verb or adjective when
they are plural, regardless of what the gender of
the noun is. The plural word l' @Qå šrAŷH ‘slices’
is irrational and as such would take the adjective
 ¯P rfyςh̄ ‘thin [feminine singular]’ instead of
éªJ
 ¯P rfyςAt ‘thin [feminine plural]’.
HAªJ
Alkuhlani and Habash (2011) manually annotated a part of PATB for rationality. ALMOR and
MAGEAD include a rationality feature, but it was
automatically populated and not fully checked.
Our contribution in CALIMAStar is fully annotating the SAMA/ALMOR database for rationality.
We build on the work of Alkuhlani and Habash
(2011), and use their manual annotation guidelines. We manually annotated all the noun and
proper noun lemmas in the database (18,120 entries). This effort took approximately 60 hours.

State and Case Features

We follow the functional classification of the Arabic state feature into definite, indefinite, or construct values as described and implemented by
Smrž (2007). Our contribution here is applying
this classification to the latest SAMA/ALMOR
database which we use in CALIMAStar .
The ALMOR handling of state has two problems. First, the definite state is only assigned
by the definite article proclitic + È@ Al+. This
is linguistically incorrect, as there are nouns
that can be definite without the definite article (e.g., directly addressed vocatives such as
@ñPX@ XBð @ AK yA ÂwlAd AdrswA ‘O children,
study’); and the definite article can appear with
construct state adjectives in what is called false
 
idafa (e.g., éÓA®Ë@ ÉK ñ¢Ë@ AlTwyl AlqAmh̄ ‘The tall
of stature’). Second, a number of nominal suffixes are ambiguous but that ambiguity is not represented. For example, the suffix +u indicating
nominative case can appear with both definite and
construct states, but ALMOR only assigns it the
construct value. In CALIMAStar we address both
of these issues: (i) we do not allow the definite article to assign a state value and relegate state specification to the suffixes completely; and (ii) we ensure all ambiguous suffix lexicon entries are duplicated and assigned explicit state analyses.
Case is properly handled for the most part in
ALMOR, except for a few cases where it interacts
with state, such as diptotes. Diptotes are nominals whose genitive case marker is the same as
their accusative case marker when they are in an
indefinite state (Habash, 2010). An example of a
diptote is l' @Qå šrAŷH ‘sections, slices, slivers’.
When it is indefinite, the genitive diacritized form
of this word is l' @Qå šarAŷiHa. The state feature
extension that produces a definite analysis for the
word without a definite article morpheme required
an extension of the case feature to produce the definite genitive diacritized form l' @Qå šarAŷiHi.

4.4

Roots and Patterns

Arabic templatic morphology, or the use of roots
and patterns, has been modeled successfully in a
number of systems (Beesley et al., 1989; Smrž,
2007). MAGEAD (Habash and Rambow, 2006;
Altantawy et al., 2010) made extensive use of the
ElixirFM database. However, roots and patterns
are not part of the SAMA/ALMOR database that
we base our work on.
Our contribution is to fully specify the roots
and patterns in the CALIMAStar database. This
manual effort started from the MAGEAD and
ElixirFM lemma root information when available.
The roots are linked to the lemmas directly and
specified in the lexicon stem entries. The patterns we include are concrete patterns (Habash and
Rambow, 2006) that are generated automatically
by subtracting the root from the diacritized stem.
4.5

Phonological Representation

The phonological form has been shown to be particularly useful for NLP applications, such as Ara144

bic speech recognition (Biadsy et al., 2009). In
MSA, most Arabic letters have a one-to-one mapping to phonemes. However, there are some exceptions. The Arabic definite article + È@ Al+ assimilates to the first consonant in the nominal
it modifies if this consonant is one of the socalled Sun Letters (Habash, 2010). For instance,
the phonology of the noun l' @QåË@ AlšarAŷiHa

icon, the entry for the suffix in this analysis has a
different feature for each of these schemes.
We extended our database with the tokenization
features in a semi-automated process. For each
scheme, we manually determined the list of affixes
that would be detached. For each of these affixes,
we generated the tokenized form. Stems do not
have any parts to detach, but some stems have to
be normalized for some tokenization schemes. We
used our CALIMAStar generator to automatically
get the normalized forms of these stems. The resulting tokenizations of a word are the concatenation of the tokenizations of the prefix, stem, and
suffix of the word’s analysis.

is / a sh sh a r aa 2 i 7 a /,6 as opposed to
*/ a l sh a r aa 2 i 7 a /, because the letter  š is a
Sun Letter. Another exception is the silent Alif in
the suffix @ð+ +uwA, which indicates a masculine
plural conjugation in verbs. The phonology of the
masculine plural verb @ñJ.J» katabuwA ‘they wrote’
is / k a t a b uu /, as opposed to */ k a t a b uu aa /.
This feature does not exist in SAMA or ALMOR. We extended our database entries with their
respective phonological representation through an
automatic process comparable to Biadsy et al.
(2009). The definite article assimilation is handled through rewrite rules because it involves an
interaction between a stem and a prefix.
4.6

4.7

Tokenization Schemes

Tokenization is important for NLP tasks such
as machine translation because it reduces word
sparsity (Habash and Sadat, 2006; Zalmout and
Habash, 2017b). Many tokenization schemes with
different granularities and normalization rules exist, and the selection of tokenization scheme depends on the task on hand.
In MADAMIRA, tokenization happens after
analysis and disambiguation through an expensive
regeneration process. Our contribution is the insight that since a particular tokenization is completely dependent on the analysis, we can specify the tokenization details in the database entry.
This is a tradeoff of a bigger database (space) with
a faster tokenization (time). We specifically add
four tokenization schemes D1, D2, D3 and ATB
(Habash, 2010), in both normalized and unnormalized forms. We refer to the normalized schemes as
tokenization, and to the unnormalized schemes as
segmentation. A normalized ATB tokenization for
the word AëñJ.J» ktbwhA ‘they wrote it’ is Aë+ @ñJ.J»
ktbwA+hA ‘they_wrote +it’, whereas an unnormalized ATB tokenization (segmentation) for the
same word would be Aë+ñJ.J» ktbw+hA. In the lex6

The phonological representation we use follows the
CAMEL Arabic Phonetic Inventory (CAPHI) (Habash et al.,
2018), which is inspired by Arpabet (Shoup, 1980).
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Multiple POS Tag Sets

There are many Arabic POS tag sets used by
different researchers and in different tools, e.g.,
Buckwalter (Buckwalter, 2002), MADA (Pasha
et al., 2014), Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB)
(Habash and Roth, 2009), CATiBex (Marton et al.,
2013), Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al.,
2016), and Kulick (Kulick et al., 2006). It is desirable to link these POS tag sets to each other.
CALIMAStar currently supports four POS tag
sets: the Buckwalter POS tag set, and the MADA
POS tag set, both of which are part of the ALMOR database, as well as the CATiB and UD POS
tag sets. We chose to start our extension with the
CATiB and UD POS tag sets for their importance
to the work on Arabic dependency parsing. This
goal steered us to output the CATiB and UD POS
tags following the ATB tokenization, which is the
commonly used tokenization format in treebanking and parsing. This extension was an automatic
mapping from both the Buckwalter and MADA
POS tag sets. We plan to add more POS tag sets to
our database in the future.
4.8

Lemma and POS Probability

Inspired by Khalifa et al. (2016) who used lemma
and POS tag probabilities for out-of-context disambiguation, we added three different probability
scores for lemma, POS (MADA POS) and joint
lemma-POS, for each stem entry in the database.
The scores were generated from the train set (Diab
et al., 2013) of the PATB. We used the SRILM
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) to generate the scores with
no smoothing. In Section 6, we show that these
scores can be used to select the correct POS tag
and lemma out of context with a high accuracy.

 J.ºJ«
Hñ
ςanokabuwt ‘spider’ as plural with the preposition ¼ ka ‘as’.

(a) The analysis output of the word ÕæÊÊË llslym grouped by
lemma and POS.

(b) The generation output for the nominal lemma

Figure 1: A screen capture of the CALIMAStar analyzer and generator interfaces.

5

CALIMAStar Engine

feature-value pairs, and generates the reinflected
form(s). The reinflector is also used as a backoff
mode for the generator when the input lemma is
not recognized.

The CALIMAStar engine is a new implementation of the analysis and generation algorithms described in Section 3 with some extensions. It uses
the database described in Section 4.

Web Interface We created a web interface for
the CALIMAStar analyzer and generator – see
Figures 1 (a) and (b), respectively. The analyzer
interface expects an input word and a selected
backoff mode. Options for backoff include no
backoff, proper-noun backoff, or any POS backoff. The generator interface minimally expects
a lemma and POS for input; feature values can
be specified as needed. The generator interface
changes which features are allowed to select values for depending on the input POS. For example,
in Figure 1 (b), the verbal features, person, voice,
mood and aspect, are disabled because the input
POS is a noun. There are two output modes for
both analyzer and generator interfaces. The first
output mode is a user-friendly display of words
grouped by lemma, POS tag, root and English
gloss. For each inflected word, the interface shows
its diacritization, phonology, clitics, and inflectional features, in a human-readable form. This
output mode is what Figures 1 (a) and (b) show.
The second mode presents the output in a featurevalue pair format more suitable for debugging and
programming interfaces.
The engine and web interface are linked from
http://resources.camel-lab.com/.

CALIMAStar API The CALIMAStar engine is
implemented in Python. We provide a commandline tool interface as well as an API. CALIMAStar
is a part of a collection of Arabic NLP tools we
plan to release.
Analysis and Generation Extensions All of the
algorithmic extensions in the CALIMAStar engine
are minor, and intended to accommodate the additional features in the database. Examples include
the special handling of functional gender and number as discussed in Section 4.1, the concatenation
of prefix, stem and suffix features for added POS
tags and tokenization schemes. The concatenation of the CAPHI string and the pattern requires
rewrite rules because of prefix-stem interactions.
Reinflection Inspired by the SIGMORPHON
2016 Shared Task on morphological reinflection
(Cotterell et al., 2016), we provide a reinflection functionality in the CALIMAStar API, which
makes use of the existing analysis and generation
components. The input to the CALIMAStar reinflector is an already inflected word and a desired set of feature-value changes. The system analyzes the word, adjusts its features given the input
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6

Evaluation

firmed that the analyzer is producing an analysis
with the expected functional feature values. Our
system produced the expected values in all cases.

In this section we validate our system and evaluate it against other systems in terms of speed and
coverage.
6.1

Tokenization We tested our D3 tokenization extensions, as it is the most complex tokenization scheme in our database. We ran our test
set in MADAMIRA to produce the D3 tokenization. We then compared the tokenization produced by MADAMIRA to the tokenization produced by CALIMAStar for the analysis that is
equivalent to MADAMIRA’s top analysis (modulo our extensions). We matched MADAMIRA’s
diacritized tokenization in 99.5% of the cases,
and we matched the undiacritized tokenization in
99.9% of the cases. The only undiacritized mismatches are the result of MADAMIRA tokeniza m'. bHyθ ‘with/by
tion errors in words such as IJ
+ where; whereby’, which MADAMIRA tok k + H.
 m'. + H. b+ bHyθ instead of IJ
enizes as IJ
b+ Hyθ. This validation test also brought to light
some minor cases which we intend to fix in future
releases of the database.

Internal Validation

We ran a number of tests to validate our database
extensions. All these tests were run on the PATB
dev set (Diab et al., 2013) from PATB parts 1, 2
and 3, except where indicated.
Analysis This test aimed to validate that we are
producing all the analyses that are produced by
ALMOR. We ran the tokens in the dataset through
ALMOR and CALIMAStar , and verified that every analysis produced by ALMOR is also produced by CALIMAStar . CALIMAStar produced
more analyses on average than ALMOR. And naturally, the CALIMAStar analyses were richer than
the ALMOR analyses.
Generation Since we do not have a manually
annotated version of this data set with all of
our extensions, we relied on automatic matching of CALIMAStar analyses against the ALMOR
analyses used to train and evaluate MADAMIRA
(Pasha et al., 2014).7 This matching allowed us
to extend the ALMOR analyses with functional
gender and number features. We used the lemma
and extended features as input to the CALIMAStar
generation component. CALIMAStar produced
the full diacritized word in all cases.

Lemma and POS Probability We carried out
preliminary experiments on the use of the different probability scores (Section 4.8) for out-ofcontext POS and lemma selection. We found that
the top-one choice among the CALIMAStar analyses ranked using the joint lemma-POS score preformed the highest with 92%, 90% and 88% accuracy in terms of POS, lemma, and POS+lemma,
respectively. The results are comparable to the
maximum likelihood disambiguation baseline reported by Zalmout and Habash (2017a), which
supports the use of morphological analyzers as a
backbone for the different NLP task.

Reinflection Validating the reinflection component required us to have a source inflected word,
and a target inflected word. We grouped the extended ALMOR analyses from the Generation test
above by lemma and POS tag, and generated all
possible pairs of words that share a lemma and
POS tag. For each pair, we used the features of the
first word to reinflect the second word, and vice
versa. Our system produced the correct diacritized
word in all cases.

6.2

Comparison with other Systems

We compare CALIMAStar to four other morphological analyzers: AraMorph,8 SAMA 3.1 (Graff
et al., 2009), ALMOR and MADAMIRA,9 in
terms of coverage (out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate
and analyses per word) and speed performance
(words, analyses, and features per second). We
ran the experiments on one million words from the
Arabic Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011). The
results of the comparison are in Table 2.

Functional Gender and Number Analysis
This test aimed to validate that the database extension for functional gender and number was consistent with the manual annotation. For this test,
we analyzed every word that was manually annotated for functional gender and number, and con-

8

We used the AraMorph 1.2.1 version, and implementation of BAMA 1.2 that was optimized by Jon Dehdari from SourceForge https://sourceforge.net/
projects/aramorph/files/aramorph/1.2.1/.
9
We ran MADAMIRA in ‘analyze only’ mode.

7

The ALMOR analyses were themselves automatically
matched against the gold PATB annotations in a similar manner to Habash and Rambow (2005).
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System
Coverage
Engine
Database Features # OOV% Analysis
W ord
AraMorph
AraMorph
4
1.7
2.1
SAMA
SAMA
4
1.4
10.2
ALMOR
ALMOR
22
1.4
10.7
MADAMIRA
ALMOR
22
1.6
10.7
CALIMAStar
ALMOR
22
1.3
10.7
CALIMAStar CALIMAStar
40
1.3
18.9

Speed
W ord
Second

Analysis
Second

F eature
Second

43.5K
2.3K
1.1K
6.8K
8.2K
5.4K

93K
24K
12K
73K
88K
102K

372K
96K
269K
1,742K
1,938K
4,094K

Table 2: A comparison of five systems, AraMorph, SAMA, ALMOR, MADAMIRA and CALIMAStar ,

in terms of coverage (OOV and analyses per word) and speed (word, analyses, features per second).

extends the suffix lexicon to fully cover the state
and case analyses resulting in the largest number
of analyses per word.

The first three columns of Table 2 specify the
systems, the databases, and the number of features in the databases. AraMorph was run on
the AraMorph database, and SAMA was run
on the SAMA database. Both of these contain four features: the diacritization, Buckwalter
POS tag, lemma, and English gloss. ALMOR
and MADAMIRA both use the ALMOR database,
which produces 22 features: the same four features of AraMorph/SAMA in addition to the
MADA POS tag, four proclitic features, person,
aspect, voice, mood, gender, number, state, case,
enclitic, rationality, source, stem, and stem category. CALIMAStar was run on the CALIMAStar
database described in Section 4, which has 40 features: the 22 ALMOR features in addition to functional gender and number, CAPHI, root, pattern,
tokenization and segmentation in four schemes
(D1, D2, D3, and ATB), CATiB and UD POS tags,
and POS, lemma, and joint lemma-POS probability scores. We also ran the CALIMAStar engine
with the ALMOR database as a comparison point.

Speed The last three columns of Table 2 compare the speed of the systems, in terms of words
per second, analyses per second, and features per
second. In terms of words per second, AraMorph
is the fastest system. Comparing the ALMOR,
MADAMIRA and CALIMAStar engines using
the same database (ALMOR), CALIMAStar is the
fastest of the three. However, using the larger
CALIMAStar database slows the CALIMAStar
engine down to second place in this three-way
comparison. That said, CALIMAStar produces
more analyses per seconds and features per second
than all the other systems.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

CALIMAStar is an Arabic analyzer and generator that supports a large number of morphological features. It has as an API and a web interface,
and will be released publicly. Compared with four
commonly used Arabic analyzers, CALIMAStar
has better coverage and is very competitive speedwise.
In the future, we will extend our database in
terms of lexical entries, features, and dialects. We
will also integrate our system into existing disambiguators and parsers (Pasha et al., 2014; Shahrour
et al., 2016; Zalmout and Habash, 2017a). Finally, we plan on conducting task-based evaluations where we can assess the added value of some
of the new features.

Coverage The OOV rates of the different analyzers are generally close to each other. The
differences stem from two sources.
First,
AraMorph’s database is an older version of
SAMA/ALMOR/CALIMAStar with less lemmas
(∼38K vs ∼40K lemmas). And secondly, different engines handle numbers, foreign words, and
digits in different ways, with the CALIMAStar engine outperforming all others.
The number of analyses per word is strongly
connected to the database being used. AraMorph
has less coverage, in terms of affixes and stems,
and that is why it produces a smaller number of
analyses per word. ALMOR and MADAMIRA
both use the same database, thus producing the
same number of analyses per word. CALIMAStar

Acknowledgments We thank the annotators
who helped with gender, number and rationality
features: Linda Alamir-Salloum and Sara Hassan.
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Abstract

as strictly local (SL) and its extension tier-based
strictly local (TSL; Heinz et al., 2011) cover a
wide range of phonological phenomena, yet they
provably cannot enforce the phonotactic conditions of nati.
However, as we show in this paper, nati can be
handled by a natural extension of TSL. In TSL,
a tier projection function masks out all segments
that do not belong to some specified subset of the
alphabet. This allows for simple non-local dependencies to be regulated in a local fashion. More involved patterns can be accommodated by increasing the complexity of the tier projection. In order
to capture nati, the projection function has to consider two factors when choosing whether or not to
project a symbol: I) the local context in the string,
and II) which symbols are already on the tier. This
makes it a special case of input-output strictly local maps, which is why we call this extended version of TSL input-output TSL (IO-TSL).
IO-TSL is a natural extension of TSL — it subsumes it as a special case and expands on recent proposals to make tier projection structuresensitive. De Santo and Graf (2017) propose input
strictly local maps to handle certain cases noted
as problematic for TSL in McMullin (2016), and
similar proposals are made in Baek (2017) and
Yang (2018) for phonology and Vu et al. (2018)
for syntax. Mayer and Major (2018), on the other
hand, suggest based on Graf (p.c.) that backness
harmony in Uyghur is TSL with output strictly local tier projection; Graf and Shafiei (2018) apply
the same idea to syntax. Input-output strictly local
projection merely combines these two extensions.
The paper is laid out as follows. We first introduce TSL (§2.1) and subsequently generalize it to
IO-TSL (§2.2), some properties of which are discussed in §2.3. The empirical facts of nati are presented in §3 based primarily on Ryan (2017), followed by our IO-TSL analysis in §4.

Sanskrit /n/-retroflexion is one of the most
complex segmental processes in phonology.
While it is still star-free, it does not fit in any
of the subregular classes that are commonly
entertained in the literature. We show that
when construed as a phonotactic dependency,
the process fits into a class we call inputoutput tier-based strictly local (IO-TSL), a
natural extension of the familiar class TSL.
IO-TSL increases the power of TSL’s tier projection function by making it an input-output
strictly local transduction. Assuming that /n/retroflexion represents the upper bound on
the complexity of segmental phonology, this
shows that all of segmental phonology can
be captured by combining the intuitive notion
of tiers with the independently motivated machinery of strictly local mappings.

1

Introduction

Subregular phonology seeks to identify proper
subclasses of the finite-state languages and transductions that are sufficiently powerful for natural language phenomena (see Heinz 2018 and
references therein). In addition to establishing
tighter bounds on cross-linguistic variation, many
of these subclasses are also efficiently learnable in
the limit from positive text (Heinz et al., 2012; Jardine and McMullin, 2017).
Sanskrit /n/-retroflexion, also called nati, is
noteworthy because it has been known for a long
time to be subregular but to occupy a very high position in the subregular hierarchy when construed
as a phonotactic dependency (Graf, 2010; Jardine,
2016). Its singularly high complexity stems from
the combination of a locally specified target (/n/
immediately before a sonorant) with both a nonlocal trigger (a preceding retroflex) and three independent blocking effects, one of which is itself subject to blocking. Established classes such
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2
2.1

Defining IO-TSL

it can be generalized to strictly local maps (Chandlee, 2014). Due to space constraints, we immediately define input-output strictly local projections
without discussing the earlier work on subregular
mappings on which our idea builds. The interested
reader should consult Chandlee (2014, 2017) and
Chandlee and Heinz (2018).
An (i, j)-context c is a 4-tuple hσ, b, a, ti with
σ ∈ Σ, t a string over Σ ∪ {o} of length j − 1,
and a and b strings over Σ ∪ {o, n} of combined
length i−1. The context specifies that σ should be
projected whenever both of the following hold: it
occurs between the substrings b (look-back) and a
(look-ahead), and the tier constructed so far ends
in t. The value of i determines the size of the input
window, which includes the look-ahead and lookback spans, as well as the symbol itself. The value
of j indicates how far back along the tier we can
look, including the current symbol. Given a set of
contexts c1 , c2 , . . . , cn , we call it an (i, j)-context
set C(i, j) iff for every cm (1 ≤ m ≤ n) there are
im ≤ i and jm ≤ j such that cm is an (im , jm )context.
Note that in a context set C(i, j), i and j refer to the maximum input and output window sizes
considered by any (i, j)-context. The individual (i, j)-contexts may vary in size within these
bounds. This is merely a matter of notational convenience and does not affect generative capacity.

TSL

Throughout the paper, we use ε to denote the
empty string, S ∗ for the Kleene closure of S, and
S + for S ∗ without the empty string. We use S k to
denote the proper subset of S ∗ that only contains
strings of length k, and we write sk as a shorthand
for {s}k .
Let Σ be some fixed alphabet and s ∈ Σ∗ .
The set fk (s) of k-factors of s consists of all the
length-k substrings of ok−1 snk−1 , where o, n ∈
/
Σ and k ≥ 1.
Definition 1. A stringset L ⊆ Σ∗ is strictly klocal (SL-k) iff there is some G ⊆ (Σ ∪ {o, n})k
such that L = {s ∈ Σ∗ | fk (s) ∩ G = ∅}.

Intuitively, G defines a grammar of forbidden
substrings that no well-formed string may contain.
The class SL of strictly local stringsets is
S
SL-k.
k≥1

Example 1. The string language (ab)+ is generated by the grammar G := {on, ob, aa, bb, an}
and thus is SL-2. For instance, aba is illicit
because f2 (aba) ∩ G = {an} =
6 ∅, whereas
f2 (abab) ∩ G = ∅.

For every T ⊆ Σ − {ε}, a simple tier projection
πT is a transduction that deletes all symbols not in
T:


if σu = ε
ε
πT (σu) := σπT (u) if σ ∈ T


πT (u)
otherwise

Definition 3. Let C be an (i, j)-context set. Then
the input-output strictly (i, j)-local (IOSL-(i, j))
0 (oi ?
tier projection πC maps every s ∈ Σ∗ to πC
i
j
0
sn , o ), where πC (ub ? σav, wt) is

Definition 2. A stringset L ⊆ Σ∗ is tier-based
strictly k-local (TSL-k) iff there exists a T ⊆ Σ −
{ε} and an SL-k language K ⊆ T ∗ such that L :=
{s ∈ Σ∗ | πT (s) ∈ K}. It is TSL iff it is TSL-k
for some k.

ε
if σav = ε,
0 (ubσ ? av, wtσ) if hσ, b, a, ti ∈ C,
σπC
0 (ubσ ? av, wt)
otherwise.
πC
for σ ∈ Σ and a, b, t, u, v, w ∈ (Σ ∪ {o, n})∗ .

TSL languages are string languages that are SL
once one masks out all irrelevant symbols.

0 is the input string, with
The first argument to πC
? as a diacritic to mark the position up to which
the string has been processed. The second argument contains the symbols that have already been
projected. A schematic diagram of the projection
0 is shown in Fig. 1.
function πC that arises from πC
Example 3. Let Σ := {a, b, c} and consider the
tier projection that always projects the first and
last symbol of the string, always projects a, never
projects c, and projects b only if the previous symbol on the tier is a. This projection is IOSL-(2,2).
The context set contains all the contexts below,
and only those:

Example 2. Consider all strings over {a, b, c} that
contain exactly one b and exactly one c. This
language is TSL-3: let T := {b, c}, and K :=
{bc, cb}, which is an SL-3 language (the reader is
invited to write down the grammar for K). The
licit string aabac, for instance, is first projected to
bc, which is a member of K. The illicit aaba, on
the other hand, is projected to b ∈
/ K.
2.2

IO-TSL

The power of TSL can be increased by changing
the nature of the tier projection π. In particular,
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ensure the matching of the first and last segment
those have to be projected too. But then the set
of well-formed tiers is a(ce)+ a ∪ b(ce)+ b, which
is not in SL because it violates suffix substitution
closure (cf. Heinz, 2018). Hence L is not IO-TSL
(although it is in the intersection closure of TSL).
A fully worked out proof would have to show that
all other IOSL tier projections fail as well.
Like most subregular language classes, IO-TSL
is not closed under relabeling. This follows from
the familiar insight that (aa)+ , which isn’t even
star-free, is a relabeling of the SL-2 language
(ab)+ . We state a few additional conjectures without further elaboration.

j
Tier: · · ·

w

t1

Input: · · ·

u

b1

···

···

tj−1

bl

a1

σ

···

ai−1−l

v

···

i

Figure 1: The projection function πC . Grey cells indicate symbols in the input and tier strings that are considered when deciding whether to project σ.

• hσ, o, ε, εi for all σ ∈ Σ,
• hσ, ε, n, εi for all σ ∈ Σ,

Conjecture 2. IO-TSL is not closed under intersection, union, relative complement, or concatenation.

• ha, ε, ε, εi,
• hb, ε, ε, ai.

Conjecture 3. IO-TSL is incomparable to the following classes:

The first two of these contexts ensure that any segment is projected if it occurs at the beginning of
the string or the end of the string. The third context ensures that a is always projected as all occurrences of a will be trivially preceded and followed
by ε in the input and preceded on the tier by ε. The
final context ensures that b is projected regardless
of what precedes or follows in the input, but only if
the previous symbol on the tier is a. Given the previous constraints, this is equivalent to saying that
b is only projected if it is the first b encountered
after seeing an a earlier in the string.

• locally threshold testable languages (LTT),
• locally testable (LT),
• piecewise testable (PT),
• interval-based strictly piecewise (IBSP;
Graf, 2017, 2018)
• strictly piecewise (SP; Rogers et al., 2010)
If correct, these properties of IO-TSL would
mirror exactly those of TSL, further corroborating
our claim that IO-TSL is a very natural generalization of TSL.
That said, IO-TSL is a fair amount more complex than TSL. In the next section, we discuss the
empirical facts of Sanskrit /n/-retroflexion that
motivate the introduction of this additional complexity.

Definition 4. A stringset L ⊆ Σ∗ is inputoutput tier-based strictly (i, j, k)-local (IO-TSL(i, j, k)) iff there exists an IOSL-(i, j) tier projection πC and an SL-k language K such that
L := {s ∈ Σ∗ | πC (s) ∈ K}. It is IO-TSL iff it
is IO-TSL-(i, j, k) for some i, j, and k.
Note that TSL-k is identical to IO-TSL(1, 1, k), which shows that IO-TSL is indeed a
generalization of TSL.
2.3

3

Sanskrit n-retroflexion

Sanskrit /n/-retroflexion, also called nati, has
been studied extensively throughout the history
of linguistics, and has received particularly close
scrutiny within generative grammar. The notorious complexity of the phenomenon is the product
of the interaction of multiple (individually simple) conditions: long-distance assimilation (§3.1),
blocking by preceding coronals (§3.2), mandatory
adjacency to sonorants (§3.3), blocking by preceding plosives (§3.4), and blocking by following
retroflexes (§3.5).

Some properties of IO-TSL

It is fairly easy to show that IO-TSL languages are
definable in first-order logic with precedence and
hence star-free. We conjecture that IO-TSL is in
fact a proper subclass of the star-free languages.
Conjecture 1. IO-TSL ( Star-Free.
Consider the star-free string language L :=
aL0 a∪bL0 b where L0 is (d+ cd+ ed+ )+ . In order to
ensure the long-distance alternation of c and e, one
has to project every c and every e, and in order to
153

3.2

Even a cursory look at the previous literature
is beyond the scope of this paper, so we refer the
reader to Ryan (2017) for a detailed literature review and analysis of the phenomenon. We draw
data from Müller (1886), Hansson (2001), and
Ryan (2017) and use the transcription conventions
from Ryan (2017). Page numbers for the sources
are indicated in the table captions of the data.
3.1

If a coronal segment (including retroflexes) occurs between the trigger and the target, then nati is
blocked. The only exception to this is the palatal
glide /j/ (cf. Table 2) — this is an important point
that we will return to in §4.3. Crucially, [ï] itself is a coronal blocker, meaning the assimilation
process only affects the first in a series of eligible
targets. An exception to this is geminate /nn/ sequences, where both instances of /n/ undergo nati
(cf. Table 2; this complication will also be discussed in §4.3). Examples of nati blocked by an
intervening coronal are shown in Table 3. Leaving
aside geminates for the moment, the illicit context
∗
for [n] now becomes RC , where C matches [j]
and all segments that are not coronals.

Base pattern

The central aspect of nati is simple: underlyingly
anterior /n/ becomes retroflex [ï] when it is preceded in the word by a non-lateral retroflex continuant (one of /õ/, /õ/, /õ:/, or /ù/). The retroflex trig" " far to the left of the nasal
ger can occur arbitrarily
target. Tables 1 and 2 respectively show the alternations in the instrumental singular suffix /-e:na/
when attached to roots without and with a trigger.
Triggers, blockers, and targets are bolded in all tables.
Form
ká:m-e:na
ba:ï-e:na
mu:ãH -e:na
jo:g-e:na

Form
õáth -e:na
gaõuã-e:na
põa-ïina:ja
Vaõï-ana:nam

Gloss
‘by desire’
‘by arrow’
‘by the stupid (one)’
‘by means’

Gloss
‘by chariot’
‘by Garuda’
˙
‘lead forth’
no gloss

Table 3: Intervening coronal blocking (Hansson, 2001,
p. 227 and Ryan, 2017, p. 305)

Table 1: Forms with no nati (Ryan, 2017, p. 305)

Form
naõ-e:ïa
manuùj-e:ïa
õa:gH aV-e:ïa
puùpaugH -e:ïa
bõaHmaïja
niùaïïa
akùaïVat

Unconditional blocking by intervening
coronals

3.3

Mandatory adjacency to sonorant

Next, the /n/ must be immediately followed by
a non-liquid sonorant to undergo nati. More precisely, the following symbol must be a vowel, a
glide, /m/, or /n/ itself (Whitney, 1889). No other
nasals can occur following /n/ due to independent
phonotactic constraints in the language (Emeneau,
1946). Like the special status of /j/ and geminates, this will become important in §4.3 but can
be ignored for now.
Examples of cases where nati is blocked by the
following sound, or lack thereof, are shown in Table 4. Again updating the illicit context for [n], we
∗
get RC S, where S is a vowel, glide, /m/, or
/n/.

Gloss
‘by man’
‘by human’
‘by the Rāghava’
‘by the heap of flowers’
‘kind to Brahmans’
‘rested’
‘having eyes’

Table 2: Basic nati examples (Ryan, 2017, p. 305 and
Müller, 1886, p. 44)

Viewing nati as a phonotactic phenomenon
rather than a mapping from underlying representations to surface forms, we can formalize it as the
constraint that no [n] may appear in the context
R · · · , where R is a non-lateral retroflex continuant. This does not constitute an analysis, but it
clarifies the formal character of the process. As we
will see in the remainder of this section, though,
the context is in fact much more complicated than
just R · · · .

Form
bõaHman
tõ=n=t-te
"
caõ-a-n-ti

Gloss
‘brahman’
‘split (3Pl middle)’
‘wander (3Pl)’

Table 4: Blocking when no non-liquid sonorant follows
(Hansson, 2001, p. 229 and Ryan, 2017, p. 318)
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3.4

Conditional blocking by preceding velar
and labial plosives

left root boundary separates the trigger and the target of nati, and II) no coronal intervenes between
/n/ and the blocking retroflex (so coronals “block”
retroflex blocking). Keep in mind that, as in §3.2,
/n/ itself is coronal and thus can act as a blocker,
a point that will be important in §4.
Table 8 shows cases where a following retroflex
blocks in the presence of a left root boundary
intervening between trigger and target, and Table 9 shows cases where it does not block because a coronal intervenes between the target and
the blocker, or no intervening boundary is present.
Note in the final example of Table 9 that an intervening left root boundary between the trigger and
the blocker has no effect — the boundary must occur before the targeted /n/.
Ryan (2017) notes that it is unclear from the
data whether the retroflex blocking is truly unbounded, or if the blocker must occur within a certain distance of the target. We assume the pattern
is unbounded here, but it does not significantly alter the analysis if this is not the case.

In addition to coronals blocking when they intervene between the trigger and the target, velar and
labial plosives can also block nati, but only when
two conditions are met at the same time: I) the
plosive occurs immediately before the target, and
√
II ) a left root boundary
intervenes between the
target and trigger. Left root boundaries are generally omitted for clarity when they occur at the left
edge of a word. Table 5 shows that left root boundaries alone are not sufficient to block nati. Table 6
shows cases where a labial or velar plosive blocks
nati across a left root boundary, and Table 7 shows
cases where such a plosive does not block because
no left root boundary intervenes.
Form
√
põa- ïaC-ja-ti
√
Võtõa- Háïa
√
põa- mi:ï-a:-ti

Gloss
‘vanishes (3s)’
‘Vrtra-killing’
˚
‘frustrates (3s)’

Table 5: Nati occurring across left root boundaries
(Ryan, 2017, pp. 320, 321, 324)

Form
√
põ- a:p-no:-ti
√
põ- a:p-nu-a:h
√
põa- bH ag-na

Form
√
põa- naù-úum
√
põa- nõt√ "
põa- nakù-

Gloss
‘attains (3s)’
‘should attain (2s opt.)’
‘broken’

Table 8: Following retroflex blocking (Ryan, 2017,
p. 325)

Table 6: Labial/velar blocking with intervening root
boundary (Ryan, 2017, pp. 318, 321)

Form
√
õug-ïá
√
tõp-ïV√"
õé:kïas

Form
√
põa- ïe:-tõ
√
"
bõa:Hmaï-é:-ùu
√
põ-ïa-k-ùi
√
√
puõa:ïa- õùi

Gloss
‘break (pass. part.)’
‘be satisfied (pres. stem)’
‘inheritance’

Gloss
‘leader’
‘Brahmins (loc. pl.)’
‘unite (2s)’
‘ancient rishi’

Table 9: No following retroflex blocking (Ryan, 2017,
p. 325, 326)

Table 7: No labial/velar blocking (Ryan, 2017, p. 319)

With this last piece of data in place, we can finally give a full description of nati as a phonotactic constraint on the distribution of [n] in surface
forms.

To accommodate these new facts, we change
the context to Rα S. Here α is any string that
does not contain a coronal and does not match
√
· · · · · · P , where P is a velar plosive or a labial
plosive.
3.5

Gloss
‘to vanish (inf.)’
‘dance forth’
‘approach’

Definition 5 (nati). No [n] may occur in a context
Rα Sβ such that the following hold:

Conditional blocking by following
retroflex

• R is a non-lateral retroflex continuant, and

There is one final complication: nati is blocked
when a retroflex occurs somewhere to the right of
the target /n/. Like with blocking by plosives,
though, two conditions must be met: I) as above, a

• S is a vowel, glide, /m/, or /n/ and
• none of the following blocking conditions are
met:
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– α contains a coronal C, or
√
– α matches · · · · · · P , where P is a velar plosive or labial plosive, or
√
– α contains , and β contains a retroflex
that is not preceded by a coronal in β.

• Project every retroflex (not just those matching R) if the previous tier symbol is S.
IOSL-(1,2)
• Don’t project anything else.

Table 10 shows variations of the previous data
points with the tiers projected according to the
rules above.
Let us briefly comment on the intuition behind
these projection rules. We always want to project
R since this is the only potential trigger for nati.
For [n], we do not want to project all instances as
this may end up restricting the distribution of an
[n] that is not a suitable target anyways. In addition, we do not want to project [n] itself as this
would make it impossible to distinguish an [n] that
was projected as a potential nati-target from one
that was projected as an instance of C. So instead,
we project the sonorant after [n]. As a sonorant
has no other reason to appear on the tier, it can act
as an indirect representative of an [n] that may be
targeted by nati.
√
The left root boundary matters only if it occurs between R and [n]. Since we build tiers from
left-to-right, we cannot anticipate the presence of
[n] on the tier, and in the input string there is no up√
per bound on how far [n] might be from . Hence
√
we have to project after every R, even if R does
not end up triggering nati. A redundant instance
√
of on the tier is no problem.
As for P , its presence matters only when it occurs before a potential nati target, so we project it
only in these configurations. We also impose the
√
requirement that the previous tier symbol is as
P needs a left root boundary between R and [n]
to become a blocker. This kind of mixing of input
and output conditions is not necessary for P , but
it is essential for C.
The coronal C is the strongest blocker. In con√
trast to , it does not depend on other material
in the string, so it should be projected not only
immediately after R but also if the previous tier
√
symbol is (from which we can infer that the tier
symbol before that is R). A C between [n] and a
retroflex inhibits the latter’s ability to block nati,
so we also need to project C if the previous tier
symbol is S (our tier stand-in for [n]). As arbitrary retroflex segments are projected only if the
previous tier symbol is S, projecting C after S
effectively blocks projection of retroflexes. Note
that we do not project C when it is an [n] before

This description can be translated into a firstorder formula with precedence to show that nati
is star-free. In the next section, we show that it is
also IO-TSL.

4

Formal analysis

The IO-TSL analysis of nati is a bit convoluted,
but more straightforward than one might expect.
All the heavy lifting is done by the tier projection
mechanism (§4.1). In any case where the projection considers the context at all, it uses a lookahead of 1 or 2, a look-back of 1 in the string, a
look-back of 1 on the tier, or a mixture of these
options. In particular, P and C have complex
tier projection conditions. Our projection function
creates tiers of a very limited shape that are easily
shown to be SL-3 (§4.2). While our analysis uses
abstract symbols such as R, P , and C, the complexity of nati remains the same even if one talks
directly about the relevant segments instead (§4.3).
4.1

Tier projection

As contexts make for a verbose description, we opt
for a more informal specification of the IOSL tier
projection. The projection rules for each symbol
are sufficiently simple that this does not introduce
any inaccuracies.
An IOSL-(3, 2) tier projection for nati is shown
below. For each condition we list its individual complexity. Note that the rules below merely
specify how tiers are constructed, not which tiers
are well-formed. This is left for §4.2.
• Always project R.

IOSL-(1,1)

IOSL-(1,1)

• Project S if it is immediately preceded by [n]
in the input.
IOSL-(2,1)
√
• Project if the previous tier symbol is R.
IOSL-(1,2)
√
• Project P if the previous tier symbol is and
the next two input symbols are [n] and S.
IOSL-(3,2)
• Project C if the previous tier symbol is R,
√
, or S, unless C is [n] and the next input
symbol is S.
IOSL-(2,2)
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Regarding the split between R and arbitrary
retroflexes, it is actually unclear from the data
whether the two are distinct classes. The available
data includes only instances of segments matching
R acting as blockers, though Ryan (2017) suggests
based on his analysis that all retroflexes should be
able to block. But even if the two are distinct,
that is unproblematic for our account. The projection of R is less restricted than that of arbitrary
retroflexes as the latter are only projected if the
previous tier symbol is S. This discrepancy matters only in cases where a C-segment occurs after
[n]. In this case, arbitrary reflexives do not project
whereas R still does. Projecting an R-segment after a C has no consequences, though. If the pre√
ceding substring matches
SC, then projecting
R won’t salvage it. If it does not match this pattern, projecting R won’t make the tier ill-formed.
Hence the minimal difference between R and arbitrary retroflexes — if it exists — is immaterial
for our account.

S as this is a potential nati-target and hence S is
projected anyways.
4.2

SL grammar

Once the IOSL tier projection is in place, specifying the forbidden substrings is a simple task. Consider a segment [n] that is followed by S and hence
a potential target for nati. If there are any R that
can trigger nati, it suffices to consider the closest
one. Given such a configuration R · · · [n]S, any
tier will have the shape below:
· · · R (C |

√

(C | P )) S (C | S | retroflex) · · ·

Here (X | Y ) means “X or Y or nothing”.
Based on this abstract template, the following
substrings are illicit because they indicate an [n]
in a configuration where nati should apply:
• R S, and
√
• R S X (where X is n, C, or S).
That these are the only four substrings that need
to be forbidden is illustrated in Table 10. But note
√
that
is always immediately preceded by R on
the tier, so the illicit substrings for the second case
√
√
√
can be shortened to S n, S C, and S S.
Therefore the longest forbidden substring has at
most 3 segments and the dependencies over the
tier are SL-3. As a result, nati is IO-TSL-(3,2,3);
these surprisingly low thresholds suggest that nati
is still fairly simple from a formal perspective.
4.3

That [n] belongs to both C and S is not much of
an issue, either. Since S is projected only after [n],
an [n] on the tier could be an instance of S only if
there are [nn] clusters targeted by nati. In such
cases, the entire cluster undergoes nati. For example, we see [niùaïïa], not ∗ [niùaïna] (cf. Table 2).
There are two solutions to this. One option is to
treat these not as [nn] clusters, but rather as a single segment [n:]. As long as the projection of S is
generalized to be sensitive to both [n] and [n:], this
data is handled correctly by our analysis. Alternatively, we could rely on the fact that [nn] clusters
in our data are always followed by S. Hence we
can limit S to vowels, glides, and [m] and still end
up with a sonorant on the tier after each potential
nati-target. Either way there are again safe ways
to deal with the apparent overlap between the abstract symbols.

Removing abstract symbols

There are still a few minor points that merit addressing. As noted in §2.2, IO-TSL is not closed
under relabeling, so the fact that the abstract patterns used in the previous sections are IO-TSL
does not imply that nati itself is. This is the case
only if one can compile out the abstract symbols
R, S, C, P , and retroflex into specific segments
like [n], [j], and [õ]. No problems arise in cases
where no segment corresponds to more than one
abstract symbol. For example, [j] only matches S.
If [j] were also a coronal blocker, then it would
also match C and the account in the previous section would no longer work since it would not be
clear if a [j] on a tier represents a blocker C or a
sonorant S. In such a case, the use of abstract symbols would simplify the pattern in an illicit way.
There are two instances of overlap in our analysis:
R versus arbitrary retroflexes, and [n] belonging
to both C and S.

We find it interesting in connection to this that
[j] is both sonorant and coronal but does not act as
a coronal blocker. If it did, it would belong to both
C and S, without an easy fix to rescue our analysis. Although Ryan (2017) accounts for the special
status of [j] on the basis of its articulatory properties, the fact that its behavior is also predictable
from a computational perspective is intriguing. Be
that as it may, the important point is that the account in §4.1 and §4.2 captures nati even if the abstract symbols are compiled out to the actual segments.
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Example

Tier

naõe:ïa
∗ naõe:na
põaïina:ja
caõanti
√
Võtõa Háïa
∗ Võtõa√Hána
√
põ a:pno:ti

aõïn
aõan
õïan
õtn
√
õtõ ïn
√
õtõ an
√
õ po:tn

Forbidden
substring
–
õa
–
–
–
√
an
–

Example
√
õugïá
∗ √õugná
√
põa ïe:tõ
"
∗ põa√ne:tõ
√
"
bõa:Hmaïé:ùu
∗ √bõa:Hmané:ùu
√
põa nakù

Tier
õïn
õán
√
õ ïõn
√ "
õ e:tõ
n
"
õïùn
õé:ùn
√
õ aùn

Forbidden
substring
–
õá
–
√
e:t
–
õé:
–

Table 10: Selected data points and ungrammatical variants from Tables 2 to 9 with their tiers and forbidden
subsequences (if any); n is added to each tier for the sake of exposition.

4.4

Relevance and interpretation

be an instance of feature coding, which destroys
subregular complexity because every regular language can be made SL-2 this way (see e.g. Rogers
1997). Ryan’s analysis may still be more appropriate from a linguistic perspective, but for our purposes it may incorrectly nullify the complexity of
nati.

Our analysis establishes IO-TSL as a tighter upper
bound on the complexity of nati when construed as
a single phonotactic constraint over strings. This
does not mean, though, that this is the only viable
view of nati, as it could have been analyzed as
a collection of individually simple constraints (cf.
Ryan, 2017), a condition on graph structures in the
sense of Jardine (2017), or a mapping from underlying representations to surface forms. These
are all insightful perspectives, but they are orthogonal to our goal of bounding the overall complexity of nati. Our finding that nati (and probably segmental phonology as a whole) is IO-TSL
is analogous to claims that syntax yields mildly
context-sensitive string languages (Joshi, 1985)
even though the actual representations are trees
with a tree-to-string mapping. The IO-TSL nature
of nati provides a rough complexity baseline on
which more nuanced and linguistically insightful
notions of complexity can be built.
We do find it interesting that IO-TSL as a natural generalization of TSL is sufficient to capture nati. But IO-TSL is still too liberal an upper bound. Just like the TSL-extensions used in
Baek (2017), De Santo and Graf (2017), and Yang
(2018), IO-TSL allows for unattested phenomena
such as first-last harmony (Lai, 2015). Future
work may identify subclasses of IO-TSL that allow for nati but not first-last harmony. IO-TSL in
its current form is nonetheless a fairly restrictive
upper bound on nati.
One final point of contention is our treatment of
nati as a long distance process, rather than local
retroflex spreading as suggested by Ryan (2017).
Unfortunately, there is no clear evidence that the
posited local spreading is visible in the output
string. Spreading of unpronounced material would

5

Conclusion

We have shown that even a highly complex process like nati can be regarded as a local dependency over tiers given a slightly more sophisticated tier projection mechanism that considers
both the local context in the input and the preceding symbol(s) on the tier. This extension is natural
in the sense that it co-opts mechanisms that have
been independently proposed in the subregular literature as a more restricted model of rewrite rules.
Moreover, the complexity is fairly low as nati fits
into IO-TSL-(3, 2, 3). A careful reanalysis of the
data may be able to lower these thresholds even
more by incorporating independent restrictions on
the distribution of some segments. Allowing the
tier projection to proceed from right to left might
also affect complexity.
The effect of the increased power on learnability
is still unknown. IO-TSL-(i, j, k) is a finite class
given upper bounds on i, j, and k, which immediately entails that the class is learnable in the limit
from positive text (Gold, 1967). This leaves open
whether the class is efficiently learnable, as is the
case for TSL (Jardine and McMullin, 2017) and
the strictly local maps IO-TSL builds on (Chandlee et al., 2014, 2015). But IO-TSL adds two
serious complications: the learner does not have
access to the output of the tier projection function
in the training data, and inferring correct contexts
presupposes correctly built tiers.
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Abstract

segments and bundles of phonological distinctive
features. Representing the inputs to an inflection model in phonetic space can unify the character inventory between languages with separate orthographies. The shared character inventory could
also enable transfer learning in some instances
where it otherwise would be impossible. There are
also confusing idiosyncrasies in some orthographies that are not necessarily present in an IPA
representation. For example, there are many instances of gemination in English that do not occur
in the phonetic realizations of such words, as in
hcontroli → hcontrolledi. English also exhibits
several examples of the same sound expressed by
completely different orthographic realizations as
in hflyi → hfliesi, or conversely harchi (/tS/) ∼
hmonarchi (/k/). Furthermore, a phonetic representation serves as an interface to an even richer
representation of characters: phonological distinctive features.
We explore this by representing each IPA segment in a sequence as the combination of its distinctive features. This is potentially useful because
(1) a model can learn representations for a fixed set
of distinctive features, rather than for each unique
IPA segment, and (2) the differences between similar phonemes should be more readily apparent in
the distinctive feature representations than the IPA
representations. When tasked with generating the
past tense of the English verb ”stop”, transcribed
as /stAp/, a model may need to distinguish between
both /t/ and /d/ as past tense suffixes, having seen
such examples as ”kick”: /kIk/ → /kIkt/, or ”rig”:
/ôIg/ → /ôIgd/. Rather than the model needing to
learn good representations for both /p/ and /k/ as
unrelated segments that precede a /t/ in the past
tense, a phonological distinctive feature representation would explicitly capture that they share the
feature [−voice]. This encourages a model to more
quickly find the parameters that correctly gener-

Modeling morphological inflection is an important task in Natural Language Processing.
In contrast to earlier work that has largely used
orthographic representations, we experiment
with this task in a phonetic character space,
representing inputs as either IPA segments or
bundles of phonological distinctive features.
We show that both of these inputs, somewhat counterintuitively, achieve similar accuracies on morphological inflection, slightly
lower than orthographic models. We conclude
that providing detailed phonological representations is largely redundant when compared
to IPA segments, and that articulatory distinctions relevant for word inflection are already
latently present in the distributional properties
of many graphemic writing systems.

1

Introduction

Models of morphology are important to many
tasks in Natural Language Processing, but also
present new challenges of their own. Morphologically complex languages require analysis that is
often only captured at the morpheme level, but
is essential for syntactic or semantic representations. This requires effective morphological analysis, which often receives less attention than other
subfields of Natural Language Processing. One
relevant task in morphology is that of morphological inflection: automatically generating the inflected form of a lemma according to a given morphological specification. An example of this in
English is 00 walk00 + 3 + SG + PRES → 00 walks00 .
There has been recent success in adopting the
encoder-decoder architecture (Kann and Schütze,
2016), which has been effective in machine translation (Cho et al., 2014), to this task.
In this work, we explore representing the inputs to such an encoder-decoder model for morphological inflection in two additional ways: IPA
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ate this voicing assimilation, and produce the form
/stApt/. That is, the model that learns from phonological features should quickly be able to generalize that this English past tense is realized as /t/ before voiceless segments. Similarly, in the example
of ”rob”: /ôAb/ → /ôAbd/, the generated /d/ can be
conditioned on [+voice] rather than the individual
segment /b/.
An alternative hypothesis is that the proposed
distinctive feature representation may, however,
not have such a profound effect on the inflection
model. This is because distributional representations of IPA segments or phonemic graphemes
have been shown to capture good approximations
of the distinctive feature space (Silfverberg et al.,
2018). In order to test these two hypotheses, we
experiment on a subset of data provided by task 1
of the CoNLL-SIGMORPHON 2017 Shared Task
on Universal Morphological Reinflection (Cotterell et al., 2017), which introduced 42 more languages than the year before (Cotterell et al., 2016)
for a total of 52 languages. We use an existing tool
to perform G2P on the data, and, as a second step,
to produce distinctive feature vectors from the resulting IPA segments. We evaluate the resulting
models on their ability to generate IPA segments.
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Figure 1: The encoder-decoder with an attention mechanism
used for morphological inflection
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Figure 2: PanPhon transforms a sequence of IPA segments
into a matrix of features

output embedding, and all of the encoder states
ei ∈ Encoder. We then use an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) to ‘attend’ over the
encoder states, assigning a score to each ei given
the previous decoder state dj−1 . The scoring function (Luong et al., 2015) is calculated as

Related Work Phonetic distributional vectors
have been explored for their effectiveness in several NLP applications; especially for informing
scenarios that utilize borrowing or transfer learning (Tsvetkov et al., 2016). Phonological distinctive features have also been successfully used to
inform NER (Bharadwaj et al., 2016). However,
to our knowledge, there does not seem to be work
in learning distributional properties of phonological features that compares them directly to vectors
of IPA segments.

2

<EOS>

score(ei ; dj−1 ) = tanh([dj−1 ; ei ] × W )

(1)

where W is a parameter matrix that is learned during training, and [x; y] indicates the concatenation
of x and y. These scores are then normalized by
applying a softmax over all encoder states in Encoder to compute each i,j−1 .
Finally, the attention vector is computed as
the weighted mean of all encoder states according to their normalized score: A(dj−1 , E) =
Pn
i=0 i,j−1 ei , which is concatenated to the previously decoded embedding before being passed
through the decoder. We implement this model in
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017), using Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) for the encoder
and decoder, and optimize with stochastic gradient
descent.

Encoder-Decoder Architecture

Our model is implemented as an RNN EncoderDecoder with attention, built to imitate the model
introduced by Kann and Schütze (2016), variations of which found much success in the 2017
CoNLL-SIGMORPHON shared task. The system,
pictured in Figure 1, works by learning an encoder
RNN over a sequence of embeddings for the input characters or morphological tags. In practice,
the encoder is bidirectional. The decoder RNN is
initialized with a sequence boundary token, and
each state of the decoder is predicted based on
the state of the previous timestep, the previous

3

Embedding Inputs

The inputs to this model are sequences of character and tag embeddings. To this end, each Unicode character codepoint or tag is a one-hot vector c, and an embedding matrix E ∈ R|Σ|×n is
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Shared task

Medium
Text
IPA

Features

Shared task

High
Text
IPA

Features

English
German
Hindi
Hungarian
Persian
Polish
Russian
Spanish

94.70
80.00
97.40
75.10
91.90
79.90
84.10
91.70

89.70
71.80
84.80
67.10
84.10
67.10
66.90
76.50

72.50
60.80
89.80
65.50
85.00
63.40
66.80
82.10

72.70
59.90
86.50
63.90
82.30
64.30
67.60
81.30

97.20
93.00
100.00
86.80
99.90
92.80
92.80
97.50

96.60
89.50
99.80
83.70
99.10
88.20
89.20
95.20

77.00
82.30
99.60
82.80
99.20
88.20
86.50
96.40

76.10
83.20
99.90
82.60
98.70
88.90
88.90
96.60

AVG

86.85

76.21

72.61

72.73

95.0

92.66

89.00

89.36

Table 1: Overall accuracy for each model (orthographic, IPA-based, and distinctive feature-based), and comparison with the
CoNLL-SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task top performing system for each language.

vectors and F to calculate the matrix that represents a sequence of embeddings. The overall
workflow involves passing from orthographic input sequences, through Epitran, and then PanPhon,
and finally to phonological distinctive feature embeddings.

computed to store the parameters that map the
|Σ|-dimensional one-hot vectors to n-dimensional
dense vectors, where Σ is the character and tag
vocabulary. Similarly we use a matrix I ∈
R|ΣIP A |×n for embedding IPA segments, where
ΣIP A is the IPA segment and tag vocabulary. To
produce the IPA sequence, we use the Python
library Epitran, which performs rule-based G2P
on language specific mappings (Mortensen et al.,
2018).

4

Experiments and Results

We evaluate these models on 8 languages that
are at the intersection of CoNLL-SIGMORPHON
data, Epitran, and PanPhon supported languages,
selected to exhibit typological diversity. The languages, split into 2 training settings per the shared
task data: Medium (∼1,000 training examples),
and High (∼10,000 training examples), and their
accuracies are given in Table 1. In the high data
setting using orthographic inputs, our implementation performed comparably to the best shared task
systems for each language. The slight degradation in performance can be attributed to the fact
that we did not use ensemble voting, as the top
performing systems in the shared task did (Cotterell et al., 2017), and that this is a comparison to the maximum score of 25 systems per
language, which increases the likelihood that the
optimal initialization will have been found. In
the medium setting, the difference in accuracy is
much more apparent. This is due to the fact that
all of the top performing systems in the shared
task also used either some type of data augmentation method (Zhou and Neubig (2017), Silfverberg
et al. (2017), Sudhakar and Kumar (2017), Kann
and Schütze (2017), Bergmanis et al. (2017)) a
hard alignment method (Makarov et al., 2017), or
both (Nicolai et al., 2017). These results illustrate
the common observation that neural systems require a large amount of data to be very accurate,

We then use the Python library PanPhon
(Mortensen et al., 2016), which maps IPA segments to features as in Figure 2, to obtain vectors
of phonological distinctive features. The features
are represented numerically whereby each index
of the vector corresponds to a specific feature such
as [±coronal] and stores a value from the set {1, 0,
-1}. These values correspond to ‘exhibits feature’,
‘unspecified for given class of sounds’, and ‘does
not exhibit feature’, respectively. In practice we
map -1 to 0 to obtain strictly binary feature vectors. Now, each IPA segment can be represented
as a vector v which has a 1 for each feature that it
exhibits, and a 0 otherwise. The embedding matrix F ∈ R|p|×n , where p is all features, tags, and
symbols is no longer just a lookup for IPA segments. Tags are still one-hot vectors, and symbols are one-hot vectors for any character that has
no phonological features (e.g. a space, or apostrophe). But the vector for an IPA segment now has a
one for each feature that it exhibits, in contrast to
the one-hot vectors.
The operation vF is equivalent to summing
each Fi for which vi = 1. In this way, an IPA
segment is the sum of all of its distinctive feature
embeddings. In practice, we can take the matrixmatrix product of the entire sequence of feature
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English
German
Hindi
Hungarian
Persian
Polish
Russian
Spanish
AVG

E NSEMBLE O RACLE R ESULTS
Medium
High
All inputs Text All inputs
Text
94.20
94.20
97.90
97.50
79.50
81.20
93.10
94.30
94.50
90.30
100.00
100.00
78.60
77.40
90.10
90.10
91.40
90.40
99.70
99.60
79.40
78.70
93.70
92.6
78.30
76.80
94.10
92.50
89.2
86.90
98.5
97.0
85.64
84.49
95.89
95.45

periments on orthographically and morphophonemically similar languages may also be revealing.
An Ensemble Oracle of all three models is given
in Table 2 in order to check if the systems vary in
what they learn to predict. The results show that
this ensemble outperforms each individual system
for any given language. However, when compared
to an Ensemble Oracle of three text models, the
results are rather similar. The increase in accuracy
may simply be due to varying parameters from
different random initializations, yielding an effect
that is similar to the boosted scores that can be observed in many of the shared task results.
More interesting is the fact that (2) both the IPA
and feature representation seem to yield extremely
similar accuracies with a paired permutation test
p-value of 0.43 over all languages. Even when
the training data is rather sparse as in the medium
setting, the accuracies remain extremely similar.
This suggests that the distributional properties of
IPA segments capture the information expressed
by distinctive features. Any benefit that representing a segment in terms of its features might have is
already available in the IPA embeddings. To further compare these representations, we experiment
with models that combine the IPA and feature representations. We attempt to simply add a ‘feature’
to the distinctive feature vectors for each IPA segment. That is, the feature vector for /@/ would have
a 1 for all of its distinctive features, and an additional 1 for that specific segment. We also experiment with concatenation of the embedding found
from the feature vector combination and the IPA
embedding. The input to the model is a vector of
double the embedding size to account for concatenation. The results, given in Table 3, show that
neither experiment seems to have much effect, and
the accuracies reflect the initial results.

Table 2: Ensemble Oracles for each language. If the correct word form is predicted by any of the 3 models, then it is
classified as correct. This is compared against 3 text models.

which can be partially addressed by artificially expanding the training data, or enforcing some copy
bias into the system.
For both phonetic representation experiments,
the decoded outputs are in the inventory of IPA
segments, the gold standard of which comes from
the deterministic mappings implemented in Epitran. This means that they differ only in terms
of the input representation in the encoder. Models trained on both IPA and feature inputs perform
comparably to the text model on both the medium
and the high setting. There are two main points of
interest in the results. (1) The lower performance
on average of the IPA and feature models when
compared to the text model is almost exclusively
due to differences in accuracy for German and English. We attribute this on the one hand to the
fact that the orthography of English is often dissimilar to pronunciations and that their orthographies reflect etymological information which is
useful in determining a word’s inflectional behavior (Scragg, 1974). An example of the discrepancy
between spelling and pronunciation is that the English vowel space has about 13 phonetic vowels
(Ladefoged and Johnson, 2014), whereas in the
orthographic alphabet, there are only 5. Furthermore, the unstressed vowel, schwa (@), can essentially replace any vowel in an unstressed context.
We observe that the majority of inaccuracies in the
English predictions are related to vowels, and most
commonly to a schwa. This indicates that converting the character space to IPA can introduce some
new complications. Regarding German, there is
no obvious explanation for the lower accuracy, and
we believe that a more detailed analysis of the G2P
performance is needed in order to explore this. Ex-

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have experimented with morphological inflection on 8 different languages and compared results
between an input space of IPA segments, and one
represented as bundles of phonological distinctive
features. The results show that both types of inputs
behave similarly. This indicates that the distributional properties of IPA segments align with those
found by phonological distinctive features, at least
to the extent that articulatory information is relevant to inflection. Furthermore, when compared to
a baseline of a purely orthographic space, it is ev164

English
German
Hindi
Hungarian
Persian
Polish
Russian
Spanish
AVG

I NPUT C OMBINATION R ESULTS
Medium
High
Addition Concat Addition Concat
71.10
68.70
77.40
77.70
56.60
56.40
84.40
84.50
93.00
90.80
99.70
99.70
62.90
63.70
83.50
83.40
84.20
84.10
99.20
99.60
60.80
66.60
88.90
89.20
65.90
64.80
90.50
90.00
80.80
84.40
97.80
97.50
71.91
72.44
90.18
90.20

Language Processing, EMNLP 2016, Austin, Texas,
USA, November 1-4, 2016, pages 1462–1472.
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Table 3: Results for the combination of feature and IPA
embeddings. Addition refers to the inclusion of a specific
phoneme ‘feature’. Concat refers to concatenating the embedding of both input types.

ident that for many languages the results are still
mostly redundant, and if there is a large discrepancy in accuracy it is in favor of the orthographic
inputs.
There is still work to be done to explore if there
are scenarios where bundles of distinctive features
provide an advantage. That is, in the case of transfer learning where the phonology of a language is
known, it becomes possible to approximate vector
representations for unseen segments. Similarly,
distinctive features may be better at representing
segments that rarely appear in a training set for a
given language.
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Abstract

making generalizations becomes more prominent;
see (Wax 2014; Zamaraeva 2016) for approaches
to extraction of morphological rules that take this
path.
When it comes to morphophonology, agglutinative languages are of special interest. They tend
to exhibit a variety of interacting processes which
give rise to multiple surface realizations of most
morphemes.1 A small dataset is very likely to contain only a subset of possible allomorphs – an additional challenge for the learning algorithm. As a
case study, this paper focuses on Mishar dialect
of Tatar language (Turkic/Kipchak). The data
sample used here is a hand-glossed collection of
texts elicited from native speakers in the course of
fieldwork (MSU linguistic expedition 1999–2012)
(3090 word tokens; 1740 types).

Probabilistic approaches have proven themselves well in learning phonological structure. In contrast, theoretical linguistics usually works with deterministic generalizations.
The goal of this paper is to explore possible interactions between information-theoretic
methods and deterministic linguistic knowledge and to examine some ways in which both
can be used in tandem to extract phonological
and morphophonological patterns from a small
annotated dataset. Local and nonlocal processes in Mishar Tatar (Turkic/Kipchak) are
examined as a case study.

1

Introduction

Morphophonology, or the interface between morphology and phonology, encompasses a wide
range of phenomena. While this paper primarily focuses on learning phonological rules from a
dataset, it is difficult to draw generalizations based
only on surface strings, since the rules may be
morphologically specific. The challenge goes beyond learning which phonotactic sequences are allowed, also incorporating surface realizations of
morphemes and rules governing their distribution.
Large unannotated corpora are used by a large
portion of the existing work on learning phonological patterns e.g. approaches to learning vowel
harmony (Goldsmith and Riggle 2012; Szabó and
Çöltekin 2013; Flinn 2014). However, in the case
of rare languages, a large corpus may be unavailable. On the other hand, small hand-annotated
examples or texts are a natural output of linguistic fieldwork and readily available even for underresourced and under-studied languages.
Interlinear glossed text is a format traditionally utilized in linguistic papers for presenting language data. It annotates each morpheme with a
label, or gloss tag. When the amount of data is insufficient, the role of such linguistic knowledge in

2

(Morpho)phonological processes

One common type of alternations stems from local processes, where the context is immediately
adjacent to the segment undergoing the change.
The same surface segment may arise from different processes. For example, the ablative suffix
(1) has different realizations after voiceless consonants, nasals, and elsewhere. The locative morpheme (2) demonstrates only a two-way distinction after voiceless consonants and elsewhere. The
plural suffix (3) is also sensitive to a two-way distinction, drawing a line between nasal consonants
and other segments.
(1)

a. kibet-tän

shop-ABL

c. ur7n-nan

place-ABL

b. k7z-dan

girl-ABL

1
For example, the idea of correlation between agglutination and vowel harmony goes back to (Baudouin de Courtenay 1876, 322–323), and its history and development are documented in (Plank 1998).
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(2)

a. j7rt-ta

yard-LOC

c. ten-dä

(6)

night-LOC

(3)

window-PL - P 1 PL - DAT

c. uj7n-nar

These phenomena are not completely free of exceptions and problematic cases. Two instances
of non-canonical vowel harmony in suffixes attached to borrowed roots are presented in (7). Similarly, (8a) shows the expected voiced variant of
PFCT arising after a vowel while (8b) demonstrates
the exceptional unvoiced variant in an identical
phonological context. Another issue is true allomorphy triggered by morphosyntactic features as
opposed to phonological context; and determining which is the case is in itself a nontrivial task.
For example, in (9) 2 PL is realized differently depending on the TAM (tense/aspect/mood) marker
on the verb.

game-PL

b. k7z-lar
girl-PL

While this data does hint at certain general phonotactic patterns (e.g. a voiceless stop is never followed by an affix beginning with a voiced obstruent), the contexts cannot be inferred exclusively
from surface strings; each morpheme has to be
considered separately. Moreover, even the same
set of alternants may be found in multiple processes. Consider the following voicing alternation:
(4) a. matur-l7g-7
pretty-NOMIN-P 3

(7)

b. jaxš7-l7k-ka

good-NOMIN-DAT

(5)

(8)

a. kal-gan

stay-PFCT

(9)

b. č7k-kan

exit-PFCT

3

The difference between (4) and (5) lies in the directionality of the {g, k} alternation: the obstruent
in the former is located at the left edge of the affix
and assimilated to the preceding segment; in the
latter it is sensitive to the voicing of the following
segment.
Another prominent source of allomorphy is
vowel harmony. This process is nonlocal in the
sense that it only affects a subset of segments (in
this case, the set of vowels); all other segments
are transparent and do not interact with the rule
in any way. Vowel harmony can be analyzed of
in terms of underspecification (Archangeli 1988):
vowels in affixes lack some feature specifications,
and their surface realization is dependent on the
closest fully specified vowel.
In Mishar Tatar, vowels are subject to fronting
harmony controlled by the root; most affixes have
front and back allomorphs.

[+HI, −LO]
[−HI, −LO]
[−HI, +LO]

child-PL - P 1 PL - DAT

b. täräz-lär-ebez-gä

b. k7z-da

girl-LOC
a. at-lar
horse-PL

a. bala-lar-7b7z-ga

3.1

a. tarix-7

history-P 3
a. i-kän
AUX - PFCT
a. bar-a-s7z
go-ST. IPFV-2 PL

b. činovnig-7
official-P 3

b. di-gän

speak-PFCT

b. bar-d7-g7z

go-PST-2 PL

Finding alternations
Alternations as sets

Consider the following rule encoding Mishar Tatar
vowel harmony:


∗
−SYL ])
(10) +0SYL
→ [αBK ] / [+αSYL
BK ] ([
BK
(11) {e, 7} → e / (e | i | ä | ö | ü) (b | d | g | ...)∗
{e, 7} → 7 / (7 | 7j | a | o | u) (b | d | g | ...)∗

This rule can be represented succinctly using feature bundle notation (10): any vowel not specified
for [±BK] receives these values from the closest
vowel to the left. However, underspecified vowels can be equivalently thought of as sets of fully
specified segments, and the rule as the condition
determining which member of the set appears on
the surface, e.g. (11). An alternation can then
be defined as the set of all surface outcomes of a
process, each associated with a set of contexts that
trigger it.
At this proof-of-concept stage we adopt the following simplifying assumption: alternations occur
between segments (i.e. one-segment substrings),
or between a segment and zero, and the context of
each alternant is a segment, not necessarily adjacent to the alternant. Further implications of this
assumption for contexts will be examined in section 4.1.

[−BK, [−BK, [+BK, [+BK,
−RND] +RND] −RND] +RND]
i
ü
7j
u
e
(ö)
7
(o)
ä
a

Table 1: Mishar Tatar vowels
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3.2

String differences

try

The learning algorithm proposed here is based
on the notion of string differences introduced by
(Goldsmith 2011). This approach required defining an alphabet of symbols A and a binary concatenation operator • (also represented by simple juxtaposition). The alphabet is augmented by
adding a null element for concatenation (indicated
∅) as well as inverse for each letter in A. The inverse of a ∈ A is a−1 , and aa−1 = a−1 a = ∅.
Moreover, (ab)−1 = b−1 a−1 . These definitions
establish group structure over the set of all strings
in the extended alphabet.
The right difference of strings s and t is defined
as st R = t−1 • s. Similarly, the left difference of
s and t is st L = s • t−1 . The following examples
clarify this notation:
(12)
(13)

jumps
−1
jumped R = (jumped) jumps =
(ed)−1 (jump)−1 jumps = (ed)−1 s
undo
redo L

= undo(redo)−1 =
undo(do)−1 (re)−1 = un(re)−1 =

=

try
tried
trying

jump
jumps
jumped
jumping

s
∅
ed
∅
ing
∅

jumps
∅
s
ed
s
ing
s

ing
ed

trying

y
ied
s
d

∅
ing
ies
ying
ied
ying

d
s
ying
ies

ying
ied

Non-regular paradigm: right selfdifferences of {try, tries, tried, trying}
This notion of self-difference is still limited to
prefixes and suffixes. Let P = {w1 , ..., wn } be a
paradigm whose left and right self-difference arrays are regular, with l and r denoting its (unique)
left and right commonality respectively. Omitting some details for the sake of space, we define
the set of internal difference substrings of P as
{l−1 w1 r−1 , ..., l−1 wn r−1 }.
Under the assumptions outlined previously, the
task of identifying alternations reduces to finding
segment-sized (or smaller) differences between realizations of the same morpheme. The following
recursive definition captures this idea:

s
ed

un
re

(14)

An alternation is the set of internal difference substrings of a paradigm that is regular if any previously determined alternations are ignored and, moreover, satisfies
two conditions:
(i)

the paradigm’s left or right commonality is a non-empty string;
(ii) none of the difference substrings are
longer than one character.
3.3

A two-step algorithm

In the input, morphs are arranged into sets by gloss
tag, each morph forming its own group. A fragment of the input is shown below.
(15)

jumped jumping
∅
ed
s
ed

tried

y
ies

Figure 2:

For our purposes, it is sufficient to interpret string
differences as ordered pairs of strings.2 In its
turn, left/right commonality can be defined as the
longest common prefix/suffix of two strings. The
left commonality of jumps and jumped is jump,
and the right commonality of undo and redo is do.
Given a paradigm (set of strings) P with n elements, its left/right self-difference array is the
n × n array D such that D[i][j] is the left/right
difference of P [i] and P [j]. The array of commonalities is defined similarly. A paradigm is regular
if each row in its self-difference array has a single
common nominator and all elements in its commonality array are identical (ignoring the main diagonal).
jump

ies
y
ied
y
ing
∅

tries

tries

∅
ing
s
ing
ed
ing

Q:

{[m 7], [m e]}
PST : {[d 7], [d e], [t 7], [t e]}
P 1 PL: {[b e z], [e b e z], [7 b 7 z]}

The definition introduced in (14) lends itself naturally to a two-step iterative algorithm that calculates self-differences for each set of morphs, identifying alternations as it proceeds. The extraction step employs the definitions introduced above
to find all possible alternations between groups
within each set. The reduction step collapses all
groups in each set that are identical up to known
alternations, essentially factoring out some of the

Figure 1: Regular paradigm: right self-differences

of {jump, jumps, jumped, jumping}
2
As Goldsmith (2011) points out, one can also think of
the right difference of s and t as a function that maps t to s.
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differences and making more alternations accessible to subsequent passes. The algorithm alternates
between extraction and reduction until the number
of groups stops decreasing.
Consider the toy example in (15). The first iteration starts out with no known alternations; the
only morph set conforming to (14) is Q. The extraction step discovers one alternation: {e, 7}. The
reduction step then collapses all morph groups that
are identical up to this alternation:
 7,
(16) Q: m
me
d 7, t 7,
, te
PST :
de

  e b e z,
bez ,
P 1 PL :
7b7 z

ATTR gloss corresponds to three different attributivizer suffixes, each of which has multiple realizations (20).

(18)

(19)

P 1 PL :

d 7,
d e,
t 7,
t e



∅ b e z,
e b e z,
7b7 z

(21)



4

At this point no further reduction is possible,
and the algorithm halts.
3.4

4.1

The Mishar Tatar sample contained 55 different
gloss tags and 160 surface realizations. The algorithm converged after three iterations, collapsing
the morphs into 85 groups.

Incomplete
Incorrect

---- COMP
(22)
---- Group 0
[['d' 'i' 'p']]
---- Group 1
[['r' 'ä' 'k']
['r' 'a' 'k']]

---- CMPR
---- Group 0
[['r' 'a' 'k']]

Learning contexts
Rules and locality

Above, we have introduced a method of detecting
likely phonological processes and collecting them
as sets of alternating segments. This section makes
the next logical step and focuses on patterns governing the distribution of alternants.
A straightforward way to formalize this task
and define its boundaries is grounded in formal
language theory. Two classes of subregular languages are particularly relevant to the discussion
of phonology. One of them is Strictly Local languages (McNaughton and Papert 1971; Rogers
and Pullum 2011). Given an alphabet Σ, a Strictly
k-Local (SL) grammar can be expressed as a set
of strings in Σ of length at most k. The corresponding language is the set of all strings in Σ that
do not contain any of the strings in the grammar.
Tier-based Strictly Local grammars (TSL) (Heinz
et al. 2011) are a generalization of SL grammars.
A k-TSL grammar can also be defined as a set of
illicit strings; however, they only apply to a certain subset, or tier, of elements in Σ, ignoring any

Intermediate results

Correct

---- ATTR
---- Group 0
[['s' '7' 'z']
['s' 'e' 'z']]
---- Group 1
[['l' 'e']
['l' '7']]
---- ORD
---Group 2
---- Group 0
[['e' 'n' 'č' 'e'] [['g' 'e']
[' ' 'n' 'č' 'e'] ['g' '7']
['7' 'n' 'č' '7']] ['k' 'e']]

One interesting observation is related to the
learner’s ability to retain group boundaries if the
groups appear to represent distinct morphemes.
This has a practical potential for detecting inconsistencies in labelling – such as the COMP gloss
tag being used for the complementizer dip and the
comparative suffix -r{aä}k (21), when CMPR is
expected for the latter (22).

At the second iteration (17), members of the {e,
7} set are now treated as the same segment, and
PST and P 1 PL satisfy the conditions of (14). They
yield two new alternations, {d, t} and {∅, e, 7},
allowing the reduction step to collapse both PST
and P 1 PL:
 7,
(17) Q: m
me
(" #)
PST :

(20)
---- PL
---- Group 0
[['n' 'ä' 'r']
['n' 'a' 'r']
['l' 'ä' 'r']
['l' 'a' 'r']]

{d, n, t}, {d, t}, {∅, k, g}, {l, n},
{k, g}, {∅, e, 7}, {a, ä}, {e, 7}
{∅, 7}, {∅, ä}
{g, s}, {n, N}

Table 2: Extracted alternations

The following output snippets illustrate the
work of the reduction step. Multiple processes affecting the same morpheme can be learned (18);
this also holds for alternations with zero (19). Not
every set of morphs is reduced to a single group;
the algorithm has successfully learned that the
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intervening elements that do not belong to the subset.
How can this model be used to produce a practical representation of a phonological process? One
way is to link each alternant occurring in a surface form to a set of trigger segments, indicating
whether they occur to the left or right. Each alternation should also be associated with a set of
transparent segments – non-tier elements in TSL
terms. This is essentially a bigram model, encoding dependencies between pairs of elements, and
has a clear counterpart in 2-TSL grammars. Given
an alternation with n variants, the process of learning the rule boils down to determining the directionality and partitioning the set of segments into
n + 1 subsets of triggers (for each alternant) and
transparent segments.
4.2

four different modes of collecting bigrams; see Table 3 for a concrete example.
Local
Nonlocal

Consider the voicing alternation {d, t} and the
harmonic pair {e, 7}. Both have triggers to the left
of the target; the former is a local process, while
the latter is nonlocal. Both alternations are present
in the past tense suffix:
(25)

a. ker-de

c. 7r7š-t7

b. k7čk7r-d7

d. teš-te

enter-PST

shout-PST

scold-PST

fall-PST

Presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are heat maps
showing PMI values calculated for the alternations
in question. High positive values in cells indicate
attraction, whereas negative values correspond to
elements repelling each other. Cells without values indicate unattested bigrams.

Mutual information (MI) is a measure of dependence between two random variables, or the reduction of uncertainty in one random variable through
the other (Cover and Thomas 2012).

x∈X y∈Y

Right
7N
7N, 7#

Table 3: Bigrams for {e, 7} in the word baš7N

Mutual information

(23) MI(X; Y ) =
P P
p(x, y) log2

Left
š7
#7, b7, a7, š7

p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)

For the task at hand, it is convenient to think of
MI as the expected value of pointwise mutual information (PMI). In its turn, PMI is an indication
of how much the probability of a particular pair
of events differs from what it is expected to be assuming independence (Bouma 2009). Intuitively,
PMI measures correlation (positive or negative)
between events.
(24) PMI(x; y) = log2

p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)

The PMI metric is naturally applicable to learning
of vowel harmony. In our case, the algorithm is
expected to learn the triggers and transparent segments for each process, which translates into calculating PMI values with respect to each specific
alternation. Instead of the full set of bigrams in
the corpus, the input for this procedure is the set
of bigrams containing an alternant (member of the
alternation in question) and a context segment.
A character bigram can be defined either locally, as a substring in a word, or nonlocally, as
a subsequence (potentially non-contiguous pair),
using left or right contexts of the alternant. These
two parameters – locality and directionality – yield

(a) Local process: {d, t}

(b) Vowel harmony: {e, 7}

Figure 3: PMI heat maps for local left bigrams;

higher values indicate stronger attraction between
segments
Local bigrams yield a very clear picture for the
voicing alternation {d, t}. In Figure 3a, unexpected pairs – voiced trigger and unvoiced alternant, or vice versa – are either absent or have
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very low PMI values. However, local bigrams do
not perform well on the vowel harmony pair {e,
7}. Figure 3b does indicate correct preference for
some vowels, but the absolute values are comparably high for a number of consonants as well. With
nonlocal bigrams the results are almost reversed.
For {d, t} (Figure 4a), the pattern is obscured.
However, nonlocal processes such as vowel harmony yield some correct information: for {e, 7}
(Figure 4b) more vowels and fewer consonants exhibit strong positive or negative correlation tendencies.

triggers and negative with all other alternants. The
definition of MI (23) can be rewritten as follows:
P
P
(26) MI =
p(x)
p(y|x)PMI(x; y)
x∈X

Fixing x and normalizing the value by its probability to avoid unnecessarily high scores for rarely
attested segments, we obtain the following metric:
P
(27) MI(x) =
p(x, y)PMI(x; y)
y∈Y

This allows to rank context segments by their MI
value. The bigrams have to be calculated in the
nonlocal mode to capture information about longdistance dependencies. Intuitively, the higher a
segment is ranked, the more likely it is to be transparent with respect to the alternation in question.
For each segment, the ranking also shows the alternant that corresponds to the highest PMI value.
The ranking for {e, 7} (left contexts) is shown in
(28).
(28)

(a) Local process: {d, t}

y∈Y

(b) Vowel harmony: {e, 7}

Figure 4: PMI heat maps for nonlocal left bigrams

The heat maps demonstrate that PMI values can
be successfully used to match triggers to alternants. What is needed at this point is a procedure
that would assign correct sets of transparent segments to each process – namely, the empty set for
local processes and the set of consonants for vowel
harmony.
Augmenting local bigrams with the notion of
transparent segments produces a generalization
applicable to both local and nonlocal processes.
A left (right) local bigram consists of an alternant
and the closest non-transparent segment to its left
(right). One option, then, is to compare context
segments directly in terms of how likely they are
to be transparent for a given alternation. A nontransparent segment is expected to have high absolute PMI values – positive with the alternant it

---N:
h:
#:
d:
r:
...
z:
ö:
o:
7j:
k:
...
u:
i:
ü:
7:
ä:
e:
a:

Alternation: {'e', '7'}:
7
0.00001362
e
0.00001943
e
0.00003585
e
0.00004618
e
0.00004704
e
e
7
7
e

0.00034681
0.00042929
0.00051578
0.00051578
0.00053448

7
e
e
7
e
e
7

0.01335405
0.01762960
0.01845926
0.03614305
0.03741840
0.04574272
0.04901854

As expected, most vowels have high values,
whereas consonants tend to score low. Some vowels still end up in the middle – in particular, o and
ö, which are uncharacteristic for this dialect and
generally found in borrowed roots. Provided that
the alternation set itself has been identified correctly, for every trigger segment the highest PMI
value unerringly points at the correct alternant unless the segment is transparent.
4.3

Phonological viability and rule evaluation

Due to the limited data, the learner cannot be
expected to have access to all possible contexts.
Moreover, as shown in (28) above, the rankings
of segments produced by calculating PMI tend to
contain some degree of noise. It is at this point that
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phonological features come into play. Adopting
the standard textbook definition, a natural class is
a set of segments that share a particular value for
some feature or a set of features (Odden 2013).
A rule is considered phonologically viable just in
case the sets of triggers of all alternants correspond to disjoint natural classes.34
Phonological viability introduces a straightforward way of producing generalizations. Combined with PMI rankings, it can be used to generate phonologically meaningful rules for known alternations. First, each trigger set is extended with
segments in its natural class that have not occurred
in the context of the given alternation. Second, any
transparent segments that were accidentally added
to the transparent list is removed from it if they
are also found in one of the expanded trigger sets.
These modifications produce generalized rules.
We use two metrics to evaluate and compare
these rules. The primary objective is to explain
as many instances of the given alternation as possible. This intuition is easy to formalize: an example is explained if it contains a correct trigger
which is either adjacent to the alternant or separated only by transparent segments. Another option is to calculate the average PMI over all (segment, alternant) pairs, following the standard definition of mutual information shown in (24).
4.4

contains all segments in the ranking; every step
produces a new rule with triggers assigned according to the current PMI values. If the rule is phonologically viable, it is converted into a generalized
rule, and the metrics are recalculated once more.
The procedure is performed twice for each alternation, on left and right contexts separately. Once it
halts, the best generalized rule is selected – which
means that only phonologically viable configurations are eligible candidates.
The results are summarized in Table 4. For each
alternation, MI and explained examples ratio (EE)
are shown for the best rule based on left and right
contexts. Colored rows indicate that the learner
has both partitioned the set of attested context segments and determined whether the trigger is to the
left or to the right correctly with respect to the
ground truth.

Assembling the pieces

In order to determine the best cutoff point in
the ranking, each alternation A is processed as
follows. At initialization, MI values are calculated once with nonlocal bigrams in order to rank
the segments; all subsequent calculations are performed with local bigrams. The set of transparent
segments, TranspA , starts out empty. The algorithm traverses the ranking, starting with the lowest MI value. At each step, the selected segment is
added to TranspA , and both metrics (mutual information and explained examples) are recalculated.
Thus, TranspA is expanded incrementally until it

Alternation

MI
(left)

EE
(left)

MI
(right)

EE
(right)

{d, n, t}

1.4277 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

{∅, k, g}

0.4951 0.4909 0.0000 0.0000

{k, g}

0.0814 0.1653 0.0000 0.0000

{a, ä}

0.8319 0.9733 0.8331 0.8387

{∅, 7}

0.8113 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

{d, t}

0.8079 0.9864 0.0421 0.3143

{l, n}

0.5547 0.9738 0.0514 0.1154

{∅, 7, e}

0.8431 0.6220 0.6205 0.5357

{e, 7}

0.8825 0.9857 0.7148 0.7912

{∅, ä}

0.1651 0.4688 0.5586 1.0000

Table 4: Rule evaluation for correct and incomplete

alternations
As mentioned in section 2, some alternations
are involved in multiple processes. For instance,
{k, g} conflates two assimilation processes with
different directionality, while {∅, 7, e} corresponds to a combination of a local and nonlocal
processes. As expected, they have lower scores.
The algorithm yields promising results for both
local and nonlocal processes, provided that the alternation set itself is non-problematic. The vowel
harmony case is further illustrated by the final heat
map showing all non-transparent segments in the
best generalized rule for {e, 7} in Figure 5. In particular, compare Figure 5 to Figures 3b and 4b and
the ranking in (28).

3
This is a simplification, as one of the trigger sets may
form an unnatural class that corresponds to the general case –
a fact captured by the Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1973).
The definition of phonological viability implements the Elsewhere Condition to some degree, as no natural class requirement is imposed on the set of transparent segments.
4
Under this definition, classes of segments specified by
disjunction are generally unnatural. While languages have a
tendency to favor natural classes (definable by feature conjunction) in their rules (Halle and Clements 1983), exploring
more relaxed definitions for the purposes of determining acceptable rules is an interesting avenue of future work.
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One way to gain insight into the procedure of
context learning is to plot the step-by-step change
of metric values depending on the set of transparent segments.

Figures 6–7 show graphs for left and right contexts with respect to the {t, d} and {e, 7} alternations. Each graph has context segments, ordered
according to the MI ranking, along its x-axis. Each
point corresponds to a step performed by the algorithm – or, equivalently, to a rule whose set of
transparent segments contains all items on the xaxis up to and including that point. In addition,
circle markers are present at every phonologically
viable step and indicate values obtained by generalized rules.
Graphs for local and nonlocal processes display
strikingly different behaviour. The typical picture for a local process is a monotonic sequence:
both metrics start out high but decline steadily as
more segments are declared transparent. For lefttriggered processes, right contexts show noticeably lower values throughout the procedure – especially so if only phonologically viable steps are
considered.
For vowel harmony (Figure 7) the plots start low
and show a distinct peak once a sufficient number
of segments are moved to the transparent set. The
peak corresponds to the last consonant in the ranking.

(a) Left contexts

(a) Left contexts

(b) Right contexts

(b) Right contexts

Figure 6: MI and explained examples for {t, d}

Figure 7: MI and explained examples for {e, 7}

Figure 5: Final PMI heat map for vowel harmony:

{e, 7}, left contexts
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While the values for left contexts are still
higher, the difference is not as great. This is an expected result: since vowels serve as both triggers
and targets of harmony, most vowels in non-final
syllables would have a harmonizing vowel both to
the left and to the right.

5

John Goldsmith and Jason Riggle. 2012. Information
theoretic approaches to phonological structure: the
case of finnish vowel harmony. Natural Language
& Linguistic Theory, 30(3):859–896.
Morris Halle and George N. Clements. 1983. Problem book in phonology: a workbook for introductory courses in linguistics and in modern phonology.
MIT Press.

Discussion

This paper presents an approach to learning (morpho)phonological phenomena from small annotated datasets that combines information-theoretic
methods with linguistic information. The proposal
includes an algorithm that discovers phonological alternations (represented as sets of segments)
shared by multiple morphological paradigms. The
notion of mutual information is used to assign a
set of contexts to each alternant. Possible rules are
then restricted to phonologically plausible configurations via a procedure reminiscent of regularization in machine learning. This approach is applicable to both local and nonlocal processes.
All these should be taken as interim results. One
option for future work is to explore interaction between alternation sets. For example, it may be
possible to decompose the complex {∅, e, 7} alternation by first factoring out the known vowel
harmony pattern {e, 7}, leaving a simple local process. Other steps that follow directly from the results described here include predicting and reconstructing morphs that are absent from the dataset
and, as a more practically oriented goal, identifying inaccuracies and instances of mislabelling in
the data.

Jeffrey Heinz, Chetan Rawal, and Herbert G. Tanner. 2011. Tier-based strictly local constraints for
phonology. In Proceedings of the 49th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 58–64, Portland, Oregon, USA. Association for Computational Linguistics.
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